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" The first speech -wliich was used, before the Delupie, remains now properly in

no place, only the reliques thereof may be found still in all languages."—Giioirus.

" "Words are the fossils of Speech."—A. H. Satce.

"Language as the expression of thought, is also the treasure-house of worn-out
metaphors."

—

Ihid.

"Etymology has the charm of all Sciences which deal with the beginning and

\ growth of all the great products of Speech."

—

Geo. Ctjetids.

^ " The most primitive language, say that of the American Palaeolithic man, must
Ov^ii, have been more rudimentary than any language now known to us."

—

D. Bkinton, M.I).

"Gesture language attained its most complete form in America."

—

Prof. Tylor.

"Analogies are probably at the root of cognate forms."

—

Ibid.

"The doctrine of cognate equivalents ov of ecjual pscychological values, is at
^ bottom of all root researches ; and the value of Grammar in the study of primitive

language is of secondary value. The original single root may, however, not
unfrequently have been lost or displaced."

" It will not do, as is sometimes done, to confound race and language."

Hyde Clarke.

"Every inflectional language was once agglutinative and eveiy agglutination

once monosyllabic." Also that "the Turanian despises every idiom that does not
clearly show its radical and significant element."

—

Ihid.

lv'284;J
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vi PREFACE.

Tliis racial and topographical bre^-ity may hare been earned too far ; and tlie precise locality of

American and African words is generally omitted; Isut for the more special, as well as general,

object I have had in view, greater detail would have been both cumbersome and possibly not absolutely

essential. Lastly, I have ventured in the following Introduction to give a short epitome of the

opinions of a considerable number of the pi-incipal writers and thinkers on the general subject of

llace and Language ; hoping that such a procedure may not be without some interest, as well as

be in unison with the general pui-port of this work, which has been a labour of love and the

occupation of many years, earned out under the disadvantage of ill-health, and inability to consult

as many books as I could have desired. Whatever its shortcomings may be, I can only trust that

there will be much in it that may prove useful in the future Study of Philology in its widest

sense. I have tried to offer the material for it, in a somewhat novel form, without having the

abiUty or the time to fully unravel and digest it ; but I have given at the end of Part VI., more

especially, a certain number of specially selected tables of comparison for cextain words and allied

cognate ideas, to indicate what may be done on a more extensive scale (by those who are adepts in

special languages), in the tracing of Archaic radicals, and to what extent apparently similar sounds

may or may not be connected, or traceable through various or different families of language, and

in what way such often widespread similarities or analogies may have originated. Quite indepen-

dently, the general tendency inclines, I think, to confirm a good deal the lines upon which Mr.

Hyde Clarke has worked.

I have to acknowledge much indebtedness to the Eev. C. J. Ball for his revision of the Chinese,

Accadian and Assyrian portion in Part I. Also to Mr. A. G. Ellis, Mr. C. Bendall, Mr. J.

F. Blumhardt, and Mr. F. L. Griffith, of the British Museum, for a number of corrections and

suggestions in Parts I. and II., more especially in Oriental and Semitic Languages ; as well as to

Professor A. H. Sayce, Mr. Hyde Clarke and Mr. Eobert Brown, jun., and other gentlemen. The

Egyptian is mainly taken from Pierret, but has been in part subsequently added to or corrected.

In such a general work as this, absolute and precise accuracy and uniformity in spelling and

meaning is naturally almost impossible, or to insure it would take up a life-time, but is probably

of less importance than might be supposed. Different accentuation, pronunciation, and spelling

occur for evidently the same word, in different parts of even the same language and coxmtry, and

for different times.

A considerable number of accents and diacritical points are given in Parts I. and II. ; but for

the sake of simplicity are mostly omitted in subsequent references in the Parts III. to YI., as

almost unnecessary in the case of words having to be compared with semi-savage languages.



INTRODUCTION.

AMEEICAN LANGUAGES.

The few American writers on the subject have favoured the notion tliat the Red Man in America

is more or less sui generis. Bancroft, in his " Races of the Pacific Coast of America," vol. iii. p. 561,

et seq. says: "It is not improbable that the Malays, Chinese and Japanese, did at times arrive

along the Pacific coast, in numbers sufficient to influence language, but hitherto no Asiatic or

European language, unless tlio Eskimo, has been found in America, and tlie Eskimo are rather

specially hjperhorean, than truly either Asiatic or American." Again, '^ verhal similarities, if frequent

enough, tend merely to show that all languages were co-related, but in America they are evidently

accidental, and the language distinct."

To show how easy it would be to form from a list of words, iiseless hj-jjotheses, Bancroft gives a

brief list of words analogous both in meaning and sound, from unrelated {sic) languages, e.g. :

—

"For the German ja we have the Shasta ya ; for komin, the Comanche him; ... for weinen, the

Cora vyeine ; for thun, the Tepehuana duni. For the Latin hie, var,t\ic Tepehuana liic, vase; for lingua,

the Moqui Unga ; . . . for toga, manus, the Kenai tngaai, man. . . . For the Sanskrit da, there is the

Cora to (give) ; for ele, the Miztec ec (one) ; for md, the Tepe huana inai (not) and the JLiya ma (no) ; for

masA (mouth), the Pima mahsa (moon) ; for tschandra (moon), the Kenai tschane (moon) ; for pada (foot), the

Sekumne podo (leg) ; for Icdma (love), the Shoshone kamakh (to love) ; for pa the Kizh paa (to drink)."

Inter se, Bancroft further adds in regard to American Native Languages, " they are wonderfully

rich and full of delicate graduations remarkable in such uncultivated peoples. The few Philologists

who have studied these languages find they contain common characteristics, that are themselves

peculiar, and yet very different from the Cld World Languages, some, though perhaps more Turanian-

like than others, yet occasionally have nothing in common with each other. All hypotheses to explain

these peculiarities have so far been unsuccessful."
" Whitney," says Bancroft, " considers the American languages are the most changeful of all

human forms of speech, long words are common, except perhaps in the Otomi. The gesture language

is very complete ; but the Eskimo a distinct language.* "

Bancroft also, vol. iii. p. 556, says that, " the American languages generally possess much
reduplication, or repetitions of the same syllabic to express plurals ; the use of frequeutatives and

duals ; the application of gender to the third person of the verb ; the direct conversion of nouns,

substantive and adjective, into verbs, and their eoujugations as such ; also peculiar generic distinctions

arising from a separation of animate from inanimate beings" (see also Schoolcraft).

Mallery says there are 58 linguistic stocks, and about 300 dialects in American Indian Languages
;

but Nada'illac says that others have estimated them at fi'om 400 to 1300. These have, however, been

more recently, according to Canon Cook, reduced to eleven families.

Bancroft considers there are only three great language families in North America, viz.

:

1. The Tinneh, or Athabascan (North West).

2. The Aztec ) r. <- i a
r> an 11 r f Central America.
3. The Maya

)

"The dialects of the Tinneh family show many words in common, but not in the mora

grammatical form. In California the dialects are hopelessly mixed, and may contain, as before noticed,

some Oceanic admixture.

"The Pima (California) contains 15 per cent, of Malay or Polynesian words, but no Chinese or

Japanese ones. The Aztec and Toltec are one, and the Nahua or Aztec the oldest language of Anahua.

The Aztec is a very original and dominant language, and the large Central Mexican plateau of Anahua
was probably the primal centre of it. The Aztec is the most perfect and finished of the American

languages, though wanting in six consonants b, d, f, r, g, and s.

* See Professor Tj-lor's " Early History of Mankind," as to Gesture Langnage, pp. 14-88.
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" Teotl vas their god. Aztec -words are much agalutinatcd and compounded. The connexion

between Otomi and Chinese, advocated by some, especially by Sefior Xiijera, an Otomi native, is very

doubtful, for on comparing two monosyllabic languages like the Otomi and Chinese, which (especially

the latter) may have so many meanings to the same sound or apparent root, distinguishable only by
accent or pronounciation ; the actual resemblances may be but few. Aztec nouns have neither

declension nor gender. Adjectives come before nouns. Plurals usually have ya or e prefixed. Tza or

fe« prefixed mark the superlative. Yerbs are conjugated with the assistance of particles. The letters

il are constantly added" (so far Bancroft).

Professor Tylor in his "Early History of Mankind" (pp. 14-83) says Gcstui'e Language had
attained its most perfect form in America.

Professor Max Miiller divides Sanskrit root-forms into two classes, the predicative, as shine, extend,

etc., and demonstrative ones, a small class of independent radicals, as here, this, thou, he, etc., which
Professor Tylor thinks rather correspond to the two gi-eat classes of gesture-signs, which may again

in part correspond with Chinese words that are neither one thing nor another ; as ta meaning great, to

make gTeat, to bo gTeat. The reference of substantive to a verb-root in the Aryan languages is quite

in harmony with gesture language ; e.g. water, is that which waves ; the oar, that which makes
to go, etc.

The syntax of gesture language best compares with Chinese, and perhaps with French and
English, which have most thrown oft' inflection. Chinese and English hero agree ; both putting the

attributes before the subject, as pe )/(«^white horse ; ngo ta ni, I strike thee.

Professor Tylor well says, "Utterance includes not speech only, but all ways by which a man
can express his thoughts." " Man is essentially not tlie speaker, but he who thinks and means."
" Speech and thought go together." Analogies are probably at the root of " cognate forms," Professor

Tylor considers, and he instances the use of loud, as applicable equally both to sound and colour
;

surdiis means both deaf and stupid. Some savage tribes would have their language incomplete without

gesture-signs, and which is a most important element Ethnologically, and proves it to have been part

of the original utterance of mankind.

[The order of human utterance would naturally appear to be, first, Speech ; second, Language,
including grammar, reduplication and agglutination. May not accentuation be directly derivable from
gesture-signs ? while inflection belongs only to the later and higher stage of Language ? In the proper

study of Primitive Language, analogies and cognate forms must occupy an important place.]

Professor Gamer, in the ]\'^ew Review, has given a curious paper on " Rudimentary Language in

Apes," as ascertained with a considei-able degree of certainty by means of the phonograph! (see

Spectator, June 6, 1891). Apparently distinct sounds, equivalent to words, are uttered, as to express

desire for food, diink, and even possibly for special kinds of food, on which they are most accustomed

to feed, and which uttered by the ape is readily understood by other apes of the same species ; and
Professor Gamer himself, by repeated practice imitative of the phonogTaphie sounds, succeeded in

correctly giving the proper word or sound of this rutlimentary speech, so as to be readily and
intelligently understood by the apes themselves. If apes, then, have an elementary fonn of true

speech, may it not reasonably follow that savage man, before language became developed or specialized,

might originally have had a considerable number of expressive elementary archaic and even wide-

spread words or roots in common, such as pa, ma, ka, ak, te, etc.
;
pak, paka, mak, tej), tak, pat, etc.,

many of which may still be existent, with similar or with more or less meanings ?

There is a long and valuable account of the Languages, (Justoms, etc., of the N.AV. Indian Tribes

of Canada in their Sixth Report given by the Committee of the British Association (Leeds meeting,

1890), from which I briefly gather, that according to Mr. Horatio ILde and Dr. Boas, there are far

more linguistic stocks along the N.W. coast of North America, than in the interior and ci'utral parts

of N. America. The principal tribes are those comprised under the Tinneh, Salish and Kooteuay
(not inclusive of the Nootka). These would appear to have been intruders, however, from Central

North America (where the Alq(mkins and Blackfeet since predominated) and from the Eastern side'

of the Rocky Mountains. Dr. Gibbs states that the Salish have made their way to the Pacific, and
having absorbed the smaller local tribes have become much mixed both in blood and language. All

the N.W. languages of British Columbia have a peculiar phonology, very harsh and guttural (almost

clickish). The tl say of Mexico becomes ^txl ; but further south towards California the phonology
becomes naturally perhaps through the influence of a wanner climate miich softer. These N.W. tribes

with almost radical difl'erences of languages and even of origin, seem to have to some extent a common
polity. The skulls are generally artificially flattened. Brothers and sisters, called younger or elder, etc.

Different words often used by male and female for the same word. Animism and Shamanism common.
Some tribes worship the sun, under the name li'ta.

[The Tlingits of Queen Charlotte Island have many monosyllabic words much resembling Asiatic

Turanian ones ; I am inclined to think they must have originally come from thence.]

This Sixth Report of N.W. Canailian Tribes has a rather full epitome of the Indian Languages,

Grammar and Vocabularies.
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For tliosc di'siiYuis of stiulyiiig tlic iiiicivnt ilcxicui and Aztec Laiis'iias'i; I advise consultiiif? Sigiior

Bernardini Biondelli's " Olossai'ium Aztcco-Latimim," etc., Jlilaii, 1819. In the Introduction lie

states tliat " tlio Aztec is a liij^'bly inflexional language; e.g. Um-otlaz^V love, gives tlai;utlani, lover;

tl(i(;otli, dear ; tla<;ulolo, I am loved ; tla(;oi.lacca, I have loved ; tlagotlaliztU, love ; Ua(;otlai/a, I loved
;

tla^ofldcca, I liavc loved ; and flar^oUtz, I will love."

The Aztcx- would say, mtxM-^iXvi hand ; tatUi^^xc father
;

l)ut ])i-onounccd matzintU, when meaning
to express tlie hand of a god ; and tazindi, when in relation to a father, etc. With both Aztec and
Maya numerals, the system is very similar to the liascjue and (leorgian, viz. vigesimal. The old

Slexicaus reckoned by five as unity ; e.g. w^one ; iiiiif^uilli^fiye
; but tor the second five, chicu

;

ehicuace^.'b+ l, etc. The Aztec cliicit being remarkably likc^ the Latin quin([Uo and Italian cinciue.

The radical frequently carries both a suffix and a ])refi.K, with verbs as well as nouns. To express

the masculine and feminine of animals, oquich and ciluia are prefixed, to some extent com'sponding in

English to /w and a7/« (animals).

The pronouns partly resemble tbt^ Indo-European, e.t/. ti for tu ; no for tni^ ; rjui/i for quis,- quem ?

The final tie or flein, signifies something ; alle, a/leiii, nuthiug ; nel, diligence, solicitation ; anel,

neglect, darkness
;

qualli, good ; aqualU, e\'il
;

quallotl, goodness. An example of a compound word,
rt!j'M(y)««rt//«(/c/'/;^water-wood-crossing (or bridge).

I have added in the A])pendices of this work a sliort list of analogies between Aztec and Indo-

European words. Eiondelli considers the Aztec offers great analogies to some of the chief

Indo-European languages, as well as in civil, religious, and ancient monumental matters ; and with
India especially.

It is curious that Senor Lopez, of Monte Video, should likewise have supposed he had found so

many analogies and roots, common to the Sanskrit or Greek and the S.A. Quicliua, and to which I have
elsewhere alluded. The temples, ornamentation, and sculpture, and sitting attitudes of the gods

and idols of ancient Jlexieo and Central America offer not unfrecpiently in my oj^inion also considerabh;

resemblances to the Hindoo and Indo-Chinese architecture, and that has been noticed by others ; and in

one or two cases the undoubted sculptured figure of an elephant's head, with tusks and trunk, have
been found in Central American sculjiture. The Aztec for god was Teotl, very near the (Jreek Oewf,

and Teutonic Tio. The old Mexicans had legends of a white man who had once arrived amongst them
and taught them much, (Latham, p. 5, et seq.).

With respect to the Native Languages of America, Canon Cook, in his " Origins of Religion and
Langiuige," says :

—" These languages are generally regarded by Ethnologists of the highest distinction

as undoubtedly belonging to the Scythian or Turanian group. So far, Prichard, Berhaus, Primer Bey,
M. de Qnatrefages, are unanimous. This opinion rests on scientific grounds both physiological and
Etymological. The multituduious native languages of America, reduced after long and laborious research

to eleven families, are what is termed polysynthetical, that is the a(/f/liifiiiative run to seed. In this respect

bearing much resemblance to the Basque, as has been shown by Pott and Berhaus ('Ethnogi-aphical Atlas,'

p. 23). Duponceau first ga^•e the name polysynthetical to the American tongue. Their unity and
affinity to the Finno-Tartaric are maintained by Pritchard, Bimsen, and Berhaus. To this classification

there is but one doubtful exception, that of the Peruvian language, for which an Aryan origin has been
claimed by Lopez, a South American physician (see elsewhere). In his ' Eaces Aryennes de Peru,'

1871, he seems to establish a connexion with the Aryan, but at the same time to prove that if the

Peru\-ian Quichuan was derived from the Aryan, it must have imdergone a process of disintegration

which needs almost separate it from the Aryan group."

Latham in his Comparative Philology, p. 431, considers the resemblances said to exist between
Otomi and Chinese, " those of analogy only, and not of affinity ; that languages wdth the shortest

words like Otomi and Chinese naturally must exhibit the greatest number of analogies,* in fact

coincidences are often not of primaiy importance as regards mutual relationship of languages, nor

even the grammatical structure ; one nation may prefer prefixes to postfixes. Languages genealogically

allied may vary much in their stage of development."!
Buschmann traces back the Aztec language 1500 miles north of Mexico. Dr. Daniel Wilson

thinks that the Central American Ci\ilization was of Southern origin, and seemed to embrace all

the highest phases of the civilization of both North and South America, and included probably a

mixtiu'c of races, with even a strain of migration borne across the Atlantic. (See Prehistoric

Man, p. 603.)

Professor Tylor thinks that connexion between the Peruvians and Mexicans is not proved.

There are myths common to Polynesia, Asia, and America, as the World-Tortoise ; the man swallowed

• 13ufc at the same time may not those short words contain not improbably a certain number of the oldest or primary
and widest-spread roots or sounds ?—R. P. G.

t Latham also says that in North and South American Vocabularies the same root is often found for both, which may
be a good philological argument in favour of the fundamental unity of the two classes (p. 522). I have found a number o£

words nearly identical in all parts of America. (See Tables and Vocabularies.)—" K. P. G.'
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by the fish ; the Sim-Catcher ; the Bridge of the Dead, etc. It is well known that the ilexican

Calendar and Zodiacal signs have much in common with Asiatic men ;—also ornamentation and

architecture.

As regards the ancient Nahua and Aztec languages of Mexico, I have not found so much in

common with simple words belonging to the Old World as is the case with the Califomian, Otomi,

Athabascan, Quichua, and Guarani languages ; this I have also found applicable to the Eastern and

Algonkin groups of languages in North America. With the Algonkin and N.E. American languages

and dialects, Schoolcraft, vol. iii. p. 60, etc., considers there is more connexion as regards customs

and manners than with language, between the North Americans and Asiatics, that betokens early

communications ; e.g. cutting or marking of the arms and legs to denote sorrow for the dead

;

immortality of the soul ; burials with implements, food, and funereal fire ; head-stones ;
also in the

duality of the Great Spirit, one good, the other evil. They are much given to dancing and hunting,

and to magic, which may have had its origin in medicine. Sorcery is also prevalent in Eastern Asia.

The near identity of the words for younger brotlier and sister is still a characteristic of all the American

Eed Indian langnages except the Iroquois.* Their substantive is older than the verb, and comes as

well as adjectives under the same rule as the verb. They employ a common gender for he and she,

and use the same word for man or woman, perhaps an indication of the antiquity of the language.

Numbers of syllables are often clustered togetlier as if on a polysyllabic stem. "It is a fixed theory

of language built on radices, to have the singular property of retaining the meaning of their original

incremental or voweHc meanings, under all aspects of the compounds. Syntax is a later development

of language."

The Indian languages Humboldt called ayyiutinatire ; Duponccau, poh/synthetic ; but Schoolcraft

preferred the term holuphrnstic (fi-om <J',\o9 entire, and 0/H;e(L'=to say, utter). It does not undergo so

manv perhaps later modifications of the oi'igiual root or idea as the Sanskrit, and other languages of

the Old World.
Bradford, in his "American Antiquities," is of the opinion that the American Red race is of

Mongolian origin, and he mentions, ititcr alia, the great grammatical similarity of American idioms,

and those spoken by the South Pacific Islanders. [The similarity of many individual words may be

noticed in some of my vocabidaries, in comiexion with the Polynesian and Papuan, as well also perhaps

with the Malay.] Humboldt was also struck with some Mongolian or Tartar peculiarities among the

Indians even of Central and South America.

The holophrastic character of the Eed Indian and Polynesian languages has been discussed by
Pickei-ing of Boston, U.S. In Lord North's Island, the numeral one is yaht ; if, however, they count

cocoa nuts, number one is soo ; and if fish, number one is called seeinitl. So also with the Burmese,

and the Cherokees in North America. In the Algonkin languages the verb is very rich in its

inflexions ; more so even than in Greek ; it is the chief or mother language of East and Central East,

North America ; and the Objibwa the leading branch according to Schoolcraft. [I have not found

this family, however, nearly so rich in verbal or root analogies with Old World and Asiatic languages,

as those of tribes nearer tlie Pacific seaboard, and there is a greater tendency to redu2)lication and

agglutination ]
The Algonkin, Schoolcraft says, is without auxiliaiy verbs, whose place is supplied by the tensal

sj-llables, ge, gah, yuh. The suflixed or objective pronouns are indicated by adding g or n to the

plural terms, to notify the two great divisions of created nature, the animate and the inaniinate, and

and \\-hicli can be applied to each of the five principal terminal vowels. There are thus fornn^l ten

classes of nouns and ten of verbs. The regular plurals end in eg, ig, og, ug ; and ain, ecn, in, on, un,

with the additional any, eeg, and oag for the rital ; and aun, ecu, and oan for the vowels in tlie

non-rital chiss ; so that but two ideas are gained by these 32 inflexions, viz. that the objects arc rital

or non-i-ital ! All this is gained in English by the simple letter s ; m Latin by a single vowel or

diplithong, and in Hebrew by im.

^. Edkins considers, and I think reasonably so, there may have been a Polynesian or Oceanic

immigration by the Pacific into America ; also a Turanian one by the Aleutian Isles or Behring Straits

consecjuent on a comparatively recent subsidence of land in tlie Pacific. Tlu- Polynesians were probably

more civilized than the Turanians and influenced the civilization of America on the Western side.

Amongst the Aztecs the religious element was more allied to that of India or Asia. EdUins thinks

the JLalay and Polynesian are more connected with the Uravidian (?) and Chinese, than with the Indo-

European or the Turanian; the Malay is n very old language, and that on the American continent,

Turanian and Polynesian linguistic principles meet in the vaiious Indian languages.

At the Oriental Congress, held in London, in 1891, Mr. Sterndale read a paper on "Asiatic

Migration in the South Pacific," and said :

—

" The theory was that there were two migrations of Asiatics, one from the Malay Ai'chipelago, through

the Carolines, a mild race, the progenitors of the gentle and liospital)lc savage spoken of by the earlier

• This faniil)' distinction is also [ouml in m;iny parts of Asia, also in Polynesia, auil in Africa.
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voyagers of our race, and another migration of a ruder and more warlike iico|ile to whom Ije lia<l alluded
as the builders of the cycloiiean reiujiiuM, who .starting from J'"(]rmosa came through the Ladrones and the
eastern group of the Carolines, and established themseh-es in the I'alik and Uadak chains. From hence
departed in course of time two expeditions, one to Hawaii, in the Sandwich Isles, and another to Savaii, in

the Navigatons' Isles. Ho woidd briefly touch upon the means which these rovers had of spreading from
island to island, especially with reference to the theory, which was scouted by Di-. Briiiton in a recently
published work on tlic American people, that America owed some of her people to Polynesian migration.
Dr. Brinton said that the Polynesians had no vessels cajiable of making sucli long voyages as would have
landed them on the American coasts ; but his (Mr. .Sterndale's) brother, who after a shipwreck traversed
700 or 800 miles in a self-made lioat, stated that it was quite feasil)le. The canoes of tlie Ratak chain carried
from 40 to 60 men, with their baggage and provisions. They sailed close upon the wind, made long voyages
for purposes of traffic, and had been known to beat up home against the monsoon from the (Jocpiilles and
Carolines, distances of over 700 miles. Where was the mai-vcl then that similar e.\peditions starting from
the Sandwich Islands should have reached the coast of America ? Many cases were on record of voyagers
losing themselves in those seas, and drifting enormous distances out of their way. There was nothing
incredible, then, in the supposition that wanderers of Asiatic origin found their way to the American continent
and were the progenitors of the copper-coloured races there."

Commissioner F. C. Fuller contributed a paper on the Fijian language. The writer said the most
interesting as well as the richest of Polynesian languages was that .spoken by the natives of the Fiji Islands.
It was essentially Papuan, soft and melodious. Thanks to the successful efforts of the Wesleyan mission, it

retained its purity, although at one time it was greatly threatened by the influence of powerful neighbours,
the Tongans, or Friendly Islanders. This was the language of the Ban district, and when the island was
annexed it was recognized by the Government as the official language.

So far as my own observations go in reference to the Malay, Polynesian, and Papuan and Oceanic
languages, there -would appear to be considerable admixture ; especially so in regard to Melanesia,
Admiralty Islands, etc. ; and even the Australian and Papuan appear to be distinctly represented in

"Western South America.
[One of the few really characteristic living animals common to the Old and New World would

appear to be the Bison {Bos J^urojiteus), though now nearly extinct in both continents, which favoui's

the theory of an old land connection between Europe (Asia) and North America.]
Dr. D. Brinton, of Philadelphia, U.S. (Pop. Science Review, April, 1889), an excellent authority,

considers that "the most primitive fonu of language, say that of the American Pala?olitliic man, must
have been more rudimentary, than any langiiage known to us ; that it had no grammatical form, or

fixed phonetic values ; but depended largely upon gesture, tone, and stress ; that its words often had
antithetic meanings, which could only be determined from the accent or sign ; and that the vowel-sounds
and consonantal groups conveyed special significance and were of more import than the syllabh.'s

they formed."

Both Prof. jMax Miiller and ilr. Hyde Clarke, reasonably enough, consider it does not do to
confound race and language ; the two may often contain essentially distinct elements ; and Professor
Max Miiller says in regard to Comparative Ethnology, " difilerent words in the same language often
happen to take similar forms, as well as different words the same form in different languages ;

" and
in treating of apparent analogies between words in difterent languages for the purpose of comparison,
it is very desirable to bear this in mind. Many analogies may be accidental coincidences ; but on the
other hand, also, they may not be ; especially where, as not unfrequently happens, the same idea
happens to be expressed by nearly the same primary radical sound in a number of very different

languages.*

In forming an estimate of the value of Comparative Philology as between the Old and New
"Worlds, it is important to consider the linguistic question in various waj's. Historically, Physically,
Geographically, and Etlimologically in order to have a good general idea of the value of mere verbal
or possible quasi root analogies, whether, i.e. they are coincidences merely, or if resting on a firmer or

wider basis. On this may depend, more than on syntax or construction, the (juestion of primary and
pre-historic roots and sounds, and about which there has been a good deal of learned disputation.

Surely a wider and more reasonable acquaintance with apparently Old "World elements in American
Philology (somewhat on the lines of Mr. Hyde Clarke, who is in agreement with myself in the matter
of there probably being an archaic suhsfratam at the bottom of most languages), as applicable to

African, Polynesian, and even of Celto-Iberian and Caucasian Etymology, might lead to quite as much
as the too long continued study of Sanskrit and Hebrew ?

Mr. W. H. Goodfellow, of Yale College and New York, has obseiTed, "that the suspicions which
have long since been pointed to a possible intercourse by sea between ancient America and ancient
Mediterranean civilization will receive curious ccuifirmation from the publication of the hitherto
unnoticed lotus patterns of Ancient Mexico and Yucatan, and of the modern Zuni Indians, whose

* Mr. Hyde Clarke writes me that " three or four ideas are often expressed by one root or word in a primitive state of
language, and rice versA, three or four words may be made to express the same idea." I can fully testify to the correctness

of Mr. Ilyde Clarke's observation.
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culture is kno\ra to be a survival from pre-liistoric times. A similar survival will be proven to exist

from the Kabyle pottery of modern Alp;eria, as related to the pre-historic pottery of Cyi^rus." *

Before coming to tlie purely physical part of tlie question of American Race, I shall quote from
Dr. Daniel Wilson's Prehistoric Man (second edition, p. 591, et seq.). He states that Schoolcraft, as

the result of his analysis of the Algonquin dialects, thinks there is evidence that they have been
built up originally from monosyllabic roots ; though there is less variation probably in American than
in Old World languages ; and Man has long existed in America. Physiologically speaking there is less

proof than was fonuerlj- supposed of essential diversity in the American man ; or that there are really

such ratlical tlillerenees in their languages. That there are also considerable and important relationships

traceable betvreen American languages, especially South and Central American and the Polynesian.

[See my Table of Verbal Affinities between Polynesia, Papuan, and American.]!
Dr. Wilson goes on to say :

—

" That the substitution of affixed particles for inflexions connected with the direct action of the speaker
is common to the Polynesian and Oregon languages, and also has analogies in the Cherokee ; and in South
America esjjecially in relation to the mode of expressing the tense of the verb by affixes as well as by the
general system of compounded word-structure. But here again, while seeming to recover links between
Polynesia and South America, we come on the track of affinities no less clearly Asiatic.

" Striking analogies have been recognized between the languages of the Deccau and those of the Polynesian
group, in which the determinate significance of the formative particles on the verbal root equally admits
of comparison with peculiarities of the American languages. On this subject the Rev. Richard Garnett
remarks that most of the languages of the American continent respecting which definite information has
been acquired, bear a general analogy alike to the Polynesian family and the languages of the Deccan, in their

methods of distinguishing the various modifications of time ; and he adds :
' We may venture to assert in

general terms that a South American verb is constructed precisely on the same principle as those in the
Tamil and other languages of Southern India ; consisting, like them, of a verbal root, a second element
defining the time of tlie action, and a third denoting the subject or person.' J Such indications of philological

relation of the islands of the Polynesian archipelago and the American continent to Southern Asia, acquire
an additional interest when taken in connexion with remarkable traces of megalithic sculpture and of ancient
stone structures in the Pacific, long ago noted by Captain Beechey on some of the islands nearest to the
coasts of (_'hili and Peru, and more recently observed on Bonabe and other islands lying oft' the Asiatic shores.

Some of those have already been refei'red to in their general bearings on oceanic migration, and on the
probability of an era of insular civilization, dm-ing which mai-itime enteriOTse may have been carried out
on a scale unknown to the most adventurous of modern i\Ialay navigators.

"The affinities between Polynesian and American arts belong to a remote past. The direct relationship

of existing Polynesian languages is not Mongol but Malay ; and this is for the most pai't so well defined
as to indicate migrations from the Asiatic continent to the islands of the Pacific at periods comparatively
recent ; whereas the diversity of those of America, and their essentially native vocabularies, prove that the
latter have been in process of development from a remote period free from aU contact with tongues, which,
as we see, were still modelling themselves according to the same plan of thought in the clustering islands of
the Pacific. But the American languages present a widely diversified field of study scarcely yet fairly entered
upon ; while their peculiar complexities, when considered in relation to nations broken up into numerous
uidettered and nomad tribes, seem to afibrd such facilities for ever-changing combinations, that the difficulty

of determining their radical elements is greatly increased in any attempt to compare their old and modern
forms. Two languages, however, seem to invite special study, in addition to that of Mexico. The JIaya,
which presents striking contrasts to it in its roft, vocalic forms, has already been referred to as that to which
we are attracted by some apparent relations to the remarkable anticphties, and tlie possible surviving
civihzation, of Central America ; while the Quichua was the classical language of South America.

" From some one of the early centres of South American population, planted on the Pacific coasts by
Polynesian or other migration, and nursed in the neighbouring valleys of the Andes in remote prehistoric

times, the predominant southern race diffused itself, or extended its influence through many ramifications.

It sjjread northward beyond the Isthmus, expanded throughout the peninsular region of Central America,
and after occupying for a time the Mexican plateau, it overflowed along either side of the great moimtain
chain, reaching towards the northern latitudes of the Pacific, and extending inland to the east of the Rocky
^Mountains, through the gi'cat valley watered liy the Mississippi and its tribufciries. It must not, however,^
be supjiosed that such a hypothesis of migration inqilies the literal diftusion of a single people frfun one
geographical centre. There is just as little reason for designating cither the Toltecs or the Mound- Builders
Peruvians, ;i.s for calling the Iranian Indo-Gernians Greeks. But many archsoological traces seem to indicate
just such attinities lietween the former as bave l)een suggested by the philological relations of the latter.

"Tims far we have chiefly regarded the traces of oceanic migration by the southern Pacific route. But,
while its island gi'oups appear to furnish facilities for such a tr.msfer of population to the New World as
evidence of various kinds tends to confirm : it seems scarcely to admit of doubt that the Canary Lslands
were known to the ancients : and that by Madeira and the Azores, on the one hand, and by the Capo Verde
Jsland.s, on the other, the Antilles and Brazil may have become centres of diverse ethnological elements,

* The Aryan fonii of the hooked cross or Swaslil-a has likewise been recently discovered on nntive Indian pottery from
the N.W. of Kouth America. Tlio kcy-nattcrn is a common ornament I'oniid in Mexico, IVrn and rolyni'sia.

t Latham says tliat the American lan!,'iiages have a decided allinity with the J'apuau and Australian, hut tliat butli

cultures are on a low level (p. 621). See Appendix, No. 14.

X Proceedings of the I'liilological Society, vol. i. p. 271.
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and also of diHtinctive arts and customs of tlie western Ijoniisplicro. Tlio Carib race, which was the
predominant one in the Lesser Antilles, and occnpied extensive regions of the mainland towards the
southern Atlantic seaboard, tliffered very strikingly, alike in mental and physical characteristics, from
the races of (Central and of North America, and still more so from those with whom they came in contact

in the larger islands. Traces of words connuon to the Colfachi of Floi-ida and the insular Caribs are probably
the sole grounds for the tradition of a North .American origin for the latter ; though in cranial conformation

their analogies arc with the northern dolicocephalic nations. Greatly more interesting is the fact that,

while their continental habitat belongs to the southern and not to the northern hemisphere, they also disclose

Polynesian atlinities in language and customs. IJr. Latham remarks in his Varieties of Man :
' In the

ethnograiihy of Polynesia certain peculiar customs in r(!s]iect to the language of caste and ceremony were
noted. The Carib has long been known to exliil>it a remarkable i)eculiarity in this respect. The current
statement is that the women have one language and the men another. The real fact is less extraordinary.

Certain objects have two names ; one of which is ai'iilied by males, the other by females only.'

" In our modern English language grammatical gender has to a great extent disappeared ; in the ancient

Saxon, as in the Latin, it affected noun, pronoun, and adjective, and modified them through all their

declensions ; in the linguistic feature thus found conuuon to certain Polynesian and South American
languages, gender is carried to the utmost extent, and not only modifies the forms of speech applicable to

the .sexes, but those in use by them. It is in this direction that the pcculiariti(!S analogous to true gender
have been developed in widely different American languages. The general mode of expressing sex for the
lower animals, alike among the northern Indians and in the languages of Mexico and Central America,
is only by prefixing another noun to their names, equivalent to our use of ' male ' and ' feniale ' ;

' he

'

and '.she.'"

Again, Dr. Wilson proceeds to say :
—

That some other analogies may likewise favour the probability that a poi-tion of the North American
stock may have entered the continent from Asia by Behring Straits or the Aleutian Lsles, antl diffused

itself over the north-west, and ultimately reached the valleys of the Mississippi and penetrated to

southern latitudes by a route to the east of the Kocky Mountains. Many centuries may have intervened
between the first immigration, and its coming in contact with races of the southern continent ; and
philological and other evidence indicates that if such a north-western immigration be really demonstrable,
it is one of very ancient date. But so far as I have been able to study the evidence, much of that hitherto

adduced appears to point the other way ; and while, theoretically, the northern passage seems so easy, yet
so far as any direct proof goes, the Polynesian entrance into the southern continent, across the wide barrier

of the Pacific, is the one most readily sustained.

Mr. Lewis K. Daa, a learned Norwegian, has traced certain cm'ious affinities between the Samoyed
languages of Northern Asia and some of those of America ; and through the other dialects of Siberia, and
the relations of both to those of the Finnic and Altaic stock, completes, as he conceives, a chain of

connexion, eastward from North Cape to Behring Straits, and thence to the related American stocks beyond
the Pacific. But the comparison is chiefly based on a parallelism of vocabularies, and not on any
reappearance of the peculiar constructive elements of the American languages. It does not, therefore,

lead us very ftir ; for the determination of the true form of the radical, for the purpose of useful comparison,
in the unwritten language of uomade tribes, is exceedingly difficult. But is does furnish some guidance,

though not, as I conceive, in the direction its author imagines. He has demonstrated, as he believes, certain

Asiatic affinities in the Athabaskan and Dakota tongues ; and has shown a series of suggestive similarities

between words in the Asiatic and North American languages, relating to primitive arts, custom.s, and the
rudimentary terms of religious belief. These include God, priest, slave, dog, fire, metal, copper, hiife, axe,

aid, boat, house, tent, village, door, bag, spin : terms for the most part relating to arts, institutions, and
opinions, common to the rudest tribes of Asia and America.

The Central American civilization was the highest known in America at the time of the Spanish
Conquest ; and the Central American Races are much intermixed and by no means pure. The typo
of skull, too, is often mixed, neither purely dolicocepluilic nor brachyccphalic.

Dr. "Wilson considers the Red Man in America very anciently planted there (Quatrefages says
" Quaternary " man existed there) and were probably like the nomads of the Asiatic Steppes; that

they exhibit almost greater diversity of language and dialect than the Old AVorld ; and include

elaborate agglutinate languages as well as inflexional forms, requiring centuries for their development;
whilst some like the Otomi and Heve are almost monosyllabic.

The Rcil Indian language is that of the children of nature, says Duponceau, but the forms often

rich and methodical and compound though not confused. The terminations of their verbs arc expressive

of number and person, and afford many modifications of action and passion, whilst they are in

extension richer than Latin or Greek, yet with a highly elaborate structure, theii' vocabulary is limited,

but yields delicate shades of meaning.
Humboldt says American dialects, the roots of which do not the least resemble each other, often

show resemblances of structure like that in Greek, Sanskrit, or Persian : while some of the languages

and dialects are very different in detail, yet they have some sort of similarity.

Sqnier asserts that out of 400 South American words, 187 were common to foreign languages,

riz. 104 A.siatio or Polynesian and Australian ; 43 European and 40 African; and likewise in his

" Peru" considers the ancient Peruvian civilization to have been indigenous, and does not agree with
D'Orbigny in considering the two great Peruvian stocks, viz. the Quichuan and Aymcra, one and the
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same, or rather merely dialects of one langriiagc, but tliey arc quite as distinct as Trench is from

German, and both probably distinct from the North America Indian.

The Quichuan, however, most resembles the language of the old Incas, who only wanted a written

language to have made it the highest of all the American, and even equal to some of the Old World

Oriental ones.

The qui2)us was not a very efficient substitute for even hieroglyphical writing. Some of their

stone monuments are certainly" very old, and compare favourably with similar buiklings in the Old

World, as Stonehenge and Carnao in Brittany. The sun circles of Sillustani resemble those of

England, Denmark, and Tartary. They specially worsliipped the sun and were great cultivators and

irrigators. "The attempt, however, that has been made to make them Hindoos, because /«i!a is the

Uuichuau name for sun, and indh means sun or fire in Sanskrit, is absurd."

Senor Lopez and others have rather dubiously derived the word Peru itself from a presumable

(iiiichuan root ^j/r^fire, as a derivative from the Gra?co-Aryan word ttS/j.

Eespeoting the Malay and Polynesian, Edkins thinks they once must have come from Eastern

Asia, just as the Chinese came from "Western Asia. The Polpiesian personal pronoun is like the

Chinese. The third person he, common as i, to both Polynesia and China. (Miss Gordon Cimiming

noticed a resemblance in some of the Polynesians to the Japanese.) In Polynesia the word expressing

gender came after the noun, in Chinese before.

Dravidian, according to Edkins, as well as others, is of Turanian origin, and along with Japanese

once may have branched off from the Tartar ; there is also, Edkins thinks, much in common between

Malay and Polynesian, and both with Himalaic and Chinese ; and also that the Mongol rests on the

older Chinese. With most of these and the American there are, as I have shown in the body of this

work, considerable verbal analogies, though not so much so with the Indo-Chinese.

Mr. Hyde Clarke (Comparative Pliilology, 1874), says: "The further evidence of language in

America means also a common origin with the Old World of many of its inhabitant races, thereby

reducing the area of possible aborigines, and so bearing on the question of the unity and subsequent

development of mankind." Parenthetically Mr. Hyde Clarke considered there is a connexion between

the Magyar and Himalaic Languages, as als"o between the Finnic and Ugro-Altaic, and that some French

scholars "have even shown an affinity between the Basque and American (see my Table of Basque,

Celtic, Caucasian, Libyan, and American Verbal Affinities). He also thinks that the Carib resembles

the Dahomeh and Whydah of Africa; and that the Amazon tribes of Eastern South America may
linguistically connect with the coast of Guinea in West Africa, and with the Tujn or Guerani of Brazil,

with the Agaw of Ethiopa, and through some of the Caucasian languages even with Accaihan and

Sumerian. Mr. Hyde Clarke has drawn attention to a possible connexion between the languages of

Australia and those of Mozambique and the Kaffirs of South-East Africa
;
in fact he considers that

Africa is a great centre of languages, mythology, and ci\-ilization. [In this matter Mr. Gerald Massey

would also appear to be in agreement] ; and in a paper on " Serpent and Siva Worship " in Central

America, ^Vfrica and Asia (Journal of the Anthropological Institute, 187G), he quotes from Professor

Gabb's paper on Inihan Tribes and the Languages of Costa Eica, showing that quite a number of words

and synonyms are analogous with African ones ; these words I have mostly inserted in my Comparative

Lists of Words given in the body of this work.

Professor Campbell and Mr. Hector McLean have given a considerable number of Peruvian words

common to, or analogous to, Celtic ones ; and also have noticed further connexion with the Berber

(Anthrop. Inst. August, 1887). Out of 95 words in his Peruvian Vocabulary, 70 well formed

equivalents were obtained by Professor Campbell.*

Mr. Hyde Clarke considers Celtic and Sanskrit to have been derived from a common prehistoric

stock ; as also the South American Quichuan and Sumerian AccacUan. Also that the S.A. Aymcra
and Canary Islanders or Guanche Berbers were closely connected. Their vocabulary is possibly

fundamentally Celtic (see my Tables), and that the Berbers or Libyans came originally from Ethiopia.

I venture here to append a number of memoranda extracts from letters to myself at various times

-

from Mr. Hyde Clarke, and with many of which I am more or less in agreement :

—

1

.

The bow-wow theoi-y of languages was not the origm of speech, which more probably arose

by gradual dc;v(!lo])ment from gesture or iiiterjcctioiud language.

2. The doctrine of cognate equivalents, or of even psyidiological values, is at the bottom of root

researches.

3. Adverbs, prepositions and numerals are not of much value comparatively in the study of

primitive languages.

4. The languages of the world are all related and of a Mniform identical origin, but variously

distributed.

5. Professor Abel, of Berlin, is bringmg out a work in relation to Egyptian, Cojitic, and tlic

* In tliis way perhaps some of the Aryau elemeut iouud by Senor Lopez, of Moutc Video, may have been derived
;

and whose work I shall notice presently.
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Semitic and Aryan languages, which may tend not a little to challenge some of the cun-ent orthodox
theories of the special Aryan school. [This work is now published (1890), and will be noticed in tliis

Introduction.]

6. The Ethnographical Department of the United States Goverament arc bringing out an
important work on the Indian Languages.

7. The value of Grammar in the study of primitive languages is of secondary value.

8. The affinities of some of the Eastern Central American are almost identical with the African

vocabulary ; as also the affinities of the Yarra of Australia, and probably the Maori of Xew Zealand
with East Africa.

9. The researches of Dr. Block and Kolbc in relation to liantii and JFi-rcro are valuable, but are

too localized and special to be universally applicable. What makes the African languagcis so valuable

is that they constitute a "preserve," as it were, of ancient culture left by the founders of speech

less disturbed by the greater or more civilized and conquering nations like the Semitic and Aryan.*
[Mr. Gerald Massey takes also much the same view of the importance of Egyjjtian and African
languages as Mr. Hyde Clarke.] The African langimges are possibly mostly from white languages
introduced from the North, as Semitic, Aryan, and Aecadian. The Libyan or Berber is not hero of

much importance.

10. In an early state of language there are many pJiallic relations \\hich may depend on origiutd

laws that govern the phonetic origin of the syllabic alphabet.

IL A labial ideograph may have a dental application. Mouth is generally labial; but many words
for mouth are dental, or have become so. The Cypriote syllabary is valuable, inasmuch as it retains

some of the original and earlier phonetics.

12. As to America, its languages may have been influenced by intercourse with other countries,

as Polynesia, etc., but that may have nothing necessarily to do with race. There may not have been
any aboriginal American language.

13. Any relations which may exist between Quiohuan and African, Iberian or Celtic, etc., are

probably in their origin due to the existence of a more primitive state of language and speech.

14. Berber and Basque are of little general value. Armenian is not a true Caucasian tongue,

but rather Aryan ; nor is the Georgian of much value in primitive philology. Even in Celtic and
Latin and other Aryan Languages, words occur which are direct descendants from an earlier period

of language culture. Brian Hodgson is still the best authority on the Himalaic languages, f The
writings of philologists sometimes have their practical value lessened because they may be too erudite.

15. One should be on one's guard as to roots. Primarily, the original single root has been often

displaced. Thus, where the chief root was a labial (not necessarily M, B, P, etc. ?) it may bo replaced

by a nasal, dental, etc., and representing possibly another physiological relation. The proper root for

mouth would be a labial ; but when the idea is taken to include tooth, a dental might be introduced.

[_Muiifh, however, merely correlates with hole, cave, hollow, etc., in R. P. G.].

16. It is often fallacious comparing some highly developed language with savage or primary ones
;

and possibly Professor Abel treats even Egyptian too much as a language in its primary condition.;]:

In his "Eesearches into Prehistoric Comparative Philology" in connection with the Origin of

Culture in America and the AecaiUan-Sumarian Families I gather that Mr. Hyde Clarke considers

the Aymera and Quichuan of Peru, and the Maya, Otomi,§ and Aztec of Mexico are all, more or less,

allied with the Indo-Chinese, and thereby with the Aecadian, as well as with the African, especially the

Agaw. The Circassian seems allied to the Otomi of North America; also the Etruscan with the

Altaic. [Mr. Ellis connects Etruscan with the Caucasian, and both these again with some of the

South American languages ; and may not all the.se have a common Archaic-Turanian origin ?]

Mr. Hyde Clarke remarks, p. 28, on the use of Determinatives with a distinctive power in pre-

historic language as the be in Basque ; and that a single root often represents several ideas ; of the

truth of which I think there can be no reasonable doubt.

Mr. Hyde Clarke thinks the Georgian also connected with Aecadian and Thibetan. As Proto-

histoi'ic langTiagcs ho also proposes to include EgyjDtian, Sumero-Peru'\'ian, Chinese, Thibetan, and
Dravidian, and that it may have been through the Egyptian they affected N.E. Africa and Western
Africa and did not reach Australia. "High Asia is a centre to which in ancient times the West,
including Caucasia, the Nile, and W. Africa conformed as India did to the south. Caucasia seemed

* The influence of the Aral) and Moslem is now making; a considerable disturbance in all Northern Africa down to

the Congo or further, many new Arab words being constantly inta'oduced. See also Stanley's Etymological Notices of

Ethiopic and Caucasian influence in S.E. Africa in " Darke.st Africa."

t I do not find that the Himalaic and Indo-Chinese VocabuIarie.s are strongly reflected in the American ones.

J This criticism might apply with still greater force with respect to Mr. Gerald Massey's central idea of his " Egyptian
Origines."

^ May not the Otomi have received its decided Asiatic affinities through the Chinese or Aecadian rather than through

the Indo-Chinese and other American linguistic connection, rather than through the Altaic? and are not the Eastern

Himalaic languages very mixed ?
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once to be a gi-eat language centre. [I cannot agree witli Mr. Hyde Clarke's theorv of the Accad-
Sumerian connection or intercourse ivitli South America.] Words may he transmitted for thousands of

years, as Sumerian with American in an unwritten form."

Mr. Hyde Clarke gives an interesting list of cognate equivalents

—

e.g. ToxGUE^mouth, speech, knife, leaf, lance,

TooiH=bone, horn, arrow, heai', elephant,

SNAKE==fish, sun, god, horse, etc.,

to which might probably be added (see my own lists), navel, bowels. Many of Mr. Hyde Clarke's

agree with my own prehistoric synonomous types.* For Field I find the equivalents land, country,

enclosure, circle, garden, house, stone ? boundary ? place, wall, yai-d, ^tax^, marsh, earth (see

Vocabularies).

The study of these synonomous and cognate type-terms is of evident and great value in the study

of prehistoric language. Mr. Chirke states that in Accadian L {la, hi) is an animal characteristic
;

and the name for dog is often a mere general animal distinction. Mr. Hyde Clarke dwells a good deal

on the importance of what he calls the " Negative Series" in prehistoric etymology ; e.g. no or not is

the equivalent of night, black, bad, etc. "Woman, moon, and female, are mainly negative ; man, male,

sun, positive.

I have not attempted to follow Mr. Clarke in his comparative analogous lists of rivers and city

names of the Old and New Worlds, e.g. Tarapca and Tauoa in Peru, as with Tarrago and Takki in

Spain ; many of these names, especially in Soutli and Central America, may have been altered to suit

Spanish and Portuguese maps and ideas.

Mr. Clarke speaks of the "phenomena of man in America as representing an arrested development
of civilization," and that there are strictly speaking "no aboriginal languages in America, of the higher

and later forms " [this would hardly agree with Seiior Lopez as regards the Quichuan of South
America ?], unless the Omagu, as possibly connected with the Caucasian.

In the early prehistoric days a stream of emigration must have taken place from the Old to the

New World, across Behiing Straits ; hardly so across the Atlanlic. [Why not from or via the Azores,

following only 1200 miles, with favouring Trade Winds to N.E. coast of South America, or the

Caribbean Isles ?—H. P. G.]

Lastly, at the Cardiff Meeting of the British Association, 1891, Professor G. P. Wright read a

paper on recent discoveries bearing on the relations of the glacial period in North America to the

antiquity of man. He deduced from the discoveries the theory that, during the early period of post-

Tertiary elevation of the continent, man made his way from Asia to America, bringing with him the
rude arts of the Paloeolithie age. On the spread southwards of the glacial conditions which followed,

he was more and more confined in the southern part of the United States and of northern Mexico, and
shared in a fierce struggle for existence. In his opinion man succumbed and became extinct on the

continent and was supplanted by the jiresent races at a much later date.

APPJCAN LANGUAGES.

Though Dr. Block in his " Comparative Grammar," and Mr. Hyde Clai-ke in various short papers,

have drawn attention to the probable importance of Afiican languages in the Study of Language, it is

impossible not to notice the recent work of the Eev. F. W. Kolbe, " A Language-Study based on
Bantu." (Triibner & Co., 1888). This is a scientific attempt on natural grounds to arrive at the
earliest and simplest form of radical sounds in language.

Kolbe says in his Introduction : "It appears to me that there is good reason for believing that the

African Bantu family, and especially Horero, which may be called the Sanskrit of Bantu (a S.E. Afiican

language), has been preservi'd in such a primitive state as to make it possible to discover certain simple

laws that mostly guided the first man in creating the stock of radicals from which unis-ersal language
lias sprung. Let the stiudent first divest himself of pre-eonceived notions on the subj<>ct and carefully

examine the facts that shall be laid before him. He will then be convinced that the continent of Africa

supplies nc^w and wondrous forms, the examination of which will upset many old and ingenious theories

based on too limited study of the very limited plien(jmena supplied by the Aryans aud Semitic families.

(See R. N. Cust in " The Languages of Africa ;

" also Stanley's " Darkest Africa," 1890.)

Kolbe then advises caution as to tlie inti'liisic value of even such a monosyllabic language as that of

China, wliere apparent true monosyllables may have been graded down from duo or from polysyllabic

words ; of course this may ftpply with even greater force to numy of tlu; shorter Aryan words; and the

longer word or even spelling is often nearer the original ])ronUn(iati<in. Even Hottentot clicks are

much in the same way as Semitic consonants, a later form than many liautu or Herero radicals.j-

* Some of Mr. Clarke's equivalents in Prehistoric Etymology seem rather forced or fanciful ; and there is a consider-

able nnniher of more reasonable omissions.

t Mr. Kobcrt Brown, jun., has observed that archaic forms are often not infrequently longer than later and graded
ones.
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Kolbe, 1st, consuk'i-s liinguaKe to be tlif offspriiif!; of sip,lit ruthcr tliaii sound ; and not mere attempts

at imitative sounds, but rontu founded on dc^finitc, natural and rational laws, founded as life-motion,

wind-motion and rext (including dcatb and inaidmato objects), and the organs or sound of speech,

guttural, labial and dental.

2nd. " The beginning of language consist of true monosyllables with one consonant and one vowel,

such as Ka, Ti, I'u, each with rather wide and general meanings, as to moVe, stretch, wave, fly, run.

Words ending with a consonant, e.g., Chinese tap, horn, are mutilated or graded forms, and not in

reality real monosyllabl(>s.

3rd. In all languages, by far the greater number of roots are combinations of two piimitive mono-
syllables which have lost the terminal vowel as Chinese y-ik' ; English find', loo-k', which have in

Bantu often been preserved in their complete forms as ra-nda, buy. ^'o true i)rimitive root ever exceeds

two syllables.

4th. " The two first gi'and princijiles of language are motion, and the absi-nce of motion, viz.,

rest; the conmnants representing motion (and the absence of motion or rest), and the voiveh the various

relations as to space (time) and locality. The primasval laws, which regulated in the beginning the

use of the consonants (guttural, dental, and labial), and the primitive vowels {a, i, u) can still be
observed in the Hcrero of Africa.

5th. " The dift'crences between the several families of speech are, on the whole, not radical or

material, but merely grammatical, formal, and conventional, each family having moulded what it

possessed of the original common stock in its composition. The vowel-method (see Chap. IV.) will

enable the science of language to demonstrate the origin of the several families of speech from one

common source."

Kolbe says also, p. 21, Chap. III.: "The vowel sounds had in the beginning of language an
inherent power to modify the whole sense of a root, forming in this way a wide cluster of indeiiendent

root-words, with one prevailing idea, but differing as to space and locality.

" As the consonants represent regulated diversity of motion, so the rotvcls were originally signs

for the various positions and relations in space ; as at present represented by adverbs and prepositions

of place, were represented by three primary vowels, a, e, u; and each of which equally had its own
individuality and function. (See p. 49 Vocabularies. E,. P. Gr.)

A:=on ; along, flat, extended.

I=in ; out, tall, erect, stiff, between, over, up, hidden.

U^above ; up, thi'ough, full, large.

The vowel A has really no precedence over I or U. K, T, P, and M, are, or were, the primitive

consonantal letter sounds. Ka ; Ta ; ;md Pa ; also Ma, were the earliest and most primitive vocal

sounds expressive of certain meanings ; and are most clearly still shown in modern Bantu and Herei'o.

In effect, Ka, means animate life, to breathe, live, etc.

Ta, inanimate things ; death, lie down, repose.

Pa, movement ; blow, fly, walk, wave, flow, run, etc.

Ma, mother; female (also food, land, "E.P.G.").
Ka (singular) ; life, living thing

;
(plural) Kha (^ka-ka)?*

Ma^mother. kha=;mothers.

It is, of course, impossible here to do more than merely to allude very briefly to Kolbe's book ; the
principal chapter-subjects are thus treated—Primitive Alphabet, and Primeval Laws of Consonants

—

Primeval Laws of the Vowels—The Vowel-Method in Universal Etymology—Notes on the Primitive
Bantu Prepositions and Adverbs—Root-Formation ; its beginnings and successive stages—Development
of Thought—The Herero Pronoim ; Primeval Law of the Plural—Sexual Dual—The Operation of

Common Laws Traceable in the Bantu and Aryan Pronouns—Pronominal Tables ; the Primitive

System liestored.

Probably Kolbe has pushcd.the Bantu primitive formative diagnosis of language a little far, as to

its being universal ; but, nevertheless, as far as the simple consonants K, T, P, and M go, in combinations
with vowels, there would appear, I think, not a little in the comparative vocabularies contained in this

book, a tendency to corroborative evidence. The root ^7», in connection to motion, flying, foot, bird, is

nearly universal, or common to most branches of human language. Jia is also found m connection with
animals and life in other than jVfrican languages, as may be seen in my tables of word-comparisons and
quasi roots. In a general way I should be inclined to say nearly universally that the archaic radical

Ka meant Life ; and Ak Action or Movement as well as Pa. Short words, as ki, te, ka, may or may not

in a single language be primitive roots ; and sometimes merely graded dual or polysyllabic only ; but
when found occurring in a number of difilerent languages having pretty much the same meaning, they
may then be accepted as being a primitive root.

* Latham (p. 558) says that the Kaffir generally has an inseparable prefix as (H-kaki^ stone ; i« -komo = ca/i/c ; and
the plural is often determined by the prefix ; as in-komo =cattle ; imi-ti= trees ; Hia-kaki=siows.
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In his concluding remarks (pp. 93-94), in referring to the pronominal forms of the Bantu* Aryan,
Semitic and Hottentot families (whilst considering that he has sliewn that the pronominal system of the

Bantu to be the " primitive prenominal system of universal language," there being 33 absolute, and at

least 10 conditional forms, or 43 in all), Kolbe observes the foUovring distinctive features and
peculiarities arise in their relation to the common original stock, viz. :

—

" In Bantu the primitive correspondence between singular and plural has been wonderfully well preserved,

al.so theforms of the sexual dual, whilst the ii/ea of the dual, except in one case, has been lost, the originally

dual forms being now used for the singular and plural. Some original femiuine forms are still extant, but
they have assumed a common per.sonal and local meaning. Real grammatical gender is, therefore, wanting in

the present state of the Bantu languages, no eiibrt having been made by the ancestors of the African nations
to keep it alive by substituting conventional feminine forms derived from the common personal gender, as has
been done in the Ajyan, Semitic, and other families. The j^ersonal, neuter, and local meaning are at present
the chief features of the Bantu prefixes and pronouns.

" The Aryan nations have, in all the three persons, retained the primitive natural plural, whilst few, if

any, traces seem to be left of the sexual dual. For the Ai-yan dual is merely a modification of the plural : in

Gothic and other idioms it is evidently, as Bopp has pointed out, a composite consisting of the plural pronoun
and part of the numeral two, meaning literally we two, ye two, as Gothic ri-t (we two), Lith. i/u-du (ye two),

etc. Also in Sauskiit the dual seems to be radically identical with the plural. The original feminine forms,
sing, and plur., J/t'and IIHU, etc., have been presen-ed, as, e.g. in Ski', -mi, I, Engl, me, and plur. Skr. nns
(us), Lat. nos (we, >is), but the original feminine meaning is lost. Later the feminine was formed from the
mascidine (or common personal) by change of consonant, as Engl, she from he, or in other ways. (See Ap-
pendix LI.)

" In the Semitic languages the original correspondence between .singular and plural is, except in one or

two cases, extinct, forms originally belonging to the sexual dual being in use now for the plm-al. A few
primitive feminine forms have been preserved , but their signification as such has been lost. The feminine of

the third person singular is formed from the masculine or personal gender by changing the vowel u to i.

" The Hottentot family, too, has lost the iirimitive correspondence between singular and plural, but has
made the most of a few retained forms of the sexual dual, which have been modified by aspiration, abbrevia-

tion, or change of consonant and vowel, to serve as plural and dual pronouns. The femiuine is derived from
the masculine or personal gender by consonantal and vowel changes."

Kolbe commences with Ka= living thing, and developes it, say as in

Table I. (Primitive .system restored).

1. Ka=living thing. ) 2. Ka-ma=living pair. ) 3. Kha= living things.

f

Ki. ku.
J

Ki-mi. ku-mn. j
Khi. khu.

Similarly, Ta= dead thing. Pa= moving thing. Ma=mother, etc.

Table II. (Prenominal system restored).

1. Ka= he, she, it. 2. Ka-ma= he-she=pair. 3. Kha=they.
Ta; ti ; tu= it. Pa; pi; pu= it. Tha; pha= they.

Ma^mothcr ; female; she. Mha= mothers; females; they.

This aiTangement is carried out very fully in reference also to the Herero prefixes and pronouns
;

and to the system of the Herero, Nama, Hebrew and English pronoims, I may have gone further into

Kolbe's book than may possibly be necessary ; but it is desirable in any modern work on comparative or

structural philology, not to omit some notice of the grooving importance attached to the study of some
of the more primitive African languages. It is more likely when African words and roots are seen to

occur more or less in most other modern as well as dead languages, including Egyptian, as well as manj-

of those of the New World, that there may be still existent the remains as it were of old primitive

radicah and sounds, having a more or less common meaning, and which may assist ns not infrequently

in explaining apparently very distant similaiities or analogies. Stanley states that there is a good deal

of Caucaso-Semitic ancl Ethiopic blood and descent in many of the African tribes of Eastern-Central,

Inner, and South Eastem Africa. (See "Darkest Africa," vol. ii. p. 354.)

In my own selection of words I have generally been guided by this principle of the occurrence of

likely or possible »-«(^/(;fflZ«. Roots, so Professor Max Miiller says, " arc abstract and not concrete, and
the elements out of which all language has been constructed."

* According to Stanley the Tvord Bantu means men, and tliat tlio sni-disant Bantu's probal)ly originally had some
Semitic admixture, and in fact the Kalfirs of S.E. Africa generally.

t Many African languages do not form their plural exactly in this way, but either by reduplication of some kind, or

with a sufhx, or by change of the initial letters; as ngnml)e = cow, siugombe = cows ; bi = egg, mabi=egg9; goku = axe,

heku=axes. Then, again, so simple a root as kit would hardly universally mean or refer to tivimj tilings. Tivon iu Africa

ka also means stone, no ! take. And in America kaka = bad; ko = to give, etc. Gerald Massey says: "The Egyptian

ka-ka means rejoicing; Ka is to cry, proclaim, a boundary, to boast, to be lifted up." I have shown in one of my compara-

tive tables or vocabularies, that kha also means hole, cave, mouth, etc., so that there may be considerable diirerences iu

meaning for a primitive (?«n«i radical sound. The root kar = kan has many cognate meanings connected with the idea of

circle, round, enclosure, house, people, etc. (See Vocabularies and Appendices.)
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In my selcotion of Modern African wonls 1 have cliiclly consulted Koellu's " Polyfi;lotta Africa"
;

Latham's comparative Pliilology; Hyde Clarke's papers bearing on the subject; 11. Ellis' " Pcruvia

Scythioa"; Stanley's Vocabularies of Central Africa, given in his " Dark Continent," as well as

" Darkest Afi-ica" ; and .Tohne's " Philological Proofs of the Origin of the Human Race."

In the consideration of African Languages in comparative Philology, it is well to remember that

native African Languages arc not of one stock, and in numerous cases not purely negro, but rather

negroid or even Ethiopic and Caucaso-Scmitic. Sfanhsy in his "Darkest Africa," vol. ii. pp. 354-3.59,

has some interesting observations on the ethnology of Africa, in connection with the Pigmies and

Wahumas of Central Inner and South Eastern Africa. In a general way Jlr. Stanley considers that the

true negro races are only found in South and Western Africa, and that there is a large and probably

very ancient admixture through Ethiopic Caucaso-Scmitic blood in Inner Central Afi'ica, as far south

probably as Zanzibar, and extending from Abyssinia to Lake Tanganika, and (juite into Central Africa.

Mr. Stanley says, " probably from Abyssinia and Ethiopia must have come more than one third of

the present inhabitants of Inner Africa," that all Africans may have the negro woolly hair; but

generally the " Caucasian face " may be distinguished ; and the Kaffir, Zulu, Matelebos, Bantus and

Bechuanas, are different from the moi-c indigenous negroes of West Africa and the Guinea Coast,

Congouese or Eaboncse, etc., and of the extreme South (Hottentots). " There is a kind of subtle

amalgamation of the Hindu and West African types." As we advance from Zangemika towards Ujiji,

we see the facial type constantly improve.

The people of Semitic, or quasi Caucasian type of face, arc mostly herdsmen, and look down with

contempt on the more agricultural tribes, and are not found very near the Eastern littoral of Africa

to the cast of the great lakes and snowy mountains, so much as in or near the Nilotic basin.

Mr. Stanley considers the Wahumas the truest descendants of the Galla, Abyssinian, and Ethiopic

type ; " Of" those Ethiopians who for fifty centuries have been pouring over the continent of Africa

East. and West of the Victoria Nyanza in search of pasture, and while so doing have formed superior

tribes and nations along their course, from the Gulf of Aden, almost to the Cape of Good Hope ; a vast

improvement in the old primitive races of Africa."

In a note, page 359, Stanley says :
" It is necessary when speaking of the coloured races of Inner

Africa to boar in mind that they "are now developed into five distinct ty^jes, which maybe called.

Pigmy, Negro, Semi-Ethiopic anil Berberine (Libyan), or Mauresque ; and that among these types

there are a number modified by much amalgamation or crossing of one with another, such as Pigmies

with Negroes
;
producing tribes whose adult males have an average height of 5 feet 2 inches ; Negi-o

with Omani Arabs, as on the Eastern sea-board ; Ethiopic with Arab, as along the littoral in the

neighljourhood of Jub ; Berberine with Negro, as in Darfour, Kordofan, the herdsmen of the Upper

Nile, and east of Sierra Leone."

I do not pretend to judge of, or to enlarge upon it; but as far as my own vocabularies are concerned,

there would appear to be a number of rather remarkable verbal analogies between the Caucasian,

Basque, Celtic, and Libyan, and the American languages, especially for South American on the

North-Eastern side, and even with the Quichuan, Caiib, and Eastern-Central America. This influence

or connection may have taken place fi'om or via the Azores and Canaries, following the route of the

trade winds and shortest ocean crossing.

Some have connected the Libyans (and Berbers) with the ancient Egyjitians, others with the

Amharic, and, I believe Professor Sayce has even suggested, with the Amorites. Mr. R. ElUs thought

that before the Aryans arrived in Etruria and Italy, that Africans and Iberians were there.*

In his Introduction, Mr. Ellis refers to the i'mportance of the primeval affinity of the languages

of .Africa in comparing the languages of Europe and Asia ; and that Herr Europoeus (of St. Petersburg)

had imited the Basque in one group with the African and Semitic languages, making the Caucasian

lang-uages to form a second branch, and the Aryan and Finnish a third branch ; and Mr. Ellis goes

on to speak of a Pre-Aryan population of Southern Europe as Ibero-Afilcan ; and that the Pemvians

may have once been connected with or allied to the Basques, Lycians, and Etruscans.

Mr. Ellis, apparently, does not admit of a connection between the Turanian, Siberian, and the

Etruscan, but (dubiously) rather with the Caucasian and Iberian
; f and he looks to the Caucasus as

the cradle of the Basques and Etruscans ; considering the Iberians, with the Turanians and Americans,

as branches of one race, for which he adopts Rask's title of "Scythian"; and that it would be

premature to determine the exact degree of affinity between the Scythians and Africans.
_

On this subject, and on the characteristics of" the African languages and of the ancient Egyptians,

"much more will no doubt be known when we possess the completion of Reinisch's gi-eat work, the

fruit of fifty years labom- upon the original unity of the langaiages of the Old World."

* Mr. Hyde Clarke, I believe, does not highly value the Berber and Iberian languages, and thinks Jlr. Ellis has

rather confused the Armenian with the true Caucasian ; and so has been partly misled in respect to comparisons with the

liasque and Iberian. I do not myself find the Berber languages of much philological value.

t My own observations rather tend to show some connections between the Guerani and the east coast of South

America with S.W. Europe and X.W. Africa, than with the Peruvian. (See Appendices VIII. XV. XVI.)
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Mr. Ellis has great faith in the niimcral system by Jires,* as connected with the hands and five

fingers, both in the Old and 'New "Worlds, as being a very old one ; but that some of the possible

coincidences in the names for hand, fire, may have either arisen fi'om a common ancestry or fi'om

a common natm-al necessity. That the majority of the ancestors of the American Indians, when they
crossed the sea from Asia, probably entered it by Alaska and the Xorth-West ilr. Ellis does not
seem much to believe in ; but his opinions as a rule do not agree with those of the best authorities,

nor yet with my own Vocabularies. The Quichuan numei'als he however considers "plainly connect

the ancient Peruvians with the nations of the (.)ld World ; their nearest kindred there appearing to be
the Turanians, especially those of the Yellow Eace ; and also with some of the Xorth American races."

[Some of the tei-ms for man and woman are found nearly identical all over the world ; Quichuan words
are also found in Africa and the Caucasus.]

The matter of the numerals is one upon which volumes have been and may still be written ; it is

a question which in its relation as to the Old World and the New AYorld, I have not largely attempted
to enter into ; but the analogies as a rule are not strongly marked. Some of the Malay and Oceanic
numerals would appear to agree better with Western American than even the Turanian and Asiatic

ones. Generally the sounds or words for numei'als would appear to vary more considerably and be more
graded down than ordinary words or roots ; and as the words for hand, finger, vary very much, so still

more might it be expected that numerals based upon those conceptions would also vary.

I have given some of the more striking analogies between the American numerals and Malay,
Polynesian, Aocadian, Chinese, Sanskrit, Finn, Celtic, Caucasian, and Ugro-Altaic, etc., but it does not
amount after all to very maich. f Eor the numeral fico there are perhaps most analogies. I have also

given the Nos. 6 and 7 for a considerable number of languages and families of languages.

Between the Papuan and Australian and the Polynesian, and both with the American, there would
appear to be a good many words, as well as roots, in common ; and these again more or less apparently

with Malay and African. Mr. Hyde Clarke and Mr. Gerald Massey (see his " Book of Beginnings ") have
both referred to the apparently rather numerous analogies between Polynesian (Maori) and Afiican

;

and my own Yocabularics and comparisons appear to lead to a similar result
;
possibly the Malay may

have in more recent times acted as a kind of go-between or link. It has been recently said that the
present Polynesian Islanders have not occupied the Oceanic Archipelago more than 2000 years ; but
judging by the ancient stone momiments in some of the islands, there may have existed previously

an earlier population. (See Appendix XIY.)
I have given a number of Aryan words, that seem to agree with American as well as with Turanian

ones; but in what way those do so I do not pretend to say. J Celto-Iberian words as noticed in one
of my own special Comparative Tables may not improbably have crossed over from the 8.W. of Europe
or N.E. of Africa, rid the Canaries and Azores, the direct distance being only some ll200 miles (trade

winds favouring) to the nearest N.E. coast of South America.
If we admit the Unity of the Human Race and the Natural Development of Language to a certain

extent on similar lines as pai't of the conditions natural to the common instincts and physical aptitudes

of humanity, much that appears common or accidentally coincident to both Old and New Worlds may
be explained in respect to speech and language. As regards America, a certain number of both shorter

words and' monosyllabic radicals, appear much in common with those of the Old World, having possibly

come in originally at the time of the Quarternary period ; but more numerous verbal analogies (hardly
coincidences) may have crept in by subsequent degrees, or through casual migrations.

TURANIAN.
But it is more with the so called Asiatic Turanian Family of languages there would appear to be

most in common with the American ones ; and as occupying or covering the best accepted earliest seat

or cradle of the human race itself, we might naturally expect to find there the largest number of old

agglutinated words and possible roots ; whilst a fuller study and examination of tlu' Turanian languages
in conjunction witli the African and American ones, may do more towards a fuller knowledge of com-
parative Philology and of the origin of languages than any amount of learned and ingenious erudition

expended on tlie Semitic' and Aryan more highly specialized later language-devehqinient, covering rather

a limited area, and yet, in the first instance, not imjn-nhablv nearly connected with an earlier Turanian
itself.

* The number seven as .5 + 2 apptears to occur in tlie Soutli American, rateo;onian, and Quichuan ; in the Aztec and
in parts of California, Texas, and Alaska; and in the Old World, iu Burmese, Sanskrit, Greek, and Lcsghian. Two of the
Etruscan numerals Mr. Ellis would derive from North Africa.

t The coincidences or analogies between the African and European, Asiatic and American words for the numerals,
appear to me to be almost nil, or valueless, for the purposes of comjiarison ; but of course a smattering of the Inter Arabic
numerals may not unfrcipiently be found in Africa. (No. 1 is often = 1 or ei;o ; and No. 2=thi)U.)

X I'rofessor Skeat has, 1 believe, some 100 Aryan roots connected with the Finnic. May not this have in p.art arisen

from the close proximity of the older Scandinavian Aryans with the Iji])S and Finns and Slaves during a fonner considerably

remote period. Du Cliaillu thinks he can trace back the Scandinavian Aryans to the lilack Sea aud North Caucasus.
Lap and Finn words are not, I think, the predominant forms of the North American Turanian element, (pp. ItiO, IGl.)
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In compnrmn; my own lists of Turanian and American words for the ratlier limited range of words
selected or obtainable, it must bo, I think, aduutted that the nuiiilicr of more or less analogous words, if

not of radicals, is really remarkable however it may have arisen, and making some allowance for
interchangeable hstters.

Edkins considca-s the Turanian type midway between tlie monosyllal)ic Chinese and the poly-
syllabic European Languages ; that the Mangol comes nearest of all to' the three Turanian families
of speech, and is very old ; and that there may, indexed, have been a time, 5000 years ago, possibly a
primitive Turanian in Western Asia from Avhich the Japanese, Dravidian and Tartar spi'ang.

It was not with the Altaic branch of the Turanian, but witli the Western Ugiic and Ostiac branch
that the earlier Chinese language was most nearly connected, Edkins thinks.*

The verb to he (buhu) in Sanskrit hhi'i, and the 1st personal pronoun in m or h, and the 2nd (?) in
« or t, are as widely spreail in Tartary as in Europe

; the latter, jjcrhaps, being their borrower ; and the
surest sign of kindred between the Tartar-Turanian in European llussia with the Indo-European.

In America tlic 1st personal pronoun generally commences with n in j)reference to m, though both
fonns occur, whilst h is not found.

The transition from d to /, sometimes seen in Chinese as well as in Indo-European languages,
probably took place before the separation of the Aryan and Turanian races. The interchange of the
letters d and / is also Turanian and American.

Edkins thinks the old Thibetan possibly allied to the Ilebrew ; and gives a number of coincident
verhal agreements.! (See p. 164.)

He also considers the Turanian may he connected with the Japhetic languages, as the Himalaic and
Malayo-Polynesian with the Semitic ; and that the Polynesians retain traces of a lost ci%-ilization which
comes rather prominently into .view on the American Continent ; also that both language and religious

belief indicate Southern Asia as the source from which came the tribes that inhabit Australia, Polvnesia,
and the more civilized of the American tribes ; likewise tliat the Tartar has a nearer relationshipto the
Indo-European languages than other Turanian ones. He considers the Thibetan older even than
either the Turanian or Indo-European. It is a law in all true Turanian languages that the vowel of the
root repeats itself in both suffix and prefix ; and he probably correctly considers the Dravidian is of

Turanian origin, though Prof. Pope, D.D., would I believe rather refer it to an early Aryan one.
The verb and noun in Chinese and Turanian are specially identical, and the Turanian has "the verb

at the end of the sentence. There was also a time in Turanian history when its long suffixes were
separate roots, and that a considerable number of its words and radicals agree in Tamil, Sanskrit, and
other Aryan Vocabularies.

In Thibetan, auxiliaries are jirefixed, in Indo-Chinese suffixed. There are many words, naturally in
the latter or Eastern Himalaic, found in the Chinese ; and Eilkins even considers the Eastern Himalaic
older than the Chinese itself. The Rev. C. J. Ball tells me that the Malay Grammar greatly resembles
the Chinese. Mr. Hyde Clarke finds words common to the American and Indo-Chinese (East Himalaic)

;

it is not easy to trace how these could have had any direct connection, unless indirectly through the
Malay and Polynesian to the south, and through China or Tartary to the north. (See my Vocabulary of

the Indo-Chinese and American (pp. 200-2 14).

J

Mr. Edkins considers that it was after the Separation from the Chinese occurred that the Turanian
placed the conjugated verb last, and thus originated the declension of nouns; and the Sanskrit then
occupied an intermediate position between Europe and Turania. [The noun in American languages is

sometimes declined and sometimes not ; any regular form of gender is extremely rare ; but the verb is

conjugated to a remarkable extent]. The Sanskrit did not use prepositions in regard to nouns like most
of the Aryan languages.

Suffixes generally were of pronominal origin. Greek, Zend, and Sanskrit were evidently, Edkins
considers, in near relation with the Semitic

;
possibly in or from Armenia. The Turanian languages

had formed cases of nouns before they were known in the Indo-European family. The best and leading
types of the Turanian are more nearly allied to the Sanskrit than to other branches of the Aryan family.

[This may be worth consideration in dealing with the connection between American languages
and certain Turanian or Aiyan verbal or grammatical analogies.] The Sanskrit of Indo-European
languages also alone employs case-suffixes, instead of the more ancient prepositions of the Chinese,
Semitic, and Himalayic.§ Some of the American languages use prepositions to conjugate the verb;

* This has been founcl to be partly true inasmuch as the Chinese is now shown to be intimately connected with the
ancient Accadiau or Sunierian ;

wliilst the Dravidian is now su])posed to be Turanian or Tartar.

t I do not find many words in J.acouperie's work "Chinese before the Chinese," showing agreements with the
American, nor yet with modern Chinese itself.

+ Examples, however, are found in Central America of temple architecture not unlike the Indo-Chinese.

^ In North American languages, the pronoun is sometimes used in a copulative and distinct form with the verb. In
Otomi and Aztec the distinction for gender is made by adding certain separate words or syllables. In Quichuan there is no
gender. Tolerably full details as to American languages will be foimd in Schoolcraft, Petitot and Bancroft. (See Appendices,
Nos. II. III. IV.)
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in fact adverbs, pronouns, and prepositions are common ; only in one or two American languages ia

there any dual forming the plural. The monosyllabic Utomi shows numerous resemblances to Chinese,

as I have elsewhere noticed. (Appendix No. IV. and p. 118.)

The following resume of a lecture given by Professor Douglas at University College, London, on

the Chinese language, is taken from the Times of October 17, 1890 :

—

" The lecturer commenced hj giving a brief sketch of the geography of China, and passed on to refer to

the trade of that comitry. Dealing with the Chinese language of to-day Professor Douglas said that in

Chinese the subject pi-ecedes the verb, the adjective precedes the suV>stantive it modifies, and when two

substantives come together the first is in the possessive case. The written- language is monosyllabic, but not

so the colloquial, which has become diffuse in consequence of the necessity arising from the difficulty of

making orally intelligible the single words which are sufficiently plain to the eye by aid of the ideographic

characters. Like many other languages, Chinese has sufl'ered loss through phonetic decay, and it is poverty-

stricken in a gi-ammatical sense. It is uninflected and only shows slight signs of agglutination. There is

very Uttle, therefore, to mark the grammatical value of a word except its position in a sentence, since very few

words belong absolutely to any one part of speech. The result is that the same word is often capable of

playing the part of a substantive, an adjective, a verb, or an adverb. But when this is so, it sometimes

happens that the transition from one part of speech to another is -indicated by a change of tone in tlie

pronunciation. The tones are not fixed quantities. They vary considerably in different parts of the empu-e,

from 16 in some of the southern dialects to five in the Mandarin; and words are fm-ther constantly being

transferred from one tone to another in obedience to the laws of popular phoneticism. Whatever may have

been the origin of these tones, they play a very important part in making Chinese colloquially intelligible.

In the Mandarin dialect, which is the most generally spoken dialect in China, there are only about 632

syllables, which are represented by the 12,000 or 15,000 characters commonly found in the dictionaries. It is

obvious that with so small a number of sounds to express vocally so large a iuiml>er of words confusion must

inevitably arise. And so it often does, though the introduction of the tones has served to mitigate the evil by

giving generally each syllable five different vocalizations. Being an uninflected language, the cases of noims

and the tenses of verbs are either indicated by position in the sentence or by the addition of prefixes or suffixes

to the original words, which do not undergo any inherent change whatever. As in the Accadian, there is an

absence of any distinction between the mascuhne and feminine genders, and the plural is commonly only

indirectly pointed out. On paper the language is represented by cliaracters which may be classed as hiero-

glyi:)hics, ideograms, and phonetics. The hieroglyiihics are the primitive characters of the language, and were

originally drawings of the objects which they were intended to represent, though now, through the changes

which have taken place in the form of the characters, it is often difficult to recognise the originals. It will

easily be understood that these hieroglyphic characters soon proved insufficient for the literary needs of the

people, and hence the practice grew up of combining two or more hieroglyj^hics to express an idea. Thus, for

example, the character representing the sun placed above a straight line stands for the dawn, and one repre-

senting the sun shining through a tree for the east. Again, the characters for " a man " and " words,"

associated together, rejirescnt the word meaning " sincere," and the sun and moon, placed side by side, the

word for " brightness. " But by far the largest number of characters are phonetics—that is to say, certain

characters, about 1600 in all, are used as phonograms, with or without reference to their own particular

meanings. According to Chinese records the original characters numbered about 540, the Accadians are said

to have had about the same number of primitives. These characters would at first represent so many words,

but as time went on it would become necessary to associate derived meanings with these words, and to indicate

on paper the particular sense in which the writer intended them to be understood. This would be done by
the addition of determinatives or classifiers as they are sometimes called. By means of their three classes of

characters, the hieroglyphics, ideograms, and phonetics, the Chinese have been able to express and preserve

the thoughts and sayings of their greatest and wisest writers, through a series of centuries which dwarfs into

insignificance all Western ideas of antiquity. But by the fresh discoveries of Messrs. de Lacouperie and Ball,

not only is a new interest added to the language, but it is brought into close and intimate relation with the

tongues spoken by the great civihzing nations of the world."

The Kcv. Canon Isaac Taylor in his work, " Etruscan Eosearchcs," page 357, specializes some of

the peculiarities of the Ugrio or Altaic languages, and their evidently direct connection with the older

Etruscan, etc. He considers there are five great branches of the TJgric, \'iz. : Finnic, Samoyedic,

Turkic, Mogolio, Tungusic, and possibly Yeniseian ; that the Median contains a good deal of Finnic,

also that thero may probably be both a Semitic and Turanian element in ancient EgAiitian ; that in

Latin the Turanian clement is of considerable importance ; that any Prc-Aryan population of Greece

must have hec^n Finnic or Euskaric or Caucasian ; and tliat the Etruscan shows more Tataric than

iFinnic characteristics. Less probably Mr. EUis thinks the Basque, Etruscan, and Caucasian are of

Iberian origin, and their origiiud locus the Caucasus.*

[The Pro-Aryan element, referred to by Canon Taylor, may not unlikely be of considerable

importance, as an early connecting link between what may appear to be Ai-yan in New World

* Luricn L. Bonajjarti! (1880) writes nic "Tlint the Basque constitutes by itself nn isolated stem of the agglutinative

division of lant'uages, hut still it is an agj^lutinativc one, as well [lerhaps all the other languafjes of the world, which are neither

isolating (as Chinese, etc.) nor inflexional (as Aryan, Semitic, etc.). Celtic beiiis inflexional, and Aryanic is toto cwlo

distinct from Basque, in spite of a few similar words to be found in it. 'Sound' Etymologies are not always nound."

Some modern etymologists now, I believe, connect the Basque with Finn or Lap. Mr. Kllis, 1 believe, with Caucasian and

Etruscan. Others, again, formerly with Libyan.
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Etymologi(!R, mid tlie Turanian. Ciiptaui Condor say.s, that in tlie Efryptian Dictionary 170 word.s (?)

are of Turanian origin, and 55 Semitic ones, going back as far as 1500 or 2000 years B.C.; but this

statement must not be taken without further corroboration. Furthermore, it has been stat(ul that in

Accado-Medic there are 109 phonetic, and 12 ideographic signs; and tliat out of 800 Accadian words
about 200 are found in Turkish ; 60 to 70 in Medic ; 400 in the Tartar dialects ; also not a few

in Mongolic, Ugric, Finnic, and Chinese. The llcv. C. J. Ball considers "it highly probable that

Egyptian and Accadian (as well as Accadian and Chinese) are ultimately related." I'rof. Abel also

finds a remarkable connection between the Indo-European and ancient Egyptian.]

ACCADIAN.
The oldest known branch of the Asiatic Turanian family is the Accado-Suracrian, respecting which

Dr. T. de Lacouperic had previously argued in favour of the identity of the system of writing, and the

Rev. C. J. Ball has only quite lately shown to be closely allied to the Chinese.

In Part 1. of my Vocabularies I have given in parallel columns Egy])tian, Accadian, and Chinese

for the same words and their cognates. The eonncctitm between Egyptian and Accadian is ])erhaps

not very striking, though there would appear to be a decided Turanian clement in the Egyptian, and
even jierhajis more so with Aryan ; this may arise either from an early direct immigration into Egv]it, or

from a certain Archaic substratum more or less common to all langiuigcs; and this is a point requiring

further elucidation.

Common radicals like Pa, Ma, ka, ta, te, mat, pat, kak, kal, may be more or less universal,

occurring both in the New World as well as Old, and in Africa.

I have given elsewhere, p. 157, a separate list of words showing similarity between tlic Egyjitian

and the Tartar languages ; and Prof. Carl Abel, of Berlin, has likewise done much to show analogies

with the Indo-European languages. Take, e.g. ham^dfi;/ in Egyptian; in E. Tartar, harara=^o ««e

;

hararat=:/'crt^ ; in Ugro-Altaic, harara^^ffy {aurora?). Egyptian, sel:=ster ; E. Tartar-, silui^if/htninff

;

Ugro-Altaic, sil:=to shine; seilu:=f?/f ; in Accadian, z&l^^ahining ; and in S. American, sillo. Egyptian,

tep=/(«'«rf; Ugro-Altaic, rep, tepe, top, etc. Egyptian, o.ah^moun; Accadian, a'i; Ugi'o-Altaic, ai, ay,

ahi; E. Tartar, hara ; American, aihhai, uh, ari, auhe.

On the whole, however, I am inclined to think that the Chinese, as a Turanian language, has more
direct agreements with the American, and with the Otomi especially, than the Accadian has, and that

the Accadian represents rather a special form of the Turanian Ugro-Altaic; whether more so with the

Turko-Tartaric than with the Ugro-Finnish I do not pretend to say. The llcv. C. J. Ball, in his papers

on the "New Accadian," in the Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, 1889-91, has given

a series of valuable and original papers on the near connection between the ancient Accadian and the

older Chinese, and drawn special attention to the interchanging value of certain letters found in those

languages.*

Professor de Lacouperic has given a scries of important papers also on the same subject in the

"Babylonian and Oriental Record," 1886-1890.

It is not yet clearly ascertained, according to Lacouperie, whether "the populations .speaking

the Accado-Sumcrian dialect were themselves directly of Turanian origin or not." The Assyro-

Babylonians may have been Kushites, " who used to inhabit the lands and sea-shores from Abyssinia

to India, and of whom the Bisharo, Agaw, and Galla, of Abyssinia ; the Bagas of the Oman coast,

the Brahin, Kolarians, and even Dravidians, are the later representatives possibly arising from the

Semitic, Aryan, or Negric, all intermingling."

Dr. de Lacouperie, I gather, appears to think that the Sumerian was less under the Assyro-

Babylonian pressure or culture than the Accadian proper; but apjjcars in 1886 to have considered

both the Accadians and Sumerians as of true Tui'anian origin, and belonging to the same stock as the

Ugro-Finnish, Turko-Tartar, and Kuenlnmic groups of languages ; that they branched off in a southerly

direction at a very early period, and became subsequently more or less influenced and modified by
intermingling with the Kushites, Assyro-Babylonians, and Semites. It must be borne in mind always

that race and language are not necessarily identically connected.

Lenoi-mant in his " Chalda?an Magic" (Bagster & Son, 1877?) gives much veiy valuable and

interesting information as to the Babylonian, Accadian, and Turanian systems of Religion and Language
and some of its accordances I have given in my vocabularies of the Ugro-Altaic and Turanian

Languages (Part III.). From Lenoi-mant's book, I gather that he considers the Accadians first

introduced writing on a hieroglyphic system, and that in civilization they probably occupied a position

between the more northern Turanians and tlie rather later Kushites ; that the Arabs were a purer

Semitic race than the Kushites of Babylonia; and that these so-called Kushites had "some peculiar

Ethnic characteristics somewhat resembling the older Egyptian " of the earliest dynasties. That the

* I understand that the Rev. C. J. Ball considers that the Chinese is the last form assumed by the ancient Accadian, and

he doubts any Elaraite connection, or that Prof. Lacouperie's " Bak tribes " were simply anything more than emigrants from

Accad, who were driven out by the Semitic invaders, about 5000 years ago, and who wandered on till they settled in J^orth

China. The Eev. C. J. Ball likewise considers Egyptian, contrary to the received opinion, younger than the primitive Accadian.
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Accadian language coukl nevor liave beeii invented by pure Semites. Lcnormant gives an interesting

number of simple words, apparently of radical, and not merely accidental origin, showing the intimate

connection between the modern Ugro-Fiunio and Turco-Tartaric, " and the ancient Accadian languages,"

pp. 300-308.

On the whole, Lenormant considers Accadian roots much more like the Ugric than Finnic, and

nearest the Ostiac ; and that the Accadian language was formed at a very early stage of agglutination,*

and the gi-ammar, also ancient, and even thousands of years ago, already showed signs of much phonetic

decay. The final vowel of the root often tbopped as ut uttc=zs\m. In Tiu-anian languages generally

the full or perfect form of the root often is not given except as a suffix of declension or conjugation.

The particle prefixed to form the prccative of verbs exhibits the following scale of degeneration,

e.g. ffan, ga, x<i, a{]ia). The Accachan (soft) h, g, rf=Finnio p, k, t.

On the whole Lenormant considers the earliest occupants of Babylonia and Chalda-a, more allied

to the Ugro-Finus than with the Tartars, that is before Kushite, Semitic, or Aiwan influences were felt

—

and that there is much in common between the earlier Aceadians and Pagan Finns of the present day.

The chief value of the Accadian in Pliilology is in having been, like the Egyijtiau, a written language

some 5000 years ago. Mr. Hyde Clarke at one time favoured its connection with some of the Caucasian

and South American languages ; my own comparative vocabularies may tend to throw some Hght on

the question. That there is a decided Turanian element in a number of the New >Yorld languages

seems clear ; how or at what period it originated has not been well investigated, and little in fact has

been done towards a proper comparison ; but it opens out a fresh field for the Tiu-anian philologist and

for the study of comparative philology generally.

The Tolyncsian, Papuan, and Malay linguistic element is well marked in America, but the races

probably distinct.f The Semitic element is little noticeable in the New World languages. In

comparing or selecting words for comparison with the New World languages I have, for the sake of

convenience and bre^-ity, taken most of the Asiatic langiuiges as one great Turanian one, and called

them Ugro-Altaic, including all the Turko-Finnish, Altaic, and Siberian languages, though they are

not always very closely connected
;
yet they appear to me to contain arcliaic elements and radicals,

which appear to repeat themselves in the Afi'ican and American languages, as well as in the Egyptian

and Indo-European ones. The African and American, and possibly the Papuan native languages, are

certainly valuable to a study of Philology, as being less mixed with European and Asiatic influences,

and more nearly representative 2>(>' «^ of earlier or simpler forms of speech ; and I have introduced

them in such a form as to reathly admit of comparison with other families of languages ; and

especially with the Turanian, which I conceive represents better than the Aryan an older form

of language.:]: I may, in a slightly condensed form, quote from Professor Max Miiller's work,

the "Origin of Language," Vol. I. pp. 361-379, in reference to a common origin of language,

Professor Max MiiUer states, " that every inflectional language was once agglutinative
; and every

agglutination once monosyllabic." .... "The Turanian despises every idiom that docs not clearly

show its radical and significant element;" and likewise briefly that "the classification of races

and languages should be treated quite independently of each other;" also that "the problem of the

common origin of language has no necessary connection with the problem of the origin of mankind,

or of its descent from one common pair ; for language miglit have made its proper beginning imder

later or more favourable conditions." Prof. Max Miiller however, arguing for the possibiliti/, not

necessity, of a common origin of language, says that " it is evidently possible from original materials

nearly identical, or very similar, that two families or nations might, in course of time, produce two
languages so different as Hebrew and Sanskrit." .... "The grammatical forms of the Aryan and

Semitic families we have seen decaying in the historical period ;
" also that much light may be thrown

on those languages by the study of the Turanian agglutinative languages. Coincidences in the allied

branches of the Turanian, as with Finnic, Turkic, Mongolic, Tunguslc, and Samoyedic, must be

referred to tlie more radical materials of language and speech, and especially to pronouns, numerals,

and prepositions. Tlie Finnic and Turkish are even now becoming more inflectional, as the Aryan once

did. The different brandies of the so-called Turanian family, whicli may include even Tamil and

Finnish, are ratlier radio or diverging from a common centre, than children of a common parent ; but

liave still preserved traces of their actual grammatical structure. Prof. Max Miiller goes on to say,

1st, "That notliing necessitates the admission of ditl'erent independent beginnings for the material

elements of the Turanian, Semitic, and Aryan branches of .speech ; it is even possible now to point

* Mr. Robert Drowii, jun., writes me, as a fair instance of agglutination in modern Turanian dialects, the following

examples from the Finnic: Talviltanaa="iiom his farms"
= tah -^ i -\- Ita -\- nsa

=farm — s — from — liis.

t It woiilil appear lliat in many of the Oceanic Islands, notably, I think, in Melanesia, there i.s a not inconsiderable

mixture of Papuan and Malay and I'olynesian.

:f
Some consider the African and Egyptian the oldest and most original language.
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out radicals, which under various tlisguiscs have been current in these branches, ever since their first

separation. ' 2n<L Though it may not be possible to derive the Ai-yan system of grammar from the
Semitic, or the Semitic from the Aryan, wo may yot get an understanding as to how the different

systems of grammar in Asia and Europe (and ? Ameri(-a) might have been produced." Darwin's
researches tend, Prof. Max Miillcr thinks, towards a common origin for mankind ;

" and tlie researches

generally of different scholars tend more and niore to confirm, not only the close relatiousliip of the
languages belonging respectively to the Northern and Southern branches of the Turanian class, but
likewise the inter-relationship of those two branches themselves, and their ultimate dependence on
the Chinese (and Accadian ?), and this, not from a grammatical point of view, but from that of the

Dictionary."

Prof. Max Miillcr then quotes from a letter from J. Edkins relative to the Chinese and ^Mongol.

Edkins says he had found a large proportion, perhaps one-flfth, of Mongolian-Tartar \\-ords to be
Chinese, going back perhaps some 1200 years ago.

The correspondence is most common in the adjectives, of which one-half are radically the same as

the Chinese.

This identity of common roots seems to extend to the Turkish-Tartar; e.g. su = t<;ater, and
terni = heaven, ski/.* The older forms of Chinese is necessary in comparing with Thibetan as well as

Mongol ; and while the Mongol is nearer the Chinese in the extensive prevalence of words common to

the two languages, the Thibetan is nearer in phonal structure as being tonic and monosyllabic.

[See Edkins, "On the Common Origin of the Chinese and Mongol Languages:" "Revue
Orientale," No. 56, p. 75, Paris, 1865; also, "China's Place in Philology," London, 1871. Sec
also end of this Introduction on Prof. Max MiiUer's most recent views.]

CHINESE AND ARYAN.

Gustave Schlegel in his Sinioo-Aryaca (Batavia, 1872), in his Preface, criticises Mr. Edkins
somewhat severely for wrongly compounding different roots in his comparisons between Chinese and
various Indo-European languages. His own researches, he states, are based upon the original Chinese

phonetic characters of about the 2nd century B.C., written with their determinative elements, and
which, traced back to their radical form, helps to give the solution of the wider meanings of those

composite characters into which they phonetically enter ; and at the same time this radical may give

us the key to the meaning of a great number of Sanskrit and Indo-European words hitherto unexplained.

In his Introductions, Schlegel says that all primitive languages were probably monosyllabic,

commencing even with mere interjectional or emotional cries ; that the Chinese remains at once the

simplest and least changeable of all languages ; and he also places the cradle of the superior races of

mankind in the centre of Asia ; that at least 6000 years "ago the Semites, Aryans, and Cushites

formed separate groups. That alongside, as it were, of these the more Nomadic Turanians, with
a monosyllabic language like the Chinese, also existed, that they fh-st came in contact with the Aryans,

and may not unlikely have penetrated into Europe before them ; and that it may have been in the

Caucasian region where they got more intermixed. Some have placed the Polynesian* as the most
primitive of existent languages ; others the African. After which probidjly the Chinese (and Accad ?).

The Sanskrit is not a primitive language ; but Schlegel thinks that iu the Turiinian Chinese, an

early connection through roofs may be ti'aced, and this he proceeds to do in an apparently rigorous

and scientific manner, through some 180 quarto pages, as for some 24 root sounds, or radicals for

Chinese and Sanskrit, e.ff. kan=kan-han (cane, shoot of a plant), and he proceeds at great length and
det:dl to go through the various seconduri/ meanings, both in Chinese and Sanskrit and its allied

branches ; he takes, e.g. the word Fire (Fr. feu). Indian scholars would usually derive it from
Sanskrit Bnl, but Schlegel prefers

—

Chinese.—ho.

Cantonese.

—

io.

Emoui.

—

ho. hoe. he.

Ancient sound.—pu. po.

Gi'eek.—00 as in (piLi.

Italian.—fo-co.

French.—feu.

Japanese.—fi.

pel.

phi.

phi.

put (phonetic).

Polynesian.—ahi and afi.

Malay.—hai. api.

[American.—ah. ho. haie.] "R.P.G."

* In referring to the table of Philological Accordances in the body of thia work, may be found many analogous and

identical words (see Appendix, Xo. 29) for water, common to the Ugro-.iltaic and American ; including of course the word

su. And similarly the Tartar, tenri and tana =5/7/, heaven (identical with the Chinese lien), occurs iu America, as tani, tina,

ken, and caan ; Accadian i-din, and Etruscan, tina; African, toine, dian, kanu, tone; Indo-Chinese, kani, dina, thian

;

English, s/ii»f ; Sanskrit, dina ; Celtic, twyn.

t The Toljuesiau language is generally considered to be one of the most rapidly changing ones, at least in some islands.
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I give a few fm-tlier examples out of many :

—

The Sanskrit yng-am (yoke) from the Chinese, gak
;
gik.

)J
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out to ynnn}; mon desirous of orif^inal rcsoarc!h, that if some of the many who are luarninK Sanskrit

and K'^itiiig not one step beyond, will take up the language of a savage tribe, ample reward will

be obtained."

The Ilev. C. J. Ball, in a recent letter to myself, writes :
" I quite agree with you about Sanskrit,

at wliieh 1 Avorked some years ago. It is obvious that so elaborate, not to say artificial a stnicture

cannot be made the standard of language generally, especially of the language of the earliest

period. The roots of all tongues are prol)ubly (or were) the same, not merely because the organs of

human speech are in every way similar, not because only a certain limited number of sounds is possible

with human organs constituted as they are ; but because, as I more and more see reason to belieye,

the human race is ultimately of one family. Even Darwin thought it improbable that man appeared

originally in several ind(q)end(!nt centres, and unity is the goal of all science." . . . .
" Your own

comparisons of Otomi with Chinese are very striking." .... " I believe that Chinese is very closely

related to the Accatlian ; and it is highly probable that Egyptian and Accadian are also intimately

related. In Egyptian and Accadian the pronouns are the same, many words are common : e.g.

Egyptian, sha-t; Accadian, sku; Chinese, «/«<=book, writing; Egyptian, mes-tcher; Accadian, mustriig

= ear; Egyjitian, «;<-<= heaven ; Accadian, ««= heaven ; Egyptian, r«;^=man ;
Accadian, lilgk;

Chinese, lung; Malay, orang, etc." Again, "I was looking over a Mexican vocabulary the other

day, and was struck by many coincidences with the Accadian, e.g. A7j=mouth in both
;

quilla

Quiclnian for moon is like /i//('=star in Accadian. Pa is probably a primitive word; it is both

Accadian and Chinese." .... "I am constantly coming across the most sm-prising coincidences,

not merely in roots, but in compoimd words." *

This "is especially what I have myself so constantly noticed, and may be so largely noticed in the

lists published in the body of this work (see Tables).

The Rev. C. J. Ball is also in agreement with Kolbe (as regard the S.E. African Bantu, viz.

that a, i, u are the primary vowels, as probably also in Hebrew); «+/= gives «/, e; and a-\-H

gives au, d.

Until a more general and certain knowledge of what is more or less common to most languages,

or to primeval language, so to speak, in the abstract, is anived at with more certainty, and parallel

or cognate terms for certain leading ideas, better or more fully understood aiul agreed upon by

comparative Pliilologists generally, specialists in one or two languages will be apt to arrive at too

narrow or even false conclusions. And to effect this result satisfactorily more attention will have to

be given to the study of languages in their more primitive and savage state.

The Eev. C. J. Ball further says in one of his letters to me (1890), " Tou are unquestionably

right in insisting upon the comparison of related terms, as expressive of related ideas. The growth

of language depends upon the growth of thought. Modification of the notion demands a corresponding

modification of the soimd which best embodies the notion. This is the history of human speech in

general. I have tried to make this clear in my papers on Accadian and Chinese. In the latter language.

Pa, Pah, Pao, Pan, Pang, Pang, Pei, Pieh, Ping, etc., is a remarkable instance of it. One of the

first things to which I called Prof. Douglas's attention, was the way in which the same root-ideas

re-appeared under each head of this remarkable ramification of the sound Pa (Ba). Probably the

Accadian BAE=i)//%«, stronghold, may even be the same as the Maori, ^;«f/j= village. f (See p. 122)

QUICHUA^^ AXD AETAN.

The present Introduction would not be complete without notice of a work by Senor Vicente Fidel

Lopez, entitled " Les Races Aryenncs du Perou" ; Montevideo 1871.| It is a work veiy Httle known,

and containing besides an extensive comparative vocabulary in connexion with supposed probable

Quichuan and Sanskrit roots, gives an immense amount of interesting detail in connexion with the

history, legends, science, and religion of the old Peruvians and their more modem descendants. The

book was briefly reviewed some seven or eight years ago by Mr. Andrew Lang, in Macmillan's Review,

and from which I bon-ow the following extract :

—

The Aryan Races of Peett.

"The title of a book published by Senor Vinoente Lopez, a Spanish gentleman of Monte Video, seems at

first sight as absurd as any of these guesses. That an Aryan race, speaking an Aryan language, possessing a

system of castes, worshipping in temples of Cyclopean architecture, should be found on the west coast of South

America .seems a theory hardly worthy of serious atteution. It appears, indeed, to have met with no attention

at all, and yet the work is a sober one, serieitse et de boime foi, as the author says, who deserves the credit, at

* It would appear highly probable that analogous words in two or thi-ee distinct languages have arisen in two ways,

viz. : words that are more or less prehistoric, universal, or primary ; or words that have casually been imported.

t The Rev. C. J. Ball also writes me, "Your own conclusion that American roots agree with Chinese rather than

with Accadi.an is only what I should have expected. The Chinese parted company with the Accadians thousands of years before

Asiatic tribes beg.in their wanderings eastward, may have landed them in North-West America.

X Also sold by A. Franck, 67, Rue Richlieu, Paris.
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least, of patient and untiring labour in a land where the works of Bopp, Max MiiUer, and others, are only with

very great difficulty to be obtained.

Seiior Lopez's view, that the Pei-uvians were Aryans who left the parent stock long before the Teutonic, or

Hellenic, races entered Europe, is supported by arguments drawn from language, from the traces of institu-

tions, from rehgious behcfs, from legendary records, and artistic remains. The evidence from language is

treated scientifically, and not as a kind of ingenious guessing. Seuor Lopez first combats tlie idea that the

living dialect of Peru is barbarous and fluctuating. It is not one of the casual and shifting forms of speech

produced by nomad races, for the centralizing empire of the Incas imposed on all its provinces the language

called Quichuan, which is still full of vitahty. To which of the stages of language does this belong—the

Agglutinative, in which one root is fastened on to another, and a word is formed in which the constitutive

elements are obviously distinct ; of the Inflexional, where the auxiliary roots get worn down and are only

distinguishable by the philologist ? As all known Aryan tongues are inflexional, Seiior Lopez may appear to

contradict himself when he says that Quichuan is an agghitinative Aryan languagt. But he quotes Sir. Max
Miiller's opinion that there must have been a time when the germs of Aj'van tongues had not yet reached the
inflexional stage, and shows that while tlie form of Quichuan is agglutinative, as in Turanian, the roots of
words are Aryan. If this be so, Quichiiau may be a linguistic missing link.

AVhen we first look at Quichuan, with its multitudes of words beginning with Hit, and its great prepon-
derance of j's, it seems almost as odd as ilexicau. But many of these forms are due to a scanty alphabet, and
really express familiar sounds ; and many, again, result from the casual spelling of the Spaniards. We may
examine some of the forms which Aryan roots are supposed to take in Quichuan. In the first place, Quichuan
abhors the shock of two consonants. Thus, a word like -nxia in Greek would be unpleasant to the Peruvian's

ear, and he says jOi7/Mi', "I sail." The pZ« again, in p?i<ma, a feather, is said to be found in pillu, " to fly."

Quichuan has no v, any more than Greek has, and just as the Greeks had to spell Roman words beginning with
V, with Ou, like Valerhis, oiia\epioi ; so, where Sanski'it has i; Quichuan has sometimes /lu. Here is a list of

words in hu

:

—
QuicnrAN. S.ixsKRiT.

SuaHa, to call. Vac", to speak.

Huasi, a house. Vns, to inhabit,

Suai/ra, air, avpa. J'li, to breathe.

Hitam, the back. J'as, to be able.

{pouvoir)

.

So far Mr. Lang. Sclfior Lopoz alludes to the extent and dcgi'oe of prosperous cmlization of the

old empire of the Incas ou the first arrival of the Spaniards, consisting of twenty millions of people.

Science and Arts were cultivated as well as the religious c^llture of the sun. Sefior Lopez regrets that

learned European ethnologists like Max MiiUcr and Pott are not more conversant with the old

Peruvian and Quichuan language. The ingenious way in which it was grammatically formed, and the

perfect system of Declension and Conjugation is surprising. Few of the irregularities and complications

of Aryan languages, where roots are mostly hidden or worn away, but which, in the Quichuan were
comparatively easily seen, occur. The Declensions contain inflexions only to a certain extent,

somewhat as in the Turkish, Thibetan and Tamil, than as in Sanskrit and Greek.
Seiior Lopez considers roots the most interesting, as belonging to a comlition of language, earlier

than Sanskrit (or the proto-Semitic or proto-Ar3-an of some writers?). He agrees with Pott and Max
Miiller that the formation of Sanskrit as wo know it, was, doubtless, preceded by a period of extreme
simplicity and entire absence of inflections, like the Chinese. Even in inflectional languages Seiior

Lopez thinks the inflections themselves to have originally been words (even suflixos and prefixes)

;

" des racines demomtratives ayant en !''= uu sens distinct des racines attributives" ; so that strictly

speaking every root was a word, and each word a root ; and the more modern distinction between
different parts of si)eech did not exist ; the same syllable employed for both verb, noun, adjective or

adverb, was only determined by its place in the general construction of the sentence. Tlie ancient
Chinese and Egyptian are excellent examples of this earlier condition of language; and sufficed for

the then wants of mankind. Subsequently, a certain number of roots were agglutinized witliout

altering the sound. This was the system of the Turks, Tartars and Mongols, as existing even at

the present time. The Aryans went further
; phonetic alterations took place, as well as the addition

of suffixes and prefixes, and greater amount of grammatical consideration ; and roots were reduced to

single syllables and even to letters. Seuor Lopez considers the Quichuan represents a comparati\-ely

early and arrested state of laiiguagc, but with a higher gramnuitical condition than tlie Turanian
;

and with the roots better jireservcd than with the Aryan. [AH this must, howe\-er, be recci\-ed with
considerable degree of reservation.]

AIIYAN AND QUICHUAN HOOTS.

Scnor Lopez gives a list of some 1200 words for comparison of Quichuan with Aryan, chiefly

Sanskrit and Greek ; many of these, however, ajipear to be far-fetched, and tlie Sanslciit itself not
nnirequently of veiy doubtful value. He also gives a list of some hundreds of (iuicliuan roots reduced
to, or taken in tlieir simjdest meaning, and which might be usi^ful for comparison willi Old AVorld roots,

whether Aryan or not. Scnor Lopez also give an introductory chapter as to Quichuan Uramniar and
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parts of speech, as well as references to roots, to which I shall very briefly allude. Seiior Lopez
examines for comparison with Quichuan the tentative Sanskrit roots: Kar, Va, Pak, Hur, Kel, Vhi,
Sta, Ta, Sail, Kak (Lak ?), and Aq. The following are a few only of the examples he gives of
apparently similar Aryan, or Sanskrit and Peruvian words. (See also my Aryan and American
Comparative Lists.)

QuienuAN'.

hua yu (aii-)

naka (kill)

hamuni (come)
)

hamu (go)
j

inti (sun)

katini (follow)

ri_(go)

iki (cut)

tayta (father)

pnna (hand)

pioh (five)

mama (mother)

huakia (call)

kasa (thorn)

huahua (son)

pat-pa (wins;)

akakha (black)

hacha (tree)

mankana (eat)

Aryan.

aura, Lat.

nccarc, Lat.

a-gam (hamm), Sk.

indh (shine), Sk.

kat ? (go), Sk.

ri, Sk.

esi (sword), Sk.

T«T«, Gr. ; tata, Sk.

pani, Sk.

panka, Sk.

mamma, Lat.

vac (speak), Sk.

kas' ? (to pierce), Sk.

hua, Celtic
;
puer, Lat.

pada (foot) Sk.

KOKov (bad) Gr.

gficcha, Sk.

mandiicare, Lat.

Quichuan.

chachua (laugh,

cackle)

yuk (join, yoke)
karu (traveller)

tupani (strike)

tuta (night)

pukru (cavern)

maki (tand)

>>

mita (time)

huasi (house)

ni = (speak)

kaklia (hill, peak) =
nana

canka (leg)

Slavo.vic.

khakkh, Sk.

yfi, kuc' ? Sk.

car (go), Sk.

TUTneiv, Gr.

tutt (to hide), Sk.

bucca= mouth, Lat.

manus, Lat.

matu, Armenian,
mita ? ma (step

;

measure), Sk.
vas (inhabit), Sk.

husa (house), Gothic.

(?) na=song, Sk.
kakud, Sk.

nand, Sk.

nandana= daughter, Sk.
shank, English

;

tanka=hand, Slavonic.

The Quichuan has only two -personal pronouns, noka=I; kam=thou; and two classes (isolated

and affixed); e.i/. huahua-ki= son-thine
; and also demonstrative and interrogatory ones. The verb

takes its "theme" from the root. Examples in verb :—muna-n-i=I love ; muna-n-ki=thou lovest, etc.,

ri=to go, rini= I go. Cam-mi, or cnn-i= I am. munan-mi= I love. chik = chi-chi {jdural of c'i=to
unite) ; and munau-chik, means the union of those who love ; the Latin ama-mu-s is formed on the
same principle.

In Quieluian, as in Egy[5tian, the letter N may designate the third person, e.g. munan-ki=" fo?,

cehd qui aimi"; but muna-n-n, " lui, celui, quiaime." The Quichuan muna-sa=/«7(«Z? love, corresponds
to the Greek (pi\riau)= I shall love; r}iuna,-r-'kani=I have loved {ca,n-\=I am) ; muna-i-man-mi= /sAoM^(;?

have loved.

There are 18 consonants in Quichuan, viz. C, CC, Kh, Ch, H or G, II, il, jS"', N", P, PP, Qu
E, S, T, Th, TT, y, and the five ordinary vowels, A, E, I, 0, U (really A, I, U).

The Quichuan G, often = Sanskrit K. Also T=d=r. In Polynesian r and 1 often interchange,
and may be equivalent to the Sanskrit d. The Aryan L=N sometimes as well as M=a primitive V.
The Quichuan semi-vowels are R and LI, and nearly correspond to the Sanskrit r and r'; 1 and 1'.

The Quichuan L corresponds to an Aryan R ; and tlie Quichuan E to Aryan L ? The Aryan \=
Quichuan hu ; and Sanskrit 9= Quichuan S. There are no genders or declensions in Quichuan
nouns. The prefix hu or hua stands for the article, or for relationship ; hua also means son. (See
also p. 165 on Aryan and New World Analogies.)

With regard to the Eskimo as a North American race. Dr. Eae and others considers the pure
bred and Western Eskimo, with highly braohyccphalic skulls, were originally of North Asiatic
extraction. Dr. Eink, of Copenhagen, thinks they may have originally come from Alaska. Tlieir

chief word for boat, kaijal-, is certainly Turanian and Ugric, and their word for man, people, innuit, is

also very much like the Ugro-Altaie ennete, hena, ena, immimene, en, with similar meanings; as also to

the ainu of the Ainos of .lapan.

Professor Henry, in his Eevicw (being the substance of a paper read before the American
International Congress at Luxembourg, 1877),* on Seiior Lopez's work, and which I have just been
referring to, speaks of it with a considerable amount of interest, though by no means being in

agreement with Senor Lopez's conclusions ; and by no means considers that the connection between
the Aryan and Peruvian languages has been proved ; or that he is correct in considering the
Quichuan to be "an agglutinizing Aryan language"! and that he falls into several kinds of

error in his too sanguine attempts "to establish a phonetic primitive moi-phology," and into several
serious grammatical mistakes, in Ijis comparisons and analogies of the Quichuan and Aryan.

At the same time M. Henry evidently docs not believe in the unity of either races or of language

;

* "Le Quichua est il une Langiie Aryenue"? Examsn critique, par Professor V. Henry D. D. Lille, du livre de
D. V. F. Lopez. (Nancy, 1878.)
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and -n ill hardly admit anything but an accidental unity in the roots of Old and New World languages,

beyond such evident examples as with Ma or Pa, etc.

He also prefers the Quichuan Grammar and Vocabulary of Hcrr I. von Tschudi ("Wien, 1853) to

that of Lopez as being fuller and more aecm-atc, etc. He is also severe on 11. Ellis (" Sources of the

Etruscan and Basque Languages," 1886; and " Penivia Scythica," 1875), and cannot believe in his

general tei-m Sojihian, as applied to and embracing such apparently ilivcrse languages as Afiican,

Caucasian, Basque, Dravidian, etc., and referred to, in his extensive list of somewhat similar words

used in those languages as compared with American. [See, however, my lists of comparisons in these

languages, and Mr. Hyde Clarke's treatises and observations on the subject. There are, doubtless, not'

a few instances of more than accidental analogies; though how they may have arisen is another

matter; to a certain extent, doubtless from a prehistoric substratum very widely spread.]

M. Henry goes into a reasonable and fair critical examination, I think, of Soiior Lopez's Aryan

and Peruvian morphology, m its varying aspects, e.g., grammar, apparent analogies, interchange

of vowels, pronouns, verbs, etc. Possibly in the matter of roots M. Henry may fail, however, to

see certain probable or possible similarities iu connection with Old and Xew World analogies. He
sums up :

—

1. That Quichuan roots and idioms cannot yet be shown to compare favourably with Ai-yan.

2. The Quichuan affi.rcs are quite otherwise to what should be the case in any primitive

agglutinating language, from which might have arisen the Indo-European inflectional language.

3. Any apparent semblance in affixes or declination are isolated, or only accidentally phonetic
;

and those of conjugation in verbs offer little or no real comparison.

4. The syntactic order in the grouping of affixes in Quichuan is quite different from that of the

Indo-European languages.

In conclusion M. Henry considers "the Quichuan is not an Aryan Language," and "has little

or nothing in common with it." Nor does he even think, with It. Ellis, that there may even have

been an intermediate connective language such as Iberian or Turanian. The twenty or thirty words

in common are insufficient proof !

Edkins has noticed resemblances between Greek, Latin, and Mongolian words (see p. 123)

;

and Professor Sayce has, I believe, somewhere stated, that out of 2740 Greek Lexicon words, 1500

only can be traced to the Indo-European ; the remainder to a Proto-Semitic origin. Possibly under

that term may be included many of so-called Turanian origin
; a few of which may accidentally have

subsequently migrated into America.

I have in my comparative Yocabularies and at p. 165, in connection more especially with

possible Aryan analogies to the American, added a few Semitic words, some of which, either

accidentally or through a common but remote ancestry, may agree with American ones ; some have,

indeed, fancied they had discovered in America the lost tribe of Israel, but I have found but little

in common between the Semitic and American (see Part II.), less so, however, perhaps with
Assyrian than with the Hebrew. There doubtless is much still left, for those learned in Sanskrit

and in the Semitic languages, to trace out as to the connection between those two highly specialized

languages, with the Turanian and the so-called ^;ro^o-Aryan. It is perhaps in South and in

some parts of Central America that there would appear to be the strongest Aryan elements. (See

p. 165.) The latest idea as to the origin of the dominant ancient Egyptian race, appears to be that

it came from the S.E. of Europe or S.W. of Asia, by the Straits of Babelmanclel, through Nubia,

and up the Nile valley to Memphis, and that the earlier elements of the language is strongly

Indo-Germanic, though it seems to certainly contain a proportion of Turanian words.*"

E^•idently there is a cei'tain amount of the early Turanian element in the ancient Egyiitian, as

well as our Aryan one, as Prof. Abel has clearly shown. Gerald Massey, in his " Book of Beginnings,"

has given a long list of English or British words, many of them provincial or slang ones, which he"

considers may correspond to Egyptian ones ; but not a few of these are either fanciful or forced.

Jfr. Massey also gives many comparisons as between Maori and Egyjitian ; and between Accadian and
Egyptian ; some of them apparently very doubtful. (See Appendices XIV. and XVI.)

Mr. Villiers Stuart, in his " Panoply of an Egyptian Queen," gives a short list of close comparisons

between Egyptian and Aiyan, of which I give a copy elsewhere (see p. 121), and I have added

a number of cimous analogies between English and Chinese, and between Central American and
Chinese, as well as Aiyan (see pp. 117-119). The English words to bake, roast, fire, appears in

Chinese as bak ; Egjptian, bexcx; American, haca=_/?;-«. The Egyptian bksu, hat, textu, xiiiiu=«^«,

to cut, to hack.

• Others, again, consider the common or low caste Efryptinns were of I,il)jan origin ; wliat may appear in America in

common with Egy])tian miglit only have reached eitlier through the Chinese and 'I'lirauian clement or through Libya and
the Azores. (See Appendix Jy'o. 16.) I'rofessor Sayce's proto- Semitic may be Kushitei'
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"Words for stone and cut, and knife, oonstrintly appear in nearly all lanp:nap;es in mnch the same

forms; E,nyptian, s(ix= io cut, bisect; Aeeadian, kud ; Chinc^se, kat, kot, sok, kliiuk, etc; American,

cuta, kaka, iki, etc. Also ior food, with M or S (mrinui ; suck; sip, etc )?
There arc, doubtless, a number of simple woi'ds showin};; much resemblance between ancient

Egyptian and African, as Massey has noticed (sec Appendices XIV. and XVI.), as well as curious

analogies between weapons, ornamentation and dress. (See Stanley and Wilkinson.) There are also

many remarkable analogies between Papuan and Polynesian and South American words. (Sec

Appendix XIV.) These numerous, wide-spread resemblances between veiy similar words in connexion

with the same or their cognate ideas, can scarcely be the resvilt of accident, as has been too

frequently asserted by some etymologists, but rather suggest the probability of a common or

natural origin of speech in connexion with an early and great simplicity of language, and the

existence of a comparatively limited number of primary or natural radicals, each in the first instance

having several distinct meanings, or coming to have slightly different soundings through gesture or

accentuation or climate, and showing an inherent tendency to change, for certain vowel and consonantal

soimds. In fact, simple sounds like ka, ma, aka, pa, pak, kak, may be trac(!d as having had, or that

may still retain (juite different meanings, as we have noticed elsewhere. Again, it is cjuite possible

that if te, ta, ka, may have been veiy early roots or sounds meaning, say, stone, that the natural

addition of the k sound, may imply the active use of a stone or knife, and thus became cut, knock,

tack, whack, hack, etc. Might not a single interjeetional cry as of sudden sui-prise, ])ain or joy, as

ah ! oh ! hoch ! ach ! have come to mean or to refer to in a more definite form, miythiiuj large, tall,

ugly, dark, crooked, ])ainful ? I have referred to this elsewhere.

Many words and ideas have their cognates or natural allied forms ; as stone, rock, tree, hill, high,

house ? The house to begin with may have been a rock-shelter, or built of logs, or stones, or even

perched in a tree, as is still the case in Sumatra.

8on=tree=shoot=small, etc.

Boat= water-house= dug-out ;= water-tree (log); and canoe, probably=canoua=kan-oua=tree
(cane)-water.

I have noticed that for certain well known objects, as foot, water, light, fire, etc., there are generally

two, three or four wide-spread principal radicals. (See Appendices XXXV. and XLI. to XLVI.) Take
the word /uo# ; it is most frequently in most languages, either pa, pet, pad, etc., or kok, kak, etc. The
one probably meaning movement, the other crookedness. One meaning or idea having reference to

height, greatness, chief, tree, hill, mountain, as represented by the root ah, will be seen to embrace

nearly all language-families, ancient and modern ; e.g. Accadian : aka, niagh, agga. Basque : acu.

Egyptian: axa=/»^A, next=sfron.i/. Chinese: bak, pak, gok, mok, ka, kok. Ugro-altaic : paca,

pasha, jiiksek, agha, tak, balkan, kurek, dagh= mountain. East Taetae : ike, agutshe=^oorf, khkhau,

yeke. Indo-Chinese : thehka, nakha, hachur. Thibet : akaj^ckief. Japanese : ikai, okii.

Dravidian : aneka=wrtKy. Indian: ra]a]i=prince. Polynesian: ariki=chief, tiki=e>-eator. Papuan:
svik\i.=mountain. Libyan: mek. Phcenician : melck=/,:/Hy. Caucasian: maghe, atta, tak, bagha=
god. Assyrian: cmukii, shakii, madu ? Arabic: sheikh= chieftaH (old tnan). Ajuhaeic : talak=ffreat-

Celtic: rak? German: hoch, kiigel, berg. Greek: okpcs, /(E7as, !rayof=kill, pnxt's=itie/c. Sanskrit:

aga, maha, qac= bi(/, kakud=^;«'fl/.\ Scandinavian: brckka=/j//^. Latin: major, magnus. English:

peak, back? big? duke? height. African: baka, eku, oko= mountain. Malay: bukit, kaya.

Tree names, indicative of height, evidently often occur widely represented also by a similar root

;

as (^ac= strong, gaccha in Sanskrit. In Latin : quercus=ort/i;. Teutonic : boka, buch. Punjab: iiikh.

Persian: bfik, vak=o(?/i:. Greek: (jy^io's^beech, irevKt^=pine? Basque: zurkai, arrecha. Caucasian:

dzig? oc=house. Egyptian: akh. Accadian: daaka=Jig-tree (gi, kar). Chinese: mik, muk.
Ugro-Aetaic : ak, uca=beech-irce, ok, aghag, oksa, aga, aqhe, kha. Indo-Chinese : akan, kai.

Japanese: ki. Dravidian : kadu. Malay: kaya, ki. English: oak? stick? African: ki, gi,

eku, oke.

American.

Great, Strong, God, etc.

mach.* hacoha.* prica= »«ow«/.

huk=yoof?. arcii. toak. pacha.*

mov\ii= much. h\ico=ffood. aach.

ukka*= //////(. oghaf =god.

iiaak= high. zacuali. shcnik=^oo^.

oc-j.*=house.

Mountain, Tree.

mittek.* ])ik\i=J}r-tree.

khoka.* kagg.f rukama. acatl.f

sacha* ; haca* ; kah* ; hi*= tree.

toak. arcu. kaak. shaak.*

hoak.

N.B.

—

House words, fi-equently correspond to tree, stone, and mountain.

I have already referred to ak or pak as being a widespread, and tliercfore, probably, a primary

or very early radical, significant of "height or greatness," and including such ideas or words as
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tree, liill, chief or piince, head, etc., ami in the hody of this work I have given a number of such

lists of analogous or more or less cognate words and ideas, or I'oot-sounds, compendiously arranged for

the principal language-families of the New and Old World ; tracing the same word or idea with

apparent similar sound (making some allowance for interchangeable letters) ; e.g. as for dog (or more
properly cur) ; man, hand ; eye (S, If, and T sounds) ; had, crooked, night, evil, Mack ; house or hid

;

stone, cut.; war, death ; bake, fire ; navel, life, tie, cross, I, me, No. 1 ; thou (JVo. 2 ?) ; son, tree
;
good,

God, great, high, much, many ; domestic animals ; relationship (as in jS") ; sun, fire, God (S, L, and T
sounds) ; numerals, a few American as nearest to some of the Old World

; field, enclosure, circle, garden,

land; bird, fiy, go, icing, feather; tie, cross, yoke, join, life; mouth, hole, etc.* (See Appendices.)

Likewise lists of jirobable cognate synonyms and root sounds ; and special lists of analogies or

apparent accordances as between, e.g. Mexican and Aryan ; Chinese and Accadian ; Chinese and Otomi

;

English an<l Egyptian ; Chinese and American ; Quichuan and Aiyan (Sanskrit) ; Libyan, Basque,

Caucasian, Celtic and American ; Polynesian, Papuan and Australian, and American ; Dravidian with
Turanian, and many comparisons for modem .African words ; also examples of the plural ; and
grammatical illustrations as between some of the chief American language-families, as Otomi,

Quichuan, Algonkin, as well as Polynesian.

I have also (p. 49) appended a long list of more or less interchangeable letters for nearly

all language -families, other than Aryan and Semitic which for several reasons have been purposely

omitted. This list has been the result of an examination, incidentally so to a certain extent, of many
thousands of words met with in the selection of those intended for more special vocabularies ; but
their special application to each separate family of language has unfortunately not generally been
recorded ; they, however, belong mostly to the Turanian, American, and to the less civilized languages

;

naturally a number of them have not sufficient repetitive occurrence to be of much value ; those of

most importance and fi-equency are distinguislied by capitals. A few special lists having linguistic

interest arc added from the labours of Mr. Hyde Clarke, Edkins, Lopez, Biondelli, G. Massey, Ellis,

Abel, Johnne, and others in special fields of Comparative Etymology. Tolerably extensive lists of

American words for Water, Sun, and £ye are given, as well as references to the old Mexican, Peiiivian,

and Asiatic calendars and Signs of the Zodiac. (See Appendices, IX.-XIII. and XL.-XLVI. ; also

VII. and XXIX.)
The general lists of Comparative Accordances (many words, however, being also given not showing

accordances, are aiTanged as conveniently and briefly as possible, so as to speak for themselves, though
perhaps rather crowded and not sufficiently localized. Language-families are, for the sake of

convenience and space, rather largely grouped together en masse ; e.g. the Ugro-Altaic families of the

Turanian of course include a great number of more or less separate languages, as the Finnish, Tartar,

Turkic, and Siberian ; and the selection of Afiican words, for want of space, may not always be
satisfactory as to detail and localization. But where a general comparison of the Old as with the Xew
World is concerned, and in regard to the greater probability of original simplicity, if not unity, both
of language and of race, the entire question of Comparative Etymology as wi'll as race may possibly

be regarded from a wider stand-point ; leaving the question of further comparative or special connexion
between languages, whether of the same family, or between apparently distinct families, to experts and
linguists in each branch.

3Iy object has been more especially in the first place to present in a more compendious and
simple form a list of the most likely words than has yet been oifered, for general purposes of

comparison, not only with Xorth, Central, and Southern America inter se, roughly speaking, but
each of those considerable divisions again with corresponding words in the Old World hmguages,
both aueient and modern

; showing if possible the tendency not only towards certain more or less

fundamental or universal root-sounds; but that there must at various and later times have been
influence exerted on some, if not many, of the older Xcw World languages, either by direct systematic
foreign invasion or immigration, or by casual introduction (as by Behring Straits) of Turanian words

;

from the Pacific, of Polynesian and even of Papuan and Malay ones ; and even from both sides of the
Straits of Gibraltar, of a certain number of African, Libyan and Ibero-Ccltic words. (See Appendix
No. XIX.)

The choice of words selected for comparison luis been both necessarily as well as naturally limited
to the most important or more frequently used words. For a certain number or class of words, there
have naturally been found no accordances. It is not to be taken for granted that all apjjarent

accordances are real ; some must be accidental ones ; especially when there are no intermediate
conditions, e.g, as betw(«n the Papuan badok and the English" irtrf, etc., though it miglit not be
impossible to trace both through the Greek KaKof, and S(nith American kaka.

The English word house is curiously like the S..Y. (iuichuan huasi; but perhajjs only through the
neariy universal radical hu, seen better'in our English hut; Ugro-Altaic hu, kota, hat;" Cbinese, hu,
uh, ku

;
and it nmy readily bo traced continuously in North Aiucrica, as /n'lh, koh, ha, ha; in Central

* Professor C. Abel, of Berlin, has also trcuted ou this miitlcr ; see elsewhere iu the lutroduetioii and at page 122.
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America as ngu, ghoti, Iw-chan; and in South America as uta; also with the s, in Eftyptian, hnz, ««, hu;

in Ugro-Altaic as huus, khus, hiiz ; and finally in South American as huti.ii:'^ Many otlier similar

accordances, real or accidental, may be found presented in tlie accompanying work.

It might, however, till a volume in itself, and require a thorough knowledge of each individual

language, to trace out etymologically a tithe of the words occurring in the present vocabularies, and
making every allowance for what may be doubtful, incorrectly copied, or unsuitably selected.

The same sound or word, and more especially in African dialects, not unfrequently may have half

a dozen different or distinct meanings. In I'olynesian qfi and pitra stand for water ; in Mrican,

«/?=firc ; and urii in American for botli water and tire.

Prof. Abel, of Kerlin, considers not unfrequently the same simple root of two or three letters,

may have the spelling reversed without change of meaning; but that could, luirdly amount to a law,

and may have arisen from dui)lification and subsequent loss, of vowels. (Sec elscwliere.)

In the "Academy" of 18th Seijtember, 187.5, Professor Sayce says, in reference to Professor

Whitney's remarks on roots, etc., in language in relation to flection:

It is with pleasure that I find Professor Wliitney emphasising another linguistic doctrine of high

importance, tlie fact that sentences precede words just as words precede letters. "Men began," lie says

(p. 302), " not with parts of speech which they afterwards learned to piece together into sentences, but with

comprehensive utterances in which the parts of speech lay as yet undeveloped, sentences in the germ ; " and
elsewhere he observes that " the parts of speech " are " the main classes of words, having restricted application

and definite connexion, into which the holoplu-astic utterances of a primitive time have by degrees become
divided ; the separated parts, members of what were once an undistinguished whole." These statements

need to be dwelt upon ; for if once we grasp firmly the two facts, that language is the symbol of thought,

and sentences the germs out of which words and forms have been differentiated, it seems to me that the

mechanical doctrine which would derive flection from the external accidents of agglutination and phonetic

decay must cease to be a dogma of orthodox Glottology.

And this brings me to that portion of Professor Whitney's system, with which, simple and widely-

accepted as it is, I find myself unable to agree. It is too much like that common-sense explanation of

sunrise and sunset, which made the sun go round the earth. With a logical clearness and consistency which

makes it possible to see the full meaning and tendencies of the theory. Professor Whitney lays down the

prevalent doctrines as to the nature of roots and the origin of flection. " A primitive body of monosyllabic

roots," he tells us, formed "the historical beginnings of Indo-European speech-development," and the

whole machinery of flection, whether in our own family of languages or in any other (p. 22G), has grown out

of the attachment of independent words to roots and stems, and their subsequent decay in form and meaning.

There was a time when our fathers could communicate with one another only in monosyllabic roots, and

a later period when they were much in the same condition as the Mongolian of to-day. " The dissidents

"

from these views, adds Professor Whitney, "are few ;" and without doubt this is really the case. But the

truth does not always lie on the side of the majority ; and, as one of the dissidents, I must protest against

the assertion that we "have nothing to say in defence of" our " unbelief, except what is easily refuted as

misapprehension or want of logical consistency."

Many even of those who otherwise agree with Professor Whitney have now given up the monosyllabic

character of Aryan roots, while Professor Whitney himself admits that the roots of the Malayan languages
" are prevailingly dissyllabic "

(p. 243), and the very " type " and " normal example of the whole genus ' root
'

"

which he offers >is (p. 299) is bow-wow, a word of two syllables ! Nor again is it accurate to say (p. 237)

that Chinese words are " analogous " with the hyiiothetical " roots " of Indo-European speech. These are the

ultimate results of lexical and grammatical analysis, and all that can be said about them is that they

may represent the language which preceded the restored parent-Aryan of Pick and Schleicher better than

any of its later developments can do. As for flection, when we are asked to believe (p. 252) that Semitic

speech must have developed out of a jireceding stage of monosyllabic roots and the agglutination of

independent words in accordance with " what is seen to lie at the bases of all other human speech," it must

be remembered that " all other human speech " means Ai-yan speech alone, or rather the inferences drawn

from certain phenomena observable in Aryan speech. Might not Semitic scholars with equal right reverse

the problem, and claim to interpret the phenomena of Aryan flection in analogy with the phenomena of

Semitic flection ? I would draw attention to an extremely important article by M. Bergaigne in the last

number of the Memoires de la Socie'ti? de Linguistique, in which he attempts to show that the Indo-European

case-endings are really suffixes of derivation, the noiuiuative, vocative, and accusative in all three immbers

being originally abstracts, without symbols for marking flection, and the oblique cases so many adjectives

taken adverbially. His theory will provide an escape from the awkward question of " pronominal roots "
;

but it will also lend support to the view that in the background which lies behind the highly-developed and

cultivated parent Aryan, so ludicrously misnamed the Ursprache—a background, be it borne in mind, to

which the facts at our disposal hardly allow us to reach—the primitive sentence-words adapted their

terminations to the expression of such grammatical relations as the growing consciousness of man gradually

worked out, and so, by the influence of analogy, originated what we may call the flectional instinct.

N.B.—I have given, near the end of this Introduction, a short resume of Professor Sayce's work

on " Comparative Philology" (Second Etlition, 1875).

* Another word for house found in Central America is cal, ealli (Aztec) ; which may in all probability be found in the

Polynesian /rt?f, /(«?(> ; Dravidian, haile, ytdU; Malay bali, katal; Ugro-Altaic, Jdial, ftiht. kholla ; Celtic ia? = town
;

Hebrew ,(/(;/ = heap of stones ; Assyrian, al. A similar class of words in kal may also be widely found meaning stone. Stone,

house, field, often carry a similar root ; but even the final L may here have once been E, significative of roundness or hardness.
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EACES,

Leaving for the present the question of Language, and before coming to the more purely physical

characteristics of the American ra^'cs, I may he allowed to quote several recent eminent authorities on
the races of the Old and Xcw "World.

1. Professor Boyd Dawkins, F.G.S., says :
" So far as 2)^iysiqve goes, the whole of the inhabitants

of America, except the Eskimo, are distinctly Mongolian or Mongoloid. This conclusion exactly

squares with the results of pliilology and arehseology, as with the Asiatic derivation of the Mexican
customs." This, however, is perhaps too sweeping an assertion ; as the brachyccphalic and Asiatic

form of skull is by no means imiversal in America, as will presently be noticed; nor even all the

American languages, myths, and customs derived from an Asiatic source ;
still it is probably correct

that the majority of the American races do incline to brachycephaHc tr[)e of school, the Mound
Builders of Central !Xorth America more especially.

2. M. dc Quatrefages, the leading French Ethnologist, in presenting the second part of his

"Introduction to the Study of the Human Eaces" to the Academy of Sciences, 1889, has recently

given an interesting summaiy of his general conclusions with regard to the origin and distribution of

mankind. Neglecting minor differences, he estimates that there are no fewer than 72 distinct races

in the human species. All these descend or branch off from three fundamental types—the Mack, the

yellow, and the ivliite—which had their origin at the great central mass of northern Asia, which is

thus the cradle of the human race. " Eepresentatives of these different tj-pcs and the races which
sprang from them are stiU to be found there. The whites, according to M. de Quatrefages, appear

to have originated on the west of the central mass, the yellows on the north, and the blacks on the

soiith. The whites extended westward and northward, gi\Tng birth to three secondary tyiies—the
Finnish, the Semitic, and the Aryan, if we except the Allophyles, wliich form a separate group.

Their area of distribution is continuous, as is that of the yellows, because of the extensive land surface

of the Eurasian continent. The yellows spread eastward and crossed into America. The whites and
yellows checked or blended with each other, producing many varieties of man. The blacks, or negro
type, which originated on the south of the central mass, was forced by the nature of the continent,

and probably by the attacks of the whites and yellows, to go south into Africa and east into the
Indian zVi'chipelago, or Melanesia. The proto-Semites arrested their distribution m the noi-th of Africa,

and the mixture of the two races gave rise to the negroid populations. In the centre and south

of Africa the blacks continued in tbcii- ethnic purity until the infiltration of other races fi-om Europe
and the north of Afiica in modern times. Those which remained in their original home became
blended with the wliites and yellows, giving rise to the Dravidian populations which pass by shades
into the three fundamental types. As for the Allophyles, represented by tlic race of Cro-Magnon,
they occupied parts of Europe and North Africa, from which they extended to the Canaries. The
three fundamental types also found themselves in Oceania ; tlie Allophylian whites occupying Polynesia,

the blacks Melanesia, the yellows Malasia (Micronesia ?). The latter were, according to M. de Quatre-
fages, the last to come into tlie maritime world. The peopling of America dates fiom the Quatcraary
period, and is due to migi-ations of different types—Allophylic white and yellow blending with the
local Quaternary races, which also belonged to the yellow typo. Eiu'ope, since the Tertiary ages,

has received only Allophylian whites, Finns, and Aryans. Having regard to the constant and
various migrations of the human races in past times, and the resulting amalgamation of the varieties,

whether due to conquest and -violence or peaceful diffusion, M. de Quatrefages justly observes that
the number of races now existing in a pure state is exceedingly restricted, if indeed there is a
single one which can be accepted as such. Perhaps some little groups, protected by their isolation,

such as the Mincopies, may show an identity of characters attesting their ethnic homogeneity."

N.B.—^M, de Quatrefages in this resume does not specially allude to the Iberian or to the Negritic

races.

3. I shall next refer to "Wallace in his recent work entitled "Darwinism," 1889, in reference to
the Probable Birthplace of Man, p. 459. Mr. Wallace considers that the ancestral fonn of Man was
not in the tropics, where the antlii'opoid apes and monkeys mostly occur, and which are essentially

of an arboreal nature in their structure, and where tree fruits are the principal food, wliereas the
distinctive character of Man is that he is not specially adapted to terrestrial locomotion. "It is

more probable that he began his existence in the o]ien plains or plateaux of the temperate or sub-
tropical zone, where the seeds of indigenous cereals and numercnis herbivora, rodents and game
birds, with fishes and molluscs in the lakes, rivers, and seas sup])Iied him with iin abundance of
varied food. In such a region lie would best develop skill as a linntcr, trajiper, or fislurnuin, and
later as a herdsman or cultivatoi' of the soil—a succession, of which we find indications in the
Palicolithic racers of ]"]urope." . . . .

" We arc consequently restricted to some j)ortion of the
Eastern Hemisphere, where alone the anthropoid apes exist, or have a]ipareTitly ever existed. There
is good reason to believe also tliat Africa must be excluded, as it is known lo have been separated from
the northern continent in early Tertiary times.

" There remains only the great Euro-Asiatic continent ; and its enormous plateaux, extending
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from Persia, across Tliihc^t and Siberia to Jraiicliuria, afford an area, some part or other of whicli

probably offered suitable conditions in late Miocene or Early Pliocene times, for the development of

Ancestral Man.
" It is in this area that we still iiiid that type of mankind—the Mongolian—which retains a colour

of the skin midway the black or brown colour, or blackisli-brown colour of the Ne<;ro, and the ruddy
or olive-white of the Caucasian tj-pes, a colour which still prevails all over uortliern Asia, over tlie

American continents, and over much of Polynesia. From this primary tint arose;, under the influence

of varied climatic and other conditions, the varied tints which still prevail amonj^ mankind. The area

just referred to is sufficiently extensive and varied to admit of prime\'al uuni having attained to

a considerable population, and having dcvclo])ed his full human characteristics, both physical and
mental, before there was any need for him to migrate beyond its limits.

" One of his earliest impoi'tant migrations was probably into Africa, where, spreading westward,
\u; became modified in colour and hair, in correlation with physiological changes, adapting him to the

climate of the e(piatorial lowlands.*
" Spreading north-westward into Europe, the moist and cool climate led to a modification of an

opposite character, and thus may have arisen the three great human types Somewhat later,

probably the spread eastward into North-West America, and soon scattered hiuiself over the whole
continent; and all this may well have occurred in Early or Middle Pliocene times. Thereafter, at

very long intervals, successive waves of migration carried him into every part of the habitable world,

and by conquest and intermixture led ultimately to those puzzling gradations of tj-pos which the

etlmologist almost in vain seeks to unravel."

In reference to the distribution of land animals, and bearing in mind that the limits of the

1000 fathom line between N"orth-West America and Xorth-East Asia, by Eehring Straits and the line

of the Aleutian Islands, connects or lies between, I will briefly refer to what Mr. Wallace says as to

the distribution of tapirs : "These animals are now confined to very distant regions of the globe, viz.

the Malay Peninsula, and the adjacent islands of Sumatra and Borneo, and tropical America, where
there are three or four species. During the Miocene and Pliocene period, iapirs abounded over the

whole of Europe and Asia, their remains having been found in the Tertiary deposits of France, India,

Burmah, and China.

In both North and South America fossil remains of tapirs occur only in caves and deposits of

Post-Pliocene age, showing that they are comparatively recent immigrants into that continent. They
perhajis entered by the route of Kamschatka and Alaska, where the climate, even now so much milder

and more equable than in the North-East of America, might have been warm enough in late Pliocene

times to have allowed the migration of these animals. In Asia they were driven southwards by the

competition of numerous higher and more powerful forms, but have found a resting place in the

swampy forest of the Malay region." f
Again, "just as there have been periods which facilitated intermigration between America and

the Old AVorld, there have also certainly been periods, perhaps of long duration even geologically,

when these continents have been separated by seas as wide, or even wider than those of the present

day, and which may explain such curious anomalies as the origination of the camel-tribe in America,

and its entrance into Asia in comparatively recent Tertiary times, and the introduction of bears and
bisons fi'om Asia into America."

From "Anthropology" by Topinard, with Preface by Paul Broca (1876), I shall venture to make
some allusion as bearing on the subject of Comparative Ethnology and Language. He considers

that there are three principal types of langniage : 1st, the Monosyllabic, e.ff. Chinese; 2nd, the

Polysyllabic or agglutinative, e.ff. Basque, Berber, Mongolian, Finnish, American ; 3rd, the Inflectional,

Semitic, and Aryan—the Semitic, polysylhdjic and partially inflectional. There are something like

800 roots and grammatical languages divisable into families, including Basque, Uralo-jUtaic or Turanian
(Samoyed, Fin, Turk, Mongol, Tungus, etc.).

M. Topinard himself is in favour of the Polygenistic origin of language.

CRANIOLOGY.
The celebrated prehistoric skull of Neanderthal is dolichocephalic, with a flatfish or phalycephaUc

top, and considerable recession of the frontal bone, and apparently approximates to apes.

The average cranial capacity of American Indians is about =1234 (but Mexicans =1340).
African negroes =1364. Negritos (Papuans, etc.) =1234. Europeans =1.534.

For much detailed information as to cephalic indices of various nations see Topinard, p. 240, etc.

Dolichocephalic skulls have 71'5 to 75-0; Brachycephalic 8334 up to 860, the highest index;

* According to Dr. Scliweinfoith the Akkas and Pigmies of Central Inner Africa best represent the earlier and more
indigenous negroid population. (See also Stanley.)

t There would appear to be none of the European and Asiatic domestic animals native to America, with the exception

of the Dog; the Siuith American Llama and Alpaca are peculiar to South America (see my lists of domestic animals and
names) ; but some of the native American names curiously agree with those of the Old "\Vorld.
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with every intermediate type and modification. It is questionable if any really pure and regular type

can be found in any race.

Old Woeld.

1. The Arabs have a very fine oval skull; dolichocephalic 74. Some old Phoenician sliulls may
be mesocephalic.

2. The Berber and Libyan, dolichocephalic 74-4
; and very possibly was the oldest stock in the

Iberian Peninsular.

3. European types.—Hardly any pure. The Celts have the largest known cranial capacity ; oval

and orthonatic, i.e. the least prog-uathic; index 75-5 to 82-0.

4. The primitive Blonde European (Arj-an) type was dolichocephalic, and has been spreading every-

where; the Scandinavian gives us the jjurest type. Danes are brachycephalic ; iSTormans mesaticephalic.

Swedes, Xorwegians, Belgians, and EugUsh dolichocephalic. The blonde typo of skull has been found

in North Africa, Aighanistan, and possibly even in America.

5. The Brown European (Aryan) lias black hair, and gives numerous sub-types ; e.ff. Hiadu,
Circassian, Iranians, Albanians, Ligurians, Bascjue

;
possibly Berbers. The Russians and Slavs are

much mixed. The primitive Teutons, or Germans, were dolichocephalic. The Bavarians, brachy-

cephalic. The Iranians, dolichocephalic. Tlie later Germans mostly brachycephalic. The Greeks
much mixed.

6. The Basques or Euskarians have skull index of 790 and are dolichocephalic, rather like the

Cro-Magnon ones with 7;3'75.

7. Laps; doubtful, but very brachycephalic (85-0).

8. Fins ; a connecting link between the European blonde and the xAsiatic brachycephalic types
;

long reddish hair. Index 83 7 ; not European, though more so than the Jlongols
;
possibly mixed

with both Lap and Mongol; brachycephalic,—some think are connected with the Basqiie;* possibly

preceded by a people with red hair and green eyes.

9. Turks ; rather inclining to tlie Fiunisli and Altaic ty|)es, but much mixed—esjjccially in

S.W. Asia. There is much mixture among the Caucasian tribes.

10. The Samoyed, probably 86-3 index and highly brachycephalic, and probably in part Eskimo
and in part Mongol.

11. Thibetans are not prognathous like the Chinese.

12. Mongols are a " yellow race "
; hair straight and stiff and rather long. Physically mixed;

eyes not oblique ; moderately brachycephalic and not prognathic.

13. The Eskimo
; very dolichocephalic, with a high skull ; 75'0 index.

[N.B.—Erom the Caucasus to France even, artificial defoimation of the skull has been met with,
as well of course in Asia, and especially in America amongst tlie more modern Picd Indians.]

14. Malays, according to Mauiy, came from Thibet ; but some say from Borneo ; they have
a better forehead than the Mongols; arc brachycephalic; Index 81-6; with rather a high amount of

prognatliism for the "yellow race." The occiput is flattish. Some etlmologists suppose there are

two sorts of Malays, one partly Caucasian.

15. Polynesians approach the Malay type, and are, however, separate from the Micronesians.
Probably the South Americans have some relation with the Polynesians, and considerable linguistic

connection exists between the Polynesians and Malays. The present race of Polynesians probably
commenced at the Malacca some 1500 years ago, and gradually extended over the Pacific Islands.

Theii- skull is mesaticaphalio and oval ; to some extent like the Chinese, Malays, and South Americans.
At Tahiti there is a mixture to some extent of black and yellow. The primitive Polynesians were not
prognathous. The nose nearer South American than Mangolian ; complexion mahogany, with hair

black and curly.

16. Australian type.—Smooth hair and negroid in feature ; rather like the South Indian Dravidians
and Ghonds, even in language elemc^nts

;
probably a mixed race. The cranial capacity small, ani

veiy dolicliocephalie
; index 71'0. Probably both Malays and Polynesians have landed in Australia.

17. Papuan.—The Melanesians have a vei-y dolichocephalic skull; skin nearly black, and hair
frizzled. In Fiji there is a Pohoiesian mixture.

18. Negiitos.—Now chiefly Semangs and jVndamanese ; hair black and woolly. Existed probably
once in New Guinea. Cephalic Index 825. [Prof. Flower has, I believe, considered that Negritos
may have been the ancestors of both the African negro, and of the Mehinesians and Papuans.]

N.B.—Topinard says, mixed races may, in course of time, give rise to a fixed intermediate race.

Malays, Chinese, Cape Hottentots, Himyarites and Abyssinians are probably of intermediate race and
types.

19. Hottentots or Bosjenien of S. Africa, proliably a mixture of and a low-tyjied race ; hair long
and woolly and also tufty ; very small cranial capacity.

• I do not find this much confirmed by my own vocabularies as regards archaic roots.
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20. The Kaffirs arc the liifjlicst of tlic Xc^ri) type ; larijo fraTiial rapafity. Cephalic Index 72-5.

Tho BantuR the ])rc(li)iniiiaiit ami best type. [Aeeurding to Stanley the Kaffirs of S.E. Africa have

certainly been improved by Ktliiopian and even Cancasian interniixture
;
(sec elsewhere).]

Negro type generally has skull duluceplialic, with Index 7;J'0 about.

New "World, etc.

Patasoniaus arc the most dolichocephalic type in the world, except the Eskimo, which they

resemble in several ways, except in not having a veiy wide check bono. Index 72'02. M. Topinard

suggests they or tho Tehuelches may best represent the autochthonous dolichocephalic American,

clement, which, by its crossing with brachycephalic Asiatics has given the existing or more modem
American-Indian type. Their prognathism of 69-4 is very gi'eat, and equal to that of the Eskimo.

The neighbouring Tehuelches have 75 92 Index. Generally M. Topinard calls the American type of

skull as incapacious, and more iisually dolichocephalic, but often mixed or mesocephalic. The
Mexicans have 78-1 and tho Peruvians 78-7 cephalic Index. In Nortli .\merican, dolichocephy is more
common to the East of the Alleghauies ; and bracliyccphaly to the West of the Mississippi.* The same
thing holds good in South America. The Peruvians have rather quadrangular skulls, and arc shorter

in stature than the Mexicans, and who have the occiput more flattened. Generally the American type

approximates to the Yellow Races thougii taller, and evidently crossed with the Asiatic
; but still

probably to some extent special or American. The native .Vnicrican skulls are generally so artificially

deformed as to make it difficult to decide satisfactorily respecting their true shape and measurement.

The Californian tribes often have a similar complexion to that of negroes whose hair is not woolly.

Some arc blacker skinned than others, but the hair is generally thick, glossy and stiff, and black

like horse-hair ; the skin olive-brown, mixed with white or red ; the nose prominent, but sometimes

Asiatic.

As to Propwtliism it varies greatly from about 60-0 for Bosjeman to 82 ;
thougli in extreme

cases from 89-d to 51-3. White races average 82= 76-5
;

yellow 76= 68-5
; black, 69=59-5. The

Eskimos come nearest the average with 71-46. Speaking generally, the white races are never

prognathous, the yellow and black ones are so in various degrees.

Tlie precursor of man was probably only analogous to the Anthropoids. M. Topinard alludes to

M. Haeckel, who asks whether the chimpanzee and gorilla of W^est Africa, both of which arc

(lolichoccphales, may not be the ancestors of the dolichocephalic men of Europe and Africa; and

whether the brachyccphales of Asia may not descend from the more brachycephalic orangs of Borneo

and Sumatra? " Many reasons load (M. Topinard adds) to the belief that all the dolicephales are

originally from Europe and Afi-ica, and the brachyccphales from Eastern Asia, though M. Voght
thinks otherwise."

Welcher clearly showed contrary to Eetzius' doctrine that the aboriginal races of Europe, best

perhaps, represented by the Fins and Basques, arc brachycephalic instead of dolichocephalic. A list of

the cephalic indices of most of the principal races of mankind is given by M. Topinard at pages

240-242 (Anthropology).

According to Canon Isaac Taylor (" Contemporary Eevicw," Aug. 1890), the Paleolithic period

may have come to an end some 20,000 years ago ; and that Broca considers the earlier Neolithic

race is allied to the North African tribes, and their languages probably belonging to the Hamitic

class, without inflexions and almost without grammar. "That their descendants may probably be

traced in the present inhabitants of Sariliuia and of South Italy, as well as in some parts of the

British Islands and of Northei-n Spain. They are usually called the Iberian race. In the early

Neolithic period we find skulls of this Iberian race all over Western Europe, in Caithness, Wales,

and Somersetshire, in the South of France, in Spain and Italy. This race was swarthy, with olive

complexion and black curly hair ; it was orthognathous and highly dolichocephalic, with a low orbital

index and short stature, averaging only 5 feet 4 inches. Their present descendants are found in

Donegal, Galway, Kerry, and in some parts of Wales. They are also to be recognized among the

Spanish Basques, Berbers, Kabyles, Guanches of Teneriff'e, the Corsicans, Sardinians, and Sicilians.

Pausanias informs us that the Sardinians were Libyans (now Berbers). Seneca, that Corsica was
peopled by Iberians and Lignrians. Thucydides, that the oldest inhabitants of Sicily were Iberians." f

Canon Taylor also considers that in Belgium, Central France, Savoy, and North Italy, in early

Neolithic times, there existed a short staturcd round-headed race, resembling the Laps ; and whose

speech may now probably be best represented by the Basque. (Iberian.) See pp. 160-161.

* This is just what might he expected, as immigration from either N.E. Asia, or from Polynesia or Malay, would
naturally more atiect the West Coast of America, and so lessen any autoclithonous tendency to dolichocephaly.

t See my Tables of " Comparative Linguistic Analogies " for Libyan, Basque, Caucasian, Celtic and American.
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In Lis " Origin of tlic Aryans," Canon Taylor is quite decided ngainst any Asiatic origin of tlie

Aryans, and speaks of them as a Neolithic race of Eastern Europe. See also his chapter on Neolithic

Culture, and a short article on the same subject in "Harper's New Monthly Magazine," No. 48(3,

p. 962 ; and Canon Taylor also says, speaking of the older theories connected with Philology and

Ethnology :
" The whilom tyranny of the Sanskritists is happily oveiiiast, and it is seen that hasty

philological deductions require to be systematically checked by the conclusions of Prehistoric Archieology,

Craniology, Anthropology, Geology, and Common Sense." See also Dr. Schrader's " Prehistoric

Antiquities of the Human Races," translated by F. B. Jevons, 1890. Dr. Schrader is strongly in favour

of European Russia, as having been the "cradle" of the Aryan Race, in opposition to Herr Penka's

theory of a Scandinavian origin. I, myseK, am inclined to place it in the Northern Caucasus between

the lilack and Caspian Seas, with extension towards the Lower Volga.

Professor Huxley has lately contributed an important paper in the "Nineteenth Century," Nov. 1890,

on the "Aryan Question and Prehistoric Man," the general tlrift of which may be considered to show

the reasonable probability of the primitive Aryan Race having existed in Europe at least prior to the

Neolithic period, if not in Pahrolithio times, and not improbably at a time even before the present

Aryan langudges were themselves evolved. Professor Huxley enters largely on the interesting question

as "to the pnjbablo physical characters of the skulls of the earlier races (jf Europe. Generally, I should

incline to think he would seem to be in favour of the "Primitive Aryan" being a distinct and well-

marked race of men, and that the original area of its distribution lay rather in Europe than in Asia.

The matter as to whether these primitive Aryans were llond or brunet are still hotly contested

questions.

The Scandinavians and Teutons were tall and had " ilond long-heads," and doliehocephalic; and

as we proceed South we gradually find short brunet broad-heads and brachi/eej)I/alic.^

The Slavonic people are now probably a mixture of three races or peoples, viz. : the blond long-

heads, the European brunet broad-heads, and the Asiatic brunet broad-heads; and most likely the Aryan
blond long-heads were the earliest. Most of the Fins (or l^inno-Tatars) are brunet Asiatic broad-heads,

and have become much mixed.
Professor Huxley thinks the areas occupied by the Aryan blond long-heads may have extended at

one time from the Baltic to Central Asia. But where their' speech was developed may have either

been in the East or West of that area ; but the Aryan race came or was present first, and its language

differention and development subsequently. " Like other languages this pre-Aryan one must have been

built up by a secular process of development." No one can say during what period of time ! nor how
far back again that our Arj^an race was differentiated from the primitive stock of mankind

;
quite

probably in the Pleistocene period, when the blond-heads could have hardly lived in the glacial cold of

Europe. Eurasia was then, or soon afterwards, probably a vast inland lake, like a Ponto-Mediter-

ranean, and the olimatal conditions very different^ and with greater extremes of heat and cold. The
more Eastern climatal limitation of the beech could not have existed, and too much stress should not be
relied on that as an argument in deciding where was the "cradle of the Aryan Race."f The Aryans, if

existing in these regions of Southern Russia and in these Pleistocene times, must necessarily have been
much cut off fi'om admixture or intrusion on the part of Asiatic Turanians to the East.

Professor Huxley would rather seem to favour Latham's " Sarmatian," older hypothesis, as to the

oldest geographical area of the early Aryan race; ^•iz. : "That it may have probably included the

higher parts and a good deal of the northern slopes of Europe, between the Urals and the German
Ocean, a vast area some 1500 miles broad; and whilst the blond long-headed I'ace originally spread

over this vast area, their language was in course of formation," and variously so naturally ; "so that,

strictly speaking, there may have been no primitive Aryan language at all." From the district, " say

cast of the central highlands of Europe, and west of the Urals, this blond long-headed race, so to

speak, tended to spread westward to the North Sea, Britain, etc., where it met the brunet long-

heads; to France, where it found both these brunet short -heads, and so on southwards towards Italy

and Macedonia." The original South-east Eurojiean tribes wen^ probably those which became Iranian

and proceeded to the plains of India. On this "Sarmatian" hypothesis, the Celts could never well

have proceeded westwards from Pamir and the Hindoo-Koosh.

Professor IIuxlcj' then ])i-oceeds to consider the (juestion more from an arcliacological and anthropo-

logical point of view, by which alone there can be mucli chance of the Aryan question being ultimately

decided. As to their burial ])laees, there often are found a considerable mixture of short and long-

headed skulls. Even at the present day blonds and brnnets may be met with in the same parts. It is

clear that the oldest of these peoples were then only in the Neolithic stage of civilization, and of the

* The Cephalic Index is a number expressing the relations of the breadth to the length of skull, taking the latter at 100.

Therefore, broad heads have the Cephalic hitlex above 80, and the long heads below 80.

t With the existences of a large inland Enrasiau sea, of which the lakes of Aral, Cas]iiaii and Black Seas are )iow

merely the smaller remnants, there would be no occasion to go to the Baltic to find a sea {man}.—11. 1'. G.
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polished stonn, copper and bronze ptaf^cs. It will bo necessary to go further hack than the .lOOO or

6000 years of the historic period ; and J'rofessor Huxley does not oonsiih.T it yet settled whether bronze

was first discovered within this Aiyan area or not. In Sweden and Norway nine-tenths of this

Neolithic hlond race had long-heads, while in Denmark, hard by, there was a larger proportion of broad-

heads; in fact, the broad and long-heailed were often much mixed during the " llccent Period."

Doubtless man existed in Europe during the Pleistocene or Quaternary jieriod, inhabiting caves and rocks.

There must, Professor Huxley proceeds to argue, have been a considerable hialua b(-tween the

paleolithic and glacial ago and the neolithic ;* but some good authorities, who may not unlik(dy prove

in the main to be correct, maintain that the races of men now inhabiting Europe may be traced back to

the Great Ice age.

Professor Huxley then refers to what few likely genuine human palaeolithic remains have been
discovered. He does not a])pear to think there is anything to warrant the supposition that the

pala3olimctallic culture in Euro])c commenced amongst the Aryan blond long-headed race itself. The
skeletons so far found indicate shortness of stature and bent legs, and depressed low .skulls with heavy
jaws, as seen in the so-called Neanderthal skull. Men may have existed before even the Pleistocene

age. Human skulls of the present day do sometimes present an approximation to the Spy and
Neanderthal ones, especially some found in some of the Irish river beds. In some respects also the

Neanderthal and Spy skulls are seen among the Frisians who are tall and blond, but with sk\ills tending

to show a flattening or depression, which may indicate some distant connection or continuity with the

Pleistocene, Ncan<lerthal, and Spy ones ; or, the Frisian type may be the result of admixture with
those, or with the Canstadt (Gibraltar) ones. These lower tyi^es of skull indicate development however
and may be expected to be found in all the lower and earliest ty]ies of mankind all over the world.

The Australian skulls show considerable likeness with the Neanderthal ones ; whilst Neanderthaloid

features may bo met with the ancient broad-headed peoples entombed at Borreby in Denmark. " The
remains of the Quaternarj- or Pleistocene age from ours is immense, and, doidstless, there is a vast

difference between the Neanderthaloid race and comely living specimens of the blond long-heads with

whom we are so familiar."

So far, Professor Huxley. The "Academy" of November 29th, 1890, thus refers to the above

article :

—

" Professor Huxley urges in support of Latham's Sarmatian hypothesis, the novel argument that when
the Aryan race came into existence the Bosphorus had not been formed, Europe being sundered from Asia by
what he calls the Ponto-JIediterranean, a vast sea including the Aral, Caspian, and Euxine Seas, together

with the plains of the Danube and Volga, and discharging into the Arctic Ocean by the valley of the Obi.

Professor Huxley considers there are fom' European types, one of which must be that of the Primitive

Aryan, and others only Aryan by speech. These, he thinks, are :— 1st, The tall, blond, long-headed,

Scandinavian type ; 2nd, the short, dark, broad-headed Auvernat ty^ie ; .3rd, the short, dark, broad-headed
' Mongoloid ' (Finnic ?) type ; 4th, the short, dark, long-headed Iberian or Silurian (Basque ?) type.

The objection to this classification is that his second and t/iird types, both of them short, dark and broad-

headed, are not discriminated ; while he takes no account of the tall, broad-headed type, whose remains are

found in the round barrows of Britain, and who, if we identify them, as is usually done with the Britons of the

Roman period, must have been blond or rufous. Nor is there any place given for the tall, fair, broad-heads of

Poland and West Russia, who agree with the Kurds and Galtchas in stature, complexion and skull shape.

Professor Huxley's scheme would be more consistent and complete if he had described his t/iird class, as

the tall, rufous, broad-headed Ugric type of the round-barrow Celts of Britain. The primitive Aryan race

would, therefore, be either the Scandinavian or the Celto-Slavo-Lettic type ; and it might be a question for

Philologists to say whether both Celto-Latin and Celto-Slavic speech could more easily be derived from
Teutonic, or on the other hand, Teutonic from Celto-Latin or Slavo-Lettic."

THE EUEASIAN—MEDITEREANEAN AND ARYAN ORIGINS.

Mr. J. S. Stuart Glennie in the "Academy" of December 13th, 1890, in connection with the theory of a large

inland Eurasian sea, once serving possibly as a line of demarcation between the Aryan and Turanian races

likewise thus refers to Profe.s.sor Huxley's paper in the " Nineteenth Century " on " the Aryan Question," in

which " special attention is called to the ' novel argument ' which he draws from the fonner existence of ' a
vast inland sea, including the Aral, the Caspian, the Euxine, together with the plains of the Danube and the

Volga, and discharging itself into the Arctic Ocean by the valley of the Obi.' This midland sea Dr. Huxley
calls the ' Ponto-Ai'alian Mediterranean '

(p. 764). But as its eastern shores are in Asia and its western in

Europe, I venture to think that ' Eurasian '• would be a preferable adjective ; and that the sea usually called

the Mediterranean might, when necessary, be similarly distinguished as the Eurasian.

As to the 'novel argument,' will you permit me to say that I had already, in the Babylonian and
Oriental Record of last August, pointed out some of the important historical consequences of the recognition

of this former geogi-aphical feet, and of the geological convulsions which probably led to the draining-oft' of this

Eurasian Mediterranean ; that, in the paper read before the Historical Society, which was reported in the

* In New Jersey, U.S., alnnfj the Delaware, there have recently been discovered stone implements of a decided inter-

mediate type between the paUeolithic and neohthic.
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same numljer of the Academy, I drew certain further conclusions frOm the same fact ; and that these

conclusions were illustrated by a large map, on which, with the assistance of Mr. Bolton, of Stanford's

Geographical Department, I had corrected, from the orographical maps of Ramsay and the geological maps
of Berghans, the somewhat conjectural sketch of this Em-asiaa sea given long ago by Lenormant in his

Atlas cVHisloire Ancienne ?

Let me add that, for all questions of ultimate historical origins, no less important than recognition of this

former Eurasian Mediterranean is recognition of the wide distribution of non-Ar-yan and non-Semitic u-hite

races, and—considering ethnogi-aphical monuments, traditions, and observations—of the very high probability,

to say the least, that the ruling classes of the ancient empires both of Egypt and of Chaldea belonged to the

widespread stock of white races.

Combining the considerations arising from these two sets of facts—geological and ethnological—I have

been led to a conclusion which appeai-s to reconcile the old Asiatic and the new European theories of Aryan
origins. So far as the problem was treated as a question of the origin of the white race, the Asiatic solution

was probably right. Tlie white race did, as I have endeavom-ed to show, ]irobably originate in Asia, and not

in Europe, at the time when Europe and Asia were separated by a Mediterranean stretching from the Arctic

Ocean almost to the Jigean. But so far as the question of Aryan origins is a question simjily of the locality

of the origin of Aryan speech among white tribes, the European solution will proliably hold good ; and that

form of it, particularly, which regards the South Russian Steppes, after the draining-oft' of the Eurasian

Mediterranean and the consequent inrush of various white and otiier tribes in these ' pastures new,' as the

most likely ' Aryan cradleland,' properly so-called. I need not here point out how the theory thus briefly

indicated diii'ers from Professor Huxley's."

Mr. J. S. Stuart Glcnnio, also in a paper road before the British Association at Leeds, tas the

following remarks in their Keport, 1890, p. 971, which I give in extenso on the same subject.

On the Aryan Cradleland. By J. S. Stu.^rt Glennie.

Iiitroduction.—After sixty years' discussion of exclusively Asian hypotheses, and twenty years' discussion

of Asian and European hyiiotheses , the question now is not so much as to the respective probabilities of an
Asian or of a European, as to the respective probabilities of a North German or of a South Russian

Cradleland ; and the author is disposed, on the whole, to consider the South Russian Cradleland the more
probable, and for the following reasons :

—

First.—Because of the extraordinary correspondence, as lately pointed out by Dr. Schrader, not only

between the flora and fauna indicated by the common words of the Aryan languages, and the flora and fauna
of the South Russian Steppes, but also between the mode and conditions of hfe indicated by the language,

and the mode and conditions of life actually now to be seen on the Steppes.

Secondly.—Because in South Russia, between the 4.5th and 5()th (or 55th) parallels of latitude there were
the conditions of such a racial intermixture as might naturally have given rise to such a new variety of the
white race as the original Aryan clans. For here, from time immemorial, white Alarodians from the south,

white Turkomans from the east, and white Finns from the north have met and mingled. And here, also,

there may have been gi-eat environmental changes caused by the drainiug-ofF of the ancient Eurasian
Mediterranean.

TIdrdly.—Because of such indications of hybridity in primitive Aryan .speech, and of connection

particularly with the Finnic group of languages, as would correspond with such a racial intermixture as

would seem probably to have been eflfected in this region.

Fourtldy.—Because tliat interlinking of Aryan languages, which is inexplicable on the hypothesis of

•successive migi'ations from Asia, may, on the contrary, be at once exjilained by a commoii speech in the South
Russian area indicated, and by differentiations caused by the reaction of the speech of the Aryanised
non-Aryan tribes encountered in the progress of the Aryans eastwards and westwards.

And Fifthly.—Hecaiise westwards, in the country lietween the Dnieper and the Carpathians, and
eastwards in the country on the upper waters of the Jaxartes and Oxus, there were the conditions of the

passage of the Aryans from the pastoral into the agricultiu-al stage ; and because, in moving southward from
these regions, they woidd come into contact with, and have their fm-ther develojjmont fostered by, moi-e highly

cinlised peoples.

Conclmion.—As will be seen from the last reason assigned in favour of Southern Rassia, the question of

the Aryan Cradleland connects itself with all these various researches which tend to limit the primitive
civilisations to tho.sc of Egypt and of Chaldea, and to derive from these civihsations, and particularly from
that of Chaldea, all the later civihsations. (See elsewhere.)

Though not entirely bearing in tlie matter of the connection of race and language, as between the
Old and New Worlds, I may shortly quote from Mr. Gerald lleudall's Essay in " The Cradle of tlio

Aryan Race," who takes Penka's and Professor Saj'ce's vic\\'s on the subject, viz. : that tlie Aryans
had their origins in Ijithuania or near the Baltic. Greek stands nearer, it would seem, tlian Sanskrit to

the archytypc of the Aryan language, and the Sanskrit alphabet- but a remnant of old Indo-Kuropeau
sounds, though as a literary language Sanskrit is more faithful, probably to primitive sounds

; but even
Sanskrit must lia\e originated in a colder climate than India. Professor .1. Schmidt does not believe in

a singht limited and homogeneous Asiatic centre of the Indo-European race and language. There is a

strong relati<jnslup between Sanskrit and Greek, and a decided conni'ction between Jjatin and Celtic.

The question as to the earliest intercourse between the Aryan and Semitic is not yet setth'd ; later

authorities arc disposed to assign a direction of the Semitic race from the North towards the South and
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to Arabia, ratlicr tliun tlio rovorsc* The- Iluns arc now consiilcrc'd of Tliil)ntan orif^iii. I'enka uses the
term Aryan as upplicil " to the blond dolichocepliulic- North l']uro])euii race, with whicli he tries to
associate tlio origination of tlie Indo-l<]uro])<'an race "

; thougli soiue jjrefer to consider all Aryans who
use the Indo-Euro]H'un language whether dolichoeejihalic or brachycephalic. Kendall considers, p. 46,
there is no reason for believing that the blond white of the North, with his dolichocephalic skull-index,

was ever identical with his brachycephalic-skulled brother-white of more Southern Europe. Laps and
Finns, Eskimo, Sainoyed, Mongol, and many American Indians, are dark skinned and l)rachyce])halio.

There are tiro ])rincipal types of Aryan, viz. : Indian, Iranian, and the South I'airopean ; and the Slavic,

Celtic and Teutonic or Germauo-Scandinaviau.
The original South European type, i.e., the aborigines of Greece and Italy, as the Pelasgians and

Etruscans, were not of Aryan speech. Then^ were two Celtii^ stocks, one the Mih^sian
;
perhaps

connected with the old Cro-maguon pedigree ; the other of strong Slavic affinity, short and dark and
brachycephalic.

Pcnka and his school consider that the true Aryan belonged to the blond dolichocephalic Germano-
Scandinavian family. Professor Sayce is quoted as considering the red Celt identical with the Algerian
Kabyles. The melanochroic Caucasians of the neolithic period came from Asia, and were no doubt
Turanian. [This might account in part for Caucasian words appearing, as I think, both Ellis and Hyde
Clarke reasonably affirm in America.]

Kendall considers the Asiatic origin of the Aryans does not support the theory of the general unity
of Western speech so well as that of a North European origin. In Finland there is found both the
agglutinative Turanian and a considerable number of Aryan inflexions and also words ; at all events an
intermixture of Scandinavian and Finnish. | Dolichocephalic skulls may probably specially belong to

the Palsoolithic age. In Scandinavia both long and short skulls are found much mixed. [In America
they are also mixed, though the brachycephalic predominates.] Since the North Aryan skull usually is

dolichocephalic, the Aryan race may even be older than the Turanian. The Neolithic age appears in

Europe to have introduced the brachv'cephalic form of skull. The Iberians, probably pressed up from
the S.AV. of Europe, and the Turanians from the East rid the Caucasus. Between the Palaeolithic and
Quaternary in Europe and the Neolithic there is, however, a great gull. [Dr. Abbott, of New Jersey,

U.S., I have noticed elsewhere, speaks in America of an intermediate type of stone implements.]

Mr. Kendall, in his " Cradle of the Aryan Kace," states, p. 44, that the more recent classifications

have reduced the most distinct types or races of mankind to three or four. This Triple Division

recognizes :

—

I. The Ethiopian or Neyroid includes the Australoid division, which Huxley, however, groups as a

distinct fourth ty|ie, thus including the negroes of Africa [Hottentots and Bushmen], the Oceanic and
Melanesian negroes, and the Negrito of the Pacific and ^Vuclaman Isles.

II. The Mongolian, including the natives of Northern and Eastern Asia, the Malays, the compre-
hensive American group and even the Eskimo.

III. The so-called Caucasian which embraces the Xanthochroic and Melanochroic types of Professor

Huxley. This so-called Caucasian race, divides itself into two divisions,, the Northern blond type
(Xanthochroic) including the people of Scandinavia, Denmark and Iceland ; and the southern or darker

(Melanochroic) type, appearing tyincally in N. Africa and S.W. Asia. J Between these two occur great

varieties of modification as from the Scandinavian of the North, and the Arab and Persian of the South.

Mr. Kendall rather disputes this hy])othesis; " 1st, because it fails to give an adequate explanation of

the marked variations between the white and dark types of Caucasian derivation ; and 2nd, fails to

explain the (supposed) presence of the purest specimens of the white tj-pc in North Europe, especially

the Scandinavians." The Negroid race is moi-e dolichocephalic even than the blond or Xanthochroic.

[Professor Flower, I believe, considers the Negrito may have been the earlier ancestor of the African

Negro and of the Melanesians. The dolichocephalic element in America jn'obably came in from ihv

North West of Africa, the South West of Europe, and from Polynesia. The Chinese are not a

dolichocephalic race and go with the Turanians ; though some think that there is an Aryan element in

the Chinese. On the whole I am inclined to think that any Aryan element in the New World is to be
found most strongly marked in South America, appertains more to the Southern Aryan or Melanochi'oic

type than to the Northern, and would not have come in by way of Behring Straits.]

Dr. John Bcddoe, F.R.S., in the Anniversary Address, "Anthropological Journal," May, 1890,

refers favourably to Gerald Kendall's Essay, "Cradle of the Human Race"; also to Isaac Taylor's
" Origin of the Aryans." " They differ as to their conclusions. Dr. Taylor thinks that the typical

* Does not the white colour of the Jewish nation rather favour this idea ? They miglit have come either from a

prehistoric Armenia or from the country about the Oxus. It ha.s been observed that emigration, both in Asia and Europe,

has generally assumed a Southern trend. Edkins has supposed some connection between Hebrew and Thibetan. Some
consider the Semitic was Caucasian.

t According to Du Chaillu, the Scandinavian tradition is that they came from the N.E. side of the Euxine. I believe

that Petrie has discovered on an old monument in Egvpt, men and faces of the Aryan t}'pe.

X .Would not this division include the Semites, and possibly the Amorites and Libyans ?
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Aryans are the Celto-Slavic peoples, and that their afimities are TJgric. Mr. Eenclall thinks that the

Aryan centre, where the Aryan tongue was developefl, was in Scandinavia and about the Baltic, and

that the long-headed blond race was its parent or earliest proprietor."

Evidently this question as to the origin of the Aryans is not yet settled. Dr. Beddoe thinks that

that type most clearly common to Europe and Asia is more likely to be the original one. The old

Lithuanian form of skull has not yet been properly described.

As far as I have considered the question from the New World point of view, I should not incline to

the Scandinavian origin. Might not the Aiyan, as a highly specialized race, have been originally placed

securely as between the Turanians on the East and the Ilicrians on the "West, possibly in the neighbour-

hood of the Caucasus ? There are found snow mountains with the beech, the fir, the birch, and the

oak, and two large inland seas ; and to the South in Armenia a warm climate prevails, leading tlii-cctly

to Persia and India to the South East ; to Greece and Italy by the shores of the Black Sea on the

"West ; and readily to Germany and the Baltic on the North West. This solution would certainly

reconcile some of the many difficulties connected with the Aryan question. That there are so many
diiferent races and languages now found in the district of the Caucasus, is no reason why 10,000 years

ago it may not have been exclusively occupied by Aiyans.

The "National Observer," June 20, 1891, has a notice by Karl Blind of Dr. Krause's Tuisho-Land,

who strongly advocates the new Scandina^"ian theory of the Aryan origin, and of even the Teutonic

character of the Scyths (=" shooters of the bow," and who certainly had blue eyes and fair hair). He
probably is right in his endeavours to trace out the connection between the Thracian stock with the

Teutonic one, or the high antiquity of the Scandinavian mythology. Dr. Krause thinks the Gauls or

true Celts physically were like Germans ; also that the mythical tales of Hollar and India bear the

manifest stamp of a more Northern origin, and that the Sicasiihi, Thors hammer, or hooked cross, was
really of Scandinavian origin in connection with fire. He also believes the ancient Amorites and

Libyans were clearly tall, fair haired, blue eyed races, men of the Northern World, as settled by the

Egyptians ; and Karl Blind liimsclf thinks their customs and names betray a likeness to the Norsemen
and Gennans, and that the Thraciaus in prehistoric times had worked their way southward from the

north, and that at a later period, a war-class under a semi-mythical leader Odin pushed back again this

time northward through Soutliem Eussia and Germany towards the Baltic, and that they may have

reduced the Laps and Finns to the position of Serfs, as described in the Edda ;
* and he finally highly

praises Dr. Ki'aiise's work as being a mine of information, even if all its theories and deductions may
not be absolutely correct.

The following Extract in reference to Dr. Krause's book is mostly in Karl Blind's own words :

—

" Ethnologists formerly assumed in Europe a prehistoric Turanian, Mongoloid, or Ugi-o-Fiunish population,

which was overcome by an Ai-yan race. The author of Tuisko-Land goes by that more modern view which
asserts the aboriginal existence, in Scandinavia and in a large part of central and even southern Europe, of a
fair-haired, blue-eyed Aryan people, identical with the Germanic type. This tall race of blond long-heads is

supposed to have been followed by an equally dolichocephalic, or long-headed, but dark-haired and smaller

race, which probably came from Africa. These were the Basques, Iberians, or Silures whom Tacitus already
knew to have come from Spain into Britain, where they are to this day represented by some of the Welsh.
Later on—so the theory now is— a short-headed, Mongoloid type made its appearance, penetrating from the
east into parts of Scandinavia, Russia, and the southern parts of central and western Europe. This race was
afterwards followed by the Slavs. Through the combined action of the Ugro-Finuish, the Slav, and the
Iberian elements, the pure Aryan stock of Germanic type was—so the contention goes—gradually absorbed in

the eastern, southera, and western parts of Evu'ope : a mixed poijulation being the result. In France the tall,

fair-haired race has become nearly extinct, with the exception of a small section of the north-western coast,

where the Normans brought in fresh Teutonic blood."

I am mo.stly inclined to agree with Dr. Isaac Taylor's theory as to the origin of the Aryans, and
that the Celto-Slavic races offer the best solution of the question, as far as language is concerned as well

as the best natural geogi'aphical centre.

1 further give here two short notices recently given in the newspapers respecting this pait of the
" Aryan Cradle " question, by Mr. J. S. Glennie and Prof. J. Schmidt. [Sec Ante.']

Mr. J. S. Glennie said until lately it was universally sup]ioscd that the Aryans had their origin in Asia,

but the notion tliat they )iad, after all, originated in Europe, had latterly gained ground, until the latter

liypothesi.s now held the field, and recent investigation went to show that the Aryan cradleland was in
Southern Rus.sia. Some lield that it was in Scandinavia. He favom-ed the theory that the Aryans came from
the Ste]>])es of Rus.sia. The language of the early Aryans showed that tlieii- life was pastoral, and indicated
that tlieir hou.se.s were holes in the ground in Winter and w.-ittlcd huts in Summer, similar to those now
occupied \>y the nr)mads of the South Russian Ste)ipcs. 'I'lierc were other white races besides the Ai-yans and
the Semites, and the Aryan language contained evidence of having been a liiii/ua franca of former times. As
to the high level of culture imputed to the Aryans by Prof. Max Muller, recent researches went to show that it

• The Tliracians went, wc know, nfter having gone from Easteni Europe into Asia Minor, and sent their war-clans back
again into Europe, founding Tirvns and Mycene. In the same way we find, says Karl lilind, Swedes, Norwegians, Angles
and Goths, going under the name of Varangians, or " confederates, eastwards to found the Kussian Empire.
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was much exaggerated ; and there was strong reason to suppose tliat Hellenic culture was not original, but
derived from a previously existing Asiatic civilisation. The new ideas thus brought forward as to the unity of

history wci'C most important and far-reaching.—Dr. Pliene said, as the result of many years' investigation in

Asia, ho came to the conclusion that the l'ela.sgian civilisation had extended even to Kngland.—The Itev. Mr.
Maclure, speaking on the evidence from language, remarked that it might safely be said that any Knglish word
beginning with a "p" was a borrowed one.

THE HOMK OF THE ARYANS.

Prof. J. Schmidt has pulilished in the Traiisactioiu of the Royal Prussian Academy the paper which he
read at the Oriental Congress at Stoc'kholm, "On the Original Home of the Indo-Ucrmans.'' This essay

created some sensation at the time. After it had been read, the President asked the assembled members of

the Aryan Section whether, as they were assembled on Scandinavian soil, there was anybody present who
would say a word in fevour of the Scandinavian origin of the Aryan family, or against their emigration from
Asia. No one rose, not a single dissentient voice was licai'd. The President, Prof. Max Miiller, was the only
one who, in returning thanks to Prof. Schmidt, cxi)rcssed some doubts on the force of the argunjent, though
he gladly took note of the apparently unanimous agreement of the Oriental scholars pi-csent in support of the

non-European origin of the Aryan languages. The title of Prof. Schmidt's paper is "Die Urheimath der
Indogcrmanen und das Europiiische Zahlsystem."

Dr. Sohradcr, I believe, holds that the cradle of the Aiyan race is in the middle Volga, as in

Southern Russia.

In his address to the Oriental C!ongress in London, September, 1892, Professor Ma.^ Miiller is

reported to have observed, "that the ilediterrancan with the Black Sea, the Caspian w'ith the Ural

Mountains, may be considered as the physical Ijoundary that separates the East from the West." I

gather that Professor Max Miiller does not hold it yet fully proved that the Sumcro-Accadian came from

N.E. Asia, or were closely connected even with the Chinese. Nor has he, in the least, changed his

opinions in respect to the " Cradle of the Aryan Race" having been otherwise than "somewhere in

Asia." *

" All theories in favour of other localities, of which we have heard so nnich of late, whether in favour of

Scandinavia, Russia, or Germany, rest on evidence far more precarious than that which was collected by the

fomuiers of comparative philology. There is the same dift'erence of opinion as to the original home of the

Semites, but all Semitic scholars agree that it was " somewhere in Asia." The idea that the Semites
proceeded from Armenia has hardly any defenders left, though it is founded on an ancient tradition preserved

in Genesis. An eminent scholar who was at the last moment pi'eventei_l by domestic affliction from attending

our Congress, Professor Guidi, holds that the Semites came probably from the Lower Euphrates. Other
scholars, particularly Dr. Spi'enger, place the Semitic cradle in Arabia. Professor Noldeke takes much the

same view with regard to the homo of the Semites which I take with regard to the home of the Aryans. We
cannot with certainty fix any particular spot, but that it was somewhere in Asia no scholar would ever doubt.

With regard to time our difficulties are greater still, and to attempt to solve ditficidties which cannot lie solved

seems to me no better than the old attempt to square the circle. If people are satisfied with approximate
estimates, such as we are accu.stomed to in geology, they may say that some of the Aryan languages, such as

Sanskrit in India and Zend in Media, must have been finished and used in metrical form about 2000 B.C.
;

that means simply that they had become independent vai-ieties of that tjqiical Ar^-an language which had itself

reached a higldy finished state long before it was broken up into these dialects. This typical language has
been called the Proto-Aryan language. Its whole grammatical framework must have been finished before

5000 B.C., so that little had to be added afterwards. Not only was there a common .stock of roots, but all

thematic suffixes for the formation of nouns, adjectives, and derivative words had been settled, the terminations

of declension and conjugation had become fixed, the formation of feminines was recognised as well as the

degi-ees of comparison, and there was a whole treasury of words, many of them already with secondary and
tertiary meanings. All this must have been finished before there was a Sanski'it language diflereut froln

Greek, or a Greek language diflereut from Latin. These common Aryan words have often been used as

reflecting the state of thought and civilisation previous to what I call the Aryan separation, previous to 5000
B.C., nowhere more completely than in Schrader's useful work "Prehistoric Antiquities." When I say that

the elaboration of a whole system of grammatical forms imist have taken more time than its later differentiation,

what I mean is that many of the features which distinguish Sanskrit from Greek, and Greek from Latin, need
not be considered at all as new creations, but should rather be looked upon as remnants of a great mass of

dialectic variety which existed in the common Aryan speech, and were retained, some by Sanskrit, others by
Greek. What applied to the Aryan sjieakers applies even with gi'eater force to the Semitic, because the earliest

monuments of Semitic speech, diflerentiated as Babylonian, Phceuician, Hebrew, and Arabic, go back, as we
are told, far beyond the earliest documents of Sanskrit or Greek."

I have already alluded to the opinions of other writers as to the vexed question of the "Cradle " or

origin of the Aryans, and rather agree with those who would place it in Europe, say, to the "West of the

quasi Eurasian and Caspian Sea boundary, and to the Noi'th of the Caucasus, looking to the Iranian and
Sanskritic branches as somewhat later offshoots to the S.W. by Armenia or the Southern shoi-e of

the Caspian Sea. In that district and in South European Russia may be fomid many varieties of climate

• I understand Dr. Daniel Whitney, the well-known American Philologist, as well as others, hy no means agree with

Professor Max Miiller on some important points, and especially as regards the " Cradle of the Aryans "
; and "root."
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and a varied fauna, and plenty of sea, to account, may be, for certain- widespread special Aryan tree or

marine words. Had the Cradle of the Aryans been in Asia, surely there would be found 'in Aryan

languages more Turanian words ?

I "also append a notice of Prof. Rhys Davids (from the "Academy" of 29th Xov. 1890) paper read

before the " Historical Society," Xov. "20th, on the "Aryan Kelations to Egyptians and Chaldeans,"

and their reference to " Archaic " or Prehistoric Philology :

—

" Professor Davids pointed out, first, the various classes of evidence—ancient portraits and mummies,
probably still more ancient traditions, and contemporary ethnograiihic observations—proving that the ruling

classes of the Egy|:)tiaus and Chaldeans were a ifhite race Ijelouging to the great stock of non-Semitic and
non-Aryan white races now found distributed all over the world. From the recognition of this fact it would

follow that the problem of the origin of the white species should be connected with Archaian rather than with

either Semitic or Aiyan origins, which should be treated simply as problems of the origin of Semitic and Aryan
languages among certain white triljes. And it was then shown that the Egyptians and Chaldeans had each

three traditions of racial origin, and that one of these, in each case, pointed to the north, and was at the same
time, perfectly in harmony mth the two other traditions of later localities of origin. The question then arose

whether there was any tradition through which we might make some approximation to the locality of the

original centre of dispersion and to the date of the first emigration of white races from the north. And it was
suggested that such an approximation might possibly be made through the Chaldean Deluge tradition, if

compared with certain geological facts. These facts were, first, the former existence of a great Central Asian
MediteiTanean separating Asia from Europe ; and, secondly, the geological facts rendering it probable that the

Bosphorus and Dardanelles were primarily formed by volcanic convulsion, rather than by gradual erosion

alone. If so, the sudden bursting through of the Central Asian Mediterranean would certainly have given

rise to a deluge in the Aegean lands and adjacent countries. And if this was' the deluge of which the

Chaldeans had preserved a tradition, then they mu.st have migrated from the north while the Central Asian
MediteiTanean still existed, and have come from Northern Asia, not from Northern Europe. Returning, then,

to the problem of Aryan origins, and treating it as subsidiary to the problem of Archaian organs, and hence,

as the problem of the origin of a language rather than of a race, it was pointed out that it was certainly a mere
scientific procedure to start from where we have our first historical knowledge of Aryans, and trace them
upward to their camp of origin, rather than, as is usually done, start from some purely hypothetical centre of

origin, and trace them downward to where history first knows of them. Hence, as it is in Thrace about
1500 B.C. that we first certainly know of men with Aryan features and Aiyan speech, it was shown that they
would then have come in contact with a mainly Oriental or 'Pelasgic' civilisation; that, in the region

northeastwards, between the Caipathians and the Dniester, conditions existed which would both have
compelled and invited nomad shepherds to become partially agriculturists ; and that, in the steppes beyond
the Dniester eastwards, a favourable enviromnent existed for the previous social condition indicated by
comparative philology. And it was further pointed out that, in the region between the Carjjathians and the
Ural, such conditions probably existed, in the way of tribal intercourse and otherwi.se, as w'ould natiu'ally have
given rise to a new linguistic development."

I have, in the appendices of this work, given various tables and lists for comparison, showing how
many Aryan, and notably even English and Teutonic words and roots, often remarkably agree with
Egyptian,* Chinese, and Turanian ones, more so, perhaps than even Sanskrit ones ; tending rather to

show that the Teutonic languages, and possibly the Scandinavian, as well as the Greek, are either

older fundamentally than Sanskrit, or at least contain not a little of the Archaic or Prehistoric

residuum, along with Egyjitian and Chinese ; though to what extent this may bear on the question of

an "Archaic Aryan" language being more in touch, so to say, with the PaliEolithio than a Neolithic

Finnic or Ugro-Neolithicenc, I do not venture to decide. The whole question is still an imsettled

as well as an interesting one, and hardly yet touched upon by Philologists, viz., as to the origin of the
so-called Turanian element, in the Aryan, Semitic, and Iberian languages ; and whether the so-called

Turanian itself is nearer or not to the "-Archaic" than may be the Aryan or American languagcs.f

"Without settling these questions, it is yet in this direction that I have endeavoured to work; and
to show generally that in nearly all ancient and modern languages, there exists a residuum, as it were,
of the Archaic, and of the si]n]ilcr and more natural forms and outpourings of human speech; speech or
utterance, fii'st, then lanf/uar/e, and finally grammar ; agglutination and reduplication beh)re inficxion^

inflexion taking the place of gesture and accentuation. (Sec Ante.)

That the Australian and Polynesian (especially the !^^aori) tongues have with South-East Africa
considerable connection is now generally admitted ; and that both the Polynesian and Australian, as
well as Pa])uan, have likewise analogies with the American, would appear to be equally probable.

(Sec Appendix Xl\'.)

• Consult nlso Prof. Carl Abel, of Berlin, on the connexion between the Indo-European and ancient Egyptian languages.
+ I have already refciTcd to Wiillaee,who seems to look ii])i>n the JIonf;nlian as nearest the earlier fiirmdt man. I have

(fiven elsewhere a short list of Fimiii^ and Lap Hiirds eorresiiondiiif; with similar ca- like ones toiiiid in tlie ,\mi ricaa languages,
there are a fair number of agiecments, Ijut not prohably mure than is tlie case with other purer types of .\siatic Northern
Turanian. I um far mon^ inclined to connect the J.ap and Knin with the Siberian and Altaic languages than with the
Scandinavian or Aryan ; the numerous agreements are probably borrowed.
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Mr. Gcrulil irassoj-, in his "Book of the Bep;inninKs," has apparently produced a hiborious ami
origiual worl<,* hut far too fanciful, and ingenious in its details, and whieli would require thorough
experts in Philology to sift the grain from the chaff.

In a general way, although not directly concerned with America, and as considerable attention i.s

now being directed to African languages, I may be .iiermitted to make a few remarks on this book.

Vol. I. chierty concerns with Egyptian ^' orii/iiif.i" in Great Britain and Ireland; Vol. II. with
Egyptian " orif/int's" in Hebrew; Accado-Assyrian; and Maori; and lastly with roots in Modern
iVfrican, outside the (Ancient) Egy])tian itself.

In the various extensive comparative lists of words given, there are doubtless many remarkable

coincident analogies, some accidental, and not a few real in all pi'obability-, and well worthy of future

further examination, though the Accadian and Egyjitian words require considerable revision. A
certain number of these coincidt^nccs may arise from some more or less remote direct intercommunica-

tion; but some, probably not a few, from more or less world-wide, so to .speak, primitive roots or

simple sounds. Short, slang, and provincial words usually, prescnit a greater number of wide-spread
analogic's than later or more classical, with primitive roots and language.

The general idea of Mr. Massey is that Egypt is, or was, the centre of the earliest civilization, and
is essentially African. That the dolichocephalic African negro represents the earliest type of man,
even of the pala!olithic period, and that Africa consequently is the Cradle of the human race. " Every
road leads back to Egypt, and we may safely infer that every road proceeded from Egypt." f

Mr. Massey evidently docs not agree with those who say that "sound etymology has little or

nothing to do with sound." "Philologists," says one Sanskrit writer, " who bring in Chinese, New
Zealand, and Fiiuiic ?inalogies to explain Indo-European words are thoroughly unsound." This

Mr. Massey does not agree •with; nor with any hard and fast Grimm's law. [I have attempted,

I hope successfully, in my Comparative Vocabularies and Appendices, to show that there are not

a few words as well as roots common to both Old and New Worlds. When we know more of

fundamental sounds and primary roots and of their origin and growth, and of their wide-spread

prevalence ; that they frequently had several distinct original meanings, sometimes only, however, either

cognate or synonymous ones, and know more as to the interchangeable value of letters (outside the

Indo-European family of languages) more reliance may be placed on the study and application of

simple roots, and less on graninmr and inflexion and construction.]

Mr. Massey notices Lubbock's remark that the number of reduplications, in forming the plural, or

for extending or emphasizing tlie sense, increases generally with the degree of remoteness or primitive-

ness ; varying from about four per thousand for the Indo-European, to about 200 in some of the

Polynesian languages.

In my Appendices, XIV. and XVI., I give a number of comparisons with the similar class of

Modem African, Papuan, Polynesian, and American ; the analogies are so frecpient that one can only

best account for them by the universality of certain sounds, having had analogous or at least

synonymous meanings, arising in part from the original unity of the Human race, and that all mankind
have common organs of speech, habit, and feeling. (See p. Ix.)

Examples are not uncommon of even similar words with nearly similar meanings, as between
Egyptian, Accadian, Chinese, and American, with modern or provincial English, as well as with German.
(See Appendices, and pp. 52, 117, 121.)

I gather from some correspondence with ilr. Massey with reference to the sound of two words in

different languages being the result of mere accident that he thinks there is much less of chance in it,

that many Philologists are inclined to admit. That root formation after the creation of Egyptian
hieroglyphs and of Chinese ideographic letters, had already ceased.;]: He limits his primary roots to

ttvo consonants expressed by a gesture or picto-graph ;
also that the "type" may help to identify the

word" (? as in Chinese). He looks on the consonants MM, NN, IIR, TT, PP, as ancient ideographic

fomis [Kolbe gives K, T, P, and M as the earliest Afiican Bantu primary consonants]. That Pap is

earlier than Pa, since the duplicated P was necessary to form a word.

The verbal matter of speech, from a long continued study of Comparative Philology, is one in

origin ; that some simple sounds or words may have lasted without material change for many thousands

of years ; and one word originally had to do duty for more or less distinct, or at least synonymous,
ideas. § That the vowel is inherent in the syllable ; that PA preceded the phonetic P and A ; and

* This work contains "an attempt to recover and reconstitnte tlie lost origins of the myths and mysteries, types and
symbols, reliaion and language, with Egypt for the mouth-piece, and Africa as the birth-place." Two vols. Williams and
Norgate, 1881.

t Mr. Massey adds, p. .599, vol. ii., that he has applied the same comparative process with the language and mythology
of India, China, Europe, and America, with those of Egypt, and finds that all lead up to or are connected with the latter.

Prof. Owen considered the Ancient Egyptian skull very different from the Australian modern one.

J The Pictorial hieroglyphs of the Central American Maya language is now found to have phonetic values.

§ As kha, for 'mouth, cave, womb, hole, etc. ; or ak or kak, for dark, night, bad, ngly, ache, sick, etc.

G
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Pa -was only au earlier form of p-p. The Egyptian nek^unlch=.\, or the first Personal Prononn, is

world-wide," and equivalent to man, male, and p/uinus. [See p. 123, and Appendices LI. Lla. LIJ.]

Mr. Massey had also studied the North American Indian gesture signs, and thinks their attempts

at hierogiyphy" simUar to the Egyptian, both being equally and originally representative. Captain

Burton considered the Egyptian and Central African skulls showed considerable resemblance to those

of the American Indian ; and tliat many different types of colour may be found on the African continent.

Ignatius Donnelly, in a little book entitled " Atlantis," gives or rather has perhaps collected from

very miscellaneous sources, a good deal that is interesting in connection with what might appear to be

common to the Old and New Worlds, as regards Arclia^ology, Zoology, Physiology, and Ethnographical

peculiarities ; Geology, Eeligion, Customs, and Myths, arc also included, as well as some reference to

language ; but which do not require to be here si)ecially alluded to. The main object of Mr. Donnelly's

work is to show that the g^eat connecting link between America and the Old World was the lost

and mythical Island of Atlantis, which, according to him, must have been a very considerable island !

EGYPTIAN.

Mr. Tilliers Stuart in his work "The Funeral Tent of an Egy|5tian Queen," 1882, has an
interesting chapter on Philology (p. HI, ef seq.). He considers ^Jy«,sm/« (see also Stanley's Darkest
Africa, 1890),* as the first African home of the Ancient Egyptians before entering the Valley of the

jVile, and gives various reasons in favour of that theoiy from the more physical and archaiological

point of view. Prior to that the .4ncient Egyptians were probably of the Indo-Germanic race, and
that they had migrated via the Straits of Pab-el-JIandob. Their language, features, and pottery, as

well as mythological traditions, all betoken this ; and there had also been a considerable and early

migration from the Nile Yalley and Delta to the Mechterranean, and to Southern Europe itself, since,

as regards language, the monosyllabic roots are found in Egyptian, and the polysyllabic development in

Europe. The affinities, especially with the German language (and so possibly with Old English simple

words, see Tables and Gerald Massey), are numerous and curious. Take the radical Men. It signifies

stability, pennanence, etc. ; it is the root of the Greek ^levetv ; Latin manere (to remaiu) ; from which
also the Greek td'tjfn/ (memory) ; the Egyjjtian Menou=monuments ; also the Latin mens ; the Greek
^icveOo'i (strength), and men in Celtic. Men is also used for mansion (or house) ; Greek fiovi], etc.

The Egyiitian word siest is used for a country ; German Menschen, people
;
(English man, men ?)

TJgro-Altaic, man, mii, mah, land, earth. Egyjitian is one ; same as in German, man ; man sagt.

For other examples taken from Mr. Villiers Stuart, see Table (pp. 121 and 298) for common Aryan
and Egyptian roots or words. The instances given by Mr. Stuart are sufiicient to show these
affinities are real and not accidental, or mere later degraded compoimd words ; and are often parallelisms

that run through several languages. Not a few of these roots appear in N.E. Asia and in America.
Mr. Stuart considers the Sanskrit element, perhaps 3000 years before the time of the Egyptian Menes,
is much more recent than the Egyptian element, and not so marked ; and only from being a more
perfect vehicle of tliought has nearly quite supplanted the Eg}']^)tiau element in South Europe,

f

Egyptian colonization or emigration in Smith Europe may liave commenced before the advent, even
of Menes, in the Xorthem Nile Valley. The darker races would, in a more northern climate, have
gradually got lighter. The Abyssiuians of the highlands are nearly as fair as Europeans ; whilst the
lowlands have much darker inhabitants of the same race or origin. Thus was a fair race manufactured
in the Caucasus, to become the type of the fair races of Europe. The Jews of Northern Europe are less

swai'thy than those of North African ; and the Indo-Gcrmanic race in Imlia are dark. Even in ancient

Egy])t Mr. Stuart says there was a small proportion of fairer people. Stanley in " Darkest Africa,"

also speaks of the Abyssinians as of Caucasian origin.

Messrs. Perrot and Chipicz in their work on "Art in .Vncient Egyjit," translati^l from the
French by W. Armstrong, 1883, state that "it is now generally allowed that the Egyi)tian race was'
etlmographically connected with the wliitc races of Europe and Western Asia ; the anatomical
examination of the bodies recovered fi'om ancient tombs, etc., point to this conclusion." " Increased
knowledge of the ancient Egyptian language enable us to go further than Champollion could, and to

show by many of its roots, by its system of pronouns, by its nouns of number, and by some of the
arrangements of its conjugation it seems to have been attached to the Semitic family of languages.
Some of tliese idioms of the Semitic tongues arc found in Egyptian in a rudimentary state. From
tliis it lias been concluded that Egyptian and its cognate lariguagcs, after having belonged to that

* Stanley considers from Abyssinia, nnioh of the modified nen;ro clement in tlic Sonth-E.ist of .\frica and of the Nilo-
I.alje Basin has been derived. 1 liave refi'rred more in detail to this in amitlicr portion of this Introduction. From this

common source may possibly bo derived wliat may be common to botli Modern African and .\ncient Hf^yptian language.

t May not the Soiithern Celts have thus picked up a number of I'lgyjitian words and carried them into England long
before the time of the Romans ? I'rofessor Carl Abel, of Berlin, the learned Egyptian scliolar, favours the direct connection
between Egyptian and the Indo-European languages. (See elsewhere, and Appendix LI A. Man.)
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group, scpar.'itrd from it at a very early period, whilst their grammatieal structure was still in course of

formation. Tims disunited and -subject to div(n'se influences, the two families made a different use of
tlie elements wliieli they possessed in common." " The Egyptians are, therefore, said to belong to the
proto-Semitic races." -M. M. Lepsius, lieiiiey, Bunsen, and Maspero have sustained this o])inion

;

others, as M. Rcnan, prefer to rank the Copts and Libyans and Berbers in a family whicli he would call

Chamitic*
The question Messrs. Perrot and Chiiiiez consider cannot be entirely, however, decided by

language only. "The people, whose physical characters we have desci-ibcd (vol. i. p. 9), and whose
idiom we have defined, came froTU Asia, jirobably by the Isthmus of [Suez. Perhaps they found
established on the banks of the NiU^ another race, ])robably black, and indigenous to the African
Continent, and which race they gradually fcn'ced back in a Southerly direction." In their chapter on
"Sepulchral Architecture" it further states that, "there arc some striking points of resemblance
between the religion of China and tliat of ancient Egypt; in both one and the other the same want of
power to develop may be found. Taking them as a whole, both the Chinese and tlie Egyptians failed to
emerge from the conditions of ftiticism."

In my own opinion the physical peculiarities of the ancient Egyptians, would lead one to suppose
that its more ancient intrusive characters contained a not inoonsideral)le Tartar element, and conseijuently

a Turanian one, and undoubtedly there arc in it both Aryan as well as Tiu-aniau linguistic affinities after

eliminating the later Semitic admixture. (See elsewhere.)

Should it be more clearly shown that the ancient Egyptian language contained a certain proportion

of Aryan or of proto-Aryan elements, that may have arisen from residence in S. W. Asia, where it came
into contact either with a S.E. Aryan race, south of the Caucasus, or yet earlier, of the gi'cat Eurasian
sea referred to by Professor Huxley and the geologists. This, again, raises the question as to bow
nearly the so-called proto-Aryan speech of S.E. Europe, or of S.W. Asia, resembled the earliest form
of Semitic speech, and either or both to an Archaic Turanian original one.

There is still much to be done to settle as to what may remain in common as between Jlodcrn
Afi'ica and the ancient Egyptians. In my vocabularies I have given many possible useful African
words, which may be of some use to future linguistic investigation in this direction.

Professor Carl Abel, the Egy]3tian scholar of Berlin, has recently completed his work (^gyptisch
und ludo-Germanic, 1889), on the supposed connexion between the ancient Egyptian and the Indo-
Germanic Family of languages. This work I have not been able to study ; I had prepared a special

translation of one or two of his shorter Treatises, published 1889-91, at Leipzic, relating to his own
larger work, but it is too long for the present general Introduction. His analysis of the Egyptian
root 5'c/'=circlo ('? Enclosure) is especially full and interesting as well as important in its connexion
with the Indo-Gcrmanic. Under the sound gar, Icar, etc. (Jc and r often changeable into h, I, etc.),

I have partially considered (pp. 1, 19-22, etc.), this root-sound; not as applying merely to the
Indo-Germanic families of Languages, but to most of the principal families of Languages, and
presume it may distinctly be considered a very Archaic root, with cjuite a number of allied or

cognate meanings.

In the meantime I append a short epi/oiiic of Professor Abel's last paper at the late 1891 Congress
of Orientalists held in London :

—

Professor Abel introduced the morning's proceedings by referring to the results of the work done in various
branches of Oriental research. " Speaking of the new classifioation of Russian verbs proposed by Mr. Michell,

for many years secretary to the Briti.sh Embassy at St. Petersburg, he expressed the hope that this suggestion
would receive all the attention wliich it deserved. The scheme %vent beyond the ordinary explanation of
Russian verbal divisions, and was intended to prove that terminal vowels signified more than the mere
determination of tense and mood. There was ample evidence adduced in support of the new theory, in the
shape of classified lists which Mr. Micliell intended shortly to submit to the examination of the learned world.
The publication would take the form of a Russian grammar, embodying Mr. Miohell's lahom- during his long
residence in the Russian capital. With regard to the Egypto-Indo-Europoan affinities, so palpably visible in

the languages of the two races, these affinities had lately been also obsei'ved in religious rites and symbols.
These symbols, which apparently went back to the most ancient period of the existing religion, were neither
generally-known liy Hindoos nor very willingly commimicatcd by the peculiarly sacred Brahmin castes, in

which the knowledge of them was vested. Mr. Hugh Nevill, of Ceylon, was one of the few Eiu'opeans
acquainted with tlie secret lore of the priestly caste, and he would make a communication on the subject.

The Indo-Germanic and Egyptian languages not only contained the same roots, but in many instances the
same derivatives. In Egyptian the co-existence of the various forms attributable to these roots in primitive
speech explained the etymology of each form ; whereas in the Indo-European family, each language, as a I'ule,

containing only one of the several forms of the root, in the absence of the other cognate forms could not be

* In ISSO, Professor Sayce, in a note to me in reference to the Egyptians, said : "Judging from photographs, I should

say that the physical type of the Egyptians of the Old Empire was essentially different from that of the Egj-ptians of iater

days, as also from that of the Semites. Tlie current opinion now seems to be: 1st, That the Egyptians of the Old Empire
belonged to the Libyan race ; 2nd, That the upper classes of the Middle Empire had Nubian blond in their veins ; .3rd, The
Sphinx of Gizeh is older than the times of Menes." I do not know whether it has been ever noticed by Egyptologists that

one of the Libyan words for water is esuf or arif, which reminds one of the celebrated Bahr Yoosef Canal.
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etymologized by means of its own preserved material alone. Egyptian, supplying this want both for itself and
ludo-Eiu'opean, aft'orded the means of explaining the origin of many of our words, i.e., of the prehistoric

creation and growth of reason in the cultivated races of the world. Hence Egyi^tian etymology some day
would do for the hi.story of the verbal and intellectual creations of our brain what the Darwinian discoveries

did for the gradual evohition of the corporal world. Professor Abel concluded by recommending the formation
of professorships for the joint comparative study of Egyptian and Indo-Germauic etymology as one of the great
philological and scientific wants of the time."

Professor Abel tells me that the consonantal changes in Egyptian and Indo-European are numerous,
and many of them almost certainly are identical, dating from before their separation.

The views of Professor Abel may be gathered from a short analysis of his " Ilchester Lectures
on Comparative Lexicogi'aphy," deli^'ered at the Taylor Institution, at Oxford. (Triibner & Co., 1883.)

Professor Abel considers that a too purely gi-ammatical study is apt to make us lose sight of ideas by
inflexion, and the same concepts as conveyed by independent root words. The Slave nations are much
mixed and diversified ; the Serbs and Croats perhaps the purest. They, the Slaves, are ilivided into

two main branches. Great or FLnno-Eiissian and Little Russia or Slavo-Russian. These two branches

were formerly probably of one stem, but the former rather a descendant of the latter as well as of

Southern Slavonia. They often present curious nuances of moaning for the same word. A change of

meaning often accompanies the preservation of the same outward form, especially in Russia proper.

The roots arc much added to prefixed prepositions, as well as to many terminations, so that many
new compounds are formed, each causing, more or less, difference of meaning. The Slavo-Eussian
and the Einno-Russian do not, however, often agree in their selection of affixes and prefixes, and
many Slavo-Russian roots arc not found in Finno-Russian, and vice versa.

I.—IXYERSIOX OE MEAXING.

BJaffi=hMl or evil, is a good example of primeval linguistic inversion of meaning. It is of

very common occurence in ancient Egyptian and probably belongs to a practice of primitive humanity,
and was assisted by gesture (p. 76). It must have arisen from a natural wish for contrast,* and may
be considered as a condition of aboriginal speech. Gesture was likewise a most important thing in

savage or primordial s])eech, words were comparatively few, and often (as others also have observed),

had not only several ditferent meanings, but not unfreiiuently actually opposite meanings. The ancient

Egy])tian shows this best ; next to it perhaps the more modern Slavonic languages, and, accoriling to

Professor Bang, who, on similar lines as Professor Abel with the Indo-Europeans, has most thoroughly
worked out these Tartar roots, following most closely the Egyptian ker ; kel ; Z,'«?i=round, to turn,

crooked, etc. (see his " TJral-Altaische forshungen "), lias come to the same conclusion, vi%. : that the
Asiatic Turanian languages likewise offer the same phenomena as to inversion of moaning
[see also pp. 19-21 of this work, Part I.). Professor Abel even sees in English a similar thing, in such
words as get, go, lid, have, which still show a considerable variety of meanings.

Egyptian, possibly of an ancient Caucasian origin (?) is like the Aryan, a gender language, and there
are also many identical, radical, and affirmative elements in the Egyptian and Aryan ; and primitive

laws of speech in one may be supposed to interpret peculiarities, even in grammar, in the constitution of

the other
;
plain enough to be seen in Egyptian, but much lost in the higher and later stage of Aryan

linguistic development.

In Russian, har rai^master V slave ; this may be found in other Indo-European languages (also

in Coptic). [In Semitic, rah=.greai.^ In hieroglyphic grammar Egyptian roots may be enlarged by the
vepetition of the initial consonant at the end.

n.—INVERSION OE SOLXD.

In Egyptian Jeer ({'fr):=to turn round may become her-k; and ker-rclc, and subsequently even rek-=i

to rotate

—

fes^to wash^/ts, and tlum fes-ef^to moisten, puiify

—

hcnz=.to bind, gives nel:=zto separate

(tie ?). The added second syllable is found by the last letter of the first + th(.' first letter of the first is

therefore the inversion of the first (p. 82) ; hence, as regards meaning, the ])honetic inversion is as often

identical with the root, as it is also opposed to it. Ijikewise in other Arj'an languages; e.g. in English,

tip or pit ; stem {tree) A mast; tap A pat; grip A prig ; boat A tub. Low-German, schag A loch '^

Scotch, lug (ear) A Latin loq-ui. Gei-raan, lief f\ lieb (Greek 0(\-os-).

I. Examples of Slave inversion of sense, tem-e=to\) of a hill or tree V tem-er=^Aee]}. .£'«i=plenty,

V c7(yi^dearth. -x^udi^a pauper, V • x'"^"^*— ^^''''•Itli. II. Examples of inversion of sound, ves A sef

:=all. Cap-as A pol-a=^lcai, palka^ia cudgel, A Iclep-ati=-to beat. Kazatg, A sak-yii=zio speak.

Kol-o, A /MA":=circle, arc. tern A »)o/=dark.

>fr. Hyde Clarke also has drawn attention, I believe, to the not unfroquent occurrence in savage languages, to the

jmtapositiou of word^ of negutious and their ojiposite, being of common occurrcuee.
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[As regards the Anglo-Teutonic languages, it appears to me tliat Professor Abel carries las theory

of primeval inversion of sound rather too far. It would alriiost seem to bo rather a matter of spelling.

There would scarcely ajjpear to bo much natural connexion between, say rek and ker ; or between ak

and ka ? or hen and neh. It might be strictly true as r(!gards the Egyptian language in its earlier

hieroglyiiliio stage, but hardly traceable in so advanced a language as Greek or Latin or English
; in

some cases possibly the pbcnomeuon might be explained by ordinary interchange of the radical letters.

Professor Abel, howcvei-, strongly argues and examples his case, and to some extent there ajjpcars to be

some real truth in it.*j

III.—INVEllSION OF SOUND AND SENSE.

Examples, Russian; •wrfl'f-H(y=dark ^ (rr««-«///=ligbt ; shiniug. Litlniauian

;

tamsi^dark ^ iiiai-ifi=zto

p/ik-as=:n'akc(\.

^ Servian, po-klop-ifi^to cover up. Lith. ; tamsi= dark ^ mai-ifi=zto see. [Polynesian, mata=:.cju
;

sun ; surely root ma is a widespread word for eye and see ; (juite independently of any inversion, say, a

possible fain; and I know of no case of fa for eye.] Lith. : rek-fi=to clamour J kiiro=zdva'i; [here kii is

a Turanian word^ear, and hardly could have anything to do with uk, unless /i.-=r ; but ka, kak, ak, rak

are all archaic for call, cry.] These examples are only a few of those Professor Abel includes as

instances of "Phonetic clumge." (See p. 122, Part II.) At page 119, etc., he appends an interesting

list of nearly 200 words in Egyptian, showing the phenomena of " Inversion of Sound," some 50 more

of presumed instances of " Inversion of Sense."

Examples of Inversion of Hound (Ilchester Lectures on Comparative Lexicography, p. 119), the first

14 examples out of 200 cases as given by Professor C. Abel :

—

ab A ba ^ stone, wall.

ab
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form each incliTiclual word, the old souncl-interchangcability of the root in the relationship of different

allied -n-ords is, however, often shown by a comparison of sister ihalccts, differs from the Egyirtian

only through an uidividualisation of single words in a more advanced stage. I have no space to

give many of his arguments or examples. The EgjiJtian qer and Icol-i/ circle may he traced in many
Indo-European languages, as in corona ; ^o/o=circles (hole ; hall, etc.) ;

^•(?;'-(7.n=iiug. [Also see my
own Ajipendices and Vocabularies, pp. 20-22.]

Professor Gustavo Meyer does not agree with Professor Abel, nor does the latter actually claim that

Egyptian is the primitive language, or that the later Egyptian forms are aU descendants of older ones,

but frequently may be independent derivatives from a common root, while the more recent Indo-

Eiu'opean foi-ms, so far as they recall the old variability of the Indo-European Egyptian period, are as

far as Egyjitian comparison is "concerned, equivalent to the older Indo-European. The word " to strike,

heat," oecm-s in Egyptian, as peq, pek, peg, pcx, pee, i)es ; pet, beh, hex, hes, etc. (See p. 122, Part II.*)

PHYSICAL GEOGEAPHY.

If, as seems almost impossible to doubt, there exists a strong Turanian element not only in K.W.
America, but more or less generally all over the American continent, tiiough less so in South America,

that element may have been introduced in two ways, as I have already intimated, viz. either by the

original immigration of .the North Eastern Asiatic man in early pleistocene or pre-glacial times, by

BehiTQg Straits and the Aleutian Islands, and when possibly the existing so-called 1000 fathom line

was mostlv, though not entirely, dry land ; or from time to time at a much later period, comparatively

in driblets, to the N.W. Paciiic Coast, importing, it may be, a certain number of Turanian words,

though not greatly affecting the pre-existing Red Indian race and language in America, as pro-existent

fromPleistocene or even possibly from the later Tertiary periods.

I am inclined to think, ^-iewing the question both of race and language, that both these causes

have operated.

That man existed in glacial or even in pro-glacial times in America is evident fi'om the occurrence

of paleolithic stone implements, as at Trenton in New Jersey along the banks of the Delaware as

discovered by Dr. C. Abbott ; they differ a Little in type hut not materially so from those found in

Europe and Asia. Dr. Abbott says still more recent discoveries near the Delaware Bay, show a class

of stone implements made of argillite, which distinctly come between the paloeolithic New Jersey

implements and those'of the more modem Red Indian ones, thus proving better than in Europe or Asia

even, a coutinmty from the earliest times.—("Popular Science Review," Dec. 1889.)

CEANIOLOGY AND RACE.

With reference to the somewhat rUfficult and important question closely appertaining to the races

of mankind, viz. that of the shape and size of the skull, it would appear that though the tendency of

American skull is towards the brachi/cephalic, which corresponds witli the Mangoloid, there is a very

considerable variety and intermixture of brachyce])lialic and dolichocephalic types
;
but it is universally

admitted that the Eskimo are a distinct race, and that they have undoubted dolichocephalic skulls.

Professor Rusk says that the Ohio mound skulls, as well as most of the Red Indians, Chinooks,

Flatheads, and Pel1l^ians are brachyceijhalic ; hut that some of the central American lutUans have

skuUs more or less dolichocephalic.

Retzius states that American skulls of the doliohoce])halio or long-headed type resemble those of

the Guanches, Libyan, Azores, and floors, i.e., of the N.W. Coast of Africa and the Mediterranean.

f

Dr. Daniel Wilson also states that the Caribs are dolichocephalic, and do not, as some have thought,

belong to Florida and Southem North America ; resembling even the Polynesians and some South

iVmerican tribes; they also employ, like the Polynesians, two forms of speech applicable to male and'

female, different from Central America ; and generally hints at a transatlantic influence in South and
Central America.

Rertholet says the Libyans and Berbers are the Iberians in Africa, and connected also with the

old families of the C'anaiy Isles. It would not be unreasonable, I think, for occasional migi-ation

to have occurred from North-East Africa into South America, via the Canary Isles and Azores, a

* In a recent letter to me Professor Abel savs :
" All fertile Eg:yptian roots seem to recur in both forms in the Indo-

Germanic family as well, though in this family tlie original and the inverted form do not always appear in the same language.

Tk is J.atin for to see, but Kp is Greek. Wo are, therefore, obliged to consider inrcraion us a generic pheuomena ; but to

assume that J'k has merely become Kp by ^ being replaced by k, and k being replaced by^, would bo dillioult to prove. The
mere fact of there being one root I'k and anotlier Kp does not prove their connexion."

t The linguistic analogies between certain parts of Central and Western America and tlio Lilivan and Celto-Iberian

have been noticed by Prof. Campbell and Mr. Uyde Clarke, and embodied in some of my Comparative Tables iu the body

of this work.
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distance of only some 1200 miles, and with trade winds to assist. Some of the Banama Indians, as the
Lucayan, have skulls eijual in capacitj' to the daucasian and brachyceiilialic

; they are not Ijlack, but
like tlie Canary Islanders in complexion, with straight and well-t'onneil liiiiljs

; and use jioLished stone
impkanents.

Dr. Wilson states that in Peru, two distinct classes of ancient skulls occur, one round and one
long ; the hair long, coarse and black, and witli complexion dark-brown, very ditferent from the usual
Kortli American Indian; the one with rounder skulls would appear to have bi'longed to the noble
oi: predominant and ruling class ; the other, who also had larger bones, to the serf or conciuered class

;

much like what also has been noticed in Egypt.
Pruner Bey says that the old Egyptians had Jlongolian characteristics, and rather prominent

cheek bones.

Dr. WUson (page 109, Prehistoric Man) says: "The tendency of American writers has been
towai'ds the unity and isolation of the American races. Later investigations tend to show that though
the American typo of skull may tend to brachyce])halic, theii^ are nearly as many exc'eptions, in s])ite

of Dr. Morton, to the contrary, as in the Old World ; and that so far from any simple subdivision
into two or three groups sufficing for American C'raniology, there are abundant traces of a tendency of

development into the extreme of brachycephalic and dolichocephalic or kumbocephalii; (cup-shaped)
forms ; and again towards intermediate or mesocephalic gradations." * The Eskimo, however, being an
absolute exception. Humboldt noticed even in South America a tendency to the Mongolian type
of feature.

Schoolcraft generally describes the North American Indian as ha^^ng a roundish and rather flat

skull, sloping at the top ; and forehead lowish and seldom arched as in the Old World ; differing rather

even from the Mongolian. The check -bones are high. The maxillary very large. Somewhat similar

characters may be seen even to the extreme of South America ; though the Missouri and North-Western
races have a less rounded or brachycephalic form of skull. The European facial angle may average
about 80° ; that of the North Americans 75°. The American hair is always cylindiical ; for the
Caucasian it is oval. The American Indian is generally beardless, and their hair never woolly or
frizzled ; and the eyes not so obliiiue as with the Malays and Mongolians. The skulls are very
fre([uently artificially flattened, and in ditferent ways ; this habit is also found in South America, and
especially among the Old Peruvians ; but this practice was by no means confined to the New World.
Wilson considers it was first practised in South America ; the custom is also known to Pacific Islanders,

and as formerly understood no doubt by the Asiatic, so-called Marco-cephalic (as in some parts of the
Russian empire, and at Kortch on the Euxine).

The Marquis de Nadaillac, in his excellent work "Prehistoric America" (London, 188.5, John
Murray), page 516, says: "Between the men of the New World and those of the Old, there is

no essential difference. The Unity of the Human Race stands out as the ' great law dominating the
history of humanity ; ' and that doubtless, as with the ancient races of Europe, those of America were
made up of diverse elements and of ditferent varieties.

" A. primeval dolichocephalic race appears, in the first instance, to have invaded the vast regions

between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. The men of this race were contemporary with the huge
pachydermal and edentate animals

; and like those in Europe, they passed through various stages of the
stone age. (Jther races arrived by successive migrations, some of which dated fi-om very remote ages,

and brought about various modifications, as in the Old World. Hence we find ' moimd ' skulls in

Ohio, N. A., along with the more ancient form associated with those of a more modern and brachycephalic
type. This might also seem to indicate that if America was peoijled by emigrations from the Old
World, it must have taken place at a very early period." The light-coloured Northern Aryans are also

dolichocephalic, and may be of very old standing. Nadaillac considers that the Patagonians of

S. America have not a few physical analogies in common with the Northern Eskimo. This is what
has to some extent happened in Europe, e.ff., the Basques and Fins (? also the Irish Celts) diiven to

the extreme limits of Europe
;

possibly these may have been physically nearer the original contem-
poraries of the Palaeolithic period than other superior or existent races, and that everything rather
points to the conclusion that the earliest inhabitants of America were little inferior to those of the
Old World."

On the subject of the origin of the American population, M. Paul Marcoy, in his interesting

"Travels in South America" (Blackie & Son, Edinburgh, 1875), remarks (p. 174, vol. i.), that "the
Anthropology of the American population, all whose varieties may be traced to two fixed and
primcjrdial types, the indigenous type, which we will call the Mongolo-American, and the Irano-Aryan
(Indo-European) type, naturally raises the fidlowing question :—Is the American race autochthonous
or must we regard it as a race of immigrants, rid Behring's Straits, from the Asiatic Stock ? Without
prejudging the question, we would, however, remark, that if it is reaUy autochthonous as held by

* "The Cephalic index gives the proportion of the breadth of the head to the length, and is obtained by dividing the
breadth by the length from the front to back, and then multiplying by 100."
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M;irtm, Pritclwrd, Eobertson, (Bancroft?), and Blnmcnhuch, its singular analogy -witli tlio Mongol race

is inexplicable ; -whereas, if its presence on the Kew Continent results from a displacement of Asiatic

hordes, its perfect resemblance to them (this has also been noticed by Humbolt), with which one has

reason to be suiin-ised, is naturally accounted for."*
" Of the two aforesaid types, the indigenous or Mongolo-Amcrican is that which pri'dominates

in both North and South America ; nevertheless, at root, we recognize in it merely a co/onizinff or

swarming element. The civilizuig element is represented by the Irano-Aryan race, [ride Signor Lopez

on the Aryan tendencies in the Quichuan, and P]llis' Peru^-ia Scythica,] the type of which still endures,

if not in its original purity, yet so distinctly marked that it cannot be mistaken. This type is probably

that of the first nations who established themselves in New Spain, from whence it passed into Canada,

Lonsiana, the Floridus and Yucatan, and penetrated into the Southern hemisphere by the plains of

Popayan and Guiana. The sculptures of the Thascaltes, the Mayas, the Chichimecs, and the Toltecs,

and the hieroglyphic paintings of the Aztec M.S. have faithfully transmitted tliis type, still existent

among some of the nomad tribes of North America ; and in South America among the • Aymaras, the

Quichnas, and a great number of Antis and Ohontaquiros savage tribes living on the East of the

Andes." t
M. Marcoy then goes on to the question of the probable or possible early spread and migration of

simdry Aiyan South-East peoples, notably of Iranians ; of the prevalence of Sun worship, and of certain

resemblances also to both Hindoo ami Egyptian culture, architecture, etc., in Central America ; and also

to the -well-known trailition of a ichite man in ancient Mexioa, and of the mythical Manco of the

Peruvians, etc.

In a valuable paper entitled " The Ancient Peoples of Ireland and Scotland," in the November
1890 Number of the "Anthropological Institute Journal," Mr. Hector MacLean, besides referring in

detail to various local, historical matters and Celtic words, refers to the evident probability of a certain

number of Celtic ones (Gaelic more especially), having, along with corresponding Basque (or Iberian)

words, a common origin from some older or pre-Aryan source, either a Turanian or prehistoric one.

Original pre-Aryan roots or words, say for man, family, tribe, -village, etc. ;
like mi, mid, lu, car, damh,

etc., may be found, not in Scotland or Ireland only, but in other languages and jn distant parts of the

world, as North Asia, the Non-Aryan tribes of India, Caucasia, Thibet and Burmah, and even in the

New World. [See my vocabularies and comparative word-iists.J Ba in Pictish- Gaelic is two ; in

Georgia, ori ; in Chinese, ttrh ; iu Gyami, dr. The common Gaelic ^«Y (as in Pitloclu'ie) probably

meaiung village, occurs elsewhere (according to Mr. Hyde Clarke), in India as Hattu, Patti, Patlum

;

and as Pita, Putu in Pern ; Peto in Yucatan ; Patura in Lycia ; Pidc in Pontus
; Batn iu South India. J

The Georgian daha, [Africa, dcha ; America, deba~\ is no doubt the Gaelic dabhocJi^arm, field ; Gaelic

ac/idh, a plain (English acre ?), is probably the same as the Hittite, ftir/M ; the Etruscan, a(/er, field
;

Lapp, «/.-«•, etc. The Gaelic siii/Ii, moistui'e ; Kirghiz, .ti'ik flowing ('? English suck ?). The Gaelic

tairyhen, a lord or chief; Hittite, ttirJca ; Etruscan <«r('/«(=Tarquiu. The Gaelic tor, noble (hill?)

high=the Hittite tur=zc\\iei. [Fin, Tara^^od ; Egyptian tur, fer, tu, great, high ; TJgro-Altaic, tait,

tu, etc, ; see vocabuhnies.] In the discussion Mr. Hyde Clai'ke observed, "that Races and Language
were not always equivalent or correlative." There was evidence of a continuous intermixture of races.

Dr. Beddoe considered the Iberians jjreceded the Celts in Britain ; this was doubtless more or less

correct, and followed by Professor Rhys and Mr. MacLean. The spread of great dominant languages,

East and West, marked great historical and anthropological epochs. The earlier peoples in these

islands adapted Celtic." § [See pp. 120, 291.]

[The simplest and most reasonable explanation of the undoubtedly curious and frequent occiUTence

and re-occurrence of almost the same words and roots, having often similar or at least cognate meanings,
occuri'ing thousands of miles apart is, as I have already suggested, that there was an original prehistoric

and simpler under stratum, of language before Aryani?, Iberians, or even the Chinese or Accadians were
differentiated, before grammar and syntax were clearly developcnl, and from which all nations and tribes,

as they subsc(iuently becamt^ more individualized, borrowed or inherited much in common, of which not

a few fragnumts are still preserved, not only in the (.)ld World but in the New Wm-ld as w(!ll, and
which it has Ijeen my chief (Midcjavour and object in the in'csent work on Comparative Philology to point

out more fully and clearly than has yet been attempted.]

• M. Marcoy gives in his ]!i)ok many excellent engravings of the natK'es of South America, not a few have really a
marvellous mixture of the Japanese and Esquimaux.

t 'I'he old JIaya hieroglyphic writing has recently heen shown to he phonetic.

J If II = P in Turanian, thi-xi pit may also = hut (house) ; also hait in Semitic?

9 Mr. Hyde Clarke is inclined now to consider the Aryans to originally have been white Turanians, and tlieir adoption
of a system of language was conse(|Upnt on their branching olF; though, however, ahuig with the Semites they developed a

true Grammar. [White Turanians, I suppose, would he the Allophyllians of some writers ?)
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[Addendum to Intiioduction, page xxi.]

The folli)\viiig intiTcstint; rcsuini' of a paper road at the Oriental Congress, licld in London,

September, 1892, by the ilov. Dr. Edkins, bears closely on what I have previously noticed in relation

to the Turanian and Chinese peoples and languages :

—

"The Chinese is of an older type than any other known language. It is richest in old letters, and
poorest in new letters. Egyptian, Tliil]etaii, and Tartar follow it, and of these, the Thilietan and Tailar are,

in some respects, older. The Semitic typo follows these three in age, liut tlie Semitic languages are youthful

comi>ared with these. The Indo-1'^uropean type is the newest, and is built upon the shoulders of the others.

The laws of order in sentences being lixed in Chinese (and either fixed or variable in other languages), we
have in these laws the moans of determining tlie age and kinship of languages, keeping in view the etiects of

geographical contiguity and joint occupation of the same countries. 'i'lie antiquity of the Tartar and
Thibetan types of language may be estimated with the help of Chinese facts fairly considered. The Accadian
is Tartar and at the same time younger in type than the Chinese. An immense anticpiity must bo assigned

to this Tartar type of speech, although it is juvenile compared with Chinese. The Semite race probaUy once
roamed as tent-dwelling nomads over the Persian plateau, and may have been driven westward 5000 years
ago by the Aryans coming down from the north before they passed on to invade and conquer India. The
Thibetans might at that time become mixed with the Semites. This would account for some .similar features

in grammar and for a fair number of identical words, such as rab ' chief,' aba ' magician,' 7/ab ' father.'

Here we may try to look deeper into the prehistoric fortunes of the Semites. When they pushed forward
to the Arabian plateau they continued then- nomad life till they reached Egypt. The basis of Semite sijeech

was Asiatic, for we find in it both Tartar and Thibetan features. Now, it became in part Egyptian. Every
Semite feature w'hich resembles some similar featin-e in the old Egyptian language would be borrowed
from the Egyptians in time of joint occupation of territory. There are Tartar, Thibetan, and Egyptian
contributions to the Semitic language, which is a compomid system, worked up into the form which the
Semite people themselves preferred. Light is thrown by the Chinese language on the growth of inflexion

out of agglutination. The oldest types have agglutination without inflexion. China has preserved the old

roots of Tartar, Semitic, Egyptian, and Aryan languages in a specially complete form. Chinese teaches that
homo ' man ' was not formed from humm ' the ground,' as Cicero and Varro judged, but means ' the brave one,'

' the noble one,' in Chinese hue// ' brave ' from koin, in Mongol humwi ' man.' This word grew up in Northern
Asia as a word for man and is an honorific term. So also the word used in speaking of witchcraft, magic,

and demoniacal possession in cases of disease, can all be traced from their modern form in Semitic and Aryan
speech to the earlier types in Eastern Asia. The magic of Persia was Tartar before it was Persian ; the
Persians added the fire element and the Babylonian and Egyptian philosophy and chemistry. Magic,
medicine, and demonolatry are all of them older than the Indo-European languages, and all the words
necessary in the early stages of these arts are found in the old type languages. The admission of Chinese
and its sister languages into the fold of European philology will pave the way for desirable improvements
in the mode of teaching grammar. Thus, in a verb, the imperative ought to stand first. The verb becomes
a substantive and the infinitive and gerund are formed. Then the participle and past indicative are formed
and the verb sense is recovered. 'The Tartar languages show how the past is formed from the gerund.

The futiu'e should be taught as a transformed imperative or infinitive. The pupil ought to l>e told that loved

as a past tense is formed from loved as a gerund. The process is seen more clearly than elsewhere in the
Tartar languages, because they were formed directly from the monosyllabic type. Lastly, if the preceding
classes of facts be well considered, the brachycephalic tyjae of head, which is that of all the races of Eastern
Asia, will assume its rightful place. This shape of the head is conjointly uniform with yellow skin, black

eyes, and black, thick hair. The languages being older in that part of the continent, the type of man
existing there is the oldest known type. But while the Chinese race is so old it comes from the West, as its

early history shows. Mankind originated in Westei-u rather than Eastern Asia, but the type of primeval
man is found in Eastern Asia now. The languages are one, and the races one ; and the black and white
only probably modifications of the yellow."

[Addendum to page 258.]

THE TINNEH NORTH-WEST AMEEICAN.

The Journal of the Anthropological Institute in an article on "Language as a Test of Mental
Capacity," by Horatio Hale, M.A., for May, 1892, p. 418, et seq., notices the remarkable work of the

Eev. Father E. Potitot on the language of the Dene, Diudjie, Tinneh or Athabascan Indians of

N. W. America, published 1876 by Pinart :

—

Tinne or (Une means in their language 'man.' They differ

from the Eskimo, and more nearly resemble the Sioux. Their colour varies, generally a pale brown.
They are tall, slender, with wide cheek bones and large eyes, and with vei-y long shining black hair.

Their language is most remarkable, rich in varied expi-ession, aptitude for word-formation ; rich in

inflection and in substantive and even in auxilianj verbs. The primary roots are all like Siuiskrit

—

monosyllabic. 7%(7y= sand= " the minute broken up objects"—then secondary roots, ^/(rtt-e'=minute
;

dedhai/= so.\t, i.e. what resembles sand; derived roots as de, ne, in, and acting as particles. Avery
noticeable derived form is ni or ne, 7ini or ?(Wf=man=homo, in the Tinneh root-word for ' earth.'

[N.B.

—

na, ni, nan, nin, etc., means 'man,' I, me, in many languages, see Ajipendices II. III.

L. and LI.]
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]ann;unp;os, without inflection, and with little aKKlutination." Its grammar full and analytical (p. 447).

Nouns and moods and stems of verbs are well indicated by separate particles, e.f^. J'uk=\iouin:; ie J'ale=
the house; o te fale= oi the house. Thiral, ne fak= t]ui houses; and there are generic names as well

as special ones for nouns. "The truth is," says Mr. Hale, " not simplicity, but rather complexity is

tlie evidence of progress ; and the complexity, say of the North American and Australian languages,

rightly regarded, is the evidence not of poverty of their powers of absti'action and analysis, but of the

very reverse." Duponceau long ago well explained the origin of this wealth of forms found in many
so-called harbarous languages. (8ee his " Memoir on the Grammatical System of certain Indian

Nations in North America," 183.5.) He says, "The pride of civilization is often reluctant to admit

that the idioms of barbarous tribes arc greatly inferior to those of more civilized nations," though they

may not be so often inflected like the Aryan
;
yet Delaware verbs have inflected forms. In short,

a state of actual barbarism does not necessarily imply inferiority of intellectual power. Athabascans

and Dravidians, and even Australians, placed in suitalde circumstances, or ])reserved from inferior

conditions, would rapidly improve and develop. Duponceau reasonably preferred to consider that

America was not necessarily inhabited by a ci\'ilized race, as some would imagine, but " that men
in America were endowed with a natural power of logic which lead them as it were by instinct to

such methods in the formation of their idioms as were best calculated to facilitate their use." " Culture

may stand for something, but not comparatively for much." Mr. Hale then refers, as I have already

done, to the opinions of Quatrefages and Mr. Wallace as to the cradle of the human race in Asia, etc.

Dr. lirinton, however, is inclined to look for it further westward, say near the Atlantic in North-

Westcrn Africa.

AUSTRALIAN AND DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGES.

According to Mr. Horatio Hale's Journal of the Antliropological Institution, May 1892, p. 441, it

is now considered " that the Australians belong to the Dravidian race family of India; " which, prior to

the Aryan Inversion, say 1500 B.C., occupied nearly the whole of Hindoostan in some ten or twelve

tribes, speaking closely allied languages, and still numbering nearly 50 millions. They are, according

to Sir Monier ^Yilliams, a patient, industrious, brave and apt race, with a literature of their own, and a

rather complicated, highly accentuated and complete language. At the time of the Aryan invasion

however, they were cjuite barbarous, at once both agricultural and nomadic. They became gradually

much incorporated with intrusive Aryans, though remaining purer in blood than language. The

Dravidian languages are not much inferior to the Aryans according to !Monier Williams ; and, according

to Dr. Whitney, have certain peculiar "phonetic elements and are richly polysyllabic, with a general

highly agglutinative structure, and soft in tone." The agglutination is like the Finnish and Hungarian,

and is an admirable language to think and speak in.

It is a mistake, it would seem, of the older school of Philologists to look down on the Australian

family of mankind, and to consider them in their present low condition as at best representing an

earlier form of primeval man. They have merely sunk so low owing to climate and circumstances

(p. 443) ; as conversely the now degraded North-West American " Tinneh " can be seen to improve so

rapidly when migrated southwards to California and Pueblo. They, i.e. the Dravidians (,?(>) gradually

on arriving in Aiistralasia, probably by the Gulf of CaiiJcntaria, spread southwards, supplanting the

Icwer savages of aboriginal Negritos, who last disappeared in Tasmania. The Dravidians were and

still are bold navigators, and most likely passed through the Straits between New Guinea and North

Australia. When this may have happened cannot be certainly known
;

possibly about the time of

the Aryan invasion into India.

[Addendum (see pages 220, 257) ; also Introduction xv. xvi., and Topinaed.]

DRAVIDIAN, PAPUAN, AUSTRALIAN, AND OCEANIC.

In my Vocabularies, No. VI.,* I have arranged in parallel columns on same page, Dravidian,

Malay, Achinese and Microneria ; Polynesian (Fiji, Maori, Melanesia, Borneo in part); Papuan, New
Guinea ? Australian and Tasnianian. This has been done partly for convenient bre\-ity, and rather for

comparison with American words ; not altogether because it is necessarily clear that these languages

and races may strictly be connected. There is, in those parts of the world, considerable confusion and

uncertainty and evident admixture as well as of difference of opinion. Malay words may often be found

in Polynesian and Papuan, and even in Australian. Some writers consider Tasmanian distinct from

* The list of Dravidian words I have given, Professor Pope tells me, is not very correct, and contains a numher of words

either Sanskrit or of later vernacular origin. I may possibly, at the end of the Appendices of this work, give a list of older

and purer Dravidian words and roots.
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Australian ; some nearly connected ; others, as Topinard, that Australians are nearly identical with the

earlier black races of Hindoostan (though hartUy with jiurc Dravidiaus as Hale states).

Pui-e Dravidians, according to Edkins and others, are of Tartar or Turanian origin, and even possibly

the Japanese ; and there is much linguistically in common apparently between Malay and Polynesian
;

and both possibly with Himalaic and Chinese. I understand that Professor G. TJ. Pope, D.D., of

Oxford, considers Tamil as the Mother language of all the Dravidian dialectic languages ; :md that it

is rich in tone and expression ; largely capable of being compounded or even agglutiuized ; also that he

inclines to believe it to be of early Aryan (pre-Sanskritic) origin, rather in contradistinction to the

present generally received opinion as to its being Turanian, see page 1 G2._ Dr. Pope considers in a

general way that in all languages, agglutination as a form of compounding is common to aU languages

as even in Homeric Greek and German ; and that the older inflections of all languages are the result

of agglutinaticm, and that when any language parts with its inflection it glues on new ones. This is

applicable to Tamil and to some of its cognate languages. There is a considerable amount of Sanskrit

in Tamil, and most vernaculars are much mixed, and that a certain admixture of ISTegritos arc found in

the sea-ports of South India.*

Professor Max Miiller (Science of Language, vol. ii., p. 191), says that the syllabic structure of

the Dravidian or Southern Asiatic Tiu-auian resembles the Northern (or Ural-Altaic) Turanian, and

that it has 'great simplicity and a dislike of compound "or concurrent consonants," and that many
Dravidian words are connected with or are derived from the Sanskrit. At the beginning of every

syllable only one consonant is observed. Every word in Tclugu and Canarese must end in a vowel

;

in Tamil, either a vowel or half-vowel as I or r, or a single nasal as n or m. Usually i or u is

employed in Tamil to separate two inadmissible consonants. In other than the Aryan language

vowels may be dropped, and have sounding double consonants found at the end or beginning of words

;

and one of the consonants for simpler euphonic pronunciation afterwards left out : c.ff. The Sanskrit

pra in Tamil would be pira, and in Tcherimis (Ugrian) si/in = mouth, if from a root su= to speak, must

originally have been suma, and Sanskrit Jnd = to know, probably from an original Jana. Polynesian

is said to otter much resemblance to Malay.—[See A'ocabulary, Xo. TI.]

Mr. Horatio Hale in stating that the Australians are derived from the Dravidians of S. India, if

I understand him correctly, must have confused the more primitive dlack race of Topinard with the

Dra-sidians,f for Topinard (p. 456) states that three types are found in Hindustan :— 1st. The Black, of

short stature (1-61 metre), in Central India, consisting of Bliills, Mahairs, Ghonds, and Khonds ; in

Southern India of Tenadis, Maravers, Todas, Kommbas, Iruhas and the Yeddahs of Ceylon. 2nd. The
Dravidic or Tamil, and the Jahts, mostly in Central India. 3rd. The Aryans (Bengalese, Hindoos,

etc.). That the so-caUcd black races of India are very like the Au.stralians (especially of the North-east

coast), both have long wavy black hair, flatfish noses, are short in stature, and very dolichocephalic,

71-72 ; Cephalic Index, 75-6; that they difi^cr, however, from the Negrito, though short like them.

Prof. Huxley thinks that the black races of India are identical with the most ancient inhabitants

of the Deccan, and even also that there is some similarity common to the Australians and Dravidian.

J

Professor Monier Williams in his "Indian Wisdom," states that soon after the first Ai-yan

settlement in India, rival immigrant tribes called Kiirus, or An-Arijans, entered India ; not, however,

to be confounded (p. 112) with the chief Dravidian races of the Mach-as Presidency, and who were

gradually (biven further south by the Aryans, who were more civilized, with languages agglutiuized

in structure. But that wild liill-tribcs (often symbolized as monkey-demons by the Aryans), included

the present Ghonds of Central India, Bliils, Khonds or Kus, of the Eastern Central, the Santhals

and Kols of "West Bengal, the Khasias anil Garos of the Eastern border, who are all mo.stly the

representatives of Wilil Tartar or Thibetan tribes, speaking languages almost mutually unintelligible.

" The term Turanian should hardly be used to embrace all these as well as Dravidian tribes. There

were two great classes of Turanian languages, the Northern and the Southern ones ; the foriner, viz.

the Tungusic or Mantchu ; the ]\Iongol ; and the Turkish ; besides Samoyedian and Finnish ; while the

latter (Indian) included the Thibetan, Siamese, Burmese and the Dravidian languages ; the monosyllabic

Chinese, say ])ct\vixt the two ; that perhaps tlie dialects of the Himalayan hill-tribes should be ranked

among the South Tui-anian class. Dr. Caklwell also considers (see his ' ('ompai-ative (irammar of the

South Indian Languages'), the Dravidians as the first regular inhabitants of ImUa ; subsequently

driven southwards by the Aryans. Tlie dialects of the more soutliern hill-tribes, arc only partially

connected witli the Dravidian, especially tin; Tudas or Kotas (of the Nil-gui Hills), the Ghond and
Khond (Ku). The barliarous Yedars inhabited the forests of Ceylon."

* Dr. I'opc also writes mo tliat Dr;ivi(li:in idioms arc niixod, not unfrequently like tlic Tartaric, and that tlio skulls

are Arj'au. Tliat Tamil Aryan words, when not Sanskritic. approacli the Greek, Celtic, and Tentoiiic.

t I can fiml hardly any words eomraou to Dravidian and An.stralian, except perhaps «ni/ and (f/(-'=tonnfue; hit, kat^
hair (see Part IV. p. 220), but a considerahle nnnibov of words commou to Polynesian, Papuan, and Australian words

connectf;d with Malay, and even with African and American ones.

X Colonel Wood'thorp considers the Nngas of India arc probably a mixed race.—Anthrop. Journal, August and

November, 1881.
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AUSTRALIAN AND MELANESIAN TITES.

Topinard says the Australians arc ratlicr mixed witli Polynesians and Malays (pp. 501, 501), and
tliat they are very doliclioceplialic and distiuet tVoni Negritos. Hair long, black, and smooth

;
perhaps

divided into two class(!s, a shorter and a taller oni-; and that the old Tasmanians are probably a cross

between the Melanesians and i'olyncsians, rather than Papuan.

The Papuan is to be found purest in Melanesia, the Pellew, Solomon and New Hebrides Islands,

and are rather taller than the Negritos ; also very doliehocephalie, with the black frizzled or tufty hair.

The Fijians arc a good deal mi.Kcid with I'olynesiaus. The Negritos (Topinard, p. -198) are now
best represented by the Mioropies of Andaman, the Scmangs of Malacca, and the Ai'gtar of the

Phillippines ; hair black and woidly or twisted, like Papuans and Tasmanians ; heads llattish and
sub-braehycephalio. Cephalic index under 82'.5 ; height 1'47 metres; foi'ehead retreating; skin

blackish. [Possibly the Negrito class might have been the common ancestors of both Papuan and
Negro.—R. P. G.]

Dr. T(jpinard says the Polynesian nose approaches that of the North American Indians, rather

than the snubby one of the Mongolians ; and that the North American Indians seem as though possibly

crossed between the European and Asiatic.

Dr. Garson considers that the Tasmanians, though having the hair more frizzled than the

Australians proi^er, are in most other respects much the same type.

Mr. Sidiiey Ray, at the last meeting (September, 1892) of the Oriental Congress, in a paper on
the Languages of British New Guinea stated that

—

" Recent advances in our knowledge of the languages of British New Guinea have rendered it possible

to use them as the basis of a classification which, though not perhaps satisfactory to every anthropologist,

may be of some value in the determination of racial diflerences. An examination of vocabularies and
specimens shows that the language of British New Ciiiinea may be arranged under two distinct heads as
Melanesian and Papuan. The Melauesian languages are found only on the coast eastward of Cape Possession,

usually in distinct settlements and never far inland. The typical language is the Motu of Port Moresby, and
this and its allies are as distinctly Melanesian as the languages treated in the Rev. Dr. Codrington's work on
the Melanesian languages. The irregular variations in phonology have the same character

;
pronominal roots

are the same ; verbal particles and suffixes are used as in the Solomon Islands and New Hebrides ; nouns and
prepositions show the same methods of construction, and have the same constructive particles. The
vocabulary also is full of words common in the island languages. It is impossible to avoid the conclusion

that these tongues of New Guinea are in every essential Melanesian and derived from the islands of the
south-east. The Papuan languages present the greatest possible contrast to the Jlelanesian. They are

spoken on the coast west of Cape Possession, in Torres Straits, in a few districts on the south-eastern coast,

and in the island districts generally. They have no apparent agreement with the Melanesian in structure

but have borrowed a few words. Nouns and pronouns are declined through a variety of cases by suffixes

as in Australian, and the verbal forms are extremely complex and difficult. One language agi'ees yaVa another
neither in grammatical details, in constructive particles, nor in vocabulary. They apparently belong to
separate linguistic stocks. There seems little doubt but that they are the aboriginal languages of New
Guinea. The languages of the Louisiades cannot be definitely arranged under either of the foregoing heads.
They present differences among themselves, but have a common Melanesian element. They are classified as
Blelano-Papuan, or Papuan influenced by Melanesian. The same tyi:ie of language probably exists in the
northern Solomon Islands. Some modifications in this arrangement of the languages may hereafter be found
necessary, especially as regards the imperfectly-understood Papuan tongues, which may perhaps be found
more closely connected with the Australian than is now apparent."

Mr. W. S. Vaux (Journal of the Anthropological Institute, April, 1876), in an article on the

probable origin of the Maoris, or natives of New Zealand, states: (1st) "That nearly all the
insular Polynesian languages (except the Tongan and Figi, which arc mucli influenced by Melanesian),

are closely connected
;
(2nd) That there is a certain amount of connection between the Polynesian,

Malay, and Japanese." What is their real antiquity is uncertain. The Maoris are neither "white"
or " black," but light yellowish-brown, and much superior to the Melanesian Negrito or the
Micronesian ; they are fond of na^-igating, even 1 500 miles, and may have come, probably, fi'om

Central Asia ; i.e. arc Mongolio and Turanian. The few Malay words in Maori are probably borrowed;
their hair neither lank or woolly.

Lastly, in a discussion on Mr. Stanisland Wake's paper, the Papuans and Polynesians (Anthro-
pological journal, November, 1882)

:

1. Mr. Kcane is reported as observing that Mr. H. G. Wallace's views were hardly correct,

especially in their possible connection with African Negroes or with the Siamese ; and that the dark
frizzled sticky-haired hysistene-c.ephalic Papuan could have little connection with the brachycephalic
Eastern Polynesian. The linguistic element is here important, Mr. Keane considers, and he agrees

with Gabolcntz and Dr. Meyer that the purer Polj-ncsian and Papuan languages are quite distinct.

[There seem to be more or less admixture amongst all these Oceanic, Malay, Papuan, and Australian

races and languages ; and it is difficult to avoid not thinking that under most of them exists a strain
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of the old N'egTito. Topinard thought the Australian consisted hoth of a short and taller ty|ic ; the

former purely Negrito ; and that a Negrito substratum seems very general in those parts.]

2. Mr. S. Wake in reply concluded that the Eastern Archipelago was at an early period inhabited

by a straight haired race of so-called Caucasian stock, the purest modeiTi representative of which are

the Australians ; who, however, again are not a pure race, some being quite of sliort stature.

3. To this race belonged the ancestoi-s of all the Oceanic races, including Papuans, Mieronesians,

Tasmanians, and Polynesians, is shown by their possessing certain physical characteristics in common

;

and that there is even a decided Caucasian element to be found.

4. The special peculiarities of the several dark races are due to the introduction of variovis foreign

elements, chiefly Negritic. [This has been denied by some writers, though Quatrefages (and I think

Professor Flower also) thought the Negrito element widely spread.]

5. The lighter coloiu'ed Oceanic races may even exhibit traces of Negrito influence, but have

more Asiatic intermixture, giving rise on one hand to the so-called Malay, and on the other to the

Polynesian, who may also again be mixed with the Malay.

6. Traces of an Arab or Semitic element are ap])arent likewise among both the darker and lighter

Oceanic races, more so, however, with the Papuan and Melancsian; and the Negrites were probably

the earliest people of the Eastern Archipelago. [Some think there is even an Aryan admixture in the

modem Chinese, who are not unfrequently lighter in colour than many Oriental and Oceanic natives.

The sun and atmospheric exposure have of course a considerable influence on skin and colour.]

I understand from Mr. Hyde Clarke that both Prof. Huxley and Dr. Bleek have written on the

probable connection between the black races of Australia, India, and Africa.

[Addendum to Introduction, page xl.]

I have already noticed some remarks by Mr. Stuart Glennio, and others, in connection with the

"Cradle of the Aiyan Eace;" and I add here a short Epitome of his more recent paper read before

the Oriental Congress (London, September, 1892) on the same subject, and referring to several points

of interest.

" The Origin and Cradle-land of the Aryans, illustrated by a large map of the former sea which separated
Asia from Europe, and of which the Aral, Caspian, and Black Seas were the deeper basins. The object of

the pa])er was to point out the bearing of three great groups of facts on the question of Aryan origins.

The first of these sets of facts—ancient ethnographical portraits, still more ancient traditions, and con-
temporary ethnographical observations—compel to the conclusion that the ruling classes of the Egyptians
and Chaldeans had the characteristics of a white race. If, however, there is not only, as Pritchard pointed
out sixty years ago, another set of white races than those distingui.shed as Semites and Aryans, the races

which he termed 'Allophyllian,' but if a certain .section of these races, those which Mr. Stuart Glennie had
termed 'Archaian,' are historically far older than either the Semites or the Aryans, then the question as
to the origin and cradle-land of the white race must be connected with the Archaian rather than with the
later Semitic or Aryan variety of that race. But with reference to this question, another important set of

facts must be considered, those which he had endeavoured to represent on his map of the former Eurasian
IMediterranean. It would be seen that thi.s former sea had cut oft' Europe from Asia, and had, in fact, made
of Em'ope an island. If, therefore, this sea existed when tlie white races, which founded the Chaldean and
Egyjitian civilizations, migrated from the north, as their traditions and other facts appear to indicate, then
their original home nmst have been in Asia and not in Europe. And geologists appear to agree iu thinking
that this Eurasian Mediterranean still existed at so recent a period geologically, but so remote a period
historically, as that which preceded the original colonization by white races of the valleys of the Eiqihratcs

and the Nile. Proceeding, then, to discuss the special question of the cradle-land of the Aryans, Mr. Stuart
Glennie said that, in approaching this question, he thought it desirable to start from those regions where we
have our first historical knowledge of Aryans—namely, Transoxiana and Thrace ; and probably the majority
of .scholars would not now admit that Aryans appeared in these regions much earlier than, if so early as,

l.'jOO B.C. But if Transoxiana and Thrace were the secondary centres of dispersion of the Eastern and
Western Aryans respectively, then their primary centre of dispersion was jjrobably some region from which
they could easily liavc migi-atcd into Transoxiana and Tbracc. Such a region were the plains of Southern
Russia, north of the Caucasus, the Caspian, and the Enxine. And to the elaborate proofs of this hypothesis
given Ijy Professor Schrader, in his recent book, Mr. Stuart (ilennie desired to add such considerations as
these. On the drying up of the Eurasian Mediterranean, and the consequent formation of the great river-

plains of Southern Russia, the nomad tribes of lioth the white and yellow races of Asia would naturally pour
into these great ])lains, and such conditions of intermixture would arise as might naturally result in such
a new variety of the white race, with languages of such a new character, as the Ai'yan."

I have also i-eferrcd to the probability of an Eurasian Sea, including tlic present Black,

Caspian, and Aral inland seas in connection with the ^Mediterranean iu ])rchistoric times. It seems
to me to afford both a simple and plausible theory ; and one calculated maybe to ex])lain

the situs or cradle of the Ai-yan ami proto-Scmitic peoples. The Aryan as consideral)ly

separated fi'om tlie Asiatic Tui'anian races to the Nortli of the Caucasus, on the borders of the

two great lilack and Caspian seas ; the proto-Semitic to the South of the Caucasus or Oxus, in S.W.
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Asia to tlic Euphrates. The former gradually advancinp; in the direction of tlic S.E. towards Persia

and India ; and jjossibly even earlier to the ^V(^'^t and Xorth-West of Europe ; mixing with the
Turanian Finnic element in the North; and re])lacing the Iherians of further AVesteni Europe.
The latter, or the proto-Semitcs, subsciiuently extending into Arabia, as the later lSemit(^s and Arabs.

In this way also might be explained any very early linguistic couuection between Semite, Egj'ptian,

and Aryan or Turanian, before the later Semitic tirammar and Syntax was fully dc\'eloped. It is

possible, too, that the white proto-Aryan element or even " Allophyllian" of I'ritchard and Quati'efages

might have lingered on later in prehistoric Greece.* The proto-Aryan and Semitic languages may at

a still earlier period even, have had much more in common with the Asiatic Turanian tliau can now
well be traced ; and philologists yet discover a more intimate Archaic connection between these three

great branc'hes of speech than has hitherto been shown. There may, indeed, ha\'e once been but one

•white race (whether "Allophyllian" or not); and one yellow race ; ami to what extent these were
blended is a matter for future philologists and anthropologists to decide. Clearly, before our "Aryans"
were evolved, there pre-existed a white proto-iVjyan people, whether styled (Allophyllian) Caucasian,

or Archaian ; broadly speaking perhaps, say an Asiatic and an European, white race.

IJ3EEIANS.

According to Professor Boyd Dawkins ("Early Man in Britain," 1880), the only remains of the

Basque language is lost in Europe, except in the Pyrenese ; even old local Iberian names in West of

Europe have disappeared, or been absorbed by the intrusive Celts. [There are, however, not a few
Basque words to be found in Celtic] The "Cave" men were like the "Cro-Magnon skull-men"
now probably best represented by the Eskimos, and quite different from the modern European type

;

but resembling the round-long-headed races of Neolithic Europe. The earlier Palffiolithic Kiver Drift

Men were hunters of a low order, and not artistic, like the old Cave Men and Modem Eskimos.

The Neolithic inhabitants of Great Britain (p. 315) belonged to the same non-Aryan section of mankind
as the Basques, with aquiline nose and of small stature, with dark eyes and complexion and long
oval-shaped skull ; dolichocephalic-occipital ; and having the tihia laterally flattened (like the American
Eed Indians). All western Neolithic Europe, and even Danish and North German Peat-moss skulls,

according to Virchow, are similar. In North Europe they got mixed with the Celt, as in Belgium
more particularly. The Neolithic Iberians extended from Gibraltar to Scotland and Wales, and even
to the Ilhine before the Celtic invasion which took jilace in X'l'ehistorio times. The Etruscans were
small and swarthy and probably belonged to the same earlier Neolithic non-Aryan race ; also the

Ligures and Silures. The Moors were physically like the Iberians (taller?) and connected by the

Berbers, whom Prof. Busk considers to be Iberian. [I do not find, linguistically, much connection,

however, between the Berbers and Libyans and Basque, beyond a few words, as a.T:\=stone ; tcgun =
house. See p. 170.] The Iberians and modern Welsh are now. Professor Boyd Dawkins considers,

become much mixed in Wales and even in some parts of Scotland. In Scotland the small dark
Highlander is of Iberian descent ; and the taller reddish haired Gaelic ones Celtic. [A few Etruscan
words may agree with Basque (see Ellis), and Professor Sayce considers the Libyans were Amorites.

Bertholet also considered the Libyans and Berbers as Iberians ia Africa.]

[Addenditm to Inteoduction, pages XV.-XVI. ; also page 270.]

Mr. Hyde Clarke has more recently reminded me that both Prof. Huxley and Dr. Bleek have
written on the probable relationship of the black races of Australia, India, and Africa, though they
may have partly mixed up race and language. Also that he had himself long since pointed out the

probable connection as to "Culture" in Chaldfea, China, and Egypt; and that there was previous

to the invention or extension of language, a long epoch of " gesture language ;
" that there was

not strictly speaking really any single primitive Aryan or Semitic language, and that in the nature

of things there would first be an Aryan language, constituted by several tribes ; none, perhaps, at

first predominant. In some respects Mr. Hyde Clarke, as well as myself, is in agreement with
Mr. Stuai't Glennic. (See ante.) Also, that the Highlands of Afiica, now attracting so much
attention, were a centre of primitive immigrant culture and then of emigration, and which was, in

course of time, replaced by their aboriginal black subjects who had partially acquired their language.

f

I think Mr. Gerald Massey agrees a good deal with Mr. Hyde Clarke as to a prehistoric connection

between Polynesian, Papuan, and African. (See my Vocab. p. 270.) Also, that possibly the Negritos

may have been the oldest connecting link. Still, may not the existence of an archaic residuum of human
speech, in general, solve some of the difficulties of apparently distantly located linguistic analogies ?

* Professor Sayce (Comparative Philology), and I believe also Prof. Max Miiller, would reject the idea of any proto-
Aryan or Allophyllian white race.

t Mr. Stanley in "Darkest Africa," etc., gives a number of Central African Vocabularies ; also considers that an
ancient Caucasian emigration, via Ethiopia\iixs much improved the more nomadic Kaffir tribes of S.E. and East Central

Africa. (See p. xix. Introduction.)
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[Addendum to Istroductiox, page xxxi. ; also page 270, etc.] •

The "Academy" for September 17, 1892, p. 241, in a short notice, by Mr. A. Werner, of the

Eev. D. Clement Scott's Cyclopa?dic Dictionaiy of the !Mang'aiija Language of Central Africa, weU
says: "there would appear to be a widespread homogeneity of language in the African Congo Basin,

and even with Bantu and Zidu." Mr. "Werner observes that language in Bantu-speaking districts

and really Afiican proper, is seen in the making; and that fuller knowledge will doubtless throw
much light on linguistic science, and help to set aside many of the older current theories. Here we
seem to have come into close contact with those simple sounds expressing general ideas ge7ierallij called

"root"; and existing as a kind of legal fiction and represented by supposed Sanskrit fornndce as

VAR and •v/PAD. The essential characteristic of the Bantu speech is, according to Mr. Scott, "its

Unng touch with its root ideas." Moreover, there is no language which comes near it for expressing

abstractions. It is likewise very flexible and has great power of marking minute distinctions possessed

by no Aiyan tongue ! [See also Rev. F. W. Kolbe on the Bantu, as well as on some of the American
languages ; and p. sxi. etc. (Zulu gutterals are by, nd, nj, dz, etc.).]

Note.—There are not a few remarkable word-analogies as between Polynesian, Australian, and
Papuan words, vrith both ^\irican and American ones, betokening either an ancient direct connection,

or as furnishing important means of detecting the earlier elements of human speech ; far superior to

anytliiug that Sanskrit, perhaps least of aU the Aryan languages can yield. (See Vocabulaiy XIV.
p. 270, etc.) The list for Kaffir- and Australian words I have given might be largely extended (see

words for Sun, Fire, Light, etc., and for parts of the human body, etc.), also compare weU with
corresponding American ones. Many Malay words are stiU found in Madagascar.

Aeyan.
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I have givpn in Appendix XIY. a list of comparisons for Epy])tian, Afriran, Polynosian, and
Papuan words. To that Tabic I niipjlit also have added Malay. ThuuRli not a few lndo-(iermanic
words may occur in (common with ancient Egyptian as well as Tartar, and even modem African ones,

there would seem to bo a curious linguistic connection l)etween EKy])tian, Malayan, and Polynesian.
I here append a few special words. It would apjjcar that Archaic M consf)nant might be a very
important criterion in comparing certain language families, as connection with words connected with
Eye, Sun, etc., seldom found in Ugro-Altaic langmigcs; where a K or S is frcrjuent—in the radical.

Tlic personal pronoun me instead of ngo, ego, na, nak, also, as I think Edkins has observed, is essentially

L'gro-Altaic and North Turanian ; whilst both forms occur in the Aryan languages ; and in Semitic,

Accadian, Egyptian, and the American, nijo, n-k, arc more common than me. The personal' pronoun,
and words as for Eye, Foot, Hand, Sun, Fire, Light, Stone (Cut), House, Heath, and Water, are
especially important for both linguistic and racial c(;mparisoas.

SUPPLEMEXTAEY—0^' LAJS'GUAGE, Etc.

Professor Max Miillcr, in the Report of his Address to the British Association, at Cardiff, 1891,
specially referred to Baron Bunscn's older work on Egyjjtian Researches into Asiatic and African
Ethnology and the Classification of Languages, as being still of much value. Both Bunsen and
W. von Humboldt and Max Miiller would seem to agi'ee as to the vast diifcrence between man and
monkey as to reason and speech ; and the almost non-probability of an imperceptible, yet steady
development from mere animal cries to articulate language. Prof. Max Miillcr does not consider

the modem savage necessarily represents the nearest approaili to primeval Man ; and Bunsen considers

the languages of modern savages are only "the degraded fragments of nobler formations;" with
which opinion Herbert Spencer would now seem to agree, though not Sir J. Lubbock and others. The
Professor agrees with Bunsen that the more modern strata of speech should first be studied ; and
that language begins with the sentence (with which, in 1875, Prof. Sayce Likewise agreed). Bunsen
is quoted as stating, "the supreme law of progress in all language shows itself to be the progress

of the substantial isolated word, as an undeveloped expression of the whole sentence, making each
single word subservient to the general idea;" and again, " every sound in language must originally

have been significant of something; and every word must imply a complete proportion with its

subject predicate and copula."

The old school of Philology maintained that every sound consisted of an independent significant

word or root, with certain derivative suffixes, prefixes, and infixes ; the modem one, that there never
existed such, in or by themselves, and that the theory of agglutination was absurd. Professor

Max Miillcr thinks more accurate scholars are coming back to the opinion held by the old school,

e.g. "that all formal elements of language were original, substantial, and also significant, though not
always proveable." A suffix does not often continue to exist by itself ; and Bunsen was no doubt
correct in saying that everything in language was originally significative and real, before it became
formal. Armenian is now shown to be a separate branch of Aryan speech, and the Afghan probably
of the Persian ; both of which facts Bunsen long ago predicated. Again, that Comparative Philology

should go hand in hand with Anthropology and Ethnology was the older idea of Bunsen, Latham,
and others ; but Professor Max Miiller protests against the present rage for separating or classifying

language according to skulls being dolichocephalic or brachycephalie ; and he does not believe in

such a thing as " an Aryan skid.1," any more than in the propriety of calling a certain language a

dolichocephalic one.

Linguistic Ethnology so called, as a science, is a misnomer or else quite misleading ; and instead

of classifying mankind as a whole, students are now engaged in classifying skulls, hair, teeth,

skin, etc.
;
probably the old classification according to the colour of the skin may prove the best.

Skulls may doubtless be arranged in classes, with short, long, or medium diametre (extreme 70: 100) ;

but we should still find hopeless confusion, so Prof. Max ilullcr thinks, as to their precise nationality

;

even the same mother may produce a long or short-skulled child. In the same old tombs not
unfrequently the skulls vary. Two great national divisions of races naturally distinguish by the hair

being smooth or woolly, again subdivided into wavy, straight or fleecy. Of course there are doubtless

some advantages in these various classifications, and it is generally supposed that dolichocephalic races

are also prognathic and more or less woolly-haired, though not the Eskimos. As a matter of fact,

Prof. Max Miiller thinks it random speaking, to say that dolichocephalic skulls are necessarily Aryan,
or mesooephalic Semitic, or brachycepalic Turanian ; but if true how can that help us? Each of those

language-families must contain foreign words. Finnish is full of Aryan words ; and Egyptian of

Semitic ones. Now the remoter ancestors of Aryan, Semitic, and Turanian peoples must liave lived

in close proximity, and naturally we must now find great variety of shape in skulls, hair, etc. "They
might indeed in fact select to speak an Aryan language, but can hardly choose the type of the own
skull!" ""Who, then, can now say that such and such a skvdl must have spoken an Aryan
language ? " "When philologists speak of Aryan, they mean people speaking an Aryan langiuige ; and

I
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Prof. Miiller 'believes that no honest student can admit of any compromise between Physiology and
Philology, or "that any honest pliilologist can suppijse tliat the original home of the Aryans was not

somewhere in Asia." Still, the study of anthropology must not he neglected, any more than religion.

The languages of Africa, Arjerica, Australia, and Polynesia are now heiug far more studied by
real scholars, and may yield good results.

Finally, Prof. Max Miiller again quotes ft-om Bunsen (1847), that " if man is the apex of creation,

then Ethnological Philology (anthropology?) once -established on principles as clear as the Physiological

are, becomes of the highest interest and importance."

Professor Max Miiller, in bis " Elements of Language," divides Sanskrit roots into predicative and
demonstrative ; seen best in the Turanian and Semitic. The two classes may explain everything ia

language except the roots themselves ; and even the highly inflectional Sanskrit may have been,

preceded by a stage of great simplicity ; even the 3rd person singular may have been compounded
of a predicative and demonstrative root. [See my Appendix LI. where it might appear that na, ne,

nan, etc., standing probably for 'man,' may have at first stood for the primitive pronouns I, thou,

and he ; and in Appendices LI b. and LV. I have tried to show that even the Aryan root AR itself, as

well as other Aiyan roots, as IIomo=»(fl«, may be traced back into an An-Aryan Language.] Prof. Max
Miiller states that roots are necessarih' monosyllabic with 1st one vowel sound only; orV -f- consonant

;

or C + Y. 2ud, C +V+ C ; or 3rd, with three or four consonants and vowels (see p. x\-ii. Kolbe). The
first is the most important in primitive language ; but naturally gives too limited and indefinite a power
for the pui-poses of ever advancing thought ; thus necessitating as it were the second and tliird stages.

[Was not reduplication one of the principal and earliest sources of the lengthening or strengthening

of the simplest early sounds of speech ?] and that the Aryan has the third or final stage most highly

modified. The number of roots in Sanskrit, including all parts of speech, is said to be 1700. Hebrew
may have 500; Chinese 450 simple radicals without sound-variation; but some 40,000 words possibly

as soimded, though limited to about 15,000 in ordinary practice. Prof. Max Miiller considers from
400-500 would give all absolutely necessary human requirements. Persian Cuneiform had 380

;

Egyptian hieroglyphics 658 words. Primitive man also might often have employed only one word
or root, expressive say of light and splendour [eye, sun, etc.]. Roots may also be used as separate

words, or two roots to form a compound word ; both subsequently losiug their original significance.

The Chinese is the simplest of all existing languages, and truly monosyllabic ; the so-called Turanian

with terminal agglutiuative independence ; the Aryan and Semitic is inflectional, and admits of much
phonetic corruption, both as to roots and terminations. In Chinese the noun is usually distinguished

from the verb by its collocation in the sentence. In other languages no predicative root can form a

word by itself. In the agglutinative Turanian, conjugation and declension can be taken to pieces;

not so in Sanskrit or Hebrew. The Turanian is of great importance in language [but surely requires

much more investigation in comparing with an Aryan language than it has yet received.—E. P. G.].

There are two great divisions of the so-called Turanian, Prof. Max Miiller states, viz. : the Northern

one, or Ural-Altaic or Uro-Altaic, consisting of the Tungusic, Mongolic, Turkic, Finnic and Samoyic
;

and the Southern in South Asia, inchuling the Tamulio language of the Deccan ; the Bhotiya, or

dialect of Thibet and Bhotan, the Taic and the Malay.
[Perhaps most of the American languages show the " root-form," as well as the Asiatic Turanian.]

Dr. 0. Schrader in "Prehistoric Antiquities of the Aryan Peoples, and Manual of its Comparative

Philology and Earliest Culture," second edition, translated by F. B. Jevons, 1890, gives a vast amount
of valuable matter relative to the resemblance and differences of the different branches of the Indo-

European peoples, their culture, haliits, myths, family life and kinship, domestic animals, ])lants,

metals, and weapons, and their equational-cognatc; nauu's, etc., to which I can barely allude in this

more general work on Archaic Philology. He also gives a very complete reaume of the opinions of the

prin(i])al writers on the Iiulo-Europeau origin (juestion, both as to race and langiuigc. He finally

considers the most probable and convenient locus for the "Cradle of tlie Aryan Race" (who must
originally have been but one people, witli possibly two or three dialects), to have been in tlie country

of the Soutlieni Volga, extending north of the Danube and Black Sea, from tlu; Cai-])athian Jlountains

to the Dnieper, and including the (•clehrated "black land" of the Soutliern Russic Steppes, incluiHng

Gallicia and Bessarabia, still the granaries of Europe; and that at first they were evidently a pastoral

people. They were inclined to 1)(! peaceable and did not know the Lion, Ass, or Camel ; but the

Horse, and most of the well-known domestic animals they wore accjuainted with, or had words in

common for. Also in the suiTounding forests they would find the Oak, Beech, and Birch. This centre,

too, would be a very favourable one from which to spread North, West or Soutli. It would also well

explain the early linguistic conn(xtion with the Finns. Salt is also to be foimd in these Steppes (or

on the shores of the Caspian Sea ?) The Wolf, Marten, Polecat, Mouse, and WUd Boar occur in these
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ronioiis. [With tliis rontrc of tlic Aryan race Canon Cook and Canon Taylor and others nffroe ; I

should mysi'lf be inclined to include all the country to the north of the Caucasus.] l)r. Sclirader

would further consider that the Irano-Indian lu'anches nuiy have formed us they preceded to the .S.E.,

])robably by way of the Sea of Aral and the O.xus, a secondary and at first stationary centre as it were,

in or about Bactriana, before penetrating into India, as 1 understand him.* Also that words for boat

and navigation were not well linguistically developed; the earliest pastoral Aryans of the Steppes

were rather later; but tliat common tonus connecteil with agriculture, and building of waggons or

carts, etc., were evidently well marked. They were well aci[uainted with barley and lye, but not
with M'hcat. [Professor Virchow has lately shown that the I^ake Dwellers of Switzei'land arc

brachycephalic] lint words for Sea {marc), etc., are found in most of the iirimeval European
Aryan langimges. [Similar water-words are often nearly univer.sal.—li. 1*. G.] Dr. Schrader

goes very largely into the question of Aiyan words for metals, and I think would seem to consider

it doubtful to what extent such words are purely Aryan. Latin aes, copper, may come of the oldest

and most general. Sanskrit, dyas ; Gothic, aiz ; /end, ayand. From various writers, quoted by
Dr. Schrader, 1 gath(-r the most Eastern Teutonic is the oldest ; the Slavonic is nearest the Lithuanian

;

the Indian to the Persian. Sonne thought that the Turanians subsequently closed in between the
European and Iranian branches, quite separating them. The Teutons branched out into the
Scandinavians; the Agennis to Danes. Some think Celtic most near to Latin, but possibly one branch
of it to the Slavs. Dr. Schrader gives what he considers the special earliest centres for each division

of the Aryan family, and the probable natural order of their status, e.g. : (1) Steppe and Forest land;

(2) Pasture and Agriculture
; (3) Divisions into European and Indo-European—the European-Aryans

first. J. Schmidt, as well as Dr. Schrader, considers the tracing of the phonetic changes in the letters

of the different Aryan languages important. An original K changed sometimes into a sibilant, as

Sanskrit, f?'rtH = dog; Armenian, sun; Greek, kvwu (German, Jtund) ; Greek, o7o^Sanskrit, dsti

;

Greek, ^e'A:a=Latin, decern. [The common change of K into S is nearly universal in all languages,

see p. 49.]

Armenian is i-ather intermediate between Iranian and Slavo-Lettish ; and Slavo-Lettish perhaps

nearer Irano-Indian than with Greek and other European Languages. Dr. Schrader himself considers

that the Indo-Germanic languages must involve a single primitive one, e.y. : all have pater, pitar,

and mater, etc., for father and mothtr, rather than the ordinary and widespread ab, aba, pa ; am,
ma, etc. There were probably very early differences even before migrations ; and in new countries and
climates many new words loaned or acquired. The population of Genuany embraced two types, one

fair one dark, and so with Iranian and Slaves (and Finns), and is more brachycephalic in the South
than North; as also in France, India, and Italy. The Aryan type is not a very unifoiTU one, either

historically, physically, or as regards skulls ; it requires comparative philology and a study of culture to

succeed more fully. The general word for /-ed is very widespread, and similar words amongst most of

the Aryan nations ; also for some kinds of grain, plants, and domestic animals. Similar words may also

have arisen by an instinctive linguistic process, and many new ones coined as occasion required ; in

this way any new words of course, to say nothing of loan and merely onomatopic ones, must have
arisen from time to time in the different branches of the Aryan family as they spread into new
countries (having autochthonous popidation). Thei'e is a closer connection betwixt Teutonic with
both Celtic and Slavonic than with Greek or Latin ; but which was the older is not clear. [The root

AR, to plough, land, etc., I have already referred to, see Appendix LIV. and also Max Miiller and
Schrader, p. 283.]

In Aryan languages the suifix is as important as the root ; but Benfey observes that some caution

is reqmsite in comparing similar Aryan words having relation to culture and cognates, which even
seem most closely to agree. Some Aryan suffixes may have been primeval, or co-existent with the
older roots ; others nuiy Iwve been lost or casual. The original meaning also in an Indo-Gennanic
word-equation is important both in itself and grammatically ; e.g. dni^trce or oak. Words like

pater, mater, must have been primcvally peculiar to the Aryan family, and very antiquated. The
original meaning, say of oka, oiku?, veca, is not clear, nor that of Latin ^/w;/»(.s=;house, home ; Sanskrit

dama ; Slavonic domu.

[N.B.— Oka is probably of old Turanic origin, and a widespread Archaic name for house or hut

;

see page 56 Vocabulary, also 7iO!M«:=hut, hu, hat, haz
;
page 304 ; the original meaning may have

been, skin, cover, tent, as cog-nates ; and the Sanskrit j!?i</-=village, fort '? Accadian hir, and
Mongol gur (? nru)^iov:n. I agree with Professor Abel and some others, that the ancient Egyptian
language requires a careful examination in connection with Sanskrit and Indo-European words. It is

not yet settled from whence or when sprung the ancient dominant Egyptians ; they are stated to be
sub-doliohocephalic by Topinard

;
(and throwing out Semitic words) there are not a few words closely

* Might it not be natural to consider Armenian to have been the intermedi.ite step to Iran and Indian, of the S.E.
Aryans than by the Oxus and Caspian ; and that they would have remained a considerable time in Iran or Bactriana, before

proceeding on to India ? If so, may not old Zend be older than Sanskrit ? Or contain words as old, or less specialized ?
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agreeing witli both Mongol and Aiyan, more especially with the latter (see elsewhere). Topinard

states that the Celts were probably the first to leave the Aryan parent stock. The so-called Caucasian

Allophyles were whites ; but it is not clear \\liut peoples were included by that designation, nor who
were the autochthonous (? white pre-Aryan population in Em-ope prior to the Aryan invasions)].

Kremer says, according to Schrader, that there are a considerable number of Teutonic and Letto-

Slavic loan words in West Finnic, and which may be some of the oldest of Teutonic words ; the most

genuine Finnic words, as Jcota=z\n\t, belong to the East Finnic division {i.e. Ostiaes, Woguls, and
Mordvins). Vambery considers the more widcl}' extended Turko-Tartaric languages do not, inter se,

vary nearly so mucli as do the Aryan. Its original home was probably between the Altaic mountains

and' the Caspian. The Magyars come nearer the Ural-Altaic than to the Finnic, and perhaps later.

The earliest limits of the Ural-Altaic Turanians in S.E. Asia are not at present thoroughly understood.

Dr. Schrader gives very many interesting Aryan words and word-equations in his book, some of

which may be useful for comparison with Turanian words, etc., but I received the book too late for

the purposes of my own rather meagre Vocabulary of Aryan words.

SEMITIC.

Kremer (Dr. Schrader states, page 96) thought Central Asia to have been the cradle of the

Semites, about Bokhara and the Oxus, whence they got the Camel, Ass, Dog, etc., and came on thence

southwards to Arabia through Mesopotamia. Semite words are richer than Aryan in warlike words
and for wild beasts; and they may first have used the Horse for war purposes (? the Assyrians). Some
writers, as E. Schrader and Sprcnger, have considered, however, Arabia was the original home of the

Semites, who proceeded northwards into Mesopotamia ; but tlie later and more scientific idea now is

that the Semites first went southwards from Mesopotamia, and which must have been their earlier

home, as Kremer well shows. The Semites are liighly dolichocephalic, a white race, and have a fine

physique, and I should myself be inclined to place the Semitic primeval cradle further north, say

either in Ai-menia before the arrival of the S.E. Aryans, by whom they may have been cbiven out

into Mesopotamia ; or else say in Central or Northern Persia, wliere there are large deserts somewhat
similar to Arabia, where they woxild be acquainted with the Camel and the Ass ; and that they may
have at first crossed over into South Arabia by the narrow Straits of Omiuz (as they afterwards did

into Ethiopia and Abyssinia), and gradually worked their way up north into Mesopotamia ; or in

fact have arrived in South Arabia either way. All this, however, is mere conjecture. As I have

previously stated, I do not find the siiiipler class of Semitic words or roots throw much light on Archaic

Philology of America. Edkins has noticed some Thibetan words (see p. 164), and at p. 163 I have

given a few comparisons for Semitic and Turanian words. There are said to be about 100 Semitic.

words in Greek ; these may have come in through the Phffinieians. There are of course many Semitic

words in later Egyptian ; and I believe the matter of linguistic analogies between the Arj-an and the

Semitic has been fuller discussed by the learned. The possible question as to how the so-called

proto-Aryans, Cushites, and proto-Semites, and even early northern intruders into Egypt, may have

been connected, remains, I fancy, at present unsolved. Also as to who were the Libyans ; or who
were the Allophyllic whites and Caucasians of Quatrcfage ? or the autochthonous ndiite races of

Europe prior to the spread of the Aryans, and whether brachycephalic* Any way there must have
been other white races in Europe and S.W. Asia than the early Aryans and Semites, and the so-called

Caucasian races, or Asiatic whites, may have to be included.

In his Preface to "The Principles of Comparative Philology" (2nd edition, 187.5), Prof. A. H.
Sayce remarks, that "ultimate phoiu^tic elements are to be found in groups of allied words," but

never could alone have formed a real language, but the " root-period" may represent an early .synthetic

stage of language, and might pos.sibly represent "a sentence-word" which in a later stage would be

broken up into se])arate words and forms. "Each class of language would luive their own roots,

though their is no cause to suppose that the roots of all languages are the same. Tlie phenomena of

each language would have separately to explain their root-characteristics in the sense of sentence-words.

Prof. Sayce (p. 136) consid(>rs that language deals with the sentence and not with the isolated word;
and rather agrees with Waitz and others, wlio consider language has originated out of natural cries.

Each cry is equivalent to a sentence however; and perception becoming knowledge, it becomes
imj)ortant to determine liow a word assists other words in making up a sentence, rather than what
a word signifies," and separate syllables may be often as significant as separate words. Possibly the

incorporating langiiag(3s of America, in wliicli an individual action is shown in a single sentence,

present a lower gradi! of consciousness than the more analytic agglutinative languages ; and not

improbably the (Turanian) agglutinative ones whidi analyse the primitive sentence and distinguish

* Professor YircUow has shown that the Swiss Lake Dwellers of the Stone .\go were biaehyeephalic.
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its component parts arc really in advance of the inflectional ones. Pi-of. Max Miiller lias stated that

all three classes of languaRcs, y'vz,., the isolating, the agglutinative, and the inflectional ones sometimes

trespass on each other. The Aryan, however, has always appeared to be inflectional, and it is donbtful

if it ever passed through an agglutinative j)rocess. Prof. Sayce considers the " IJcvelopment theory

of language neither proved nor j)rovable." A family of language will long remain more or less tru(!

to its type. Finnic idioms are always agglutinative, though its verbal forms may be inflectional or

Aryan. Prof. Sayce, and I think correctly so, thinks it undesirable that the Aryan languages should

be so generally taken to be the standard to judge all others, or as having been jjcrtectc'd after having

first passed through the isolating agglutinative stages ; that the forms of grammar may often have
arisen by phonetic decav, and that tlu; growth of our Aryan flections out of (pate ind(!pendent words
may indicate not a primitive agglutinative process, but a pre-existing instinctive analogy. He does

not believe men e\er spoke to each other in roots, and that "pro-nominal roots would never have been

heard of had the Turanian tongues been the primary sul)ject of enquiry;" and that more, probably,

is to be learnt from analogy and living speech than from dead literature ; and that comparative

grammar and syntax has only recently been commenced in earnest.

In Chapter I. Prof. Sayce, and also Schott (page 21), would include under Uyrian, the Finnic,

Lapp, Mordvinian, Tchercmissian, Votiak, Zyrianian, and Vogulian ; and under Alfaie, Turkish-Tartar,

Mongolian, Tungusian ; and that the Samoicdian nuiy lie midway between the Ugric and Altaic, and
with which tlie Basque may probably be grouped, and of course the Accadian.* The Chinese depends

greatly on Ihne, rather than syntax; in English it is the reverse. Accent generally would go with
gesticulation, and represent syntax to primitive man. The principle of Phonetic decay tends to take

the place of emphasis. In Language, consciousness first shows itself in the "period of roots," and
then Comparative Philology commenced (p. 41); before that, only such instinctive beginnings existed

as lead up to articulate. It is only where a group of cognate languages has changed but little, that

wo can go back beyond the invention of writing. Prof. Whitney (p. 43) says, in reference to the study

of Comparative Philology, "That language is the instrument of thought, and should deal with simple

words and phrases, not with sentences ; and should follow out the successive steps of growth and of the

laws which may govern its mutations, or best account for both its imity and variety."

In the study of Language Professor Sayce considers Phonology is of much importance in the laws

relating to speech, showing that both the changes and kinship of words phonetically identical may
have little or nothing to do with each other. Words are valuable chiefly as they may reflect or

embody thought.f Gutturals may not unfrequently be either dropped or retained (? and hard
consonants softened). Some common cause must often bo at work in respect to phonetic changes

{vide Grimm's Law). Language proper is not that of gesture, but of conscious articulate speech, and
separates man from animals. We have to compare not mere sounds, but the process of thought
involved. We may compare roots, but not derivatives. Words even from the same radical often

assume different forms in Language. We should only compai-e roots together in (HfFerent languages,

when both sound and meaning fairly agree, and not apply the rules of phonetic change in one language

to those of another. I A specialist in only one or two languages can hardly succeed in the general

Science of Comparative Philology. Much and varied division of labour is refjuisite, and a good deal

of labour has often to be received on trust. A philologist rather than a linguist is more likely of

success ; and even occasional en'oi's, spread over a wide field, are not always of so much importance.

In Chapter II. Prof. Sayce proceeds to consider, that a too exclusive study, say of the Semitic

or Aryan may be carried too far; the Aiyan is only one out of many families of languages; and
probably an exceptional one. Aryan roots are monosyllabic ; and possibly the Chinese is less so than
commonly supposed ; and Edkins thinks there were once longer railicals now graded down. Bleek

thinks the primitive Bantu (of S.E. Africa), language consists even now chiefly of polysyllabic

roots (see also Kolbe). If the Aryan and Semitic languages are to be duly compared, it must be in

connection with the structure of their Grammar, rather than through the Lexicon. Some of the older

forms of roots might be found in Egyptian and Assyrian."' The origin of the so-called " Semitic

hiliteral roots arose either from phonetic decay or were loan words. The bulk of Egyptian words were
not Semitic. In Aryan the roots were certainly verbal, though not necessarily so, or with all languages.

Accadian has both nominal and verbal roots. The Semitic verb was frequently a noun, but not

necessarily so the Aryan, where the object lay at the bottom of the language. Michigan states that

the Tasmanian had words representing the objective, e.g. for hard they say "like a stone ;
"

§ for round

like a ball," or the "moon."
The Korth American Cherokees had thirteen different ways to express particular kinds, say,

• In my Vocabularies I have included the Altaic of Prof. Saj'ce, more generally as East Tartar including Mongolian,

and his Ugric, including the Samoiediani as Ugro- Altaic as a mere convenient and comprehensive term.

t As well also perhaps—emotion or feeling.—E. P. G.

J It is curious how most philologists seem to have neglected the comparison of cognates for the same word or its

analogies for different languages ; as well as attaching pei'haps undue importance to the Sanskrit.

§ It constantly happens in most Archaic and Savage languages, that hard, strong, cut, knife, round = siOHc.
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of wasliing, but no abstract word for washing. [Does not this tend to sbow the importance in studying

Ai'chaic laugiuige ; of considering cognate forms and ideas, as e.g. l(()le for botli moutli or cave ; son,

shoot, or high, for tree ; shoulder, hcad:=i\nR (?) etc.] Dialects of Barbai-ian tribes often change rapidly,

Polynesian and lied .Indian especially. Even amongst the Basques there are several patois. The
study of Aryan alone is not sufficient to form any system of Glottology, though Aryan is the most

perfect of languages in its verbal arrangements. In American languages the idea of time or tense

is often deficient ; and only personal aiTangements fully indicated ; often giving very roundabout modes
of linguistic expression. The Accadian even had only two tenses. The various words and tenses of

the Aryan verb may have been created chiefly by suffixing various pronouns and verbal radicals, some

of which might belong to an older period than otliers. The moods and tenses foiTued tlirough the

help of another verb are of secondai-y antiquity. Sanski-it, however, has but few verbal roots.

Chapter III. Idolum of Primitive Language Centres.—The Aryan and Semitic are not in any

.

way related. The Unity of Language is a more plausible than likely theory. Oue apparently radical

sound may have a totally dift'erent meaning [often, however, with many cognates ?] The Basque is

probably Turanian. Grammar is not so changeable as words or pronunciation. The modern races of

men link a selected residuum of older ones. "VVe cannot say if early language was communistic or

individual ; and primitive mankind probably lived in isolated groups or families ; and there were at

a veiy early period already many dialects, as in America now. It was at first possibly diversity rather

than unity. Different climates and conditions would tend to produce diversity of dialect and words.

Even in Greek there are roots not found in more than one dialect. In short Prof. Sayce rather

concludes that languages at first were more sliifting and numerous than subsequently.

Chapter lY. The Theory of three stages of Development ; as well shown in Chinese, Tm-kish,

and Sanskrit ; i.e. an isolating stage with roots, agglutinations, and inflections.

The verb has the idea of action. Probably prepositions arc old substantives. Language is based

rather on the sentence than on words and roots. [This is hardly susceptible of proof ? I doubt it, and I

find the Eev. C. J. Ball rather agrees with me.—R. P. G.j Culture and civilization can seldom change

the real character even of isolating languages. The North Amei'iean Indian languages are generally

polys^-nthetic ; i.e. where the sentences may be fused together into a long compound [has not modern
German the same tendency ?] The Accadian was an incoi-porating language, as in-bat^^c opened

;

ni-nin-baf^n.' opened it; this also occurs in Basque; as didac:=jovi have it from uicz=d-id-aii-c (au

being the verbal root). There is more difference between incorporation and polysynthctism than between
incorporation and inflection. Prof. Sayce thinks an analysis of Aryan inflections might go far back

towards an agglutinarive peiiod (and possibly of Semitic likewise) ; at least as far as the verb is

concerned. Modem Aryan languages tend to return to the simplicity of the primitive Aryan verb,

though the pronoun may have become subjective. But there would seem something in Aiyan that

points to a primary inflectional instinct which tended to shape the sentences as soon as conscious speech

arrived, and which led both Arj-an and Semitic to adopt almost meaningless suffixes, at first possibly

phonetically, "to fonu grammatical inflection." The primary Semitic vowels were a, i, u. The
flectional growth of the Aryan verb was later than that of the noun (tor=tlie present tense in the

Sanski-it Yeda, fi-om whence father, mother^to cross?). Prof. Sayce (page 159) then goes into the

question of the origin of Aryan inflection, which possibly might have been different from the earliest

or more primitive one. "We cannot say what really may have been the earliest form or condition of

the Aryan language ; and that the case-suffixes are grammatical forms, possibly of jihonetic origin

;

now, their meaning connects one part of a sentence with another. Edkins says "the Turanian case-

suffixes are alwaj's pronouns when the possessive and objective arc in ([uestion."

Agghitinative langiuiges do not ex])ress the relations of granimai' by pronominal suffixes, but by
help of ])ust-fixcd sulistantives and verbs or particles, each with a ditfercnt meaning of its own. The
Aryan, so far as known to Glottology, has always been inflectional. We do not know enough about

the ultimate Aryan roots, except as entangled in later words. j-

Professor Whitney (]i. KiH) is a strong ad-\-ocate of the Aryan Language having descended from an
original monosyllabic tongue, but this Prof. Sayce holds to be most improbable, however much assisted

even by the use of gesture.

Chapter V. Possibility of mixture in the Grammar and Vocabulary of a Language.
Language alone is not a true index of race. The !Melanesians have a good deal in common with

Papuans in language, but arc distinct races (see elsewhere). There is a tendency in some languages

and civilizations to borrow \\'ords, and even to adopt grammar from others. The Tamil plural gal or

kal has been traced to ta!a=ii crowd in Dravidiau.

In North American Indian languages the plural affix is often inteicalated between the noun and
the case, ending like a post-position; and also in Georgian with the plural suffix bi. The Berber (and

• Tlint perhaps wmjki not exclude flie proljaliility of many natural early sounds of liumnn speech from being widely in

use, as a/: sound for words expressive of pain, surprise, darkness, ete. ; also for aetion, motion, bigness, etc.—K. 1*. G.

t See I'rof. Sehleirel on Aryan and Chinese roots. I'robably the Greek and Teutouie show the "root" better than

the Sanskrit. Is not the idea of I'riiuary Aryau iufieetiunal instinct rather theoretical ?
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Amluirie ?) lias a strong Semitic influence. Sanskrit may have Tjon-owcd somcwliat from tlie Bravidian

of South India (as well as vice vcrsd 'i). Labials have been in part lost by the inhabitants of the west
coast of South America (see p. xxix.). Many words of languages perish in course of time. Sinular

•words may liave been borrowed, or are ouly accidentally like, as the North American 2'oto»ific=zrivcT

and the Greek tto'to/jo?. The laws which govern the comparison of phonetic sounds, enable us often

to reach back to the earliest form of a word in each group of languages, and see if they may be or not,

a loan word.

Professor Sayce thinks that words connected with a higher civilization in the Semitic are derived

from Accadian ; so that »<;-('=:city Accadian (Assyrian urii) may have been borrowed from the Turanian

\_ur, ira, are also Dravidian].

Chapter VI. The Doctrine of Roots.—According to Professor Sayce, language would start with
the sentence not with the word ; and that words must have grown out of the sentence.* In Aryan the

indistinct sound r and I, branched out into two consonants [surely this interchange of r and I was
not confined to the Aryan ; it was, I think, Archaic, and nearly universal] ; as e and t does in the

Sandwi(!h Isles [« and t interchanges arc also Archaic, and very common]. The existence of

coijipounds is pi-obably a mark of lateness in language. We must trace the growth of early phonetic

distinctions by Glottology, which has nothing to do with the bow-wow or imitation theory. The
earlier attempt to work out Aryan roots was a failure; "there was no primeval language," says

Prof. Sayce, p. 2 1 9
; f and it does not follow that words in different languages were necessarily derived

in a similar way [how is it that so many similar short words or souuds in diiferent languages so often

express a similar or cognate idea?]. The Aryan is rather diiferent in this respect from (jther languages.

The Tasmanians said things round were " like the moon." [How is it so many words in most
languages meaning round contain an I sound ? See Appendix XXXVIII.]

The parent-Aryan language must even then have been comparatively the language of civilized

man. It is doubtful if md meant originally to fashion or measure, but more jjrobably mother
;

and that mdter was a later formation. The old Sanskritists wrongly supposed that a certain number
of monosyllabic vocables, with a common vague meaning, ever necessarily formed part of an actual

language. The root may have originally denoted an individual object or action, and afterwards in

part been lost or phonetically altered. There may have been some attempt at inflection, even at

a very early stage of the root-period, and even the Aryan may have possessed a much simpler or

more Archaic form of language, and was succeeded, perhaps, by what Professor Sayce (p. 226) calls

the Epithet period, and the inoon, say, might well be called " the measurer ;
" many words may have

been more epithets (? adjectives) ; and new words had to be coined often out of old material as it were.

In some American languages na, ni, ?H<^my, are constantly prefixed to the substantive [as also in

certain African languages, I believe], J and probably along with the epithet "period" came the personal

pronouns, which, according to Bleek, may have at first been nouns of ceremony, as servant, lord, etc.

The Caribs express the same idea by very different roots ; as in English or Sanskrit, so may words

meaning to go. In Turanian, in a tribe of fifty persons, no less than four dialects have been noticed,

each with a difitcrcut word for eye, head, etc. Prof. Sayce objects to the idea that roots are simply

interjections or imitations of sounds [though why some roots or sounds as ma, ak, etc., should not have

been I do not quite see]. "Roots are not interjectional or emotional, although they may have grown
out of them." Semitic roots never have been resolved into ultimate elements. Many Aryan roots

are even really compounds, as Sanskrit yudh^i/u-tha. Turanian and Accadian roots, though often

apparently simple, contain also compounds, as in /s=a heap; ^=" house" forming; <;»= " a building";

and me "multitude "+cs= mes, "many." This shows a very remote period. Our own English

simplicity of grammar is the result of a long series of generalisms, and is expressive of condensed

thought, regardless of any ideal unity. Probably at first no distinction between r and I. Finnish has

only eleven consonants. Polynesian seldom ten. Some nations cannot pronounce certain letters or

Bounds. In the root-period there was probably much vagueness in sound, grammar, and meaning.

Where the pronoun has been successfully analyzed, even in inflectional languages, it has turned out

to be an old substantive. | The "Pronominal Root theory" is the result of the improbable theory

that the inflectional stage of the Aryan was preceded by an agglutinative stage.

Chapter VII. The Metaphysics of Language.—Treats in part of the question of Gender. Different

nations have from two to even eighteen genders (as some of the Kafiirs) ; whilst according to Bleek

there is no gender in agglutinative and isolating languages; but occasionally a difference in endings,

as /M«=daughter
;
fup=ison (as in Ostiac) ; and probably M. F. and X. were primarily merely so many

* Surely a primeval savage could hardly have contemplated or perfected a grammatical sentence, as an Englishman or

Frenchman, from his inner consciousness.—E. P. G.

t There may have heen, as I have elsewhere tried to show, a considerable number of Archaic semi-natural simple

expressive souuds, very early widely spread, arising out of emotional or imitative, or interjectional speech.—R. P. G.

X I have attempted, in Appendix LI., to show that iia, ni, etc., appear to have been the equivalent of a nearly universal

Archaic pronoun (I, thou, he) ; and may also have had an original meaning = ™«h.—E. P. G.

5 Probably, originally, all the personal pronouns were iia, etc. =man. See Appendix LI.
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difperent pronouns, each of -n-liicli appropriated a certain class of nouns. The Thihetan masculine

suffix is: j)a-po=ziatlieY; feminine suffix, j«fl-MO=mother, where the primitive substantives have not

yet become mere pronominal suffixes. [See also Kolbe's Bantu language.] Prof. Sayoe accepts

Bleek's theory, slightly modiiied (p. 269). In some languages the numeral changes, according to the

noun objects to be numbered. Articles may have begun as nouns, and then have their initial changed
so as to harmonize with that of the attached substantive. Prof. Sayce considers gender a secondary

accident of speech ; and Englisli has di'opped actual gender-distinction, except in the personal pronouns.

(Dual.) Almost everywhere we meet still with a dual, both for substantives as well as verbs, which
tends gradually to turn into the plural ; and there must have been a time when the idea of plurality

could not have been fully conceived ; two of course being first used. Some savages can only count up
to 2 or 3. Tlie Kharuatic languages often want a plural to nouns altogether. In Accadian bi^
cither he or they (in some languages ni?) Some nations have not even yet gone beyond the dual.

Reduplication is of course both a natural as well as a common device.* Superlatives commenced with
reduplication; as Accadian, (/(7/-/7«/=:very great ; Mandingo, diiii/-(7niff=Tery ]ittic child; reduplication

also intensifies. In Cherokee, the first person is divided into duality
; and Papuan into a trinal form.

In Annatom, ainijal^l; akaijan^yow two+ I, you three, etc. In Malay M/««=:man=I. The Aryan
plural is formed by a final .s. Hebrew plural -lin (amu). Assyrian, -a (masc. plu. -?'.) From numbers,

Prof. Sayce goes on to cases, wldch need not here specially be refeiTcd to, as not sufficiently Archaic.

As to verbs, in Chinese, positioti alone decides ; if a word is used as a noun, adjective, adverb, or

preposition ; ng6 = I, is simply placed before a root as in English, e.g. I beat ; and likewise in Accadian.

Generally, however, the personal pronoun is affixed or suffixed with the root.

Chap. VIII. Philology and Religion.

Chap. IX. Influence of Analogy in Language, in which Prof. Sayce notices the phenomena of

the phonetic decay of words ; but new conceptions or grammatical relation are mostly due to habit

or laziness. Italian is more readily learned, as smoother in its inflections, than German. The influence

of the linguistic process leads to the reduction of the number of anomolous forms to one type. Post

and arm are analogous in idea. Turanian idioms often only slightly conceal their radicals ; and very
slightly add changes to alter the meaning, e.g. kah-isen^to liit ; keh-isen^io boil. Some languages

accentuate the first syllable ; others the penultimate. (See Whitney, on Study of Languages.) Even
our own English vowels have changed in sovmd the last three centuries ; e replaces /, and a and i have
often become diphthongs. In Arabic u marks a passive sense ; a generally used in an active one

; and
this was the tendency even in the older Semitic. There has been a general tendency in change from
the Euplionic to the significant vowel. The tliree stages of language probably pass more or less

insensibly into each other. The reduplicated perfect is the oldest contrivance of speech for marking
the past and future extension of time. In the chief modern European languages, Lubbock calculated

only 2 in 1000 words as evidently reduplicated ; in Savage ones 38-170 per 1000. Analogy may,
however, sometimes change the whole character and even syntax of a language. Old Egyptian was
once an affix-language, and Coptic its descendant, a prefix one. One nation or language may come to

influence another. In English flection has nearly disappeared. [In Turanian Turkish flection is said

to be only commencing]. Prof. \Yhitney (" Life and Growth of Language,") reduces the changes of

word-signification constantly going on to two processes ; one, the specialization of the general ; the

other, to the generalization of the .special. But the agent of change is generally through analogy, as

Prof. Sayce calls it. " Language, as the expression of thought, is also the treasure-house of worn out
metaphors." The mere .simple sound of a word, is its outer husk, and may call up new sounds and
associations of new ideas and therefore of new words. A large part of our Aryan mythology, as

Max M filler has pointed out, has been derived fi'om homonyms and synonyms by phonetic decay of

forgotten words. Daphne^the laurel, and daphie=iih.c da'mi, both from the .Sanskrit root dah=zio biu'n.

There was a natural tendency to repeat the same sound or combination (alliteration) ; and this may
have led to rhyme in poetry. The influence of Analogy has always been immense to influence and _

fashion human speech.

Appendix I. The routes followed by the "Western Aryans into Europe.

Professor Sayce lias (since 1875) a good deal modified his views on this subject, and changed the

supposed Cradle of the Aryan race from tlie Hindu-Kush to Lithuania and the Baltic (sec elsewliere.)

The whole striji of land fi-om the Caspian Sea to tlie Persian Gidf was at tlie earliest time possessed

by a Turanian population. f The present Finns would liave gone North. Tliere would seem to be no
trace of Aryan in Accadian. AVhen tlic Aryans moved, they already had left tlie root-period behind,

and could not have borrowed from the Accadian. Ilumlioldt thought the present Sea of Aral (then

niudi enlarged, and including the Caspian Sea) divided the Western Aryan from the Eastern Ugric
Turanians; in tliis I'rof. Sayce does not agree, though it has been lately again taken up by Professor

Huxley and others (see elsewhere).

* Expressive both of Plurnlity and Siiporlntivc.—K. P. G.

t See elsewhere in this Intrndiiition. It nii^'lit lie rather in tlio regions between the Caucasus ami Volga that the

Cradle of the Aryan liace only might naturally be sought 'i
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In tlic "Academy," September 5111, 1891, Professor Sayco gives a sliort notic'e of the <lth edition,

Part I., of Prof. A. Fick's <^rv:it Dictionary of the Indo-European Langtiafi;es (Gottingen : Vanderhoc'ck
and lluprecht). In tliia ^\ork, the antliropological as well as linguistic proldenis of Comparative
Philology have, Prof. Sayce observe.?, both been maturely and hand-in-hand cousiderod ; and contains

a masterly and lucid though short Introduction of his views on the subject.

"The tabic of different sounds possessed liy tlio Parent-Speech is not as largo as that which is found in

the pages of Brugniann. Brugniann's neutral vowel, for example, is wanting, and Pick believes that the
sonant 6 was unknown to the iiriniitive Aryans. He regards the Kast-Aryans y and /• as more original than
the AVest-Aryan / and velar q ; and ho still holds, in a modified form, to the theory of the in(ie[)endei]t

growth of the several Indo-European languages, which was once the .subject of so mucli controversy between
himself and .lohaiuK's Schmidt. These languages he con.siders, fall into throe gmups, Kastern, Western, and
Intermediate, each group developing separati;ly and without being iuHuenced by jinother. If .Si-hmidt'.s views
were correct, ' the members of the intermediate group would exhibit original linguistic formations, peculiar
only to it and one or other of the two gi'oups on cither side of it. In the case of the Eastern group, the
common stock of words would exist in Iranian and Slavonic, Greek and Phrygo-Armcnian, Teutonic and
Lithuanian. I find nothing in the common vocabularies of these langu.ages which would indicate a continual
and fruitful contact.' The Eastern branch will have been the first to .separate itself from the mother-speech."

"The Eastern or Iranian branch. Prof. Fick further argues, left the primitive hive before agriculture wa,s

known to the Aryans, or at any rate was developed to any considerable extent. But here I think he depends
too much upon negative evidence. A nomadic life is not favourable to agriculture and the retention of
agricultm-al terms in a vocabulary ; and it therefore does not follow that such terms did not exi.st in the
Parent-Speech, because the Iranian emigrants no longer possessed them when they first become known to us.

Upon negative evidence only, we should be obliged to maintain that the jirimitive Aryans were unacquainted
with seas, lakes, or rivers; and yet the existence of a word for 'boat' in both the Eastern and Western
branches of the Indo-European family of speech shows that such a conclusion would be false. We must
wait to see what light M. de Morgan will have thrown upon the subject by his excavations in the prehistoric
tumuli of Northern Persia."

" Prof. Fick does not touch upon the question, which has of late been so greatly exercising the minds of
the anthropologists ; who were the primitive Aryans, the original speakers of the Indo-European languages,
and from whence did they come ? Nor does he refer to Penka's suggestion, that the leading phonetic
differences which mark oft' one Indo-European language from another are due to the inability of a conquered
population to pronounce the language of their masters. Prof. Rhys has recently based an ingeniou.s theory
upon this suggestion in order to account for the transformation of qii into p."

" Professor Sayce wishes he could find space to reproduce Prof. Fick's words upon the nature of roots.

But contents himself with quoting a passage from the Hindu grammarian Bhartrihari, which shows that even
in India protests ha\'e been raised against the grammatical system which Bopp introduced into Europe, and
translated into the materialistic terms of European logic.

" ' The significant element in language is the sentence, not the letter or the word. Individual word.s
have as little real existence as roots, stems, or suffixes ; like these, words are the artificial creations of the
grammarian, whose object is to assist the defective intelligence.'

" After this Prof. Sayce finds it difficult to understand Prof. Fick's attitude in regard to the primitive
Indo-European suffixes ; what proof can there be, that they were ever separable from the forms to which they
belong, much more that they were ever independent words ?" (See elsewhere.)

[I have been unable to avail myself of Prof. Pick's work ; and any full consideration of the Aryan
languages was scarcely included in my original intention.]

Language, and Theories of its Origin, by E. Brown, jun., Esq., F.S A. (E. Stanford and Son.)
In this essay the author considers Lang-uage and Religion to a large extent go hand-in-hand.

Both in consequence have in course of time become greatly changed, and become more complicated.*
As even in our present civilization the number of the ideas and words commonly used is very limited,

it must have been still more simple in its earliest phases, and when population was more scanty.
Language must postulate human tliought as well as religion. Even animals must have cognitions

;

and man might almost be called a religious animal. Language has been "defined as a mode of

expressing our thoughts by means of motions of tlie bodily organs," and we should first consider the
main facts of touch, gesture, nide delineation, and of natural involuntary sound as well as of articulate

speech. Articulate Speech divides into dialects and groups of families of languages; but is at first

itself only a division of the original subject, which gradually became more complicated, and yet is

a natural and progressive art, though still imperfect. Dr. Tylor considers that it was rather by rough
and ready ingenuity, than by any .systematic, arbitrary, or scientific classification, that words arose or
grew and became adapted.

Language, Mr. IJrown holds, though so slowly developed, mu.st have had a beginning, "there
must have been at least one primeval form of speech, which at present, however, it is almost hopeless
to discover. He proceeds to illustrate what might however have been the earliest, or a very early form

* In the first instance, probably the rclii/ioiis element in mankind must have largely included superstition and feticisra,

incantation, magic, etc.
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of tlic Engiisli -^-ord dog— as tlirough the old Aryan root dhar, dhan, etc., meaning the idea of

motion, running, etc., and so on
;
possibly through ktvan, svan, Jcudn, cu, cants, hund, etc. Assyrian,

kalbu; Accadian, lih, etc. But which word for dog is the oldest? who can say? Yet there is no
absolute bar to the discoveiy as to how certain words may have acquired their special later meaning.*

Besides eye and gesture and imitative language, Mr. Brown alludes to efl/'-language, consisting of

natural ejaculations, only often slightly variant. [I have alluded to this elsewhere, especially in

relation to the sound ach ! ak, eh, uck, expressive of, more or less universally, surprise, joy, pain,

darkness, evil, etc., and giving rise to vast numbers of allied or cognate forms.]

Canon Farrar says :
" We cannot suppose development in language possible without some connection

between sounds and objects." Mr. Brown, like Prof. Max Miiller, considers the Bow-wow Theoiy,

so called, of very minor importance, and jiroceeds to give a list of the principal groups and sub-groups

of articulate speech, viz. : I. Isolating. II. Agglutinative. III. Inflexional. IV. Polysyuthetic,

including

—

[a) Mexican; (/)) Peruvian; (c) various dialects of jS"orth and Soutli America; {d) Eskimo
;

{e) Bas(|ue or (? pre-Aryan population of S.W. Europe).

As regards Poh/si/nthetic languages Prof. Miiller has remarked that, " as long as in these long

sesquipedalian compounds f the significative root remains distinct, they belong to the agglutinative

stage ; as soon as they are absorbed by the terminations [suffixes and affixes), they belong to the

inflexional stage." Mr. Brown proceeds to say, " Others see in Polysynthesisism a survival of the

universal eaidy stage of language, and that the majority of Old World dialects are agglutinative.

Prof. Sayce has remarked that one of the strongest points of the Aryan English language is that it

has to a large extent abandoned inflection, though many high authorities (Mr. Brown remarks) have
agreed in the Fixity of Typo in many languages, so that an inflectional language must always have
been one.

There may be many names for the same object or thing, or f(U' its qualities only. The arbitrary

element in gesture language is small compared with what is indicated in spoken language.

Professor Sayce well observes, says Mr. Brown, "that the origin of language is to be souglit in

gestures, onomatopaia, and to a limited extent in interjcetional cries." Interjectional cries being to a
certain extent almost imiversally the same, for the most part generally understood by different races,

and that so, language can be traced back to a few simple elements ; representative of emotions rather

than ideas especially as regards interjectional cries
;
yet tlicre must be, as regards words generally,

some connection between an idea and the word that first represented it. "It is hard for language
.to admit of anything which was not from the first significant iu thought," continues Prof. Sayce,
tliough many even imitative or interjectional words may have, more or less, lost thcu' original

conceptional meaning.
Mr. Brown thinks, even every Archaic-animal name is based on an excellent reason, "even as

man himsell is he who means"; and that "original names do not exceed in nnmbcrs the distinct

ideas entertained by the namer." By degrees some original natural utterance may have been

.

deliberately strengthened from a mere sound into a icord. Professor Sayce, Mr. Brown says, quotes
a dictum of Proklos that " men may create speech, not deliberately, and with intention, but instinctively

through tlie imiudse of tlicir nature." Mr. Brown tlnnks the m sound important, and often a natural
one, e.g. Sanskrit root tnu=to tic; muka^dnmh; mu, in murmur; mud, to be shut; where the lips and
mouth open and shut. English, mum, mumble, munch, mute, mouth? mutter, music? Tahiti, mamu, to

be silent. Yei negroes, munm^zAuxah ; and nim, nam, etc., mean child in a number of languages.
Mr. Brown then refers to Dr. Bleek's, Geiger's, Noiro's, and Prof. Miiller's theories of language.
!Noir6 considers that "certain roots lie apparently at the basis of speech. Aryan ones are generally
monosyllabic ; Semitic, disyllabic (or witli vowels sounded, trisyllabic). Old Egyptian roots may be
citlier. Semitic roots show the principle of triconsonantism ; while Aryan roots do not." Mr. Brown
very properly objects to any single language, e.g. Aryan, being of itself suflicicnt to build up any
language theory. [I am myself inclined to believe the Turanian language may frequently contain
single roots

; African, possibly disyllabic, or at least often reduplicated.]

Mr. Brown, as well as Prof. Sayce, seem to doubt Noiro's explanation of hyjiothetical Aiyan
roots, or of so-called Dictionary roots ; or that verb-forms may be older than noun-forras. Probably,
however, most actions may have been verbal, and things nominal, as in Accadian; possibly a combination
even. Prof. Sayce tliinks that Polynesian and Semitic roots refer mostly to nominal, and Aryan ones
to verbal. I "The Semitic pre-supposes a noun, the Aryan a verb; the conception of the object rather

* The root or souiul ku, Imii, kan, kok, seem to be amongst tlie earliest words used for dog in most families of languages,
and best seen in our English word cur. fer=dog. See Vocabularies, pp. 9, 10.

t In my own selection of American words for my Vocabularies, I have avoided, as far as possible, long or awkward
compound words ; with African words also.

X I am myself inclined to thiak nominal roots the older : probably say if te or Icha was an Archaic root or sound for

stone, the use of a stone would be energized into action by addition of /•, giving tck or kliak ; or kal or kut. »Ha=death ;

mat or mak or ««i =to kill :*
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than subjective action being left out of sight." Chavee phices i)ronouiis, acherbs, and verb-nouns at
the base of Aryan .speech.

Canon Farrar, an advocate of onomatopoeia, tliinks the naming of animals was the first effort of
spe(!ch, and agrees witli Garnett that all language is reducible to roots. Noire must surely be wrong
as to the priority of tlie verb.

I'robably no tlu-ory precisely is all sufficient to account for primitive sp(;ech, and it may have been
a coml)inatiou of the imitative, intcrjeetiuiud, and emotional ; many words, too, may not even have
originally been monosyllabic (? often reduplicated), and liavc subsequently, by phonetic decay, become
sliorteiu'd or altered;! '^>i'^ ^I''- I^rown concludes liis essay, "thus not at ranJbmi, but designedly, man
first us(!d sound linguistically, and strengthened it by gesture; and as he had a reason (? instinctively)
for his first step, so hv. had a stronger for his second ; and his first sound in any particular line of idea
being thus determined, his second, in the same line, was naturally in the majority of instances merely
a repetition of the former."

M. Topinard, in his "Anthropology," p. 423, ei seq, alludes more specially to "Lingui.stic
characteristics," as being important in the study of Comparative Philology, both as to vocabulaiy and
grammar. Every language family has passed through three phases (as before referred to). The
Indo-European differs essentially fi-om the Semitic ; they seem at first to have been quite separated, so

that language would almost seem to have been independent of the Will of Man, and the product of

special cerebral cognizance, though modified by circumstance. This, M. Topinard argues, is in favour
of the polygenistic doctrine

;
and that, when man arrived at the dignity of language, he was already

dispersed in distinct races ; that may even long have remained about the same centre without material
change. The Euskarian, in S.W. Europe, preceded the Celt ; and M. Brooa considered its area, at a
remote period, extended all over Western Europe, till it met the Finn language (see p. lix.). The
language now known in certain countries were not, of course, necessarily always spoken there.
The Yakuts of the Lena resemble in feature the Mongols, but speak a Turkish language.
Anthropology must step in where languages have got mixed or changed.

Upon the question of Origin of Man, I do not pretend to enter ; though M. Topinard devotes a
chapter to its consideration. Su])eric)r races have ever tended to supersede inferior ones. The scattered
wandering tribes of aborigines of Western Australia are the remnants of a negrito race inferior to the
present Eastern Australian natives. Even in Europe the races of I'erigord, which previously disappeared,
or have been absorbed into the more bracliycephalio races from the East, and the hlondes of the
North, have played the same part before the races anterior to the neanilertbal, as these again probably
did to the later Miocene races of Thenay and Saint Prest. M. Quatrefages, however, defends the
doctrine of Unity of the Human Species. The human family, M. Topinard considers, whether white or
black, engenistic or paragenesic, Aryan or Negro, is composed but of Species of the Order of Primates.
" Two, apparently, very tUstinct races may give rise in course of time to a fixed intermediate race."
The general groups of genera may be (1) Brachycephalic, with low stature, yellowish skin; broad
flattish face and oblique eyes with contracted eyelids ; hair, coarse, scanty, and round. (2) Dolicho-
cephalic, with tall stature, fair complexion ; narrowish face, projecting on the median line ; hair
abundant, light coloured, soft and somewhat elliptical in section under the microscope. (3) More
dolichocephalic, with blacking complexion ; hair fiat, and rolled into spirals ; very prognathous

;

buttocks prominent, and mamma? elongated.

M. Haeckel considered that all dolichooephales are originally from Europe and Africa ; and the
brachycephales from Eastern Asia, for the reason that the Chimpanzee and the CoriUa of the coasts of

Guinea are dolichocephalic ; and the Orangs of Borneo and Sumatra are brachycephalic. But M. Yogt
does not agree to this.

Lastly. Canon F. C. Cook, in his " Origins of Eeligion and Language," a series of five essays

(J. Murray & Co., 1884), has some valuable remarks on tlic question of Race and Language; more
especially bearing on the Semitic, Egy]5tian, and Aryan Languages; and he gives a considerable
selection of words, having evidently a common origin, in those families of language, as well as some
Turanian ones, selected as bearing upon and in favour of, the Original Unity of Language. I venture
to give a short abridgement of a portion of liis 4th and 5th Essays, and have borrowod some of his
root-resemblances and verbal illustrations in my Vocabularies.

Canon Cook considers the Egyjjtian must be regarded as an independent language. The Semitic
and Hamitic groups point to a common origin ; most of the pronouns are almost identical, though
the majority of the roots and elementary words, in both, point to an earlier community of origin
(Pre-Scmitic). Triliteral roots are common in the Semitic languages. The Egyptian tradition was

t Say not unfrequently also by the interchauge of letters, as t into s, k into h, t into r or I, etc.— E. P. G.
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that tlio Cushitcs -went south aud became negroes, others went north. De Houge points out that tlie

old Egj-jitian hmguage contains a hirge number of Nigritian words. [This may be noticed to some
extent in my own Vocabularies, and by Gerald Masscy, in his "Book of Beginnings," and I believe

also by Mr. Hyde Clarke.] Tlie Berber and Libyan languages retain marked Egyptian characteristics

;

also the Gallas, Nubians, and Bishari.

The jS'cgi'oid languages of Australia bear marks of a common origin with those of South Afiica,

perhaps descended from very early Japhetic immigrants, Mr. Ellis thinks akin to Turanian or Aryan
[probably the Caucasian of Mr. Stanley, and who came into East Central and South Eastern Africa

vid Arabia and Ethiopia. (See elsewhere.) The more mountainous African negroes are physically

different fi-om the more nomadic tribes of the alluvial plains (see Stanley's Darkest Africa)].

A Nigritian population are also largely found in the Eastern Archipelago and New Guineas

(Papuans). Often in juxtaposition with Malayans, who may be of Sub-Aryan or Scythian origin.

The negroes, apparently of AJiican origin, also occupy the Melanesian group, mingled with Malays
and Polynesians. [Gerald Massey has given a list of many Maori words common to South-East Africa.]

The An-Aryan or Turanian-Scythian descendants of the Biblical Magog are of immense antiquity,

and extending from Japan to Lapland, and near the Baltic, probably mixed with the Aryan. This

wide group of languages have not many roots in common, though Canon Cook considers most scholars

have detected an imderstratifiod original unity of structure and origin. They are mostly monosyllabic,

and not inflexional. Canon Cook prefers the tenn Scythian to Turanian, as better applying to Huns,
Turks, and Finns. [The Mongols, Manchurians, and Calmucks, may be, perhaps, better designated as

Eastern Tartars.] He also points out the resemblance between vernacular Japanese and Scythian, as

noticed by Mr. Norris ; and holds that the Iberian Bastjue is the last remnant of the oldest form of

Turanian before the Aryan Celt arrived. The Finns are closely allied to the Magyars, and the

Caucasians mostly of Turanian or Scythic descent, with the exception of Ossetes and Armenians. The
Thibetans probably represent a rather pure and primitive form of the Scythians.

It is now generally held that the Tamil, Canarese, and Dravidian languages generally belong also

to the Scythian. Bishop Caldwell, however, considered the so-called Dravidian distinct fi'om the

Non-Aryan tribes of North-East India ; and the Tamil itself evidently much mixed with Sanskrit.

The Polynesian dialeets are all closely connected, and more or less immediately Malayan ; and not

improbably of Aryan or Scythian origin originally ; though more likely it is a debased later form of

Aryan. It is also supposed by the best authorities that none of the Pacific Islands have been peopled

more than 2000 years at most by the present race. Leaving Canon Cook's considerations on the Aryan
branches of language, I may quote in extenso what he finally says concerning the Unity of Language,

pp. 361, 481 :
" If upon examination he finds that any number of words, which cautious philologers

recognize as sufficient to prove a common origin, do exist in two linguistic branches, so far he is

safe in accepting the conclusion as to their unity. If again such a number of words are fomid, either

quite identical in form and meaning, or differing only to the extent to which modifications are common
or universal in languages of the same family, in Egyptian, Aryan, Turanian, I do not see how he
can resist the conclusions that those peoples had a common ancestiy." Of this unity Canon Cook is

satisfied, making all allowances for chance ; and he has given a large number of useful and generally

important words, giving evidence of identical roots as to form and meaning in Semitic, Aryan, and
to some extent An-Aryan roots, embracing some 250 words or ideas ; divided into words expressive of

existence and its primaiy conditions. The verbs include (1) verbs of motion; (2) common actions;

(3) acts of violence. Of An-Ar3-an or Turanian words, however, not many ai'e given, and very few
American, Polynesian, or African ones.

Canon Cook concludes, and as the result of repeated experiment, that most Egyjitian words, if

thoroughly examined, might be identified with Semitic, Aryan, or An-Aryan roots. " Such a process

conducted by competent scholars, when the principles of phonetic decay, renovation, and transfcn-mation,

as now generally recognized, are fairly and consistently applied, will, I have no doubt, ere long remove

-

any remaining doubts as to the original unity of all languages spoken by families of tlie luiman race."

KND or INTltOnUCTION.
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African.

(Modern.)
SlTODET.

eya. niko. su. balii.

khiit. edsa. nsa. eka.

qiiienn. kia= ^?rc.

kanowa ; kaku ^hoat.
[Arabic.—samak. ]

Assyrian.—nvmu.
Hebrew.—nun.
CJaucasian.—gar.

TJgro-Altaic.—kale. ken.

Slavonic.—ryba.

English
Principal and Cognate

Terms.

Fish.

Snake ? canoe ?

lidsoga. edso. nyu.
ze. sa. zebe. kodi.

kebi. no. nsa; .su ==/?«/*,

nyoka. noa. kali.

nya.

[Arabic.—baiyat.]

gbe. ewa. m'bua. afii.

kai. kale. noha. kuba.
ulu. kura. m'bwa.
kere. kukira. karre.

(ka= life ; animal.)

[Arabic.—kalb.]

Assyi-ian.— sir'u.

Persian.—serp. asder.

Indian.—sapa. (jesha.

Sanskrit.—kapu ^gate.

,, sira.

Greek.— e'x'?. "0^?.

Mongol.—lo. Malay.—nago.

Japanese.—siga.

TJgro-Altaic. —nanza.

kono. eye. elu. wof.

oko.

pig. SLQ. he. benam.
pese

;
perat ; okoko=

fowl.

noni. pakue (kuakat?)

yaro. levi. susu. pids.

holla, esu. papa^fo fli/

nu. kako ; kuko=
chicken.

kondo ; kokko ^^fowl.

(English.

—

ewe, sheep.)

Latiu.—canis. lupus ^jpoZ/.

Assyrian.—kalbu.

Maori.

—

wri^doffs. Greek.

—

kviv^/

E. Tatar.—uhcr. Caucasian.—khar
Sanskrit.—9van. kukura.
Coptic.—ouhor.

Ugro-Altaic.—koy. kaik.

Snake.

Serpent, dragon.

fish ? navel ?

god '? asp.

tongue ?

Doc;.

Cur. vroli. colly,

hound, whelp.

EoTPTI.tN.

"Pienct."

gheghe. wian. akere.

koroz::^ lizard, koko.

kiu= crocodile.

igmo ; ezo=ie«.

Assyrian.—issiini.

,

,

parashu^ to fiij.

,

,

pirchu= offspring.

Polynesian. ) moa. yu.

and Papuan. ) hou. hulu.

Latiu.—jienna ^feather.

,, plunia.

Sanskrit—patat. pat= ^ ////.

„ pakshin. yaka^crfwe.

,, pica, kukkuta^cot'^'.

Hebrew.—uph.
Mongol.—garssu =^fcather.

Caucasian.—bacjaq^i.

Persian.—puk.

Greek.

—

/idTfiaxo^.

Malay.—kataq.

Dravidian.—koppe ; kapu.
Berber.—tamercourt.

Celtic.—machach {toad).

Turkish .—^bag'al.

BlKD.

Wiag. chicken ?

fowl, feather,

arrow, wind,
to fly. go.

shoot ? pufE ?

parrot ? pigeon ?

Froo. toad.

to croak, to hop.

Assp'iaii —kharabu. Arabic-

German.—kiifer.

Greek.

—

kdi'Oapo^.

Latin.—searaba>us.

Hebrew.—dcboi'ah= lee.

,, zebub=/y'('
Celtic.—cwybr^/o quiver.

Armenian.— l^Ml1l.

-fjvrr Bkhtle.

cockchafer, ant.

insect, bee ?

1-

hb. aba. maau.
:in. sameu.

hauana. nar. baka. \-^

utu. at. auau. x'^-'
ban. ukha. rem?

hf. IT. hefn. sep. seta,

sti. t'elf. ro::= reptile.

shna ; ara ; nait=
sacred serpoit.

mehi. xe^l't'tu. af.

msh ; scbi'k ; mak
;

3.tn^=crocodile.

X&Y>ii^>iatel.

hcntaim^izard.

au. fu. shat.

uher. ahai =:Jackal.

hahiu^hi/cna.
Tniii^lion. kii^bull.

lahii^ioH.

ta. tutu. us. ab. sesa.

aa. t'mes.

pai; ap; potex= /o/y
hefi ; hr

;
pi := fo fig.

shu ; maa^feafher.
meh; sha: t'ma; tnh=

wing, -x^^u^gnose.

Varieties of birds.

bahu. kcnu. ban. hip.

bak= /«/«7L. apt^
water-foicl.

mnut. sr. st. ment.
sakhemu=Sa<.
sanehem=/t)i'««i.

heqt. qrr.

khfb= ////? khepcr.

\ix\fA^naccl.

bat^iw.
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African.
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Ajfeican.

(Modem.)
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AcCABIAtf.
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ArnrcAN.
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AFEICAIf.
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ACCAMAN.
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African.

(Modern.)
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Egyptian.

qcr=zcircle.

ko'i^Jidd (Coptic).

ieT=.houndarij.

k.a.it=.town.

iiiir=zsfone.

kiiniat=;/<or«.

'han:=hox.

kolg (Coptic)=J(;?w7.

kenai^cmbrace.

? alok=ff/Y.

khtmt^g (Inien.

kol::=.town (Semitic).

makata:=c«ve ?

khab^end.

ACCADIAN. North.

AirBRICAN.

Central, t South.*

gar^circlc ; wall.

kav=^wall
;
Jield ; town.

ga.=:laiid. gan V

klm=Jield.

kwc=^hou8e.

gnvh^to return.

khar=zstoHe.

ku=zi/ioii!h.

kana=r7oor.

ka^=(/ate.

gal=/o(f».

gar^hric/c.

kala. ma^coimtri/.

kiku^wme.

2ur=^ return.

gar; garc^and.

kah=zhotise.

qa,ta.*=.coverini/ ; /i/cin.

canclia;* zaka.]:=ffarden.

karpa.*=ient.

caiTatu*=sfo?}«.

kut ; caa^stone.

gaxra^horn.

ka::=MOuth.

eia^'^/ouse.

qai ; koh ; kn=:mout/i.

kauik^nwuth.

calj^touse.

ololtCC f=/'0M»t7.

coloaf^fo lend.
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Akeican.

(Modem.)

kerigarda.

ogoa. aka.

ekim=to bend.

koko.

kakaka.

kaka =/;««(/.

OToko= hiee.

ekoTO= elbow.

'keko=foot.

pak ; aku= fooih.

tuku=bh(c/c.

dake=deatli.

haka=bow.

ii'ko=nii/Iif.

j6ka.=(7enl.

tlikanin .,

uclii
|=""'«'^'-

]ift6k=)iiout//.

koka; aglja= oW.

dcka= axe.

English.
Principal and Cognate

Terms.

Ceooeeb.

Bent, hooked,

arc. stepped,

foot, ankle,

elbow, neck,

knee. hock. leg.

tusk. horn,

neck, tooth,

dark. ugly. old.

bad. night,

ache, wicked,

to twist ; tiu'U.

crossed ; tied,

zig-zag.

anchor? axe.

Su>T)ET (k=g=g=l? r=n). (t=d=k). ?Eoot=kar;
kak : kal, etc.

Thibetan.—dkarba. kug. khika=5(?fZ. kyog-po.

llongol.—kucksin. tobigia= htee.

Chinese.—kuc. ku. 'kek=had ; horn.

,, tak=to tie {iceave?). kuc= da rJc.

„ tuk; kok ; kak =/oo<; JiooJc. iiok— bac/c.

Hebrew.—berek=fe<;«. galga.l= icJieel. rag=bad.

„ ikkes]i=^^(;?'fc/-se. ekea=anHe-rinff.

Arabic.—ghar

=

care.

Sanskrit.—rakra. nakta

=

n ight.

,, kuc =^ bend.

"Wend.—talokati=!'o ticisf.

Slavonic.—kootar. okrcten=Jointed.

Serrian.—karika= ;•/«(/.

Greek.

—

ayKvXof. Kaicd^=bad. 7rd-)(i^=baek.

,, KVK\o% = circle. KV7nu'= to bend. 7rc\eh-v'5=axe.

,, 7o^ov=a bow. Tp6xo'i=whcel. e'liKoi^enclosure.

Latin.—calx (calcis)=/(«e^. flectare= i'o bend.

,, curvare=<o curve, eu-culus.

,, torquere=fo twid. noetis=w?y7/<.

German.—ecke= angle, schlecht= bad.

Celtic.—epuka

=

hoolc. crioc= boundary.

Libyan.—eknu= bent, arri= stone.

Assyrian.—raggu. aku= wicked.

„ shuku= ^^^. etiku ?=rro«.?; tie.

TJgro-Altaic.

—

!\gg= circle. ok= bow. hn'k.a= bad.

„ kucha ; kok=/of//; Jtoolc. tubuk= /i'Me«. suka=

Indo-Chinese.—khika= i«rf. 'kavau= tooth. [axe.

Dravidian.—donku. edukki=w(V//ii.

,, ]i.ctta.=bad. cakra=circle. tirrikka= ^ef«.

Malay.—bing-tok. badik=<o ttirn.

Papuan.—kottik=??/^7(<. ckab.=bad.

Polynesian.—kakaka =Joit'. ]iakQ= crooked.
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EaYniAN.

rak= curved.

]i!j]'^= circle.

X'db= crool:ed.

hmi= fake; htutd.

aT\k\=had.

kek =Hii/}it.

ux!>.=dark.

xct=foot.

a.XO-=ltead.

ACCADIAN.

kukki= i!«/.

kak= /(o;'«.

(Iugu= Z.7(«.

Hh.Vi-si.g=finger.

gu ; hd = muHfk.

i\\Lk\i= dci)to}i.

lit; go,]la=de)non.

taq= stone.

North.

Ameeican.

Central. t

= foot.

chicoj= tortuous.

okku=elbow.

kuki

taku
,

kalcura=^"»ea.

]iirau= toofh.

8iC\i=finffer.

ig\u.= /lilt.

lloke=/w«(?.

kaka=('/(/«.

liuaclii*' = « hotv.

nake

liuaku = tooth.

noque*'_

ecliote*=« boiv.

haeclrara ••'

=fisli -hooJc.

m\\Yak=circle.

iak.\= cross; tie.

kaka=i(/f/; axe; cut.

kaak=J«(^; dark.

daka=7iOM««.

o\o\icc\= round.

kak=6i'o»e.

ifiiiiti*"= fo iceave.

South.*
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African.

(Modern.)
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ApEICiN-.
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Afeican.
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Ateican.
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ACCADIAN.
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African.
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ACCADIAN.
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African.
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Ateicajj-.
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ACCADIAN.
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ApRTCAjr.
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ACCADIAN.
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SUKDET.
English.

Principal and Cognate
Terms.

Egyptian.

Afbican

mano= «M«

majohe =m(in

Sanskrit.—nianuslia=»i(?». man=

to think. manas=WMW.

,, mah= to measure.

Greek.

—

^Levoi = m ind. /nei/eui = to

remain ; dwell.

Polynesiau.—manao =/ tliinh.

Latin.—mens= m ind.

Ugro- Altaic.—ma = sow,. mara
;

,, nianna=w(fl«. marmc =2}JiaUus.

,, mcncei =»(<;».

Kurd.—manno = ware.

E. Tartar.

—

man=kinff.

Pegu.—munus =»((?».

Hindi.—mrimis=wia». map.

,, man= mind.

German.-

—

maas=measure.

Celtic.—tomar.

Mongol.—mialin= to measure, humum= man.

man=h'nff.

Chinese.—nin=M«w. min=men.

Lap.—mana=w?«w.

Tliibetan.—psamliio = fo tliinJc. !icmfi=mind.

Malay.—mingere=fo iliink.

Dra^•idian.—menasli=^ tliinlc. mana.vi=mind.

„ manushan=w((TW.

Manf =rt ffreat Indian laivgiver.

M.ivmjs=founder of (lie ancient Teutons.

Manes. Minos. Muna, etc., etc.

To Measube.

Think, mind,

man ? make ?

(dwell ; remain ?)

me ? mine ?

(see Man).

men-t. mac;)j;a.

temmu= ;««».

saem.— soldier.

Menes= first king of Egypt.

rQscD.=oleUslc ?

menh=yoM«^ man.

men=ffl certain one.

mena=MMr««.

mah =?(/»(?.
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ACCADIAN.

mo. mcn = fo be.

mo ; mi = fo tldnh.

mis= « great man.

ma=w«/i. num. lam.

iiin. nun.

Chijtese.

wok; (•li'ui = to measure.

ma,n=male. \vc= fo be.

mei = )'o think.

miVL=mcn. mc= ma)i.

nan= www (old).

mm = to t/iin/c.

liwas:= to measure.

North.
Ameuican.
C'ENTKAL.t South.*

manco*=Jir8t Peruvian man.

mena,*= man. mata =fo-rehea(l.

mani ; niannolio=wwre.

manito ; monido ^^ffreaf sj'irU.

ma?

Quichua root= <o thinh ; "Lopez.'

tamma; liama ; matui =/«««.

niali:=Z«w<?.
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African.

(Modern.)
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African.
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Aybicah.
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ACCABIAN.
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Apbican.
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ACCADIAN.



49 INTEECHANGEAELE LETTEES.

The following list of more or less generally Interchangeable Letters has been compiled from

an immense number of words met with by me, during the course of compilation of the Vocabxilaries

contained in the present work on Comparative Philology. It is more particularly adapted to the

Turanian, American, African, Malay, and Polynesian Languages, the Semitic and Aryan, already so

well examined, having been purposely omitted.

The Vowels, A, E, I, 0, U, are of course more or less almost always interchangeable ; but

presumably, and according to Kolbe, the oldest and most frequent primitive letter sounds are. A, I, U
;

and consonants, M, P, K, T, to which I think S might reasonably be added. These consonants

again became by time and circumstances more or less changed or softened into n. h. v. d s. I.

g. h. eh. sh.

English
Letteks.

B

C

D

F

G

H

J

K

L

M

N

P

Q, QU

E

S

T

V

W
X

Y

Z

X

P. t. V. m. f. (w. h. k. kb. g. 1.)

k. s. (d. g. ch. kh. t. tj.)

T. L. p. h. (c. r. g. j. k. m. n. s. z. ts.)

V. w. p. h. k. b. (s. t.)

K. S. d. j. m. n. y. h. (1. b. p. gh. sh. w. t. z.)

K. S. f. d. g. p. (qu. gh. kh. ch. th. sh. b. 1. m. n. t. x. v. y.)

g. k. y. (d. 1. t. ts. z. V. n. sh ?)

H. T. G. S. r. p. 1. (q. f. b. bl. d. dz. c. n. m ? sh. sch, sk. th. gh. kh. v. w. y. z.)

T. D. i: k. (b. h. j. g. q. kh. n. y. p. s.)

N. b. g. (d. p. h. V. r. t. w. k ?)

51. t. r. s. (d. h. k. j. 1. b. g. sh. sk.)

B. t. h. k. f. (d. g. 1. m. n. qu. y. v. w. ph.)

hu. gu. (h. g. n. 1. p.)

1. k. s. n. (m. d. t.) (E, generally eliminated in roots) ?

K. T. G. Z. h. r. c. sh. n. ts. tz. (d. f. 1. th.)

D. K. S. n. p. sh. th. b. (h. f. j. g. 1. r. ch. ts. tz. w. y. z.)

r. W. b. (h. m. p. k. y. z.)

V. u. ou. p. b. t. w. m. n. g. k. 1. (liu. wh. y.) ?

ch. (sh. k. ks. X-)

I. j. g. h. (d. k. t. u. r. p. v.)

S. Tz. Ts. (d. t. sh. sj. k. d. h. j. dj. g. k. 1. r. v. kh.)

(q ? k. g. h. gll ? X ?)
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(Aeyan and Semitic not included.)

LETTERS.



51 AGEEEME^^TS BETWEEN ACCxVDIAN AND CHINESE.

By the Eov. C. J. Ball.

"The following list of moi-c tlian 200 common words is intended to show the close relation of the

Accadian and Chinese languages. Naturally I have selected terms which present a striking likeness

to each other, in preference to those which, although philologically identical, have become more or

less unlike in external feature, owing to the wear and tear of ages. I have not coniincd my
comparisons to the modern Mandarin. The better preservation of the ancient sounds in the dialects

is a fact which soon reveals itself to the Chinese student. My view of the connexion of the two
languages is this :—Chinese is simply what the primitive Accadian has become, in the course of

some COOO or 7000 years of separation from the mother-land of Babylonia. 1 see no traces of

' Elamite ' influence. I believe that the absolute identity of vocabulary, the essential identity

of grammar, and the original identity of the written character, are best accounted for by the

supposition that the Hundred Clans {poh sing) of primitive China were wanderers from the land

of Shumir and Accad.

Accadian.
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AcCADIAN.

imi, ba, mc=not.
mi.

zig, zing, sig= green.

gun, yellow.

bur, ba= white.

gig, gi, kan= black.

b-ar=brother.

la- bar (old).

sag= lock.

sak-kul=lock.

kau^gatc, door.

ku= dwell.

sheg, ma-r=brick, tile.

slieg= stone,

shiig, sliig=to eat.

zig= food, grain.

ka= fruit,

shid= stone-fruit.

kin, gan, en. nun =
to see, watch.

dug=good.
zig, sig= evening.

za-1, za= dawn, shine,

mag, mug= great.

ii-miin= dwelliug.

shu= water,

kin= letter.

siin=old.

zun or tsun=many.
tag=fault.

kid=to split open.

tak.

sig, si=to bisect.

shud, sud=to go.

tig= side.

sag, shag, sang=head,
top.

shiim (shing)=wise.

lig, di-nig=sti-ong.

shi-lig=hcro. (niin).

lib, ib= region, district.

kur=hill, place.

kal=higli.

a-zag, zu(g)=silver.

lib= erect.

shi=dead.

tui=birds.

tig, ti= oppose.
gam (older) gan= wild-

goose.

dim= fasten.

lag=offeruig.

shu= multitude.

Chinese. ACCADIAN.

mu, wu, ba, now p'o

mei, wei.

tsing.

kun, noiv hong.

pai, pa, po.

yik, yi, k'len.

ba-k, now po.

lao-p'o.

sak, now so.

so-k'ien.

k'ien=door.

ku.

sliik=elay, to mould
ma, •wa=tile.

shek.

shik.

zik.

ka, kwo.
shit, sit.

kin, gan, yen, nu j

tek.

sik.

tsa, tsao.

mang, mung.
min, mien.

shii.

kin, kien.

sin, sien.

tsun.

tek, chak.

kit, ki.
I

tak, now tok, to. )

sik, si.

shut, sut, su".

tek, chek.

sang, shang, shan. shau.

shing.

Hk, lih, shi-lih.

ning (nin).

ip.

kii, kew.
ko, kao.

tsuk. tsu.

lip.

shi.

dien (Annamite).

tik, ti.

gan, yen.

tim, tien.

lak, now li.

shu.

lu, dim, kur=to bind.

tug= clothes.

dug=heavy.
sliun = pure, wash.

tu=belly.

zag-shu=fate.

dun = to eat; a meal.

dul, dun=in(niud, to

hide.

bil-lud= law, order,

rug, rig= bright.

giin= tribiite.

ur= young horse,

ki-sh, ku-r= horse.

shu= siui-riso.

ku, lig, liki=dog.

sim= smell,

shim, shab=heart.

sum, sun, sig, si =: to

_

give.

sig=to grieve ; rest.

ba, bad= to open (the

mouth).

gad=to love.

uk-kin=all.

gusk-kin=gold.
uru-du(g) = copper.

I""'

•''''
. \ =lead.

(gan, gam)
)

tud= to bear ; beget life.

sig (sing) ; shi (g).

to shine, brightness.

kiin, lag. lug.

diin=dig the ground.

mu-l= lance.

shid'?=lion (written

</o(/+ leader).

shag, sig=swine.
tin, siin, su=hody.
ti-r=wuig, fin.

du, sluin= battle, fight.

du(g) = hcad.

gin, kin=fixed.

g.i (gu), ku=flsh.

kak= point, horn.

shib, shit = tongue,

reckon.

en=house.
bi= ladle,

da= great.

ta= in, fr'om.

Chinese.

Ki, liu, tim, kii, kill.

tiok, elieuk, (old) tuk.

tiong, chung, (old) dung.

slum.

til.

shu.

tun, t'un.

tun, t'un.

lut.

rung.

kung.
ur, 'r.

k'i, kii.

shu.

ling, ku, kau.

sing= stinking.

sam, sim.

sung, sek, si.
)

sik, si.

pa, pat.

gad, now gai.

k'un.

kin= gold,

dung, t'ung.

yen. ion, iiu, ke".

tut, noiv ch'ut.

shing, seng.

kung, lang, lung. )

lak, now lok=to burn
)

tin, tien.

mu, mail.

shi=lion (written dog

\- leader).

shi, si.

t'in, shin,

ti, now ch'i.

tu ; tau, silling, eh'Ln.

du, t'au.

kin.

gu, yii-

kak^horn.

shit, sheh, shiit, shwo,

yen=roof.
pi-

ta, to.

ta.



53 CHANGES OF LETTERS (CHINESE AND ACCADIAN).

According to the Rev. C. J. Ball, the Accadiun G, GH (G') often=Chmese y; as GUG=yi</.-

(blazing of fire); also G, K, often= Chinese ^- (and probably h also of the Ugro-Altaic languages.)

The Accadian T=modern Chinese ch (old, t), as TUD= cA'Mi! {to beget). The Accadian Z= ts; ts\ s.

Also L=?, d, or a dialectic ?i. The common final ng may represent old Chinese ?«, n, and the Accadian

M, N; but the final G and N are often dropt in Accadian, as well as in Chinese. Accadian b=j;

B= /', j;; G, K=//; L or D= Z. M is older than N. In Accadian DAR is dialectic for GAR, and

DIN for GIN ; also for G not imfrequently an M or a B is a dialectic form, as likewise appears

in Chinese whore yit=muk, and Amoy J«=the Mandarin ma; but generally the modem Chinese

'p (=oldor h) represents the Accadian B; as pok=bak=bar. Edkins is wrong in supposing a

transition from T to G, which is really dialectic GAR=DAR reversed. The Accadian BAR is

equivalent to the common Chinese pao and p'ao. R is very rare in Chinese (and likewise in

most of the American languages, but common in the Aryan languages). I think the Chinese / is

probably= Ugro-Altaic K, as well also the Egyptian /; and r=n. The Rev. C. J. Ball thinks

also there should be an TTgro -Altaic p= a, Chinese /; as well as a i=a k. Dialectic Accadian

would give GI=MI (=yL). Japanese /=^= Ugro-Altaic, probably also Chinese h. The modern

Chinese ch (soft as in 'church'), cannot be an aboriginal sound in Chinese, where it represents in

Mandarin an older t (=(^), and in Pekingese a Mandarin k (like Eng. 'kirk' and 'church').
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Sundry.
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AUTAN. North.

Ameeican.

CENTKAL.t South.*

IIousE. Hut.
English.—hut. shed. homo. ham. cot. wuU. hiirff. stnkc.

,,
dome? area, court, field, byre, bothie. burn.

„ hall, village, cabin, inn. castle, hovel, stone ?

,, skin, covering, town, boat? box? nest.

Sanskrit.—vasta. oka. vasa. pita. dvara=:yffi«.

Hindi, etc.

—

hara^canfle ? ur. ghur. khara. dalan:=A«??.

„ khut? hain? ha.tix'^enclosure. udolut=(;o?<>'<.

„ hu'wel'ee.

Greek.

—

o?ko^. e\a\v<!. avXi'j. 7rv\ij=^f/ate.

Latin.—polls. vicu.s. casa. cutis^«Z'm. area.

,,
tectum=:;'oo/'. uterus=(i'o«iJ. a\ila:=hall.

,,
scutum:=47( /('/(?. castra^C(?.s</e. domus.

Oscau .—tota:=fo;<'«.

Spanish.—callc=s^;-cf<. [Egyptian.—X''>1=*'''''''^> ^ouse.^

Persian.—khana. (hara^wiiU.) stan. dalrin^/)«^^.

German.—haut^s/.:m. hof. Aovb:=^village. haus.

Phrygian.—(lcba=toit'M.

Scandinavian.—satar. skali. ioi^field. hus. by. inne.

Teutonic.—(oku=^o cover.) hutte. bau.

Celtic.—ti. tigh. cwt. pit. 'koer^^toum. do. tas. kil.

,, bal. bcile=<o((.7i. had. tre. car. caer. peil. elan.

,,
p\\^^sione circle, kurt. alt. dae.

AiTiienian.—hark^rof;/". tun.

Slavonic.—koda. jaza. bus. (kosha^s^'m.) dom.
Norse.—byr. tot.

Gothic.—husa. Anglo-Saxon.—helau.

Wallachian.—kaer^ioww. Frisian.—tene (turig ?)=fo«fw.

Italian.

—

covto^court-yard.

[Sanskrit root.—sku^s/i('//<T, cover.~\

SXONE. EOCK.
English.—earth, flint, rock. cut. crag. hard, tough? strong?

Sanskrit.—qila. sah^r?f^, break. c^ak.=iC(ipahIe, round.

,, dur ; khara^/irtrrf.

Hindi, etc.—pathur. 'kai^cut. churI=X7(//'('. sila=?'0(;X-.

,, pashan.

Persian.—sang. khak=wr;'7(
;
(Eng. chalk ?).

Zend.—ctaera ? sm-^sfro/u/.

Latin.—silex. tellus^frt/'i'/t. ruma. tcro^i'o rub.

,,
rupes^;-ocZ-. saxum. terminus. terra=:i?a;'/A.

,, castra=<'rt.si'/<!. telum-^wenjion.

Lithuanian.—akmu ?

Scandinavian.—sax=:«!ro/-r/.

Caucasian.—dor.

Celtic.—lech. dach. carog. caer. do. tud=earth. ail.

,, cottudh. 'kalg^sword. torrz^iiiountain ; rock.

French.—caillc=^/«<. coutcau=Z7i//('. dur^^rtrfZ.

Norse.

—

tot^enclosure.

Albanian.

—

do=zland, earth.

Armenian.—qar. z'haiT=:rock. herd^zmomifain.
Greek.

—

aKij=:a point ; sliarp. wirpa. Tevxoi-^iveapon.

,, ^/I'l^eart/i. 7re\eicv^=^axe. x^^'S^fl'^t.
Slavonic.—kraman=^/H^
German.—stark=*^/-o»^. berg;=rof7i; ; Jdll. thon:=ffo!/.

uoa.* coca.* oca.* koya. tah. cani.

anda^«foree.

acare. coochut. akkaroo. tee. koga.

tenika=«i'ora«. wasi. acal f^^s^owt'.

hochan.f igloo, hi. in.* tec-pan.f

iQiz:zstone. otoch ]=^stone. hit.

kah. uta.* ata. ical=:/(«'« home. kiki.

pan f=« ^;?ace. cani^/(o«w«. tiems.

no-cal^OT?/ house, nike. kei.

carratu *=.s<owe. tee-pee.

hua.si.* kukh. baan. kodja. gyok.

kotal. aeal^«fo««.

oal.f calli.f cari.f pitita *^J«rfroom.

chusu *^tow7i. an
;
gb\^villa(je.

cra.f quit, ku.* tot^»/o;(«.

khekh^/joM.s«. tapa=?if".s^.

deba;* llakta*=(77/ffc/<'.

Vai^^stone. ku.f hu.f ho. itak.

ghoti \z^ivall. ta ; tal=:«to?»«.

karpa=i'c»i.

bocan.* ccara *:=sZ,7'«, covering.

katani*=^o cover. gai\'*= field.

igloo (Esq.). too-pek=:^cH< (E.).

tot. te. tee.f quauhtla *=woM«iffm.

kak.* cata.* kat.f kidi. thalton=(?«/-</i.

kuk^f«;'i'/(.. runii.* sal. t'ho. tqt.

sileh. salla *=:s;'A'o«(;r. eaa.f te-sum.

silla*=.sfo»y. ta. tot. tsk'uls. tak.* anda.

era j^iouse. seh. acal.f tak'at^/M7Z.

tsai. thai, calli ]^wuse.
cro.* crim. thalli \^earth.

caratu*=*Yowc. tsai. tupan.

gar ; sarc=^earth ; land.
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SUNTIET. SEMrrrc.

Caucasian.

—

garmi^c ircle. daba=/r//'w. misa^««r<A.

Accadian.—kar. gaiia. mada. \\r\i=^cifi/. gin. agar, ma,

,,
ki. kill. kikn=zhome. ma-gan. king.

Chinese.—kien. yii. yuen ; kiii=('(';Yfe. kai.

,,
eliang^(/(7;-(?e«. mak ; uk ; oc^(o««e. kan.

„ ti ; t'u ; ki^aiid. tuh^stone, ara (Ab. Chi.)

,,
mak=/(0(«(;. hm^iouse. ]s.nt=ffar(leti.

Egyptian.—^kar
;

X'luta ; kai ; aht ; bu==y/rtcf

.

„ ker; qct=circle. tet=fe?i(^. mem =/(/% hnd.

,, hau=:ioi-. bu; m=ij>Iace. ari^iouse. mah^
land.

TJgro-Altaic.—man ; nih=«rtr<A, land. chur.

,, kar. aker. kyra. giri::=ploii(/h. akjer.

,, karta. kher ; m.a,=^land. kart. tu:=(;(i!r<^.

,, hailstone.

Dravidian.

—

vc^field. tarai. tottam.

Greek.

—

Bt]fn'jT)jf)z=ea)ih-ffoddess.

E. Tartar.

—

gt^rr^witse. 'karT=ztown.

„ iro, \\o^plou(jhed-land. tala.

Egyptian.

—

tar^ioundary. \.iA=^town. halak=/'(M^.

,,
dar. to.x^tree.

Libyan.—ayaw.

Afiican.

—

amn^rillar/e. varo. gare^counfrij.

,,
gii'e ; kira; oko=farm. deha.=.house.

Basque .—arecha.

TJgTO-Altaic.—ak. ok. sa. aghag. oksa. a^he. mct-sa

=furest (Fin.).

„ pu. yii. khu. fu. agash. chiim.

,,
k-dyik^boat. kouii. uca^eech. mo.

,, toke ; kandu^«to«. oks (Fin.) ; ag
;

kug=S/-(/«('/i.

Chinese.—kan. shu. chu. kok=7i/y7(.

,,
muk. mit. muh. mieh. chuk.

MongoL—moo.

Dravidian.—kan. d'lru, kadu. a.iti=Jiff-tree.

Egyptian.—ba. t'aku. agr. tara. tar. axuu. asr. xct.

„ tati=z.<!ti('/v. kimvn=z2jlfini . kaka=:boat.

„ mcks=s<(Vi-. kai; A-xix^ilyh. %.A\ix-=»mch.

Accadian.—mush. mil. gin. tir. shar^' in ulioot.^

,, kan. gish. kiT=wood. agga=///y/(.

Caucasian.—che.

African.

—

aka=isfick. chiti. ki. tc. ta.

,, kana. buo. mota. hi. puicoa. igi. hi.

„ kiiru. oke. eku. kon. ogi. mosi.

„ ketog. BU. kogi. gi. ati. egbe.

mocrc. muri. sadsar. tir. tera.

Hebrew.

—

hir&^^castle. sadeh.

,, kikkar=fl ^>fe/». ga.n=ffarden.

,,
gai^^heap of stones.

Assyrian .—matum

.

,, mkin^coimtry. ginu.

„ iiru=('(Yy. eklu. ugurru. kakkaru.

,,
kummu. n&ga.=^district. kiru. kar.

Coptic.—iohi. aht. kar=?rtW(7, earth.

Arabic.—ghar^a grotto. dar:=AoM.se.

„ carria==/ar«t. dhura=:a sown field.

,, za.r=fann,

Phoenician.—cartha^rt ciiij. gahir.

Amharic.

—

agar^countrj/. atakelt.

,
, mcdcr^and.

,, arar=JffW; round.

Hebrew.—shikmahz=«yc«?;ior#.

,, 'ets. gk—hif/h.

Assyrian.—isii. etsu. kanu. el\i=.hiffh.

,, shaku^iiffh. zikaru=wa».

,,
kistu^forest.

Coptic.—bo. sheu. tart^tcillow ?

Arabic.—shajar. sidr:=lote-tree.

,, tiunnr^^date-tree. mara.

Amharic.—zaf.
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Aryan.

Enclosttee.

English.—Garden, wall, enclosure, court, quarter? park, croft.

,,
ham. pen. circle, stone ? square.

,,
land, stone, \-illage. earth, mark. acre.

„ mead, field, area. park. yard. hall. inn.

Old English.— to ear (the land), garth, stead.

Sanskrit.

—

kiiz=land. aikra^circle. kshctra.

Persian.—khana^/«», fiotise. km'ch-:=fflobe.

Latin.—hortus. arare=<o jjlouffh. ager. terra=fawf7, terminus.

Greek.

—

I'r/pos. li/iovpa. ^/ij ; r.j,un=^earth. ^wpu^coimtry. k^ttos.

,,
I'paz^ploughed land, epa^earth. )^op7o<i. Kwfuj^villayc.

,,
Te'i)(^ui=^t('llll. (hfvia^strect.

Armenian.

—

alii'ii^village. dzii^circle.

Zend.—yao. za. arta.

Hindi, etc.—bagh. hata. hulka=c;/r<;^«. chark-ona=:s5'?<ffr«.

Phrygian.

—

giuios=z(/arden.

Polish.—oraiz.

Slavonic.—gradu. mezo. orati = to ploin/Ji.

,,
do. gora. hataT^boundari/. Icodo.

Lithuanian.—akmu^«/o«o. sena=M'«//.

Celtic.

—

caer:=stone-circle. gardh. dal. mals^ Jield.

„ caer:=castle. ire. nT=ici>-cle. dabhaih.

„ donar. llan. kil. tilh. tigh. niagh. t'oad.

,, inan=::plain. kurt ? machair. achadh. dabhoch:=/rtrOT.

French.—champ. Italian.—campa.

,,
maison:=7iO(/s«. carre^square.

Scandinavian.—innc. fylki. feld. garth.

Gothic.—ero. German.—menschen. kaito^ffarden.

Teutonic.—gau. hof . feld. acker.

Italian.

—

cortc:=court-ijard. campa.

Anglo-Saxon.

—

tun=^}iedge, fence, gham^earth.

Teee.

English.—Cane. reed, branch, hough, wood, plant, cedar.

,,
oak. stick, shoot, pine, acorn ?

,, tall. high. ash. son? man? boat.

Sanskrit.—gaccha. tarn, druma. daru. tu^to grow, vriksha.

Persian.—biik=ivak. vak^o«Z:. fakh=ira«('/i.

Greek.— fivtpov. Kai'i'A. 7r£VK)j=:pine. ftiXor.

1) (p)j^j6i=zbeech. 7rcTi"i^=ptne. iiXtj. Kai'iiw:=log.

„ ^it\ia=Lash-tree. (pinoi'^zplant.

Latin.—arbor, quercus. pinus. fagus.

Anglo-Saxon.— furh=/?r. tun^tedge.

Celtic.—cawn. dm. sarach. xaci^boat.

,
, bark ; corach ; curachan:=Jort^.

Aryan.

—

kleu^^stem.

Ariinenian —dzar. Slavonic,—drevo.

Gothic.—trie. boka.

Gonnan.—buch=fccfA.
Lithuanian.

—

tschaka^branch.

Norse.—askh=(7s/(. Frisian.

—

tcne=^ttrig.

French.—tirer^fo shoot ?

Hindi, etc.—kandh. bo. gach. bun. deo-dar?

Punjab.—rukh.

NoilTH.

Amkhican.

Central.t South.*

gar;f gaTe*=land. dega.

kat; kaka;* ku]i=atone.

savana.* tarak ; iao^eartli, land.

cancha ^=zgarden. cam^^house.

kalpulU f^village land.

za,c&\^garden. hu ; kah=;/(OMs«.

mohl^^v ilhige. thalli.f aca^and?

marka.*^frontier-tower. muya.*
mak.

nAdne^garden. amah ; amet^and.

muy ;
* ranyak^circle. in^^house.

era;* calli f =/w!(S«. temeq*=;«fflr^/i.

tel ; carratu*'=sfon«. daha^village.

quauh.* khoka. heicui?* hacha.*

sacha.f kah.* kar.f qucnua. kan.

moUi.* meya. kan. shaak. cut.*

piku=_/?/' tree, kahhuc. muira.*'

haccha*=7;/(7A, great, shuwi. yah.

hi. hue.* hi.* aa.* soochis. tze.

kiia^^branch. sahie.* mamac*

meyah. yahak ; cahak^^tree. gazo.*

acotn==/?r tree, acatl^reed.

agara*:=iort<. kagg. haca.*

kei-yfi (Esq.)= ?wof/. ket. skat. sia.

koik^wood. chc*=^trees.
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Stjotet.
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Aryan.
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SUNDET.
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Aetan.
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SUNDBT.
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Aeyan.
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SuNBBr.
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ApTAIf. North.

American.

CENTUAL.t South.'

linu).

English.—to fly. wing, feullicr. I'uwl. liawk. pen ? hen.

cuckoo, cock, to shoot, wind? paiTot. pigeon? fly.

Sanskrit.—pat=fe_//y. pakshin. apat.

„ \)\\i=^to fij. paksha=:«f«j^. vaka=«'rt««.

,, krika=cro;f. kukkuta=(;o(!/i;.

C. Indian.—urc. orak.

Lithuanian.—musia=fe fy.
Latin.—phimn

;
penna=/i'«Mf;'. apis.

,, picus=ci«7i;oo. aquihi^cff//i(6'. Fr. aiglo.

Greek.

—

inlpovz^Livinil. tipi'ii. 7r\cir^to sail. (pevyeii>^:=toJ?>/.

Albanian.—fod^ow.

Celtic.—poviscd. fag. piotd^^j^y ; dove.

,, eun. iun. iio^feathcr. \iQaca.T!i:z^fo fij

.

Slavonic.—ptitsa
;
pteatza

;
ptak=S//YZ. mucha^ff_^y.

German.—vogal. fliegen=/o /('y. schicssen=fo shoot.

Zend.—macbas=/('//. (Latin.—musca.)

Armenian.—thrchoun. \)&A.-^(luck,

Snake.
English.—fish ? viper, adder, tongue ? newt ?

,, asp. seiiJent. [bowels? god? Hyde Clarke.]

Sanskrit.—qesha. ahi. sarpa.

Hindi, etc.—samp. mar.

,, sankln. carawilli. karait.

,, kupper. gokurah=c(/J/-(? ?

Persian.—azhder.

Latin.—serpens. sei'po=fo creep.

Greek.

—

ocj^i's. e'x''^- i^Kw\)j^=^ivoriJi.

Armenian.—ots.

Celtic.—sarf. nathair. neitb". ghar.

German.— seldange.

Scandinavian.—nadr. skammi.

Ship.

English.—boat, tree ? canoe, ark. dug-out. bark, skiff.

Sanskrit.

—

udaka^wafer. nau.

Scandinavian.—snekja. knori. skuta. kane.

Geraian.—segel=«(r;7. nachen=ziort(!. kahn.
Dutch.—cahute.

Latin.—navis. scapha
Celtic.—curaclian {coracle). vaq=^hoat.

Persian.—nau.

Lithuanian.—trouks.

Slavonic.—karawi. bot. zuwik=;/?.s7;.

Anglo-Saxon.—bat.

Greek.

—

vaus;. aKevos. Kiiirn^zoar.

naku ;* anka*=c(;///('. vidicre*:=it'/»YZ.

hue.* pa-hue^/o ////. pa^(a»fZ; iving.

guere.* huira.* huakam^fo call.

palinani*=foy/y. pat-pa:=i4v'»y.

huaka^/(«;t'/.;. kukaia. pisku.* penasscc.

tsit. piksi=/efl^/(«-. sinwa.

shui ; 'knkn-^feather ; hird. pipil.* zit.

poena.* she-ah ; touhanna; \m.\wn= feather.

kaenne. patnani*=^j ^y. ma-ak=c«;/^tf.

zaquif=/o _/('//. tzuli.* jn-la-^a^^turkeij

.

pu-hu=i«';'«f/. naku*^i!C/'o». vok.f

aha ; hw.xrn^'^trind

.

mou. huku.* slir)61(]ok=/'rff//;«- (E.)

mit-t\k=.duck (E.). totli. ts'ek. spiyu.

raiJoV^duck. niamic=:_/!'y.

maran::=/«aM7i:.

nangar. katari.* atosis. noheer.

amari.* boa.* sebh. kebi.f tebek.f

kenebak. wa-ka. koh. coatl.f shi-giva.

okt. esheista. shardee.

see-see-ah. tenilla*=:foM^Me. x'hoke.

oik, si'tiem.

chimaum. shimah ? kajak ; kei-yat (Esq.)

huampu.* canona.* kaoua. \iak.{x-:^wind.

jahak^ztree. cahak. shakah. atqes.

khoka; ket ; kah ; hue=^;w. k'an=^/-tfe.

piraga, quermua, huaqnera.* pah-a.

oomidk (Esq.). kee-yu^ icoo(? (E.).

na-pak-to (Esq.)= ^re«. wah-lee.

kuinetl. squam. k'aiq=!coof?.

ya'uk. ne'quitl. qsa. kanu*=/?sA.
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SiTNDEY. Semitic.

Malay.—mati. Biiiincse.—ncthe

=

Mack.

Chinese.—ku. k'ut (old), mut. mi. mo. hi.

,, tsut. pat= fo hill. kik= 5/oof/. sliiit= ^'(7/. but.

Accadiau.—miid= Wo«/. mug? laxL^icar. dug?

„ kukwa. gul=^o (hstroij. "bad=(/(e. ki-magh=fo^?^.

,,
gha= ^ dedroy. vaXxX — bad.

„ iiSL]s.\\= to sacrifice.

E. Tartar.

—

Qch.e= lad. Turkish —ghoul= r///os^

Ugro-Altaic.—kaloma= death . margh= deatli.

„ miu'he. \\Axa= lJacl;. mara=fo kill, maiia.

,,
taro

;
gerra=soldier. teulo= ^o»i5. (3hmefk= (!o (?«'(.'.

Etruscan.—kulma=^OH(J? nat= to kill, cul ?

Egyptian.—mut. mates, mer. tox= '^o kill.

„ x(^r\x= ivar, soldier, sek.

„ -xa^eorpse. ak; meru= /0MJ. axei'=enemi/.

,,
iiiaka= to fiffht.

,, amviiti= irades. neqer^to fiffht. -n.(ik.\= dagger.

„ tu; raZ\t= had. raashii= soldier. sc'p= to kill.

African.—mutu. nigii. ku. maku. idu.

„ mimet (Berber), mutwajia. mayi.

,, menfo. kukwa. m-mut. moti. nagu.

,, dakc. kakwa. kikwa. shule. i\= Mack.

,, ko ; kawe. kase=!tw. \.a.=litter, had.

Dravidian.—karuppu

=

black, ira.

Caucasian.—jeg=i«rf. scri= nigjit.

Ugro-Altaic.—bak. keka; haika= i«(?. kara= ?.i/«('X'. gi (Fin.).

,,
mik. jdn ; am= black, sin (old)= .s/fZ:.

Chinese.

—

'kvk= ni(/Jit. ak^bad. hak {o[tl) = black. mek.
E. Tartar.—eche= A(/f7.

Accadian.—tuku; suko. nko. kaka=i(Vi'f;'. dakt'= dead.

,,
ak; gig=.s?ri-. gul. nga=«o^. neti; timc=black.

,,
kukki = ?;fff/.

Egyptian.—u^a ; ]i.v\i= }iic/ht. aVa— eril.

,, Xii= deiiiii)i. mat; i\sti= bad, nasfi/.

„ scnk= black. mak= bad. ix-xv:v=e7iemg.

,,
\L't[ni= u:oiind. ariki= 7«frf, evil?

,,
tn= bad. ahai= .sa7;. (jerh. xa^t=(?«r/i:.

Libyan.—ikma=/^ hurts [= pain).

African.—n'ko. kigi. vik\\i\= black.

,, tuku. i\;\\i(i=dead. kaka; 'ka.=bitter.

„ ii('ti = Wrt(7c;. kukwa=:rfrar/. nga=?«o^.

{!i\hl=bad. 'k6ke.=old. dudu=W«cA.

Hebrew.—maveth. meth= fo?'/««.

,, qatal=^77Z. mut= <o die.

Assyrian.—mutu. tabakhu=^ kill.

„ matu=fo die. kabru=y/-ffi-e.

pagru.

,, s.x-a\hi.=Hades.

,, jmtu= dead. dakii=<o kill.

Arabic.—maut. mat= 7(e died.

,, sadaka=rt7/».s.

„ makbara= <owi. lcU.= nigJd.

,, makarib=^r««s<«; sacrifices.

Coptic.—mon. mori ?

Amharic.—mot. makabar=(!owJ.

Hebrew.

—

la\i-=nigJit. 'ikkesh = c;'oo^'(;(?.

,, ra'g= J(^rf.

Coptic.—ki-h. ka.'ke= dark. ru\ic= erening,

„ eushe. egorh.

Arabic.

—

azra(\= black; blue. tziU.=s/iadoiv.

Assyrian.—daku ; tabakhu= ^o kill.

,, akii^ wicked, hi'shu= icieked.

,, da'ummatu = (7rrr/'«ffss.

,,' sa'mn = dark, sillu = s7(fl(7<?.

Amharic.—^Ict. kefoo=iarf.
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Aktan.

Death.

English.

-

Sanskrit.-

-to die. coi-pse. to kilL bury- war.

mummy, maim, battle, murder, destroy.

—naq. mrityu (root=mri) ]\im= io kill.

,, d}iuta= dead. makta,= ajiffhter.

,, maraya=<o crush. niali=<o immolate. ]ia.Ta=u'ar.

,,
niiika=saeri/ice. kala.

,, ^arin = soldirr. sagh= /o Z-///.

Hindi.

—

'ma.rn9.= to kill, nina^dcad. kubr; jnuz'aY=(/rave.

Latin.—mors, mortis. Miirs^ffod of iciir. hcUuva =war.

„ nex. necarc=fo kill. mori= fo die.

„ inanes= Jiades. tehim= weapon.

Spanish.—muerto. Ang. -Saxon.—quclan=fo perish.

French.—moiirir. dcml=iiiounii/iff. g\icric=tvar.

,, tuer=fo kill.

Celtic.—mort. maw. marw. ])neta.=soldier. marb.

,, tuam= ^ow(J. meath. masu. atbal = ^o ^p;- ('«/(.

Scandinavian.—dod. deja. val. hcr=soldier? m'6rt = dark.

Gennan.—mat. tod. todtcn= fo kill. schwert=«wo/Y/.

Lithuanian.—mirti= fo die.

Albanian.—x ''/^<' ='<''""•

Slavonic.—mertvee. mroh. moru.
Lycian.

—

guar =to»il>.

Greek.

—

veKpo<s=dead. 0vm. re/wio. Kap=soldier.

,,
KiiK6i= bad. fia-x^rj=l)(lftle. 7rrtZ'fia= Corpse.

„ X'''l'f"l
—ii'or. /nttX)j = baUle. Ta(po'i= tomb.

Zend.

—

nac^u= corpse, mrt. miu'd. mar.
Hindi.

—

m\u-da= corpse.

Armenian.—mah.

NOKTH.

Amekicin.

CENTHAL.t SofTH.*

mietlan.f mutu.f mucan. iiaka*=fo kill.

tcmietiaf= fo kill. mou= fo die. k'oi.

mara;* mean; mai-ani;f ma-v,-Vi=io kill.

duj= death, meca; nakhani*= fo /tj//.

nekiitidi*= death. toca,=to bury (Otomi).
amaya. totlacf =co»7;.s«. tocaf=fo bury.

umanu.* makana*=f/«J. miqiiij= to die.

malkif =('(»7;«e. mikkaf = fo;«5. ongul.

meme. mui=j'joMo«. ma]ki*= iimmmi/?
muickit. m.ul\i\=dead. huanu*=fo die.

maran*=» club
;
falcon. akka=«A7-0M>.

tua=fo kill. raixVi\,=sacrifice. ziik.

kari; gix-wi]= zvar ; soldier. ka=!t'«r.

mate= f/ff;7.:.

tlela'mas. elka. t6'aqan=fo /i(7/.

XlGHT.

English.—dark. bad. evil, hard ? black, blind.

,,
shade, sin. (negation), pain. ache. etc.

Sanskrit.—nakta. agha = .s/K. ratri. \o\-=pain.

„ kashta= Sffrf. i:;ya.ma= blaek. gup= fo hide.

,, 'kida^black. giih= to hide.

„ ratri.

Zend.—aghe = bad. Persian.—siah= black.

Hindi.—kharab= bad. kala; si'yah= Wri'cZ,-.

Greek.

—

KiiK6<i= bad. vv^=night. aKia=shadoiv. /u,e\a<!.

,, uxo^=pain, ache. tlTi]= hurt. ovic= not.

,, Sijr'i/Lia=pain. aixftij — sharp; pointed.

Celtic.—doe. torca; poc ; dorch ; duh}i=black. be. ce.

,, dhu. iioco= night. nocht. oidcho.

„ dorchadas. gaTii= bifter.

Latin.

—

mgeT=black. nox, noctis. oTcus=hades.

,, ciscus— blind.

German.—nacht. schlecht= irtrZ. niuht = )tot.

Slavonic.—noo. mrak.
Old Norse.-

—

rok= dark.

Scandinavian.

—

hlakka.= black. iyior]s.= darkness, sort.

Armenian.—seaw= black, dew= deril.

French.—soir. miit.

Italian.—sera= evening.

chamaka;* akahha; yana; \.n9,=llack.

oca.f coco, kachka.

haru;"* kaka; ku-kush= iffr/. mate.
kaak= iffrf, black. lox= deril.

tuta.* anak*=«-«<'/. za.* yami.*
ta\i= black. ankas^'= bliiish, dark.

gyama=«;«oZ'y. ukkuj = ivicked.

yamun.* \wqat=shadc. i\\ia.*'= night.

ati=bad, unlucky. vacra*=«'47, crooked,

miivih*=shadow . hucha*=.sm.
aj&=illness. du= deafh. qana.

na=MO<. oo-noo-ak. riek=sick.

ta.k=dark (E.). ta.'ka*=dunff.

tsk'eq^= black, snet. nat. tat.

xibahf = <o frigliten.

N.B.—(See, Crooked, Old, etc.).
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Aktan.

Moon.

English.—montli. sun. eye ? fire ? silver ?

Sanskrit.

—

mihira.:= sun. anala:=_/?/'«.

„ chandra.

„ mrisa=:w(o«//i.

Hindi.—kani ?

Latin.—luna. mcnsis=:)H(5«Y/i.

Greek.

—

ae-Xi'ivt^. finffi- tjXto^^suu. ijpf^duwH. ivptiz

Armenian.—losin.

Albanian.— vme^sim. i\e.

Celtic.—re. mi. mos. ghajlac. lloer. eio.

„ avl^zjire. caim. cac. eas-ga. cann.

Scandinavian.—maane. diel=s««. geal^((7»Vr.

Komane.—kano.

Slavonic.—messez. loona.

Lithuanian.-—menu.
Gennan.—monat=»80W<A.
Persian.—mah.
Zend.—maorih.

Bohemian.—mesye.

Polish.—miesyac.

French.—oeil=;«y«.

-hour.

Metaxs (shining, red. yellow).

Sanskrit.

—

Vmiaka^gold. surya^ smm.

Greek.

—

Knaai-eiwi:=:.tin. y^jivao'i':^(JolA. a!cii]i>o^'=:.irOH.

,,
'^oKv^^steel.

,, x"X'^°'-'^'^'>PP(>'- ^ni'Oo'i^ijellow.

Latin.—aurum. xs^brass.
Hindi.

—

somiz=ffold. cha.m]i::=siher.

,, srirh=r«/. us'far=y«/?ow.

Zend.—zarana^yoM.
French.

—

or=zgold.

German.—zin=</«. silber=:s;7c«\ eisen=;(Vo».

Slavonic.—soloto=i7oW. stal=s<«e/.

Scandinavian.—lys. giil=yoW.

Persian.—arsis:=<j«. zar^gold.

Armenian.

—

osgi^ffold.

Kurd .—sukh := red?.

Lithuanian.—szwit-waras^ irrtss.

American.

CENTUAL.t Sod

khangi-af =*?<« (Othorai). paksa.*
masa* ? tschane. mctzli.f dls.

khan; mots; mna.*^Jire. hak.
metsat. kuvari. menakkha. masa.

inusseete=:&y. mushe. mengil.

killak. nana =:«/«<«•. nwar.
manaok. nuna.* numa.* kacha.

igaluk. sillo*"=s^«/-. ([uela.* killa.*

quilla.* chie.f uh.* illu.* allit.*

maitsaca.f ol^cye. auhe. ailhai.*

yllani*^^o s/iine. yasi. paksi.*

zana. mata*=cy« or fire (forehead?).

ari.* bari.f enoo.* channu^«e(».
alauk:=s/rtr. aguai. can. sah.

kisis=«<». aii-nlnga (Esq.).

k'un. nosi. ma'qe. muk'ola. zana.

ccaxi*; curi*; kon*^ffold. haxij^silver.
zakj-:=ivhite. sati=^i>iefal. sah=«(oo».
huarasi*; kisis ; sima^sun.
yasi*; killa*=;«ooM. cuztocf^i/ellotc.

kholki*:=s;7w/'. sirif; sino*=:«ter.

tysel*^«^«r. shooney=««7i'(;r.

zch.=ired. ozah^i/ellow.

cui'asi=s«<«. irets:=?Vo».

chac^red. zak\r^wMte.
z\iTa*z=white.
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Cliinese.—^hwa. ho. tu. hi. sa. fo. pei. pu.

,,
pao. slio. hw^ffod. bak. Vdk^bi-ight.

„ shaug^lifflif. k'aii. tok=zc(indle. yok. shak^bn'ffht.

„ mu ; muk (old)^ eye. yuk.

Indo-Chinese.—bela

E. Tartar.—tua. sc\mm:^mm. Malay.—hai=;?«.

Accadian.

—

ai^^moon. gar. ne. izi. di. gug.

,,
zagk. parra=:s(M(. bil. shii^fo burn.

TJgro-Altaie.—su. tiiz. tuck. ot. hat. esk. uot.

,, kiij. khott. saan. zil tet. atescli. tuli.

,,
riikk ; hararat^/«Y/^ tana^rfr/y. kurt=:ii'flrw(.

,,
gunesch. nai ; kun=:«;«i. mato (Fin.).

„ keite:=fo ?ooX' (Fin.).

,, beitak; pait=iff/.:«. silake:=h'fflitnhig.

Etniscan.— set. ^es.

Dra^-idian.—akkini. tu. eri.

Egyiitian.— x'-'t- shet. agh. afi. siiax- rck. ra=s«wi.

,, aten=.s(«« ? hV^bn'f/hf. liashar. shw^shine.

,, utft= bur>i. matati. teka. sct=;^o lighten.

,, kal; hah; -pc^skij.

Caucasian.—abedi. za. ali. matli^/(o^

African.

—

N.E.—ika. tone. shah, kion ? ik. koe=fo biirn.

asat. cssat. tcherk. gira. tonih. inti.

ag. ea. kako. lia. tona. koe.

S.—mu. amoya. kash. emanga^w(oo?«.

W.—kako. massii. mazi. ahuia. ta. te. ttso. inc. na. ne.

zo. eso. die. sie. akan. oka. mot. attashi.

C.—arsi. moto. akan. ag-ning. tei.

riso. liso. ili. la. ongiuk=4««.
oko ; tuk ; eiou^wt.
ma. uta. tee-lee. hu. genea. ncdda.

( tia. te. arsi. ika. noro. mosa.

?
I
kaisu. ta. met. tcloss. ako. oko.

( ibo. tona. inti. dsou. fossTe=si(?i.

Hebrew.—kham =zJtefit.

,, kokah^star. esh=fire.

„ saraf. yatsath. ziv^ir/'y/;^ ?

,,
hitstsith. harAk^igldning

.

Arabic.—nar. sukhn:=/(o<.

,, h'araq. alaaw Inflame.

,, kaukalj^star.

Amharic.—esatch. tcherka.

,,
asat. tsai ?

Assp'ian.—ishatu. shariiru.

„ kakkabu=:s^?;-.

„ 'kilutu:=:bii>'nhiff.

,, sharapu=/o bum.

,,
kamu ; ka\(\=fo burn.

,,
klKimmu=/«Y?^ ; fame.

Coptic —klom.
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Chinese.-—mi ; h.a.i=zsea. sliui. man. mo. mao. zo. heueh.

,, ku. ho; ka (old) ; kiang=;;'i(W. yiii.

,,
ju=zraiii. ji=:wet. lou^dew. dap^Zflie.

,,
ch'ue'a=istrea»i.

E. Tartar.—mu. muke. niederi=s<'fli.

Accadiau.—me. a. ai. ab. ba.

,,
shcg^rain. aga=_//oof/. imi=r«iM.

,,
gid=rh-er. ab-zii. gur^fo flow.

,, a-abba=«rrt. lagh=^o tcmh. nag^fo drink,

Etruscan.—ar. epa.

Dra-vddiau.—ar. er. nira. erram ; aru=r/rfr. rmm^rain.
Basque.—ur. errio ?^rwer. aintzira^/fl'/:e.

Caucasian.—tz\vrina=:/'am. dzeh. psez.

,, tatso (Lap.), -wat. vis. yni. sgTva=wff.

,,
jog; wiro (Lap.)=ruw. pisscms ; sor; sso=>'«/w.

Ugro-Altaic.—mora ; mcri (Fin.)=:sc«. ar. allot^2i'flj.'«.

„ sarsh. wat. ai. wesi. viz. kynu. nai. arke.

„ mut. mu. zoo. mo. hi. ki. ai. wa. ky. tu. as.

,, su. sug. nare ; tschaii=r/t'«'. lamu. su.

„ ur^rrt?'«. mar^^tffl (Lap.).

Egyptian.—ma. mu. akeb ; uka.=flood.

„ mati; uri
; j>C'x= flood, ageb.

,,
ima; uat-ur^sra. aa=ifo wash.

,, ssh; mesket ; 'pch?=:a marsh. ;;(enna=?ffX-i?.

,, mor. mas. at^dew. akana:=rffs«.

,, aur; atur; alu=:;'(V«'. bar=M'<'//. hck^drhik.
Malay.—ayer.

Burmese.—yay. myit.

DravitUau.—pani ; imara^dew. tanni'r. jalam.

African.—mema. mese. mane. maz.

,, mye. ma. min. man. meya.

„ menuya. nietsi. mini. nyam.

„ ngo. nu. nke. lu. lo. li. lam. lua.

„ be. beni. amo. ame. ahma.

,, aman. aya. akwa. anki (J^i/e).

,, acho. hama. kero. hatsa. cam?
,, ko. dok. onata. inu. uke. ira.

,, eza. zi. sua. sama.

„ mongo ; lu ; lo=;'(iw. bar; heni^ake.

,, nyaiija ; irwa; ru-wa; kitanga=?«ie.

SEmiic.

Hebrew.—mayim.

,, nahar^r(Vcr. yam^«pfl!.

Coptic.—man. moou. iom. eir. iaro.

Arabic.—bf'r. wadi. bahr. kiui^well.

,, m&=zwater. matar:=;'«'j'».

Assyrian.—mu. motra=ram ?

„ manu. me. tsutsu=^ooZ. zib.

Amharic.—wooha. azket^teell.

,, baher^sf«. basash=rMYr.

,, alma. mi. hor. zer.
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AllYAN. North.

Ameeicax.

Central. t South.*

"Water Words.

English.—water, beck, force. welL river, lake. mere.

,, clew, flood, sea. wash, drink, splash ? wet.

,, wave, humid; moist, to flow, marsh.

Sanskrit.—nira. iidan. ap. jala. udaka.

„ mih=:r«/». varsha=:r«(».

,, ambu. mira=«e«. vari=:rflm. uda.

,,
pa;::::^o drink. mi.itra^w«w«.

Hindi, etc.—nir. pani. lanni. ar. wahe. Lhe6ga:=iM<.

,,
wa. am. chiir'hao:=;-('iT;\

Zend.—khonka mej;liem=;i«)/. wero=rrt/«.

Celtic.—aber. dur. lo. siiir. can.

„ an. oiche. lo('li=/fl/i:e. mun. dysr.

„ air? gwy. ar. dwr. a. afon.

,,
dwrf. uisk. arh. oixe. abyr. bir.

,, ebyr. ear? flynnou. forwyd. miiir.

,,
eil. cuan. orche. tiu. uirge. abhuin.

,,
aches, vakia. cask. waii. don. ei.

„ uy. can. inver. allt. eas. dobhor. dour.

,,
sionann. mor; moige ; mara^sra. ga;neg^nWr?

„ rheg=:/'ff/«. fi-as^nrm. tain ; inver=r/f«?".

„ amhan; flynnon ; esk; axe; aber; ^'yc^^river.

,,
[force; beck; gil; foss.— Scandina-vian.J ?

Greek.

—

vSivp, ttotujuo?, veTo'?. vafia. vw. OaWaTra'^Sed.

,, irTtTos^moist. 7riia^-:=a spring, xe'iu^^^o j?oi<'.

Albanian.— 01*76.

Zend.^—apcm.
Persian.—ab. darya^scs. chah^^tvcll.

Portuguese.—para=rnY'r.

Lydiau.

—

fiwv.

Latin.—aqua. h.x\.vio\^moisture. imber^rflim.

,, mare=sert. laeus=Z«^'«. lianrire^fo swalloio.

Scandinavian.—vatic, vatu. {'Siki^icater-spirits ?)

Lithuanian.—vandu. seer. sjar. apa.

Slavonic.—wod. vada. oode. reka. teschu. ezcro^ake.

,, moray^ifff. apa. ronaka^;v'i.Yr. Y'rn^^iraferfall.

Teutonic.—wasser. fluss. see. piz. meer. zumpf=;w;ariA.

French.—eau. humide. mer^.s««.

Gothic.—vato. saivr. Noi'se.

—

hdra=^ivave.

Armenian.—dzow:=«cff. alikh=;rrtr«.

,, aka^spriiiff. hor^well (? Arabic).

kho. aha. aba. unu.* pa. uks.

nash. a.f sie.* po. koon. ak. sa.

meanee. tsha. soTH^^fermented liqtior.

oci|uie. ay>na. essaxili. mem.

tza.* tsash. du.* eia. hauiri.f li.*"

humu.* enak.* waao.* maja*^river.

ahmah. huma.* pooz.* neah. aah.*

hu.* uash. sahs. ui.* ia.* uni.*

uhu.* waca. uke. he.f beb.

pass-ayah^rwvr. ma.* dzu.* ko.*

keche.* uru.* yaku.f to.* ui. ka.

naahaa.* na. bat. mcm.f

momi.f amayah=:ra'ej-. wahegu.

(ama-zon^i-iver, S.A.) ?

hahuirij-^r;Ver ; canoe.*

sinu.* immek (Esq.). tsatl=:W-<'.

wa ; bin ; strik=ra'«r. ogke.

vaat.
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SimDEr.

AxniAxs.

Chinese.

—

hu^^tiffer. sH; sliid^?/o«. ytaoi^leojjard.

,, hu-ti^/ftr. Vu^hare. shaxi=:least. cha.\=^uwlf.

„ s[ang^=elepJinnt. tuk=f«{/".

„ ku; niu ; H
;
jakz^wi'M ox. ngaxi=zhuU.

,, ma; er; k'i^horse. In^ass. loh.-t'o=:.ca»>el.

,, cVan^elk. luk
;
pao ; tsu ; kia=(7e«r. chay^M^.

,,
cH; shih:::=lMle pii/ ; chu^/ioi/.

„ hvi'an^ffoat. t'u ;
]s.u^la/>ih.

,, liii^ram. lu^mmtiff. k'uen ; Mng^dog.

Accadian.—lu; lid=:fOw. gug; vAu^sheep.

,, kas-kas:=a*«. sig; pish=^/(jf. li'k=idoff. gn.d=ibulL

,, kuT^iorse. gag=zantelope. ama^ivild hull.

,, lii-Iim=rrtw. sikka^^ort^. dam=^^/^.

„ kis ; 'kxirra.^Jwrse.

,, skid^Z/oH. Iik-ma;i^:=?i'o» (biff-dog).

Etruscan.—outu ?=idoff. damnus=7io/-«(;.

Thibetan.—tah:=^/^cr. yak^o.r. chixnko=zwolf?

,, lam; raraa^ irild goaf . rnaraa^sJie camel.

,,
jjag=^j/y. lug=:.s//ef^. idom:=/«o;'s«.

Tasmanian.

—

leTanook.=l-angaroo.

Polynesian.—puaka=:^;/y. wacca^js///.

Corean ?—gama=^ors?.

Malay.—singa^/('o«. lemba=:o.i\ karba^i»_^?o.

„ hin^zsheej). kambing^s/ir^y.

„ ]Liiw!in=zherd.

Japanese.—kuma^icffr. zo^ele^tliaiif. ^oraa=horse.

,, sli'ka;=r7«r. j\\mc:=sheep. 'bxita=^pig. saru=:a«s.

,,
(>okami=:;ci9//'. umi ; ushi=o.f. iora^tiger.

Mongol.—kull^/o.r. kandagai=rf/«(/«f;-. uhcr=o.r.

„ icvao^camel. irmis^a tiger.

,, taoulai^/wre. katoo^5«(?iw. morui=//o;-««.

,, ky; 'kor\:=dog.

Basque.

—

v]icma=^jjig. ]aca^mo)iJ;eg. ahari:=j"«w.

„ aquerra^(/o(7('.

Mantshu.—moiin:=/io/-s^. gachi=^pig. onker:=o^.

,, tuaulgi=//r«-c. kon; koj:=dog. kom=yoff^.

Ugro-Altaic.

—

])ors^pig. tar'wa.s:=bull. kos (Lap)=M;o.

,,
karhu; kuti ; ugmuki ; anukau; medve^ifflr.

,, amp:=fZoy. shier=oj-; steer.

,, ugoa; toumaki=/'rt;'(;. kayik^.fi'ff^.

,, kar; osc-\\=:,iheep. kiir; bua=;co!i'.

„ biick^o.?;. hewoiscjt (Pin.)
;
guss=/(owe. at=:7ior«(!.

,, kauris=:^oa<. (Fin.) vetek= .soi<;.

,, \u\du=^cow. sa-rw^elk. mosha^coic.

,, peura=;m«f/c«r (Fin.), key; kaik=(?oy. ga\=^cow.

„ kadad=:fa^^Ze. ehmii (Fm.)z^cow. biea^ox.

Mon.—khapa=yo«<.

Berber.—alkoaki=^>/y.

Semitic.

Hebrew.—bakar^fOit's ; o.ren.

,, seh=^sheep. attud=zgoat. ez.

,, purash; sus; susah^forse.

,, 'kelch^dog. sh6r=J»//.

,, sh6r=o.r. zc^iihz^tvolf.

,, giimxil=camel. p'ureh^coftf.

,, akko^^roe-biick.

,, hamor ; uth(jn=s/'f-«s«.

Assp-ian.—sisu=//ors«. shuru^ox-.

,, te; a[jm=bHll. kalbu=(?o^.

,, aliidu^yoflA sakhu^io*?/'.

„ kiiTu. ulu^r«wi. ].u.=zs}ieep.

„ neshu=//o;i.

Arabic.

—

air^riss. ri'm^sfag. txii^biill.

„ his(:=zbuc/i.

„ ayir; khousan=/i!orse.

„ dalul=:rf;'ow(c(ffl';'y.

Coptic.

—

ouhor^dog. kie=(70fff.

, , i
amoul:=('(?«; el ?

,, bahsi; ehi=cow.

,, esho^p ig ; sow.

,, bahsi^crt//'. laboi^Jcffr.

Amharic.—para ; laam ; la:=coM', etc.

,, wosha=(?o^.

,, anbasa:=//o«.

,, fcras=7i()?'s«.
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Dravidian.

—

puli-=t!ffer. simlia; Bmga,ra-:^lion. dmvd^calf.

„ pauri=:^;/^. koti=ibison. dnnrm^bear.

„ a.nai=^ elq^hanf. kadnma-^stciff. karadi:=Je(?r.

„ kara^/iorse ((ilioiul). pacu=co!<'. punrii=m<.

,,
mesluim^/'rtw. knr'mvdvi^s/ieej). ontd^cainel.

,, cliuma==:J«aA kudukv^'ackal. iida^i/oat.

,, ktittn^iiffer.

Caucasian.—kliar. shiin^cloff. loma^ion. chemi ; tz[=zhorse.

,,
tsm^<'lep/i<mt. os ; elicri ; kan=oj;. t'chaz=ffoat.

,,
aklemi=c'««(c^. giiri=(7s«. la=/;or«e? \ioton=.piff.

Corean.—mao ; zio=^ox. 'kaTam='wolf. shode=lion.

Burmese.

—

tsin^elepJianf. khami=:coi<'. kjueh^buffalo.

Indo-Chinese.—kliami=s/;cc/>. gara ; me^=ffoat.

,, Y>arcn^buff}ilu. kacn:=fOiw. kyri=//o».

Mongol.—stag=:</^e;-. tcke:=buck. tcmoz^cainel.

,, arston:=a bull, gaca^pii/. akc=t/o<it.

,, tserlik^/;or.s«. lay^caf. kgu^iiuve.

Egyptian.

—

'k.aa.ri^=(/oat. shaau=«oz«!. 'xA\=zanimal.

,, kennu^iors«? mik.\=ibuU. kauT=OTi4',?.

„ ka; ga=o.j;. labu; t'am; ta; shcna; mali=//o»

„ kamaar^tfSOTe?. ses? sems=/jo/-se. ah; ab=;ca{/'.

,,
^tit:=liriness. ar ; \«^deer. 'kahs^^gaielle.

,, serau=:.s7i««^. ar ; Wiu^deer.

,, uher; hx^dog. naa=(70ff/?

Afn'pmi —jagcrri; kama ; tau ; chinkuniba^i';'y«r.

,, simha; turum^^/V/w. lalom=:(;tf;«(;Z (Berber).

,,
shukokim; c\my:\^eopard. tura; oko^^bull.

,, uku ; tsu; ene=zeli'phant.

„ nakac=OA'. lo ; la; gos; m'gombi^W!(j.

,,
ulu; kui'e ; kara; gbe; afu ; adsa; nifo; mboa=f7oy.

,,
kom ; ninge; engo; fatura; eko^eopard.

,, shuku; ungur^/?o/;(i'rf/. esi. »o^wrse. so-sa:=»i«re.

,, guara; keniu : simba; neiige:) 7-" '^
' '

, ' [ ^lioii.
,, tambu ; tau; lu ; kun )

„ aku; oruka; ba; baia; la; laba
| ^ f_

,,
pori; sireme ; bagai )

„ bakai; teko ; ouko^^buck. laba^deer.

,,
'k.oo-doo:=anteloj)e ? kadara^/iorss.

„ kuku ; kuro ; rigboko=://2«r(7.

,,
todi; gbo ; kokua; koko=:/;-oy.

,,
ogoro ; 'bi=zpiff. ngiia=io«r. agbo=rfl«i.

,,
bagamre; Icmcue ; ba; meme=«/«"f/J.

„ gono ; koro ; ona=:,

Semitic.
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Aryan.

Latin.—poi'cus=/)/y ; Im;/. lurcus=yo«<. sus=;so!<'.

,,
leo=/«o». canis=A;y. lupus=;fo?/'.

,, taunis=/(«//. \i\.cca.-=LC0W . capcr=i7oa<.

,, pecus=s/iec/) ; cattle. bos=o.;'. dama; dorcas^f/cc;-.

Greek.

—

al'^=(/o(it. kdw/wi-^boar. x"^i">'^^^P'[h "v'i^sow.

„ ^luij^ife (hence zodiac), ictiwi'^doy.

„ ri)a^jo'i=^hc-goitt. uf>KTo^=bear. jiou>s=cow.

Scandinavian.—drosid^/iorAY'. lam=/rt«iJ.

Slaronic.—bik ; bak=o.r. lo&^zdh. kon=7(o/'««.

„ medvid=irar. koscl=(7orir^. losliad^/(o;-s(;.

Celtic.—muk ; uirceau==jij/y. hocha ; houcli=/(6»y.

„ viocb ; hi; bo; bu=co((-'. poc
;
pocan^^o«<.

„ madaigli ; kalhc ; cu. cimaich:=(/oy.

,, 911; ky ; bnad=f%. karw^s^rty. kaora=^0((<.

,, tawr^5«(/?. damh=;o.i'.

French.

—

rennc=zreindeer. chicn=rfo/7.

German.

—

hocV^huck. m;ihre=//o;'.s« ; mare.

,,
h\uit\=:Jiouiid (^iund). kuh^coi^'.

„ 'kote:=cur. z'mgc^r/oat. ross=/(o;'«o.

Armenian.—garn=/(»«J. ezn=o.<;.

„ shovL=^doff.

Lithuanian.

—

shams^zdocf

.

NoiiTir.

Ameiucan.

C'E-NTUAL.t South.*

ccaura* ; una=::«/(««^ ; ewe.

ichamef=:s7j<!«^. llania*:=^aOT«.

hukkiicha*^r«<. vuehf=/or.

]s.oycha=itortoise. zokf^bat.

okkoko ; koka*=:/roy ; toad ; lizard.

so-pak-tu=<o«(?.

amaroke (Esq.).

tummc ; mo-ah
;
ja-ha^wolf,

cuitlanzitli=:/«o^()!r(?.

chula=/o.r (= yiUa ?).

tike ; 'kniaj^ion
;
^;M«(fl. balam=</^«r.t

jagviara\:=jaffuar. ocelotl^jaguar.

ahuara*^^(yj//'. anta*:=('f(/;(V.

txiizi^t ifjer. (Heve).

ponoka=('tt. cniwa=.huffalo.

aucha*= tapir.
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SUUDKT. Semitic.

Chinese.—ts'i. tsu. ni ; ir= hni/. tsAO = free.

„ mi; siao ; sliao
;
yao ; vrei=liUle, young.

Etruscan.—clan.

Dra-^-idian.—suthar.

Indo-Chinese.—kichai. thami. sani= w«».

Accadian.—zi. a. Aax—liitle. (bi= boi/.

,, tnr
;
gi= little, sissi ; sm=brother.

„ shar=fo shoot forth. gish=tree. Bissi=hrother.

Caucasian.—ua. zui. ze. niisch. mse.

Egyptian.—sa. nexeii.=chtld. atu=boi/. net'i=yo«wi7.

„ i\.tet= a lad. mes= child? 'he-a=boi/.

,,
sems=eldest son. ncm ; 6hcr= little.

,, shcvan= boi/ or ffirl. iit's^liftle.

,, Ticxen = youth. ti[\cn= tree, hu= ?«««.

Ugro-Altaio.—sak. pa. ma. ar. kisi. ninetz. siunk. natui.

„ pyes. sen. son. kiim. oghool. \VAZ = brother.

,, oggm=d(n(ffhter. pijiwa (Fin.), peiweg (Lap.).

,, kistin= W('/?. wer ; ai(:ho=i/ounff.

,,
Fin.

—

n\xov=youiig. manna= /;o//.

African.—nam. uma. ansa; ashkir= J'«/.

„ knko=<7HV"^-f«. keke= W//«. dsdn=little.

,,
yen. dzanna; bushan= ioy. yu.

,,
sana= p/;(7(7.

nan=brother. vioana.= child.

Chinese.—tsie. tsi=yirl.

,, n\\= tvo)n(m. niu ; nii-er
;
yim. =ffirl.

Etruscan.—so;^ = f/(n'///i/fr. nuv^girl.

Accadian.—sis. (^»issi= brother). ga.l= woman.

,,
gmo.=youn(j. <^\m=girl.

,, nin =_(/(>/; tvife. dumu=/7;V/; daughter.

Caucasian.

—

zin—family, da. clio. dashkun.
Burmese.—amah.
Dravidiun.—saho thari.

Egyptian.—sent.

,, nexGTi= child, nher^girl. &9.i= daughter.

TJgro-Altaic.—suser. kis. nyl. cna.

„ kiitz—kaixlash. kutz=_i7(V^; daughter.

,, neita (Lap.) ; njl =daughter. pobem. bisop.

,,
]nm = da)(yltfcr.

African.—ndugu ; min=brother.

,, mona=elder sister.

Hebrew.—ben. tsa.'iT=little.

,, ua'ar=Joy.

Assyrian.—ablu. babu.

„ pitiku = ('/(/W.

,, maru. 8akhru= .sw)«//.

,, sherru
;
pishu=y6iM«(7 ; little.

Coptic.—alon= child, shere= son.

,, sn ; son— brother.

Arabic.—ibn. (dhakar=?««/<;.

„ dharrah= ff^o;«. saghir=swflM.

Amharic.—Icdsh. tanash =47ym/^.

Hebrew.—akhoth. \ta.i\\= danghter.

Assyrian.—nishu =people.

,, akhattu. nabnitu= f7(?'M.

„ iniirt\i= daughter.

,, amtn= maid.

,, zmmsh.t\i=female.

Coptic.—sone.

Amharic.—et. ledshetoo= daughter.

„ st;'at-ledsh=_i7('/'^.

Arabic.

—

\>va.i= daughter. akh.t=sister.
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Aryan.

Foot.

English.—step, knee, hock, crooked ? shoe ? leg. pad.

„ shin, sluink. claw, ancle, paw.

„ kick? run. toe. to go. step, stand.

Sanskrit.—pfida. jangha. ri ; car=to go. kapati = /(rt'«f//'MAs.

Bengali.—pad. jifi. YM\\\= hue.

Latin.— pes, pedis, sto ; steti ; statum= s^«;«rZ.

,, itcr=a/ournei/, way. u:c= to yo. calx = ^^«^.

Persian.

—

\nm= root. pai.

Zend.—padha. barra=/yo. ar.

Hindi.— takli'na=ffMcfc. jruia= _i70.

Greek.

—

'ttqv^^ ttocov. I'^po'i^foot^tej). Tn/daic. 7r?j'^v^=itVT'l8t.

Celtic.— cic. ped. pan. cos. koes. sprag ? cas. seir=/(Ctf/.

,, Ilk. spag=ji;fl'w. broatlh ; lat; hia,= to tread.

Scandinavian.—fotr. fot.

Armenian.—thath. tzern. otz.

Slavonic.

—

niiga. = le(/. (tauka = //r?«f?.)

German.

—

i)tad == foofputh. fuss. 'kBic= knee.

French.—pied, sabot= «/(oe.

Norse.—leggr.

Lithuanian.

—

neta,s=thii/h ; leg.

NoilTH.

Ameeican.

CE.NTIlAL.t South.*

pat.* pats. po. pai. ape. kar*=foyo.
pi.*(pui;* pateen*=/(awf/.) pata.*

apo.* sit. nuchii.* n=to r/o. uoc.f
paco ;* fan; pan; ak ; isTpcsikc= /iand.

podo = /('^. puih.* gola.* gua.f
chakqui.* tai. 1^0.]= finger.

sacchi. caki.* looga.* by. py.
tao.* keesapa. kuki.

canka*= fc(/=10. tolniaii.f kayu."*

konka*=^viec. oc* irie. loto.

kussie. shou-shey= /(««r^.

lloke=/(f/«rf. i\.iiiiQ=go (E.).

itti. get; attec=^o (Esq.).

k'os. si. sk'aqt. iha.

English.—paw. arm. ancle ? claw, carry, catch ? limb.

,, have ? finger, measure. No. 5. point, fist.

,,
give. keep. grab. palm. No. 1. wing ?

Sanskrit.—pani. kara. pancha= i\'(). 5. eka= i\^. 1.

,, angula—/?Hy«r. i\i(;=point. m'\= to measure.

,, irnia ; bahu= «n». {Ahix^to place.)

Latin.—pugnus=;?i'<. manus. (capero=^o take.)

,,
quinque= iVb. 5. digitus=^w^«r.

,,
do; dare= fo (?«'i'«. armus.

Greek.

—

x^'/'- Xn/i/3«i'(y. Ktoirrj. £iSwfii=give.

,, haKTv\oi=finger. 7rij-^v!=arm. Trv^=jist.

I' X>l^>'l= '^^»"'- /«'/"/

Pushtu.

—

la'[>a=palm.

Bengali.—hat.

Persian.—panaj =Jist. dast.

Zend.—arcma= arm.

Celtic.—lam. Haw. mag. pen. glac. cas.

,,
sprig=^;rt«'. bar. dahai. brak. laon.

Hindi.—dena =give. martol= hammer.

,, rooka. reka. ramo= a/'w«.

Slavonic.—tauka. geba.

Armenian.—tzeru =finger. thath=^j«7w.

Lithuanian.—ranka.

Gernum.—hal)cn= Artr«. nehmen; haschen= /(rZ:('.

Wallachiau.—pawen.
Norse.—bogr= «?««.

Ai-yan.—hasta, yasta, zasta. (Canon Cook).

mautl.f mamo. poh.* taehli. cab.

\'dx=to go. ka ;"'" chab=^o take. ka=/(a»(^,

give.

ma. maho. aman. pan. aha. gor(i*=give.

jiaco.* iku. kollota=;?.s/. maki.*
]>ixna=right-haii,d. tai=foot. acu.

apa=to earrg. law. (pannumsio^t).)

mail, maoua.* maqui. daha. Ilapa.

manif=to day.

ye.f maco.f ara=i!o gite. mahahtk.f
looga. Hoke. ispeske=/4««rf. djin.

gepo.* goca^'^foot, acang.* zal.

canka.*= /<'^. onca. ek. ca.^ =finyer.

shou-.shey. picha* =iV^o. 5.

cull. pat=/ooi. kuki= Joo!!.

keHata*=/'.s^ kapata.* kan= to steal.

ka ;* pa= to seize. tik-]iick.=finyer {}i.).

pat;* U\o*=foot.

tee-go=fo take (E.). tSk=finger.

go'uc ; 'koni\.=thi(.mb.
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SUITDET.

Accadian.—ge. miisb. mushtug. tug=fo hear.

„ shi'g^f'o listen, gi. dan.

Berber.—ukkega.
Caucasian.—qiiri. an. lianka ?

Chinese.—slii. er. ni. ngu. din.

,, t'ing=('o /jc«r. {slicll=z.^e\; kak).

Burmese.—nah. \\a\n=^navel.

TJgro-Altaic and Mongol.—kuo. cike. ku. koolaek. agna.

,,
iikor. korwa (Fin.), pel. pila.

Egyptian.—an^. mstr. stm=<o hear.

,, Ties=fonffHe. aten ?

Polynesian.—pei=slicU.

African.—nua. hana. uwasso. uluk.

„ utuh. okua. adan. etun.

Semitic.

Hebrew.—ozen. (uzn.)

Assyrian.—sbemu^^o hear. uzn\i-:=ear.

,, TinVlm^iole.

Arabic.—utlbn.

Cojitic.—maaje.

Ambaric.—dsboro. bama=fo hear.

Cbinese.

—

'ki=^ireafh. man ; men=:s7«e/^.

,, tu ; tze. pi (.ihell^-pei ; kak).

E. Tartar.—oforo.

Egyptian.—feut. m.aa.^air ? ka::=ireath.

,, atix^^ear ; life.

,, nei^^toiit/iie. xu:=si'!V2Y.

Indo-Cbincse.—uakbu^wos?.

Caucasian.—banka. findsc. scbwiri. msli^narel.

Polynesian.—pei:=47(f//.

Dravidian.—nasi, anuktin ; m'ukku.
Accadian.—pi. ti=:li/e. wg'u^breafh. sim=«?8cW.

TJgTo-AItaie.—aug. posa. jna. kamar. nal.

,,
nyr. nenii (Fin.). i)ei=»r/w6?.

Afiiean.—bangi. cbinga. sico. bongo.

,, naso^Mouth. nimg. io^^hreathe.

Cbine.5e.—t'ien. t'im. ban ; bam (old).

,,
siat. zeb. yob ; i^i^eaf.

Mongol.—klia=«io«^/(. lapibi^7f«/.

Turkisb.— dil.

E. Tartar.—ilongu.

Burmese.—sbab.

Malay.—tiga= tail.

Dacian.—dalla.

Tbibetan.—sbrul=.«??fl'^-«.

Caucasian.—nuia. cna. lame^Z?};. gweli=s?i«/ir.

Egyptian.—nos. ateb. anx=<'a'".

„ isir:=/("rt/. dep.

Accadian.—erne. imi.

,, su=/()). sbib.

Dravidian.—nakliu. talai. cdu ; ilai=7(r;/'. \'\\^iail.

L'gro-Altaic.

—

mv^^nnae. k(d. alep. tcl.

,,
kotab=;y;//rt//?<.v. \w\^ear. dil. scbmc.

„ nalem. niiiiii. kcre ;
itscbali=/ra/'.

„ k'gti ; lywat:=/''ff/'. \n-\=.ear. inna.

African.—tele, lialla. dali. tolam. lakb. lella. ning.

„ ncno. limi. ila. cna. la; ewe; ixio-=leaf.

,, lila=/o cry. clcb. milalb. daka.

Hebrew.—nasbam^io Ireathe.

„ apb=«(/se. x\\&\\=^ivind, hreath.

Syriac.—nabire:=?ios^;-(7s.

Ambaric.—afinka. afcntsba.

Coptic.— sba.

Arabic.— adan.

Assyrian.—appu. esenu^smf//.

„ resbu ; k\\ix\::^height.

z\h\i\xii\^ail.

Hebrew.—lasbon. 'aleb=Ze(7/.

Coptic.— aspc.

Arabic.—lisan. glniwal^.s«ff^'«.

Assyrian.—llsbanu. kalu=^o speak.

„ sbaptu^^yj. zibbatu=/fl(7.

,, (-Wtw^^prominence.

,,
\\ru=^j}lial!iis. kibu^/o speak.

Ambaric.— ambasa:=^7;.
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Aeyan. North.

American.

C'ENTUAL.t South.*

Eae.

Engli.sh.— conk. lug. to licnr. tongiie. slicU. noise? navel?
Sanskrit.—karna. gliosha. uabhi=wai'«/.

Persian.—go.sh.

Celtic.—tud. ogli. cluasiin.

Latin.— amis (conclia=«7(,fW).

Greek.

—

wt/ov; oP^. ('iKovw:::^to hear.

Slavonic—us.s. uclio.

German.— olir.

Hindi.

—

nahh^navel. kan.

Armenian.—akanclik. ounkn.
Lithuanian —aidis.

Aiyan root ? ar=e«/\

Nose.

English.—tail ? cape. ness. scent, nostril.

„ prominence, breath?

Sanskrit.—ghrana. nusikfi. kuca^^ slirink, curl in.

,,
puccha:=^rt(7. ]i.uca^iiij/jtle.

Hindi.—nrdc. nasfi.

Persian.—hini.

Celtic.—scrbn (canan^fon t/ue). comar. cuinean.

,, ros-=promontori/ ; nose.

Greek.

—

^ivKTtjp. pw,
French.— qucue:=^rt//.

Latin.—concha^s/fc//. nasus. cauda^^n'/. mucus ? nares.

GeiTEan.—nase.

Slavonic.—noss.

Lithuanian.—nolis.

Annenian.—kith, ounch.

khiunc. ceiin.f huchu.* conka.*=:?;o«e.

eani (ghancf^toy !(<;). ohta-kiss. oco.

inaka.* (caua:=«w»'«). delasu=?Wf«^.

cA\-=^tongue. nau. kiss.

ekh. xAxx^^^tonijue. iota.* otovreegie.

pasii. gu.f guk. tlTina. t'ena.

k'olan.

TONGTIE.

English.—lip. leaf, tail ? palate ? lick.

„ prominence, to speak, snake?
Sanskrit.—jihva. vac=('o speali. luigam::=p?iallus ?

„ lih=fo lick. ta\rA=z/ieat.

Greek.

—

ica\eu!^to call. 0i'i\\oi'=?ca/'. ^Xit'Tjn.

,, \a\iw:^speak. ^e7\o'i=:lip. CEt-)(^w.

Latin.—lingua. Inhrura^ip. folium:=^ert/.

,, gxila=:fJiroat.

Slavonic.—yahsuk. golos^icad.

Armenian.—lezou.

Lithuanian.—liezuwis.

Celtic.—liab. canan. teanga. duille=/fff/'.

„ ligim=;/o lick.

German.—zunge. zagcl^tail. blatt=/f«/'. hals^f/iroaf.

Old German.—zunka.

French.—langue. cxie^iail. anguille^eeZ.

Hindi.—pat ; dal^eaf.
Persian.—zaban.

cenka.* cana.* cinga. uk. cam.

nau=('ff;-. sohn. yame. henka.

cani. kinaga. huohu. kcnka. hu.

coson. cn*^to)iffue. no-din=M';«f?, breath.

kuchuch;* tuciira*^/a(7. kei-nok (E.).

puchu ;
* chupu

; f vicchinea*=;^«(7.

tio. me'kscn. kiin.

tuuu. tenilla.* glume. f gu.f

linga.* aku.f ahnak. lakka.*

cuit-lapalli=/rt(7. pu*;=/c«/.

del.* ulue. thoula. kanik.

cu.* hcnka ; cana'-'rr^o.sp.

tatsih^iead. hol^iole.

wce-laulo. nuna. kuchuch *=/'r7 (7.

ni ; 7ia-::=ispcech . ceallu.*"

inquill=/fff_/! pakani ; iancs:=?ea/.

tl'ot. tatia. gyi'lem.

13
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SONBET.
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Sttntibt.
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Aeyan.
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Stixdkt.
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AllYAN.
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Afeicax.
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Aryan.
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Aryan.
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Sundry.
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AnvAx.
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Stjitdet.

Chiiieso.—tai. chi. gang= to ffo.

Accadian —giima. turn, tur=to come in. ga.

Dravidian.—clier. Ta.

Egyptian.—na. hunhuii= /« return.

„ ai. ee. shem. abu. i\k= to enter in.

Aiiican.—wa. ba. teme. ra. de.

Semitic.

Hebrew.—bo.

Coptic.—ncu.

Asspian.—bsVu. cteku=^o go.

, ,
karabu= approach ?

,, dichu. alakii.

Arabic.—ja' ?

Japanese.—tatta.

Chinese.—pat. t'ap. diik^trecid. cba ; kud ; t\\= to stop.

UgTO-Altaic.—kiu'=^ stand. Basque.—set.

Accadian.—du; gub =/oo<; rest. sig. gisb.

Egyjjtian.—aba. urt. = .S'^/! i\= rest. pct=/ooi!. tas= rest.

,, ba. ii'k.= tread. tes. cbot= fo staij. sati=%?
African.

—

i\\\vh\= to stand ; straight, peta; pase=_/bo<.

,,
pata=fo move. kanda=stf«f?.

Berber.—eqzcm. Dravidian.—kutt. yettu. ki'rru.

Burmese.—pyut-tbe.

Accadian.—kud. kba. sbeg ; si; taq; digb=s<ow«.

,, akak= to beat. tim. tar. 'kn=weapon.

Chinese.—kot. kat. ku. p'ik= i'o tear. t'ik.

,, su. tao ; ^' iiik= hi ife ; cut.

XJgro-Altaic.—taka=«.r«. kesmeek. socba ; eke; kopt=
plough. karti=^'?i(/tf.

„ aksjo (Lap.); sebai-p ; user; suka= (?.r#.

Egyptian.—beseq. texbes. xcx= ^f>''^^f- sau. ;y'riku.

„ shat. sahu. textn= stone. hesq. nek= fo bore.

,, sex; bksu= ^i'.cc. kcrk= ^o s/)/(Y. ska=jj/o!(y7;. dam?
African.—uka; sukari= Z7///t'. e]s.et= arrow. obe ; sio= knife.

„ 5kuta ; kot; acbu ; taku =4/oHf. ket. gho. kiu.

„ tenda. qkau.

Hebrew.—'amad.

Arabic.—kam. dam^^o endure.

Amharic.—mata. na.

Coptic.

—

koY]n= 7inife. shot= cut.

Hebrew.

—

sak'kin= knife. hcreh=sword.

,, 'kiiYat\i = to cut.

Arabic.

—

d'k'km= knife, nagda, takkai.

„ kata'. nakar.

Assyrian.—nakasu.

„ parasu. kiitu. bakamu.

Amharic.—katara. nakasa=^o bite.

Accadian.—gab. kur. tag. gha. kha. akak. du. tar.

,, dum=^ strike, beat. kud=«<<.
Ugro-Altaic.—'hit.

Burmese.—kowk-the.

Chinese.—tok. bit. p'ik. mat. kat.

Thibetan.—7C0g-pa.

Dravidian.—kuttu.

Egyptian.—benx= ^o cut? mashn= spear. tenno? scq= ^o rt<b.

„ nex. sex- shfit= M«<. peg. fug V naxt=/o;Te.

„ nak. sesh. beb. ken=i'o beat, whip.

,, icki\\ = stone, kata. tata. kck. hor.

African.—tura. beta= to beat. gira. dse.

Hebrew.—nakah=fo beat.

Coptic.—majh. kash.

Asspian.—mach:isu= to strike.

,, daku= )'o smite.

,, Yiark\su= to break.

Amharic.'—katara = cut, tear.

Arabic.—kasar? .
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Akyan.
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SUNDKT.
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Aryan.
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SUNDET.
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Aktan.

Adverbs. Peepositions. Conjunctions.

English.—at. to. by. in. from, etc., etc.

Sanskrit.— ati. api. a. cha.

Hindi.—men. pas. ka. ula. tak. se.

German.—zu. bei. uber. an. in. nach.

Latin.— sub. ab. in. nee. pro. que. dis.

,, sun. super, kata. super, ad. per.

Slavonic.—iss. na. ot. szo. ka. za. ot.

Greek.—re. avv. ava. otg. hia, ck. viro. Km.

,,
til'i. eTTt. ex^**

Celtic.— ar.

Erenoli.— sur. a. par. ici^iere.

English.—yes ! so. yea. good ?

Slavonic.—da.

Hindi, etc.—lian.

German.—ya. French.—oui.

Gothic.—ik.

Greek.

—

lv-=good.

Lithuanian.—teip=:!< is.

Italian .

—

si^ycs.

English.—no ! not. nay !

Sanskrit.—na. no. ma.
Celtic.—na. cha'n.

Greek.

—

^dj. ovk.

Gorman.— nicht.

Zend.—ma.
Hindi.—na.

Latin.—nou.

NlTMBEE 6.

Greek.— (T-

Latin.—sex. Italian.—sei.

Sanskrit.—shash. shat.

Celtic—huikh. huih.

Sundry Aryan.— chut. se.

,, chestz. stzem. sechs.

Slavonic.—chestz. Hindi—chha.

NoKTH.

AiiEnrcAN.

Cn.NTKAL.f South.*

ti. nak. ac. aba. pi. man.*

ca. to. pa. nikan. kay. pac.

at. tab. sid.* ha. tin.

{z*^iere. gar. zo. man. chi.f

intli. muque. pu f=rtH(/.

yau. aha. ja. haue.

ha.f iku. ap. a. o. 6.

la; ai= good.

no. na. go. ama.* ma.f

la. nak.* hani.f na-o (Esq.).

sei. yei. sih. so. taki.

hue.f zocta.* socta.* chisa.

[huisca^Xo. 7.]

NUMBEK 7.

Sanskrit.—sapta.

Hindi.—sat.

Latin.—septem. Italian.— sette.

Greek.—tjrra.

Celtic.—saith. se. seiz. seith.

,,
chek. [hnikh=Xo. 6.]

Slavonic.—scitze. seidem (^6+ 1)- stzem.

Lithuanian.—septyni.

German.—seben. Persian.—heft.

siete. vezes.f tutsheos.

,, bisicka. paghu.

sei—vusani (=1+G).

haft.* hasht.* ts'auks.

huisca.f



117 ARYAN INTERCHANGE OF LETTERS.

According to Frcdcrioa CTiinllanda (Philosophy of Words), the Labials are P, B, 51 ; Lahio-

Dentals, F, V ; Dentals, T, D, Th, N, L, R, S, Z ; Guttural, K (= G hard) ; Palatals, Ch, J ; Hard
Consonants, P, T, C ; Soft Consonants, B, D, G ; Aspirates, H, Ph, Th ; Continuous Consonants,

H, S, Z, 8h, J (= G soft), and Th, L, R, F, V.

Explosive Consonants, M, N (through the mouth) ; and B, P, T, D, K (= C hard).

M. Gardlanda (p. 70) takes the English word A S H to serve as a convenient Memoria Tecknica

for Grimm's Law ; e.g. English G =^ Latin H, etc.

Sanski-it, Greek, Latin.
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CniNESE.
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SIMILAR BASaUE AND GAELIC WORDS.

Supposed by Mr. II. MacLean to liave tlieir root-origin in an older Turanian dialect, or Turano-

Iberian cpoeb. The Gaelic words may be called prc-Aryan.—Journal of Anthropological Inst.,

Nor. 1890, p. 159.

English.
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SOilE AETAX AND EGT^TIA^^ EQUIYALEXTS.

Chiefly fi'oin Villiers Stuart's "Funeral Tent of an Egyptian Queen.'

English.

to give

to suckle (teat)

to measure
divided, middle

breathe ; to sniff

to na^ngate ; wind
cloud

cut. knife )

cut stone j

axe. hack )

acute, sharp

)

to lick.

to see

to stir

to emit ; vomit

to make (art)

to reckon (count)

night ( = no light)

prominence, nose

beUy (back?)

net

water
the sea

Hades
libicUuous ; love

name
remain
head ; top

foot

reindeer

the, they
separate ; hedge
together; same
young ; new
injury; hurt

mother
in

master
arm
prince ; chief

lion

dead
no

!

net
over; upon
ebony
six

one

being

hand; take

Egypiiajx.

tu

tet

mesmes
meter ?

senif

nefl

nef

tern

aar

aksu. akhon ?

hak
Uok
sau

rer

emet
ar

rcch

acht= light

ness

buch
rete

uatur=sf«
mer
Hates?
Ub?
nem
men
tep

pet

ren

te. se

Sep

sam
nofer

ati

mat
em
her

ennen
mur
labou

mat
nen
rote

su

eben
sas

ua
oun

XCT= seize

GEBSIiN, ETC.

messen
mitte

axt

hachken
Iccken

sehen

riihren

rechnen

nacht
nase

baueh
retz

wasser

meer

lieho

nahmcn

kopf

rennthier

die. sic

zusammen
neu

mutter
in

herr

arm

lowe
mat
nein

retz

iiber

ebenholz

scchs

ein

sein

Latix.

do

emerc
ars

rete

mare
Hades
libido

nomen

pes
;
pedis

separatus

mater
in

Gkeek.

acus= needle

ve(po9

cwp

a6)ys

oi'Ofta

(arma=arms)

leo

mortis

retis

super

unus
Ins

arij

lie-,IP

tV

VTrcfi

ev

SUNDEY.

fierpnv ' It. mcza. Fr. metre
mesurer. to mete out

nan= ship Sansk.

ar (root= to plough) Sansk,

hiiche Fr.

Fr. mer. Sansk. mira

Fr. tete

Fr. renne= cattle

Celtic sept= clan

Fr. neue

Celtic an

Celtic mor

Sec also Part II., as well as Prof. C. Abel, of IJerlin,

the Indo-European languages.

on the connexion bi'tweeu Eg}-ptian and
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ANCIENT EGYPTIAN.

From Prof. Carl Abel's Linguistic Essays, "Origin of Language," Triibner & Co. 1882, p. 227 :—

The -svord ' to cuf is expressed in Egyptian by iise^, im, ten, tent, etc., tern, etc., mtes, sa, sat, seta,

set, nesp, peht, pcx, bexn, bchi, sau. us, usli, ust, tes, x^it, xcb, x^^^^i X^t, hebt, hent, hcsb, sek, sex,

USX, asck, seha, kasa, etc., etc., and so on witli the Egyptian words for 'to atll,' xcn, scmil, sen, etc.

For 'hocd^ or 'ship,'' karo, bari, kaka, uii, top, hau, etc. For 'tiifjht' uxa, x^u, etc. For 'strong,^

'great,' tar, ncx', teur, etc. Similarly there arc also many examples of one word or sound expressing

many ideas.

In fact ancient Egyptian is largely a language of homonyms. The word x^r in Egyptian and

Coptic means to overturn, strike, beat down, pleasant, sacrificial ox, myrrh, burial, etc. These are

examples of synonyms, as Prof. Abel calls them (p. 232).

Example of a similar sound {jni, ha, etc.), or word, ha^'ing a number of difFcrent meanings,

some of which however are more or loss similar or cognate. Acoadian and Chinese by the Eev. C.

J. Ball. Egyjitian taken from Pierrot.

Acoadian.
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EGTPTIAISr ANKH=LIFE; EAR.

Showing its probaLlc general as "well as allied meanings.

Old World.
Egyptian.

^
J)

Chinese.

E. Tartar.

Accadiau.

))

TJgro-Altaic.

Dra-vddian.

Indo-Chinese.

Caucasian.

Japanese, etc.

Basque. Libyan.

Polynesia, etc.

JIalay.

Papuan, etc.

Australia.

African.

Semitic.

))

Aryan.

K'ew World.

AXKK=life; ear. eink.=to embrace? 'ka.=hrcath ; soul. iu\= to be.

[Coptic.—anok=/.] anx'i=ffoat. anuk= /.

ngai= to lire. wa.\=2>fople. ngan=«ye. ung= iciml ; hreath.

img=!n'r/h? nan— »inn. ngo, ngan= /. an=s/i7/.

amga= «(o;(^7(. 'kha=mouth.

an= hiffh. iuigo=Jfesh. ann=sJc!/
; ffod ? ngae= /aw. en= »i«».

ka.= iiioufh; to eat
;
food ; life. nga= fo do. ng]iu=breath?

auga=i/ioufJi. ongata ; ang=«o.sr. ag'na= crt/\ ang=/ie. an= w(fl'«.

im= fo be. han=/. \]ia.=iiiouth. ngem=/. uan=!Y is. anka.^ father.

h-imga^Jiand. aiike.=mother. ]aiik= 7iarel. anka=JiooIc. oiika= sheep.

an= male. nan=/. manchai= j«rt«. Tigaia=i/oke, union. nanguram=«»e/ior.
ansaka=HiOi(rt. uga=7. akkai=Iiaiid.

kang=wosc. agn= )nan. \vak= iiose.

ankha=-sf«. anata=/. Ainos.

—

enkn=nose.
anka=/bo< (? ancle). Libyan.—nek=/.
manga=»»o»i7(. hunguc= ?(OS(!. tong ; ri]iga= 7uind.

hanik= frt'/-. ngai= /; JVo. 1. kamanga= iA'(). 10.

enga=nose. tanga=foot. langit=s/'y. an; ana=///'p. ja.nka.= anchor. iikn=ei/e.

kauik ; anka=/;io«^/i. kang-A=Iiand. tang= tooth; fane/.

szanko ; ankh=cy(;. angham ; anghan= /. cecngi=?jo««. kanaka=ww».
anka= 7(0 (Wfi ; rillage. iXDkana,=moiher. hangi= wose. mik\=ivaier.

waku^cye. banka=7/««f?. nga=father. nye=i\'o. 1. p\inga=tcind.

ka= a7iimal? anah= wwM. anaku ; na ; ki ; ngi=/.
anaku ; anoki ; ana=/. anak =».ecL ajn=ei/e. a&aka=nose.
enu= pye ; IoiyI? shamak= Hio?<rt.

(Sansk.) anka=/(oo/i: ; to tie. janaka=faf7icr. amka=face? an=brcaih; air.

(Arm.) ka=life? alanchk; ounku= ra;\

(Lith.) ranka=7w«f^. (Slav.) tanka=Junid. noga==life.

(Hindi). aiikhi= <';/tf. ang=bodi/. muigwr =ancJwr. hona= fo he.

(Latin). uncus=7;oo^-. aucora=OT«c/'or. jungcre= toyu»(. concha =«7irf/.

anmia=breath; soul; wind. ego= /.

(Greek). tnn^j>=man. e^jw=I. d^jKTipa= nnclior.

(English, etc.) ankle, anchor, hank; kink= /(V ; knot. conk= c«r.

nago ; ank=/oo^ ; liuuse. canka= h'g. henka ; tankhta, kinaga= wo««.

avLka= eagle. aug\\= bhjod. ka; kauik= «/oi</7(. onca=liand ; lam. eno
;

nakon= ryf. cnika ; emka ; manco ; ncnco= w(«7;. nak ; noka; nan= /.

naki= J\'(). 1. manka= /bor/. ano ; anili= s7'(/. manaka=e?oWtfs. i\kxi= to love.

auak ; aimkka= /'«///(;•. eenck = so«. konika= 7j/MY'. \iaca=life.

man<iana= to eat. makkani= i'o yo/«. anii= mot/icr. angakok =sorceror.

Laxguage.

Egyptian.

African.

Libyan, etc.

Coptic.

Hebrew, etc.

))

Amharic.
Assyrian.

Araliic.

J3as(jue.

Caucasian.

>)

Etruscan.

E. Tartar, etc.

HORSE. ASS. MARE.

heter. sems. ses? kennu ? (si ; as:=s«'//i!). Ass—aa. (shat^r/oy. mai^ion).
esi. so. Bo-sa=zmare. {kxLra=:do(/). kadara.

ais. agmah. ass-is. tagniart:=w(ff;'tf. Ass—azad.

[bahsi=co(<'. eslio^y^V/.]

sus. parasli. susah. hamor. [Aramaean—hniira.]

slie-ass ; 'athon. 'arod
;
i^iri^^wild ass. (Latin.—sus=:soic.)

fcras. [wosha^r/o^^/].

sisu. a(n)ksu? shuru=:o.r.

khonsan. htmar. ass; a'i'r. 'ayr. [bisc:=J»f7'] ?

zaklia. Ass— astoa.

tshu. zeheni. la. gaur. schu. kotii. asche.

Ass— esh
;
gar; guri. {aM-ia^wrse. Circ.)

damnus.
kirsu. kirsni. tserlik. morin. kgn

;
gnu^^mare. f-an=.clej)Iiant,
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SUNDRY.—HOliSE. ASS. UAKE.—confimtecl.

E. Tartar, etc.

Xoriaii and Corcan.

Japanese.

Chinese.

Indo-Chinese.

Mahiy.
Thibftan.

Di'avidian.

jj

Uarro-Altaic.

Aceaclian.

Arj-an

Hindi, etc.

Lithuanian.

Zend, Persian, etc.

C'cltio.

Scanilinavian.

I-atin.

(rrcek.

Old Saxon.

German.
SUivonic.

French, etc.

American.

\v.mg^wild mn-like home of Turkistan. (kara—gorcsu=ie«r.)

gama. [C. zio ; shio ; niao=:o.f. kuma^S««r].

kama. lima. Ass—saru.

ma. er. kii. kl. 'ku-^^cnlt. Aas—lu.

invin. kora. niyiii-inah=w*«r«. Ass—mych. \im\.^elf2)hfint^.

kuda.

rta. morta=:?«f«-». Ass—rkan ; bon-l)n. [scn=</V/er].

kara. kuthirai. kndnro. asuvain. pari. matliuvan=>««/-c.

Ass—kattc. [O.c— kiiti; kcina. Elcphmit—jeshta.]

at (hence, Ottoman=//ors('wffM). ismo. juna. khush. guss. Iniscli.

kiihisli. tamma. he-n-oiset (Ein.). lu. lo. log. schundo. kundc.

murin. hebone. kopta. iw^xa.-=^wilA horse. [Kosh::=cow Fin.]

mur. kur. kis. ur. ansii=j«as<? ^ss=kas—kas. {gm-:=hair\ fur.)

anen l^the animal.

Sanskrit—agva
;
(a(5=s«<'//i!)=r(iiksan=o.!-. kukura ; (;van=r%). akoasa=/(6/'S«.

ghora. ushuru. madVan^«ir?r«. giidha^ff.ss. {sin=z(joat. ffxxvc^hison.)

aszava=:w«re.

Zend.—aspo. Persian.—kliar ; ashj). Armenian.—tzi. czn^o.r.

eac. capiiU. lair=wflre. Ass—asal.

drosal.

equus. accr?^iquick. Ass—asinus. (ursus=}c«r). (siis=.Wio) ?

ITTTTOS. Ass Ol'OV.

ehu.

pferd. ross. miihre ; stiite=OT«r<!. Ass—escl. Spanish.—yegua=rtss.

kon. loshad. (kosel=^o«^.)

chcval. jiimcnt:=w(r/T. Ass—ane. Italian.—cavalln.

no-kuse. kuss-uan. phancf sus ; mahto=i6'rt/'. kuraf=j»«wff. clier=rf6i^ ; cur.

GREEK AND LATIN ACCORDANCES WITH CHINESE AND MONGOL.—Edkixs.

The special resemblance of Greek and Latin to Chinese and Mongol may be judged of by the

following examples :
—

oiVo'?, "he," "same," "Mmself," Mongol adeli, I
ego, "I," Chinese, tiffo.

"same," Latin idem.
\
homo, "man," Mongol humun, Chinese tiin.

oIkoi, "house," Latin vicus, "vUlage," Chinese 4V(A/;<.s, "people," Greek o'xXov, Mongol o/o.s.

olc, uh, "bouse."
,

veins, "old," Mongol otolji, "old."

«/)rao, " see," Mongol harahu, " see

steadily."

OuXaaaa, " sca," Mongol dalai, "sea."

ijradfo^;, "lie," Chinese pid, "not," Latin fulsus,

English false,

ai; "thou," Latin tu, Mongol chi, Mandarin si,

Doric Ti'r.

ovK, "not," Mongol iiffei, "there is none."

ca'oi'r^iu, "to open," Mongol ncheku, "to open."

TToXiv, "city," German htirg, Mongol halyasim,

"fortified place," "city."

iijijtt)v, "male," Mongol ere, "male," Latin vir.

Olio, "to sacrifice," Mongol tehihu, "to sacrifice."

Ki'<ivo<i, "dark blue," Chinese hiucn, gun, "dark."
m'frjpof, "iron," Chinese t'it, Mongol tumur.

Kvicv, "dog," Latin canis, Chinese Ic^iuen, English
/(OK«(fckimd.

'^h'X'h "soul," "life," Chinese ^>'«/-, "animal soul."

(ifXnu'o's-, "black," Mongol hara, Chinese Icek.

vevOui, "grief," Chinese ^ej, j)«Y, "grieved."

77, "earth," Mongol ^«/")>, "earth."

" "look at «yeo, "to be in -^vant," Mongol «//(/, "there is none."

! OS, ossis, "bone," Greek uajcoi', Mongol y««.
aurum, "gold," Mongol aJfe, "gold."

puto, " think," Mongol Aof/rt/io, "think," "compute."
odi, "hate," Mongol usiliu, "hate."

pauci, "few," haga, "small," English /««-•.

emo, " buy," Chinese mai, English bug.

alter, alius, "other," Mongol ore, GeiTuan oder,

Greek «'\Xo9.

oppidum, " town," Chinese ip, "city." Compare
urhs.

jus, Justus, "just," Mongol yoso, "right."

qumro, "seek," qumso, "pray," Mongol goyoho,

"pray," Cliinesc gu, "seek," "pray."
ambtilo, "walk," Mongol gabahu.

altus, "high," Mongol undur.

mille, "thousand," Mongol minggen.

decet, "it is becoming," 'Mongol johistai, Chinese

long, toh, " ought."

peto, "seek," Mongol badaraho, "seek."

caput, "head," Chinese kap.
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ADDENDA AXD COEEIGEXDA TO PAETS I. AXD II.

Page 1.—Egyptian: add si'it—stone.

Page 2.—Accadian : add aJcak^to cut (stone).

Page 3.—Egy[)tian : read mm instead of nai=:"wind
;

qtia instead of qnu^zrauc'h ; add w^'a^strcngtli.

,,
Assyrian : for «s«^tree, read isu; and omit daru. niu. (jiyu.

Page 4.—American: ion: ivatcr-lwme, read water-house ; and for fOf(7= /(0.sc, read house.

,,
Chinese: (Great), add /I'r/ja^chief.

Page 5.—Greek : read o's instead of la. Asspian : read sarhti for samku=ichor.

„ Egy|)tian : add x«^=heart (Blood) ; also Coptic, /io< ; maf=z\AooA..

Page 6.—Chinese: ix([Ci hivai ; «o/.;i=swift (wind).

Page 7.—Assyrian : drop 7idhi (Death) ; and add Greek : I'EK-po'i. (Assyrian : fW'«=smite).

Page 9.—Greek : (Dog), for Kvir^/ read Kvwf. Dog, add her.

,,
Egyptian: add x''i'''''==to exist. (Beetle) for kheper read ;\;cper.

Page 10.—Accadian: (Fish), drop /rt/*^iand ; tng^scize; also Chinese, Aff;^;^take.

Page ll.^Greek : read ('x«7' instead of ix''°f'', -^'W (pn^/en'^to eat.

,,
Egyptian : add r//,«^eup (Drink) ; and //(y/'^hunger (Eat)

;
(=eager. Eng.) ?

Page 13.—Assyrian: drop nalai (Sacrifice).

Page 14.—Chinese : drop //»«/-^house.

Page 1.5.—Egy])tian : add wifsijr^skin. Greek: read «(f for oif:=goat.

Page 17.—Egyi)tiau: (Salt), add /(/««<. /;(?s«ieM=:natron ; ashen^honcy (Sweet). Hindi: add/oo^=old.

Page 19.—Basque: add cwT/(7=:stone.

Page 20.—Egyjitian : for d(7r=stone, read uar ; drop karnat^=\\orn. Accadian : drop ffur^to return.

Page 21.—Greek : for ?7-«';y;(9;=hack, read /)ax"i foi' V''"? read tpho?. Latin : iorj/ectare xcaAflectere.

,,
Assyrian: add r//:s((=twistcd cord.

Page 22.—Accadian : (top lino), for hud read had.

Page 23.—Arahic : for s«wa read sff?«oM=:morning. Assyrian: for ^i'sM read ^i'sM='white.

,,
Hehrew : drop ewMW (Sky). Assyrian: for «7i=god, read !7!<.

Page 25.—Hebrew : for mo. mi. im. read )wrtyu«=water. Greek : for oiwp read viicp; (Pot), add vcpia.

,,
Arabic: for !«7c?7=river, read ravine. Assyrian: ioi .ikaniru rc-ad sh(in'iru=&rc.

,,
Egyptian: add f«i«= firo.

Page 27.—Assyrian : for ?(rt««rt=:fire, read nannaru ; for .shawah read shame ; for /7«(rrt'sM:=gold, read

,,
kJ/nrasu. Greek: for Io= moon-goddess, read Iw. Egyptian: for x«^to shine, read x".

Page 29.—Assyrian: for pita; kii, read (Y««<«=small ; for /.s«=:tree, read isu; for cM'iruz=iman, read

,,
khii'ini. Egyptian: (Son), add whittle; Jien=.hoj ; «r«M=eldest son; for («M)==th, read

,, they. Greek: ior nijTijp read fiijTijp.

Page 30.—Chinese: add ^«=;male (Man). Assyi-ian : ior 2>itd ; A«^child, read /.';»/«=rsmall ; for isu

,,
read «s«(=6re. Accadian: add ^y( ?^mate.

Page 31.—Assyrian: for (?/»(^brother, read aha; drop y/-w '?^woman. Egyptian: add srt'/=daughter

,,
(Sister); ymJ=girl ; kenau; 'Wfi^woman, lady ; «/(7( ?:=youth (Boy) ; ncxcn; mm ?:=ehild

;

,,
drop nerau (Man). Greek: for 760? read viui: Assyrian: for saclini read salc/irti (Son);

,,
for inn read isutu^nmall.

Page 33.—Latin: (Tongue), add ^^(f/rt('«;«=palate. Assyrian: iov limru,rcaAlisa)m. Himza: (India?)

,,
as=:»;y heart.

,,
Polynesian : (Ear), add hnnih.

,,
Eg^^itian : add rf(7;=:tougue

;
x'i^^=li^'art. Arabic : for s//i'(/=to see, read shafi=.<ije.

Page 34 .—Cliincsc : add (!/<;H=:molar-tooth.

Page 35.—Hebrew: iovchel;, read Z7(eZ-=mouth. Egyptian: (Hand), add x^A^foot ; hahu; ermen-=iO.Txa.

,,
(I'oot), add nart^io run. (Head), for her, read hra. (Hair), add, Hcr=.\yoo\;

,,
(^loutli), (/«f!':=stomach. Greek : add on<ri/v=::haiiy (Hair).

Page 37.—(Weave;), Assyrian : for rishi, read rihu. Indian : add 6'(«'fl'.$//ZY(=hooked-cross.

,,
Accadian : drop, ^«fccloth, add, Egyptian : .s(«<=papyrus (Speech).

Page 39.—Greek: for ^//yx"*! ^'^'^^ /"/X"' ! '^Iso add /«'T/)«;'^measure.

,,
Ugro-Altaic : add w(«»=I. African: txdd mana; also ?«rt«(;(;=:man.

,,
Andiaric : add admu'^^mwn., also matiuhi-=r\\\\om..
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ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA TO PARTS I. AND 11.

Pago 41.—Assyiian : for machdsu read malcMsu.

,,
Greek: ior uiee.i/, read lu/ieti'; for Fxeri', read t'^rn' (Raise). American: add ce-hiti/a.

„ Greek: (Sleep), add Uttvo^; for TiOf/fn, i'(!ad 7iOij/ii.

„ African: (Sit), addi'::/; ziyho; kita; /curst; ««*(;=seat, sit.

Page 43.—Greek : (to Come), drop kiu. Assyrian : drop anli. Thibetan : for rhim-pa (to Go) rc^ad

,,
ItHj-pa. Egyptian: add, <c7i.Y7(=;to enter in

;
5'«wrt««=to create (Make). African: i\dd mo, md.

,, Polynesian : (Foot), add pude.

Page 44.—Chinese: (to Make), drop nga (old); (to Go), drop pdo.

Page 4.5.—Assyrian : (To Give), for nada-nu read nadanu. African : add addi//-=:y(jf, !

,,
E. Tartar : add da ja. X'«=to give.

,,
itiv J^drunean YciidEtruncan. Egyptian: (to Adverbs and Prepositions), add *« ; cr;en'i em.

,, Egyptian: (Stop), add ;»«(=remains ; /ff=trcad.

-Chinese : (Adverbs and Propositions), add i«/!=b('liind
;
phallus '? (Thou), add »i'^No. 2.

-(bottom line), add Accadian : //Mi=hand ; Cliinosc : leap. Acoadiau : add ku ; /^-rt^rmouth
;

eat ; Chinese : ka ; ku.

-Bnrmese : (House), add /i:ctf^M=stonc. Dravidian : kathi=.to build.

Egyptian: add x«?=stroet ; town. Dravidian: (Stone), add ^w;-:=rock.

-French : for caille read caillou.

-Phoenician : for <///-tf=rock, read tsor.

-Egyptian : for mad, read «(«/=air. Ugro-Altaic : (Wind), add aiHaz^npirif, and drop kaiza

=zsun. Assyrian : (God), di'op, digirii.

-Assyrian: (Son), add ;'fc((<«^small. Latin: (Wind), for ritis (Life), read vita.

-(Death), Greek: for A:a/j=soldior, read ki)i; also add Orijaiceiv.

-Assp'ian : (Salt), for alkkhu, read malkhu.

-Sky ; day. Egyptian : add her=^to sec.

-Egy|3tian : add /«7-=dog.
:.—for (^Quinchuca) read (^Quicliua).

Page
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African.
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African.
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TJgeo-Axtaic.
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African.
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ITgeo-Altaic.
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AFKICAJf.
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Uuko-Altaic.
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Afeicak.
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Ugeo-Altaic.
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AFMCAIf.
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AFEICiX.
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Afeican.
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Ugno-Altaic.
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Ugeo-Altaic. East Taetae. NOETU.

American.

CuNTltAL.t SoiTH.*

tangri. t;m. tit. tu. tana.

taroTn^ienvois. tale, tsehcl.

torom=:_(/oil. tul. tol. tschi.

pa'nvai
;
pana (Fin.) ; kun ; kiun=fZ«y.

Inu'ura ; diuu ; udun ; ig=:dtii/.

kill, k'atal. kaiu=ffoy. elm.

g\m=:dat/-hreak.

kceuck
;

geliiik. vira=f/rtir>?.

shkai=sZ'y. B<i\icld=zda>/. xcnri.

esh=^ffod of day ; heavens, alme.

essja^silrer. run ; rei— fire.

kiik. ketsohc. chog. iir. lun.

kahan; t;igti=:«^ff?' (Fin.).

tawash (Fin.). jcn=f/od.

ten^iiffh. kul^fo shine, uracil.

ama^spirit. jiima.

seilu (Fiii.)=cv/«. sicl^s!(«. slii.

sar; tiari:=liffht. sorxazizshine. in.

nap. nuout. nue. nam. na.

nai^=.s!<w. iiogi:=«7((Vf. niimma.

nowa. nail, nomon. none.

in-jen. »av-m^u'hi/e. jiima. mcny.
mancii.

saan=_^'/'e. asal. [svl^shine).

(u=;k=t=s) ?

tcngri. tiengii.

tinguro. kiin=r/«y.

nangra. ncnguu.

niin. nian.

ncn(lii"=:cy«.

nara=:s(«».

hara=ster.

liurara=r^rt'y.

maiigi. tL'l=s««.

tan=zhii/h.

6dor:=(foy ; cdiir.

N.B.—Eoot Na=eye :

Sim ; day ; sky
;

fire, etc., common
in Turanian, Asia,

and America, means
lii/ht, sight.

tanif ;
tahn=r7«y. tina=/(V//(/ ; day.

taaudc. caan^.s'/'y, licavens. tikhas.

ii^w^iosee. kow. kek. tek. Vm:\=zto see.

sua. kuinyagc ; uni=.s/7/, day.

tasliun. eeska. kcscdiokewc.

kon=;s!<». zon=zday. bueion=«e<».

sella, siina. teshc. mahetze.f

kcsis ; isli=s/«r. giui^sim. shiiy.

nali=«Z7/. naai=:.S7<». nam''''=:«%.

nakai ; kccai*=:f/ffy. naait:=«i^ra.

nam ; naa ; nani^eye ; sky. nas.

tie ; tak ; tagg=r/«y. u ; idna=/?re.

namotiik. manoak=s!<».

cliaf=_^r«. eeska. iie=Lfosee.

waliri ; cliaan
; f keg-ik=/i««fe««.

pimcliaii*=.s7«). ; day (Quichua).

]iaaTn=flre. 'aaikii*:=Jire.

zak\z=white. son ; tachol^siar.

(j^uilla*'^»(00». toiii;* inti=s?<«.

(n=k=t=s) ?

tshi. tsali==;?r« ; sun. susi. kal ?

siel. X'lt. katj. oga;. haya.

kiiin ; kiija ; tzel^iyht. kiin.

shim, siiink ; siiina (Lap.), si.

kaiza. konash. shimda. iid.

saau=;?rff. tycl. (sal=«7«'?e«).

tzi^sfar ; sun. kase=:«ter.

schialla. zat. kar. kon.

po'nva
;
paw (Fin.). kis=^r«.

sai'ni^^oW. kose=i!>o?j. koz=«te/'.

iia=zlight ; sky ; eye. mondy.
nai. nap. ai ; hara^moon.

(See Moon.)

kiin. ud.

cliiin. ed-iir^f^rty.

liiin=.s((« ; moon.

\ai\x^yellow.

tel.

iolo^fire.

delesa.

(kun, in Accad.=s/i«M«.)

(li=k=s)

(d=t=s)

cone. khon. kion. kon. kin.f *

taika.* tsa. tab. tziie. za. tat.

coun ; cun ; klion=^V<>. liaan=/?;-«.

kesis^.s^B ; moon. kese. kislikii.

tze ; isli^.sf'ff)-. sua. sakli. cacki.*

haie.*" lii. sunh. kaysboli.

tcslium=;s/7/. toiii.f inti.* suus.*

schwim.* lia.slie. manoak. sail,

hari.* nasli. sima.* soLn. haslie.

naai. nait. nali^.sZ'y. nait.

naika*"=^r(!. nec=«(06i«. a'ta.

uat'usi. sin^fo see. uiua=_/?r(;.

tscbol^.s/rtr. io^Jire.

seh:^snake.
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Ugbo-Axtaic.
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Ugeo-Aliaic.
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SOME ANALOGIES BETWEEI^ ASIATIC, TUEANIAN, AND ANCIENT EGYPTIAN.

ExGiisn. Egyptian.

East Taetak,

Mongol, etc.

Stone.

rock. hard,

to Cut.

Axe, etc.
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POSSIBLE ANALOGIES BETWEEN ASIATIC, TUKANIAN, AND ANCIENT EGYPTIAN.

English.
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ANALOGIES BETWEEN ASIATIC, TURANIAN AND ANCIENT EGYPTIAN.
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COMPARISO:S^S OF BASQUE WITH X. W. TUEAXI.iX AND EGYPTIAN.

English.

Dog (cur).

Stone.

Arrow.

Axe.

Cow (ox).

iSheep. goat.

Deer.

Great ; high.

Night, bad.

Fra. Lap.

koii'a

saite

aksjo

hareha

kauris =_i'/wrt^

peura

diennes

paz

Thunder.

Fish.

Hair.

Eye (see).

Tooth.

Son.
I

Brother. )

Father.

Woman, mother, omma

Fire.

suina=.SM«

Star.

Sun; silver.

"Water.

rfikki= //<•«!! f

tiigti

tiitse

silma=cy(;

wiro=r«'w

God.

Ugeo-Alt.uc.

koy

karo

I
sahs= sfo»e.

sak a.= J,'ni/e.

za'd= bow.

so2:am=arrow.

iikor

Basque. Egtttian.

kara.= hf/(7.

bckkeka= W«tA'.

tsehari

saz. \)az= Jic<id.

kus. ketshe=6««

saw

su. siim

sak=.so»

aitiii

cma

xat. kiz

kiz. tuck. esh.

azal=.sZ'y. siel =
sun. sal=s/iiitc

ur =;•«»» i

iihor=rrt/;«' i

jen

ora

arria

> sageta

!asta= stone

haizkora

oreh=oj;

ac]iuiTia= /«wii

beya= cow

acu= sfrotig

gau ; balcha =
niyld. c\iax= had

turmoi

arrai

adaz

akus= fo see

esiir =bo!ie

scc-is= lrunier

s\if:wi=irofJicr

aita

sikki. ekhi-iz.

izeki

iza. ekhi=^/'«

ziUar

va-i=rain. \iv.

uharka
itsaso. =cri'ia =

rirer

jainco.

uhcr.

I
set. sat=«<o??«.

s-d\i\i=sfo?ie?

(
bksu.

kaari=(?o«<.

axa.

I

kek. krh.

bari.

sah.

s}iu = /i//Jif.

Six\\n= fo cut.

sa. scra\\= i/oifnff.

sen. %o-)^=little.

at.

mu-t.

teka. suax- x"*.
&ci=to lighten.

rek.

teka =firc. \

sc\= star )

uat-ur=«<(/.

uri. uka.
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SOME TUEANIAN AFFINITIES liETWEEN DRAVIDIAN, AMEEICAN,
AND UGllO-ALTAIC.
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accoeda:n'ces between Semitic and turanian, etc.

English. Hebrew.

Stone ; rock.

Cut. Lack.

razor ?

axe ; knife, etc.

Enclosure.

field, garden.

house.

town, etc.

Mountain.

God.
Great; high.

back ; strong.

Tree. high.

Death, etc.

Bad ; dark
(Light).

Eye ; and see,

etc.

Sun. sky.

Shine ; firo.

Head, etc.

Hair, etc.

Tongue, etc.

Foot, etc.

rood.

Seed; gi-ain,

Pot (shard).

Wing (fly).

SraaU.

Sou.

Man.
Moon, etc.

Star, etc.

Day (sky).

Fish (snake).

Fire.

Water.
Dog.

tsur.

gazar.

sakkin.

khazar.

gan.

gali=/;«(7/ of
stones.

hh'a^=castle.

hor. harr.

jah. el.

Ae.U3IC
(Amharic. "A.") AssraiAN.

malieth^death,

raah. ayn.

schemesh.

sham.

esh==/;'(;.

rosh.

se'ar.

'alch=?«ff/.

herekh.=/cnce.

man.
sheher=/o(;r7.

kad. kas.

sakhrah.

dak. "A."

sikkin.

zaxa^farm.

carria==/(WH(.

bait. dar.

dar=i7wuse.

tel.

ayn.

shamak. "A."
shamak. sama.

shahr=??ioow.

nar=;?r«.

r as.

sha.

katu.

kakku:=(«V(yjo«.

'mntu^coiiiifri/.

ginu. kar^c/rt'/c.

girrn^i-oad.

kiru=:field.

e^allu^jmlace.

alu.

paklu.

kanii.

matu.

aku.

e]l\i=^hriffM.

kurah. "A."

mat.

slieru=^««A.

tsiVir.

ben.

adam ?

kese.

sham=«/I'y.

saghir.

nun.
esh.

kcleb.

kan. "A."

(zanda. "A.")

nuru=%/i<.

reshu. kakkadu.

kalur=.sj»e«X-.

shuku=/fi7.

karsul^fl«/.7«.

zim^seed.

karpatu.

parashu^^ojfy.
tsakliru. isu.

zmi=zchild.

maru.
elhi=:Itrii//if.

dn:=nwon.

Ugro-Aitaic.

tsachao. kach.

sahso.

kusi. laz.

East Tartar,

Mongol, etc.

tsakur.

saki.

suka. 'kach^stone. suka(Lat. seoare.)

mn^find.
haza^wuse.
kar. bar.

hat. baza,

kholla. kylu.

karo=/«0Ms«.

bor. kar. pil.

jahn. jen.

ke. paca.

arko=^;Y"rt<.

kandu. ano.

kiina=Jo«^.

margh. mara.

keka.

kwel=s?<M.

gyn (Caucasian),

shema; szem=:
eye.

na'K'e^irJiite.

num=«/'y.
es=^Jire.

pash. resz. koigo

ccr. zao.

keli.

kasse. kur.

kucha.

mak=srti^.

shi'ut. serum:=
milk.

kab?

sakko^.vow.

hcTia^iftle.

sak ; nvd^soH.

kosi:=.SM».

ilio=:wioo«.

kisili. si.

saan=fire. .

tan. klion^47<M.

niim=isky.

nanza.

ais. es. esh.

mu.
kolb?

gar::=}iouse.

ail^tow7i.

karr. gar.

kha.

acu^stronff.

shen, (Ugric.

;

sh=k?).

eche. ckel.

horaru^^o see.

sh.um=:sun.

nudu=:c//f.

nara:=s««.

kutsu=:w<>fZ:.

noshu.

kale. ala=.ihumh

bedka.

sharai^ort/s.

garclu.

garshu=:/('ff//i«;\

asika=::yo»//i7.

siun=:;so» (Ugric.)

smgsu.

(nian).
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ACCOEDANCES BETWEEN HEBllEW, THIBETAN AND AJIERICAN.

J. Edkins. R. p. Gkec*

English.
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SOME SPECIAL ARYAN EQUIVALENTS AS WITH AMERICAN.

(See Page 120, also Part II.)

English.
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SOIIE SPECIAL AllYAxY EaUIVALENTS AS WITH AilERICAI^.

English.

Food, flesh.

Seed. Egg. Eiit.

Fish, etc.

Pot, etc.

Salt (shining).

Snow (white).

beer.

Sky. day.

(light, etc.)

Sun. eye.

Moon.

Star, etc.

Fire, etc.

Water.

Eiver. sea.

Splash, wash.
Lake, etc.

Animals.

Man.

"Woman.

Aryan.

Mother.

mar

=

to grind ? soseme.

anusha. sasza. shir. semcn=«
^Ma=cream; to soiv; seed, o^jrov.

maj'se. magh. ^ea. ^uifio^. fia'^a.

txOvi- imichli. kaku. hai. ayo.

canoe= iort^. keiye. ukku= s«(r/i.r.

udaka=(rffi'«'. \)\\ia= carify. aaKoi.

patra. pan. pota. aiinii= water.

aaicKui=h(tg. euach. Xckov. manika,

9uci. sara? tiishara.= ;<;«. sel.

shakkar. h\\1v.i\= white, ice. zarkar.

shmaa. skan= «/(»'««. tsiun.

sack, whisky, udaka. a(]\\i\.=ivat(r

raki.

arak. ik^io<i. sura. uisk. eau.

surya. tag. tio. dina.

azure.

auLii. konda. uak. teinc =;?;•«.

sfirya. miit. son. sunus. nate.

chandra. mi\»ix= iiioufli. ile. kano.
mi. nirdi. mosye. micsyac.

(tf\;/)')/. 9j\io'i= sim. messez. caun.

sitfirali. trira. s^t. stella. seren.

ignis, dali. okon. shah= //rrt^.

teine. \u'ere=to burn. nara. krak.

azer. agni.

aber. udaka.. orche. ap. ah.

dsyr. see. dzow. eas. lo. eau.

wa. vcwp. vw. va^ia. aqua. asc.

amhu. am. mira. humidus.
pa=<o drink, varsha. mor. marc,
mor. morge. uisk.'

lamb. cur. paca=^o(?^

porcus=7^/i'/. 'k.\\h= cow.

hog. camel, kaora. hakri=ffoaf.
canis=dor/. icvici'=dui/.

-pccus= cattle; sheep.

khar=(H.v. simha= /('o«. tiger?

hor. homo. nara. manu. dyn.
av)^p. ari. dome. maon. uea.

innai= w«. uyi. kin.

ma. ^/rinj.- cunnus. kin. jena?
naug. dama.
gC'm = to beget, chayua. koinue.
mamma, mat. nam.

A.MKitrc.^N.

maze-morra. stisi=<o eat. shoman =/?«/«.

mahiz. sara. mati. sohan. mauig.

magne. sanku. smu. souk, tzoma.

ikii-uk=s«rtZr. michun. cagna. hai. yee:

lean, pague. kanu. kckon.

kuyka. puti= Jo.r. koto, akkik.

ak= ;c((^(7\ manka. i)'i = water, niche.

sachi. zak ; zura.= white.

Rhukose=srt/<. sw\n.k= sweet. oh-zcl.

kisini; k.eis=ice.

a.cca=maize beer. ak.= watcr. wash, essauh.

mas= /o drink. sorci=.y}irit.

skie. ziXYa= while. tani ; tagg=r7ffy. dino.

'aik= ege. zuna. dzu.

tahu. ue. nicli. nakou. ano. tu. kin.

/Aira—white. suna. sa. nait=fy«. zun.

khangra=««m. masa. manaok. illu.

maitsaoa. mets. khan=^>r. k'un. quilla.

khan=^;'«. silla =s;'rt;\ mata=ege.
sah. siri. zariu. ari=w(oo». citalli. taosi.

serrika.

iguach. tah. oko. sa=.s««. dino= d(ig.

into, uniri. aguai= /«oo?j. nan=mn. t.sa.

kak. tona=s(«?.

aba. ak. uhu. uko ui. nash.

mem. mayu. amu. humu. miki.

wa. ua. mem. yaku. li. eia.

pa. tsha. maya. tsash. essauh.

llama. chcr=dug. camiu. kuin= (7oy.

icharme= (/ori'<.

hoctu= Sort/'. kamela= f/c(v. ccanra= slieep.

])ai:a=goaf. 'k]ia=biiffalo cow. ]i.\u:a = lion.

a.Ticha= tajjir. tikc=jn(ma. chinka= 7/</H.

k'hommo. mena. nani. hahri. hama.
annin. uare. dohme. uni. dini. nah= so«.

inno. iniu. gari. nare. cune. dame.

huaruina. cuuia. china, nana.

kona. ghanni. dome= mother.

marmi. mania, uaa. ma.
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SPECIAL AETAlSr EaUIVALEXTS AS WITH AMEEICAN.

EXGHSH. Aetan". Amemcan.

Son. boy.
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SmSTDET.

Accaclian.—gish..

Lithuanian.

—

t!ichaka::=branch. Sanskrit.—gaccha.

Sp'iac.—kaisa. Norse.—askli^as/i.

Japanese.—ki.

Arabic.—sidi-. Celtic.—clrii. ghar. seracli.

Ugro-Altaic.—oka. agash. aijlie.

Assyrian.—etsu ; isu. German.

—

ast=^braiic7i.

Chinese.—shu.

Hebrew.

—

siukmah-=:si/camore. ets^iii/h.

African.—kia. oki. eku. ati. etsi.

,,
kasgar. koye. kite. tia. ki.

N.B.—Amharic includes Ethiopian and Tigre.

Sanskrit.—cakra=:r//r/c. Zend.— arta.

Assyrian.—matum=ugurru. kakkaru. eklu.

,,
gmu^f/arden. kiru=;f('W.

Arabic.— earria=:/ff/'wj. \a.gh&k.^town.

Hebrew.—gan.

French.

—

carve=^square.

Etruscan.

—

ma=iJ(ind.

Amharic.

—

M'ai'=roimd. agar^country. medcT^and.
Coptic.—kar. aht.

TJgi'o-ALtaic.—kyra. cher. zend. arta. aker. karto. ache.

Persian.—chak.

Celtic.

—

caer^stone-circle. llan. gardh^^ffarden.

,, lur. mae»=field. da\)hoch=zf(irm. carn^ieaj} of stones.

Accadian.—gana.

Greek.-

—

aypo9.

African.—mugiind. munda. kira. oko. deba. varo. baki.

Egyptian.

asr.

taku. a(j^h.

^anta.

aar=?rt«(^.

set.

qeT=zeircle.

English.

Tkee.

twig. wood,

ash. branch,

sun? life?

stone ? cane,

oak. hiah.

Enclosuee.

farm. land,

field, garden,

earth,

stone.

place, yard,

house,

square,

round, circle,

enclosure.

waU ?

country.

Maori .

—

kuteko^ducl-.

Assyrian.—pishu ? issuru. parashu=:fo^^//.

Malay.

—

\>ezi=Hrd.

Fin.

—

'kwk^dove.

Slavonic.—ptak.

Litliuanian.—paid^sztis.

Etruscan.—ciis ?

Sanskrit.

—

jtatz^tojff/. pakshin.

Celtic.—piotd
;
poused.

Mongol.—pata. garssu^/e«</(er.

Lap.—tjurok^/o y/y.

African.—pidi. tc. peso. paku.

p&[=^to/i/.

patex=<o/y.

shn=:ifeather.

ta=J/>-«?.

BiKD.

to fly.

fowl, pigeon.

wiiid ? wing,

feather,

arrow ?
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SuiTDfiY.
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Sundry. EGrmAN.

Arabic.—kaus.

Latin.—arous.

Assyrian.

—

^ashtu^arrow.
Ugro-Altaic.—zaa. African.

—

n.csh=zarroiv.

English.

Bow.

arrow,

to bend.

Thibet.—yzu. Accadian.—kashtu.

Amliaric.

—

sa,yi=zsword.

Chinese.—shct^sAoo^. Celtic.—saeth.

Greek.—jos. o(«tos. (i)(o9^soj;).

Sanskrit.—isbu.

Latm.—sagitta.

African.

—

eai^hiife. se. san. leba.si:=arrmo ; sio=zsivord.

,, sara. tsoh.

sesu:=iott'.

set.

sshr.

sat^sfowe.

Amharic.—kwdar. Lap.—aksjo.

Mantshu.

—

snca^axe.
Arabic.

—

Rikkm^mife. French.—hache.

Sanskrit.—ak^fo cut. asi^sword.

Accadian.

—

t'dk=^sfone. shah^s/(oo^.

Assyrian.—kakku. katu:=fo cut. kashtu.

Latia.—aseia. sectum^ci;^. saxuni.

Celtic.—twcca. dagr. da.c'h-:=sto}ie.

African.— ake. azio. tigeran. ndsa. sok. dcka. as:=rt.ir.

,,
katsara=.«/)fff/-. sio:=sivord.

,, sukari^/viZ/i;. auchan=: knife.

,, ziqzen=<o cut. sappe:=X'«7/«.

bksu.

hesq:=/o cut.

tektii:^stone.

sek.

sut^s^Me.

j^aqu=^o cut.

Bshi-:=cirroiv.

Aeeow.

bow.
stone.

to shoot.

bird?

lance.

offspring.

bow-stone.

A.XE.

knife.

hatchet.

spear.

stone.

to cut.

dagger.

saw.

Chinese.—kek.

TJgi'o-Altaic.— gi. 'kara^^lad. bakkcka=W«(;i-.

Coptic.—krh. cushe.

Assyrian.—tabachii. aku^ivicl:ed.

„ bi'shu=i(7f7. siimu.

Italian.

—

scTci-z^evcninff.

Celtic.—ce. ciar. dorch=:W«fZ,-.

French.—soir.

Sanskrit.—qyama^JfocZ,-.

African.—oru. 6kiui-:=niff/it. tuku. zu.

,, eso ; sitan:=rfej-/7.

krh.
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SumDEX.
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SuifDET.
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Libyan and
Beebek.
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Stjitdet.
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Libyan and
BEKJiliK.
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SUNDET.
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StTNDET.
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Lybyan and
BERIiEK.
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SUXDET.
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Sttndet.
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Libyan and
Beubek.
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SUNDET.
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Libyan and
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SUM)ET.
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Libyan- and
Bekhku.

madden.

aoutan:=«(«y«.

ergaz=:/M<si««f/.

anient.

guanz=pcople. \

Juandicsuf I

Cimary.) J

=(Guanflics of

mcna:=so».

gar l^^people.

zu. on.

yei. ze.

mcna.

ag. mis.

ai. niene.

ammis.

khith.

tamethout =^wife.

toulaouin.

tamat.

(mis=«o«.)

Ibeeian oe
Basque.

Caucasian and
Aemenian. " A.'

lemo. ^om\-=.family

.

khomo=.s'o« ; hoy.

semc=«o». zui
;
gori^ioy.

ce. lak. lag.

gizon. ladyer. agn.

moi. agni.

kozo=:MrtZ(;. kmari. gwami. marc.

mard; air ("A.").
arc^malc. adam. stcg.

chiTiii, tlo}i=:hu)iiand.

aita=f(ifhe): masla, lieka.

kazi, dzug.

t&v=.people, tribe, mi^mc. I.

hair=ifai/ier {" A.").
a.na\a=zhrot/ier.

seme.

mutil. guehi.

Iiumc=f7///f7.

anaya=Jro</i«r.

sec-is=^brotJier.

sviciva^rother.

zma=:hrother.

leme=w(rt«.

chicane/; (7(7.

gastc=i/oii>i</.

emazti^w ife.

avaaz^mof/ier.

cme=ifemale.

timal. timir.

ua. has. zui. miscli.

goma. plia.

tziek; sougli=/(W(; ("A.").
bishi. gab(j.

acholic 1/onni/.

kog. kanat.

tina.=^h'ttle ; tiny.

ze. kazi:=wff«.

tyiisiil=7iY(f^(;.

khome. sagbn.

zin=fa!mly.
sakri (Scytbic).

ordi ("A.").
dzSn=to beget ("A.").

NoHTH.

timir= .SO??.

deda=wo^^,w.
sbumak. sbooz. esa.

kin. "A."
dzeii^to beget. "A.'
zm=:fiiiiu7g. "A."
karnn. "A."
uana^motJiei:

mair^iiiofher. "A."
tlyadi^(f//«.

maia:=wioci«.

Ajiebican.
CENTIlAL.t

E. =Ea8t of S..\.

South.*

h'hommo. nil.* amo.
hania. leno. umo.*
mcna.* tamma. cune.

dame.f dobmc. clie.

sune.* tania. matei.*

laiya. cnono. aba.

tabulate, bake.* dau.

tata=f<it//er. umasoi.

dina lukku.* taka.

mc=/. vie.

hcnumc* (S.E.). khari.

jazi. nare.* sunta.

nitemi=(///7. abrif=:(^'o»;rt». neka.
kosa=/'«.si(7«r/. aba.* nnin?
linaraini*^«'o«(fl!»..

comai* (E.). iatc*=»(a?j (E.).

conetlf=Joy. bua.*
taraa=:inan.

tiemc^'^girl. aunm^man.
b'bommo. timawon.
umo*^»«(7«. sboknab^/iY^^e.

chicbi.* akun.f isbt.

klcnc '^^'z^woiniin.

haban.f tigami* (E.). tsi.

saca^tree. sunc^man. jaisi.*

aze. sie.f pera. tze.

'nia.nte=zlittle. pilzintli.f

]azi^man. keimcg.
eenek. toksii^'^ittle. kooch.::^little.

uisbam. biia.! jay.f
saik^^oy. siL'^little.

ssijay, miabs. nenco.

puskce^/(V^/e.

pama. nnin. nani.

STML^ivonian. saka.

cana.* natsi. baban.f

dome.* nantli.f cnnba.*
temabe=«(o^/(f/-. anu.* ouell* (E.).

klene.* laykni^mof/ier.

cunia. naua.*=.v/47p;-.

arao^man. timi^=.so?^.

tamma=w(«».
dim.* kami^OT^w.
maitsakaf^wtioH. tan.

snn. nsu.f masa^wioore.

25
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SUXBET.
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SuTa)RT Egtptiajt.

Dravidian.—alia. Celtic.—na. nag. cha. African.—kari.

African.—ibba.

Celtic.—do. an-so. au. ri. gu. trc. air.

Accadian.—nig. Dravitlian.—aga.

TJgi'o-Altaic-—da. dan. li.

Chinese.—ti. si'. Afiican.—la. di.

Sanskrit.—e]£a=J\^o. 1.

TJgro-Altaie.—ma. a'i.

Amharic.— egnea. ame.

Hebrew.—anoki.

Celtic.—mi. Gothic.—aki.

Etruscan.—ma. mi.

Accadian.—ugae. min. ni.

African.—mi. ngi.

bu?

amik.

Accadian.—tu. zu.

Hebrew.—ka. African.—ku. do^iVo. 2.

tu.

Hebrew.—hu.

Sanskrit.—^ha.

Celtic.

—

co=Lwho. a.

Fin.—ikke.

Sanskrit.—eka^JN'b. 1.

Ugro-Altaic.—anke=mo^/;tT.

Accadian.—aka^/o make.

Afiican.—changa=»ose. anku=

Chinese.—ki ?

-.eye.

Latin.— ederc.

Hebrew.

—

VheV^jmhde.
UgTO-Altaic.—idee, ku ; 'ko^mouth.

ncn^tJiei/.

anx-

usha.

xapa.

Accadian.—akak. kha.

Celtic.—dyro. dan.

Sanskrit.—dadati (da).

Hebrew.—yad=7iaw(?.

Latin.—dare.

Celtic.—ghab.

Ugro-Altaic.—kap.

Chinese.—tak.

Chinese.—gang.

Amharic.—heuda.

Sanskrit.—ga. ya ? pad.

African.

—

gim:^fuoi.

khep=/i««r?.

haq.

Celtic.

—

zcn^son. suarac. beag. Chinese.

—

tzi^son. siao.

T'olynesian.—kcichi=:(;7»7rf. Dravidian.—concha.

Ugro-Altaic.—kistin. sakka ; sua=*w8. sen.

Slongol.—occai ; cliuken=.soM. asika=yfl?«((jr.

Hindi.

—

kiuMi^Mle. Malay.—bachat. African.—okerc.

sa.

mcs^child.

Ekglish.

No ! not.

Yes!

Adverbs and
prepositions, etc.

I. me.
A^o. 1. we.
Finger.

Thott.

JVo. 2. thee.

He.

who? which,

this. that. who. the

Life, etc.

breath, wind.

To Eat.

mouth.

To Beat.

strike.

To Gn-E.

hand.

To Take.

to gi'ab.

seize, carry.

To Go.

to gang.

small,

son.

chicken ?
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Note.—The Libyan and Berber family bavo been recently considered by

Professor Sayce, as almost certainly tbe lineal descendants of tbe tall white

(blue-eyed) prehistoric races of Palestine, more especially represented by the

Amorites and Amalekites of Scrij)ture. They could hardly have migrated

thence to Libya prior to the time of ilenes of the first Egyptian dynasty

;

the Egyptians at a very early period being the deadly enemies of the Libyans

of their western frontier.

The late Mr. Ellis supposed some linguistic connexion between the Basque

with the Libyan and North African, as well as with the Caucasian and

Etruscan; but neither Mr. Robert Brown, jun., nor Mr. Hyde Clarke, consider

this a likely hypothesis, nor does the Libyan appear to be at all nearly

connected with those languages, nor indeed with almost any known language,

judging by the Comparative Vocabularies in Part IV. of this work. But

naturally not a few Celtic words are to be found ia the Basque, as well as in

Caucasian (see Appendix xx) ; but I believe Mr. Ellis is correct so far that

a Caucasian linguistic element (and therefore a Turanian element) may be

traced in Basque.

Naturally semi-Semitic and Arabic words must be found in the Libyan

and Berber tongues (see Prof. Newman's Libyan Vocabulary).

The Etruscan is now clearly shown to be mainly connected with an

Altaic branch of the North Asiatic Turanian by Mr. Robert Brown, jun., and

others, and not with the Libyan or Basque as suggested by Dr. Briiiton and

Mr. ElUs.

In the Caucasian column of words in Part IV. I have mostly followed

Latham, and have generally included the Georgian, Circassian, Lesghian, Andis,

Iron, Tushi, Curali, Tscherkess, Abasi, and Absne dialects. Most of these

are, of course, Turanian, and possibly Finnish, though some of them Altaic,

and some of them more purely TJgric or West Tartar. The Armenian, as an

Aryan language, is separately marked by "A."

Some have more lately considered the Basque and Iberian to be connected

with the Esthonian ; at page 100 I have given some few comparisons; b>it the

American shows better results. (See Ajipeudix xx.)
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iNno-CniNESE.

East Himalaic.
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Indo-Chinese.
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Indo-Chinese.
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Indo-Ciiinese.
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Afeicas".
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Indo-Chinese.
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Indo-Chinese.
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Afeican.
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Modern Afmca.
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AFEIC-iJf.
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Afeicax.
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Afeican.
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Afeicaij.
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Afbicai.-.
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Afeican".
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Afeican.

tliomi. mume.
akala. nona. beng.
gor. okure. gar.

boana. alo. moku.
ira. t'kohn. koa.

lemio:zzwoman.

kama. ume.
bara. mutii. miilo.

bonima. homi.
manee. emo.
rume. zuno.

mar. ningba.

mano. koango.

oxam^^woman.
mo. ma. ba. bi.

nic^tiwiitJi.

oruni. muntu.
momba. anab.

moere ; muri ; moti=zfree.

Madagascar.—ulu. bibe. lelay

,, orrang. olen. unm.

de. kam. oruni.

bona. onya.

yabere. ankona.

Icnno. manka.

den.

naba.

gana ; keke ; ok^rcz^lUtle.

enia. rcme. nama.

bi ; mano=wf/«.

'kuko:=cJiicJc(n.

SuJTDEr.

Greek.

—

avi/f>.

Latin.—manns:=/w»(?. bomo.
Sanskrit.—mannsba. manu.
Egyptian.—t'a. bammu. menb=:(/o«</(. ba. rex

„ unt'i. 'ka^mnle. bii.

,,
annee. lun^men. me.

E. Tartar.—buman. are. vaoo=itree.

Ugro-Altaic.—kena. ena. mart.

,, mat. manne. mo=ztree.

Indo-Cbinese.—manus. mana.

,, loo-myab^ji;<!0^fe. kanii.

Cbinese.—^jin. nan. manzzimale.

„ mu ; mok=:/;w.
Accadian.—enna. lu. muku. mu^tree.
Assyrian.—maru^sw*. amelu. kimtu.

Arabic.

—

taraar^ilaie- tree.

Hebrew.—ani. adam V

Japanese.—nin. nwiko^Inisband. bito.

Corcan.—sbana. ba. aino.

Kiu'ile, etc.—onne=6iW man.

„ binne. amub. kar. okkai.

English.

Sanskrit.—j anani.

Slavonic.—jena.

Japanese.—onna. mune=</(e breast.

TJgro-Altaic.—kara. ema. zin ?

Tbibetan.—cun-na=:w//«.

Accadian.—ninni. gime.

Egyptian.—hcmiu^^;V^.
Greek.

—

r-jvinj.

Coroan.—amooni. ban-nin.

Kmile, etc.—menoko. matcbi:= ;<//<?. angnau.

Egyptian.

—

ri.et'i^=i/ounff. sa.

„ at'ii. nexen^f/»7r/.

Tlgro-Altaic.—sak. nuor:=yo««y.

,, ma. aicbo=yo!«jy.

Latin.—natns.

Hindi.

—

'kiu:h'h:=h'ttle.

Indo-Cbinesc.—kicbai. tbab.

Cbinese.—ni. tik.

Sanskrit.—sunn, sakhni^^small.

Assyrian.—pitiku=(7u7rf.

Accadian.—gina=/////f'.

Arabaric.

—

n]i]in=zbrot/i(r.

Corcan.—pak= boi/.

Japanese.—ko. kodomo.
Kurik', etc.—occai. nakam. soiibik

Majt.

husband,

kin. male,

people,

monkey ?

hand?

I. me.

son?

tree?

family.

Woman.

mother.

wife.

kin?

Son.

boy. chUd.

man ?

little,

chicken ?

mac (Celtic),

kith ; kin.

tree ?
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African.
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Apeican.
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African.
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Afeicajst.
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African.
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Afeican.

lo ; dok. ko ?

tta. mema. zi.

akwa. nyam.

mczo. myo. sua.

nu. ni. na. ira.

waha. via. ma.

nyauja. m-Tva.

nke. ngun. afi.

nya. waha. na.

ni. lo. aya. di.

uke. omi. nkc.

ano. mah. tta. mema.

ru-wa. walia. ira.

maka. madsa.

via. maji. mye.

ma. mcsi.

nyam. man.

Stjndet.

Indo-Chinese.

—

tan^ivater. tak-tlie:=r/i'cr.

Accadian.—a. aga=^flood.

Egyptian.—uka=^oof7.

„ aa:=<o u-ash. tu=iwater.

„ aka'n.a^icatcr-2wt.

Ugro-Altaic.—'wat ; lu'; ai; tu; nai:^water.

Coptic.

—

iaro^u-ater.

Chinese.—mo; hai ; ni:=rvater. dak=Mr.

Japanese.—nmi. ankha.

Corean.—ta.

Kiirile, etc.—atui. waca. tim=:Ial-e.

Egyptian.—ma. ar. uka^Jfood. pek ?

Coptic.—iaro. Celtic.—vakia.

Indo-Chinese.—tan. ya.

Sanskrit.—nira. udaka.

Chinese.—mao. dak=^IaJce. hai. ni. mo.

,, auT=iriver. ky. tu.

TJgi'o-Altaic.—wat. ai. nai. nare. wa. pi.

Accadian.—me. ai. pi. uru.

Hindi.—wa. am. ar.

Teutonic.

—

niki=^icater-spirif.

Japanese.—misi. mu. kawal.

,, amc=rrt/«. kawa=rnw. jui.

Corean.—mu. ki^^rivcr.

Kurilc, etc.—vaca. aca. tzcn. peh.

English.

Sea.

water, river,

great water,

lake.

boat?

flood.

"Water.

river,

lake,

rain,

mere,

flood,

boat?
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Afkican.
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Afeicait.
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Djiavidian.
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Afhicaij.
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DlUVIBLLN.
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Apeican.
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Madagascar.
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N.B.—The Dravidian language from the accompanying simple class of words,

does not seem to have much in common 'with the Malay, beyond a few probably

borrowed words.

There however are, as might be expected, many words apparently in the

Polynesian and Melanesian, common both to the Papuan and Malay and Melanesian

;

and also again as between the Papuan and Australian group. (See Introduction).

But there are many Ameiican, especially of South-west American, words

showing strong analogies both with the Polynesian and Papuan, and even again

with the Malay. There is also much of the Malay in Madagascar. (See

Appendix, No. 14.)

In the Dra\-idian I have included Tamil, Canarese, Malayam, Sontal, and

Tulu. Tamil contains, doubtless, a considerable later admixture of Sanskrit,

Bengal, etc., and is probably not so useful for comparisons in Archaic Comparative

Philology, containing, as it seems to do, many very long words.

By some of the later German Philologists, Dravidian is supposed to be nearly

connected with the Ugro-Altaic and Turanian. (See page 162). This, I believe,

was . also the opinion of Bishop Caldwell ; and one in which I am inclined to agree.

Under Malay, I have included Achinese.

I had prepared in Part VII. of my Comparative Yocabularies a list of Japanese,

Ainos or Kurile, Koriac, Corcan, Kamtschatkan, and American words, but for want

of space, etc., have had to omit that pai't. The words selected in those languages

do not, however, seem to yield very satisfactory results either inter alia nor for

Archaic Comparative Philology generally. There would appear to be a considerable

linguistic intermixtui-e in Oceanca so called, of Papuan, Polynesian and Malay
;

and more especially so in the case of Micronesia and Melanesia. The former I

have included under Malay ; the latter imder Polynesian. Under Kui-ile, etc., are

included Koriac, Ainos and Kamtschatkan.

End of Vocabulaeies.
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APPENDIX I.

POLYNESIAN GEAMMAE.

PoLTNESLUJ offers mucli resemblance to Malay and belongs to tbe agglutinative class ; it is ricb in

vowels as a rale, and not inclined to use hard consonants like k, iv, ti/f and hard y, and as not a few

verbal analogies seem to exist between American and Polynesian, though little, perhaps, as regards

grammar or syntax, I give a very brief outline, taken from "Precis de Urammaire Polynesienne, par

S.F.Y.," Paris 1873.

1. There are two genders only, but four numbers, viz. singular, dual, trial and plural. The

substantive has six cases, as in Latin (and Algongin, North America).

2. The article is always invariable, e.g. te and e, though it is not always expressed.

3. The gender of the noun is expressed or shown, as for animals by adtling (»2«'=:male, and «'«('«=

female
;

(in Japanese owwrt^woman), and for men or women-kind tarn, and vahim-.

4. The dual is formed by the preposition na, before the singular ; as «V(=fish, naia^^ivfo fish.

5. The trial by tau, astaafa^man ; tan taata=^three men. (No. S^^atoura).

6. The plural by )?iau, as maHfetia^=stars.

7. Adjectives are only changed for number, singular or plural. The superlative, as in Hebrew,

by repetition, as ariki nouhi tiouhi=^& very great chief.

8. Possessive Peongun-.

1st person^wrt taoua^^owrs,. 2nd person^wa oro««:=yours. 3rd person=»« r«oMa:=theirs.

Peesojtai Pronoun—Singuiar.

N. van=l. O('=thou. o/d=he, she. Ace. fffw^me.

G. no van^oi me. V. ovan-:=0 me, to me.

T. / ran=^to me. Ab. / fa«=from me.

Dual.

N. taoua='wc two. 0}-oua^yo\i two. }'«o«r/:=they two.

Plural.

N. mafoti ; tatouz^vre {i.e. three or more). otoii=^je. ratonz^thcj.

Vekds.

9. Verbs are rather active or neuter, e.g. iti'^to know ; ite Jiia^to be known. faaitez=.io make
known, ite hin:^to be known.

There arc active, passive, and neuter verbs ; nouns may be considered as active verbs :

mate^dead, to die, or to kill.

There are six moods and four tenses, much as in Latin or English. Three numbers : the

singular has three persons ; the dual four ; and the plural three.

The verb proper does not change ; the moods and tenses are made by means of prefixes

and suifixes, e.ff.

verb : ;Vt'=to know.
Singular : tS ite nei van-:=l know. tc ite nei oe'=thou knowest. te ite net o(((=;he knows, etc.

Dual : te ite nei taowa:=yfc (thou and I) know.
Plural : t^ He nei tatou=^we (more than two) know.

10. The copulative conjunction and, is rendered by m, and wliich is joined to the following word.

The conjimction but, by i; if, by e.

1 1 . The adverb is not specially defined if one of negation ; aita is placed before the noun, as

aitataiita-^no man, or men.

12. NuJtERAXS.

ata}d-=:.\ ; aroua^2 ; aahouron=lO ; aahouron iiiatahi=i\\ ; aroua a(iliuurouz=20 : aroiia aahourou

matah=2l.

APPENDIX II.

EXAMPLES OF N. AND C. AMERICAN GEAMMAE.
1 . In the Ileve there are four or five declensions of nouns.* As auxiliary verbs arc not used,

pronouns are made use of.

• E.Kample of a first declension of substantive: N. «nJj=hawk. G. siibiqi(e = oi hawk. D. siilil^to Iiawk.np

Ac. siibic. V. siibi. Ab. sibidc.
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2. In Quichiia there is no gender; in Aztec tlic gender is usunlly expressed hy adding oquichtl^
male, or lie; and cimitl=ivm;\\c, or she.

3. In Aztec diminutives of nouns are employed ; as chielii^f/oy ; chicltitoti^sviaM dog. «=not

;

and qiwlliz=g^oo(\; whilst (iquulli^nvti good=hud. (In Ciuichua «///^good).

1. The Otomi is almost the only monosyllabic language in America, though the Hevo perhaps is

next to it in this respect. The masculine is expressed by a use of ta or tza ; and the feminine by
»«i<^mother. The noun is not declined in Otomi. The adjective always comes before the noun.

Nouns are also verbs. There is no dual.

Sing.

—

Bi-neez=.\ will. (/ui-nee^hoTi wiliest. ynee=hc wills.

Plu.

—

l)i-nce-lu}^::^w<i will, ffui-nee-fftii^jou will. y-nee-yu-:=thcj will.

5. In the Maltaltzinca, there is a singular, dual and plural. The dual is designated by the

preposition f/ie; e.g. huema-z^ihc man; thema=Li\ie two men; and the plural by ne as 7iema=:tht' men.
Th(- verb is highly agglutinized and conjugated; as /citoc/iihuehui/ca/cucbi^wc two are loved. ^oA7'=I.

kakehehi=L-we. In the hue^zthcy.

Sing.—I \o\e^ciiututochi. Dual, /n'huentucocM:=wc two love. Plu.

—

hituchentutochi-^wc love.

The Gallinomeeo of N. California.

(Conjugation of the Verb, to be.)

Wo are

—

dymva.I am

—

awiva.

Thou art

—

dmaioa.

He is

—

hdmowa.
You are-

They are-

ainawn.

-hdmowa.

Appa, Father.

Sing,

Nom.

—

appa.

Gen.—rap2M.
Dat.

—

appahuas.

Ace.

—

appase.

Voc.

—

appa.

Abl.

—

apatsu.

Plural.

appni/ma.

appagma.
appagmaliuas.

appagamase.

appagma.

appagmatsu.

Verb. AKA=to give.

(Past)

I gave (a veiy short time ago)

—

can itz ardn.

I gave (a long while ago)

—

can cus ards.

I gave . . . —can ardn.

(Future)

I shall give (soon)

—

can et dra, etc.

(Imperative)

Give me

—

arat. Give him

—

arai, etc.

(Subjunctive)

That I give

—

cat dra, etc.

APPENBIX III.

(N. E. AMEEICA). ALGONKIN GEAMMAR.

As a rule mere verbal analogies between this class of N. American languages and tribal dialects

do not proportionately furnish so many instances as other parts of America do. The grammar is

( omplex, as can easily be seen by consulting Schoolcraft. A few casual examples may here be given

in relation to parts of speech

—

1

.

There are ten modes of indicating the plural ; five for animates and five for inanimates,

according to the terminal vowel.

2. There is no definite article. Prepositions are usually denoted by an inflection, as mukuh-oong^^
in the box (oo«(7=in) where peenj, if by itself, would generally be used. There are inflections of

nouns. The termination ing denotes locality

—

ais and os are dimiautive terminals ; as moz=^a. moose
;

OTOz-os=a small moose ; the terminal ish denotes a bad quality ; like Eng. salt, saltish. Men, exclaim

in sui-prise, tiati ! Women, n'gau !

3. Nouns change the 3rd person sing. ind. to verbs, e.g. c/if-ww!<M=:canoe ; chemai=i\c paddles;

and the particle win, added to the indication, turns the verb into a noun. A terminal d may change
a verb into a nonn. Adjectives and verbs can be changed into nouns; noims themselves be readily

compounded.
4. Nice gradations are often em|)loyed ; as, kishcda (hot)=heat of the fire, keezhauta^^heai of

the sun, etc. Many inflections are used, and nouns are even declined to mark the person.
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5. Pronouns are often mucli biiried in the verb and have many primitive modifications in connection

with both noun and adjective ; and they in part take the place of auxiliary verbs, whose places are

supplied by such syllables as ge, gal, guh. Supposed pronouns are indicated by adding g or n to the

plural term to notify animate or inanimate conditions ; all this is simply due in English by the letter s
;

iu Hebrew by im ; as, ahmo=.\)ee ; «/(-)«-oy:=bees. shokoda^&re ; is/Jcdda.

6. Examples of a compound noun :
—

paibahhikdgazIu=tiiQ animal with solid hoofs.

an)nmosh=zdog ; kis/ikisshii/^lntch..

neebau^ie sleeps ;
nabaud^a sleeper ; naicbaudjig^islee-pcrs

; naibaushJdd^VL sluggard.

monuad-ud^3M\ ; applied to animate things.

mo7iaud-izzi^}}ad ; applied to inanimate things.

With numerals meesh=:tvro ; ?ieesli>ig^twic:e. Twenty^two tens.

7. The Algonkins have separate and distinguishable paternal and maternal relatives :

—

o«^father ; Mo«:=my father ; os('-MCfl'»=:their father ; os odi^iis father his dog (his father's dog).

8. Order of sentences: e.g. mulcwah ogi nissuan oym«M«="I5eai' he has killed him chief."

Similarly they would say, " he loves him his dog."

APPENDIX ir.

AFFINITIES BETWEEN 0TH0;MI AND CHINESE.

Messrs. Turnicr and Adelimg in their "Elements de la Grammaire Othomi " (Paris, 1863), say

that the Othomi (Central America) is one of the oldest of the American languages, that the name is

derived fi'om the national demi-god Oton or Odon ; and that some think there are both grammatical
as well as etymological resemblances with the Chinese, as may be summed up under the following

heads : e.g.

1. Invariability in different kinds of words ; no inflexion or change in the pronunciation or writing.

Occasionally certain words modify accentuation in Chinese, in changing from the substantive to the

verb, this may likewise occur in the Othomi.

2. Grammatical categories result fi'om the respective position of the words in the sentence, or fi'om

the adjunction of certain invariable particles.

3. Many words can at will be employed as nouns, adjectives, or verbs, and even sometimes as

particles, but some have fij-ed grammatical determinatives.

4. No gender in the Othomi. In the case of animals the sex is determined by ta ^ father ; )isu =
mother. In Chinese by /o;;^fathcr ; w/«^mothcr.

5. The substantive takes by itself and may be either singular or plural.

6. The subject comes before the verb in both Cliinese and Othomi, as na da i md na ?i}ia:=^thv

king loves goodness.

7. Some words when standing by themselves, stand iu Cliinese for an adjective as ta=s:reat; siao

^little; /iao^good; iigo=ho.A. Similarly in Othomi, as Af^great; (".«(= little
; «Ad^good ; !'.5o=bad.

8. Some adjectives can be employed on verbs, but they then change their accent, as in Chinese :

/(ao=good; /(fio^to love ; so in Othomi : /(irt:=lucesat ; /(/d^dictum (word).

9. The superlative in Chinese is expressed in the positive by the adjective by yu ; ex : hien-yu^^

sapiens pra; (wiser). The same occurs in Othomi with the particle nra; w/id^good; nra nM=zhcXXQV.

10. To avoid the first personal pronoun, the Chinese always employ the "petit nom," also in

Othomi ; as, ni bete bi ye (//=:tuus servillii factor illc obediet tibi.

11. Among the pronouns of the 2nd person, the Chinese often use the pronotms eiil, anciently

pronounced i, and in Othomi the pronoun y. In modern Mandarin they say w»=thee ; and »(=not
is a pronoun much used in Othomi.

12. The Chinese active verb is formed by the addition of "to be "
; and in the Othomi by ?

13. Both Chinese and Othomi prepositions are usually placed immediately before their " com-
])lcment."

APPENDIX r.

PLURAL FORMATIONS.
New Would.

The dual older than (lie plural. Also see Prof. Saycc, Comp. Phil. chaj). vii.

Algonkin—adds g or n after final vowel ; and likewise reduplicates, as, HoY^man ; dodor::=Mc».

Athabancan or Tiiineh—redujilicates, as, keh=:/««/ ; keh-k(^li=/('c^

Mathallzinea—prefixes the preposition the for dual, as, the ma=:Mc t/en men.

California, cte.—various; sometimes prefixes numbers, as clia atabo6nya=:o«(; man; aco atabo6uya=
two men. Sometimes singular and jilural identical.

Altec—prefixed e, or aflixed ya to the noun.
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Otonii—prefixed e, iis nsu=_(7(V/; c nsn=:We girh; wliicli is somewhat like the Cliiueso i' ; also ya, as

ya-yi.i^the handa. Also ce iotl^one nfune
;
yei tutl^t/iree stone; luiee tetle^;««;(y ntonc (somewhat

after the Accadian—mes). Otomi also reduplicates as, calli^/(o!<«(! ; cacalli=:/(o««<;«. With primitive

words, m/; iui, or que, are added, as, iehatl=rt sheep; ichame=.v/(«(?/j. Sometimes na, singular;

ya, plural, e.ff. na ye:=.hand; ya ycz=/>ands.

QuiohuaH—/i:;«i» is added, e.g. runu=w(««; ruiia-kuna^mc« ; \\'[aA-=.head ; ama-kuma^/tcarfo.

Old Wokld.

Accadian—oldest form rcdu])Licates, according to 11. Brown, jun., as /«-^!<:=men. Later forms add,

ra<'=plural demonstrative pronoun; or -mcs, equivalent to (1+ 1+ 1 +.;•)=:" many." In its

origin w(f.'i=plural of the verh, " to he." The dual is perhaps still older than the plui'al.

Polynesian—prefixes, man ; as, man fctia^s^wrs (fetia=:s/fl!/-). There are both a dual anil trial.

Malay—reduplicates as, rumah-rumah^/iOM.sY'.f.

Chinese—g'ui=w(rt«. ]LVM^aU, totality, many. Also gin kiai=?«f«; ipci^stranger ; i 'jici^^sfranyers.

Dravidian—has additions of -tal=:rt crowd.

Sanskrit and Aryan—adds (^remains of a pronoun) ; also n, i, te, etc.

Etruscan—adds ar or ur. Turkish—adds lar or ler. Finnic—adds i.

Siberian (Samoyedic)—adds ha, k, g. [_Turanian often adds k, h, s, I, r.] Georgian—inserts hi.

Thibetan—adds particles, e.g. /-((w^iall. t'sogs^multitude, many, mi-ho t'sogs=:JH««y man^men.
Egyptian—adds a vowel, as netor=^orf {strong) ; netoru. vaa^eye ; maa=^eyes.

African—(1) reduplicates; (2) ^a^animal, Wm-^animals
; (3) suffixes; (4) changes initial letter, as

ngombe^fow, singombe=('o«'s. geku^(?.c(' ; heku^w.ccA-. h\=^egg ;
mul)i=;cy(/.<>".

Semitic plural adds -an, -a, -im.

[Turanian and Egyptian both have the possessive pronoim following the noun.]

APPENDIX ri.

INSTANCES OF SlillLAE WOEDS HAVING SIATILAR MEANINGS.
AMERICA.

English.
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AMERICA.

English.
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AMERICA.
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English.
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AMERICA.

English.
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APPENDIX ril.

A GENERAL LIST OF AMERICAN WORDS FOR WATER (Selected).

264

Eskimo, N.

N.N.W. America. "j

Atniib, Sitiia, etc. >

Alaska, etc. j

NoRin. Central. East.

Algonkin, etc. \

Delaware. [

Blackfect, etc. )

North America.

Iroquois, etc.

Cherokee, etc.

Sioux, etc.

California.

Sonora. Utah.
Oregon. Heve.
Texas.

Pueblo.

Costano.

San Barbara.
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APPEXniX VIII.

SUNDRY AGEEEMENTS.—" Hyde Claeke."

English.
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APPEXDTX X.

AZTEC—SPANISH CALENDAR a.d. 1 GOO ?—Antonio Lokenzo.

1
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APPENDIX XII.

CALENDAE OF THE OLD AZTEC MEXICAN MONTHS.

N.B.—300+ .5 (adaed)=18 months

Month.

:No. 1—Cipacti .

2—Ehccatl .

3—Calli

4—Cuetzpallini

5— Cohuatl .

6—Miiiuiztli .

7—Mazatz
8—Toehtl

9—Atl .

1 0—Itzfi(/«tli .

11—Osmatli .

12—MaliuaUi .

13—Acatl
14—Ocatotl .

15—Quaotli

16—Temetclatl
1 7—Ollin'tona'tuiah

18—Tecpatl .

19—Quihuitl .

20—Xrieliitl .

of 20 days=l year,

of the week.
The last 7 months were also the names

A marine monster ?

Air ; wind.

House.
Lizard.

?

Snake.

Deer ; stag.

Rabbit.

Water.
Dog.
Monkey.
Knotted cord.

A reed.

Tiger.

Ea.nle (bird).

Millstone.

Movement of the sun in the Ecliptic.

A worked flint.

Punning water.

A flower.

(Turanian ; ar, o.\=iivaier.)

(Chinese, kiuen=rrfoy.)

. Also days of the week.
(Tiu'anian, tuka^rt.re).

ColirAEISOJJ OF IHE ZoDIACAl SiGXS OF THE TaETAR-MaNTSHC WITH THOSE OF THE AzTEC
OE Old Mexican.—"E. P. Yining."

Mcrican.

Ocelotl ^ jaguar.

Zochtli = rabbit (tarui in Quichuan, S. A.)

C'oliuatl := serpent.

Ozomatli = monkey.
JXzcuiiiili =^ dog.

Accadian.—ghu (khu).

U. -Altaic.—kuk ; kakai.

kuku=/('«i'/«7' in Quichuan.
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„ .
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APPENDIX XIV.

OCEANIC, AMEEICAN, AEEICA.^f, AND EGYPTIAN ANALOGIES.
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APPENLIX XIV.

OCEANIC, AMERICAN, AFRICAN, AND EGYPTIAN ANALOGIES.

Enqush.
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English.
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English.
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English.
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APPENDIX Xr.

CAUCASIAN, APEICAN AND AMEEICAN ANALOGIES.

English.

Principal & Cognate.

Teee.

Boat.

AiTow. stone.

Knife.
axe. saw. arrow.

Stone ; rock,

to cut.

House.
town, stone ?

villaae.

Tree.

Night; black.

Great ; higli.

Mountain.

head. rock.

Dog.

Bird.

wing ; feather.

Caucasian.
' A."^Armenian.

khe. khie. oki. dzeh.

koye. khet. kanen. "A."

targi.

isari. nsoli.

tsao. seh. katzin. "A."
zul. sa=si<'o/'rf.

sze. itsso. kau. kbar.

tshi. kah. ghcr.

daba. kera. kau. sacbh.

ula ; oXap^town. kab^sfo««.

miza==;ffW.

garmi. " A."=zcirch.

galz=stme. deba=i'(7/r7y«.

che.

ceyci. uoi. gbame.

attar. agh=head. tak. tar.

gok. oke. di\r=rock. dagL
magha= Jiii//i. dar. "A."

kbar. kyen. goglori.

cberi:=ox.

zagbli. gueli=efo//'.

busi=('o ////. bzey=rt

Lion; leopard, etc. lomi^ion
dog.

Food.

flesb, com.
to eat.

mouth,
maize, rice,

seed.

Tongue.

leaf.

Haik.

head.

Head.
top.

goglori ; kliar^rfo^.

man. mak. cbcrzi.

sazz^grass. tsbeib.

sbey. dzeb=/«o«^/(.

koko=wo;<^/(.

tsou. "A. "=«(/(/.

cna. nen. nina.

dalla. (Dacian.)

shatz. suz. sbha^/icflc?.

Hsx^top. isa=-hea(l.

kah. tare. isa.

sbba. shio. za. zcr.

topti. ser. tala. t'wai.

African. North.

ASEEEICAN.

Central. t South.*

oka. etsi. mi. kon. hi.* tza. kboka.*
kia. koye. kanen. ki. kub. gazo.* kau.

karaga. kuku.

lebasi. tsou.

sah ; desi=.s^o«?.

siwe. sio::=sword.

sok. sak. sukari.

kou. qbau^fo cut.

sia. se. kutu. ssi.

da. aar. deba.

kaybak. kala^sfone.

oko. dakn^stone. du.

mooze=_/rVZr/.

bo. ko. ura.

ki. kuru.

eso. n'ko. time.

kura. baka.

oke. ora. kar.

ta ; aghcr^/^Mf/.

kai. karre.

kukira.

ncba. kura.

susu. twu:=arroiv.

kama. kom. guara.

karre:=ffoy.

sa. si. .sauye.

masa. marmi.
mamiac. osesc.

mokomo. dsi.

'ko=:moutli. so:=<o

drink.

sata. daza^/o eat.

none, talani.

halla. lim. ni=zspeec}i

elle. nami.

asi. ziro. sitsi.

suk. sau. sak.

ka.

kabu l;u.

gika. ori. klogo.

kcc-yu. yayak. kah.

kaggf=^/-«e. ko-heb.

tzab. zbote.

sbekt. sab ; tsai:=sfo««.

ab-so. sah=stone.

sawa. tze. se.

itz.f sab. kub.

era.* kheh. deba.

aryret^_^eM.
oca.* cal.f hob.

gar=7(7«r7.

kiki. kukb. hi.

kab.* cbe. kira*.

cbamacba.* za.* oca.f

ogha^ffod. atun. ukku.*
paccba.* ra.* tabr.

abbi. arcu.* da.f

baccba*=_9;Tff<.

kub=s/o?w'. oki^ffod. mocbi.

acbu. kcikue.*

anokara.* okeri.*

cber. cannu. sbari.

kallatu. jagouara.*

tsit. shm-=/eafher. tzab /^.

llama.* puma.*
jaguara.* cher.

supia^^/7y. sara.

manka. mabiz.

maraak^i.tKffar-raiie.

tzi^f'o eaf. so^moiith.

maueana*^ fo eat.

cbi.f jw^iiioiith.

dxw^iriiter. kob=^o eat.

soola. nenat. del.

pcna. kallu. bom.
nuuu.* ulnc.

soz.* skbatso=:/(ra(/.

tzotz. soca;. soeca.*

ikah ; cob. gu. sab.

toro.f tatsb. pah.

poke, chola. bo. tasb.
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ExaLisn.

Principal & Cognate.

Era.
to see.

Heaet, blood.

Nose.

conk:=cai' ?

Ear. oouk ?

Tooth.

bone,

liom.

Hand.
palm. take,

seize, catch.

Foot.

leg; kick,

crooked,

pad ; hock.

Sky.

Day.
time. suu.

eye.

light.

Sun.

fire,

hot ; bright.

Stab.

sun.

Moon.
sun?

Fire.

heat,

scorch.

sun.

Caucasian.

nih. nee. asa. neh.

kannu. t'wali.

tsaste. aku. "A."
aue. masah=:»;w".

kank. peck.

ounku " A."=cffr. tu. pci.

qiiiri. ounku. "A."

rka. dzch.

zvali. sibi.

dendag. "A."

ki. matu. "A."
kach. kukh. khe.

kheli. pog^ybo^.

tklake. kok.

kakh. tat.

shepeh. pog.

tzu. zo. sar.

kina. gun. sur.

teshin. tsash.

djeh^=d(i>/. ashman,
chu. tshzul.

01—day. "A."

teigha. kyssa^yyf/.

teshin^f/rty. aref. " A."
mze. baak. khor.

za. tsa. stal.

zuri. ooshega.

masah. moots.

mza=;f/'«.

mai. butsi. m'tware.

za. zo. mza. tza.

zu. moots=i«ioo».

teigha. tsetskhli.

nara (Vannic).- scz.

Afeican.

ze. ilizi. li. so.

sova. no. isu.

mya. nun. aso.

ile. anku. ona.

mara. nakii.

esi.

hangi. ten. sico.

chauga. kenza.

AjinniCAN.

NonXlI. CliNTUAL.t SOL'TII.*

dsi. occa ?

oko. diso. esi.

pak. soku. oso.

kau.

ma. mok. peka.

kako. ekkaki.

kibogo=/oo<.

koa. ika=_/;\(7c/\

keka. laku.

bo ; oko=:/cy.

peta. esa.

siko::=croohed. eko.

pata=:i'o stand.

tsanna. ku.

aso. kanu.

kana:=)«oow.

genoa. zu:=:«m».

nun=:#2/«.

aso. or. chu.

semme. taxh^^darj.

oni. iru. sui.

kezo. su. kase.

liso ; isu=fyc.

kar. kau.

kose. shimde.

svci^smoke
; fire.

niet=^firc.

moeri. gucli.

massa ; ino=zfire. \

mazi. karo. aou-eh.)

met. dzou. na.

kasa. su. itso.

sie. mo. mata.

(xet. suax.) Eg.

tah. tia. zo.

noro. siri=s»(oZ;«.

naa. naui. scsa.*

kianf=:<o see. zu.* naiii.

kannah. sah. asu.

kanc. gassah. marci.

sin^fo sec. tesa. tzie.*

asnui^fe see.

siki.f zu.* nik.f

sch. isa. kik. cell.

cenka.* honka. pah.

'pcnu^^tani/ue.* toco. ti.

kis. inaka. sho-ma.

o]Ln\i^fi»i_'/Hi'. inlri.

gua. huakra.*

pakh. saoa.*

dza.* tzi. sa.*

ka. pace* kalikh.f

pa^to seize, tachlli.* maco.f
cuu.* katchikon. cab.f

iku. ak. maki.*

po.* goca*=zIeff.

ghica^lO. caki.*

pat.* tacu.* see.

tshe. cuh. ashoo.

zo.* taxah.f .sua.

kon ; tshen=si(«.

tma^Iiffht. yu.* ishe=«ioo».

geshu.^si(re. tash.

tani. zura. suna.

tahn^dai/. ara.

chaen. sua. tsele.

ziik^ivhite. tashun.

tu. tana. ki. ano. kanginaf ?

kisiti.* bari=H?oo«.

zu. tschen. sah. zun.

kesis. tah. haika^fire.

zun. zar=s(«i. siri.*

casin*^«(ooM. tze. kosu.

tze. silla.f serego.*

masa.* ma. quilla.*

ho ; matto= fire.

yasi.* ari.* kewari.

kesis. seutc. matto. swa^ski/.

use:=/(o<. tze^s^r??'.

mata.* tasha.* ma.
sah=sMM. ho. saca.

tetsh. haika. tzez:zstar.

tzoma. illu.

siri*-:= star. koso.
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E>'G1TSH.

Principal & Cognate.
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AFRICAN, EGYPTIAN AXD AMERICAN ANALOGIES.

English.
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English.
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Family
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Family

of

langnagc.
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Family
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APPENDIX Xrill.

PAEALLEL ACCORDANCES.

Family
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Family of

Language.
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APPENDIX XVIIIa.

FOOT.

List of Ameeican Woeds Collated, and from wnicii most of the "Woeds foe Foot, etc., aee selecticd

FOE Use nr these Vocahulaeies.

NORTH AMERICA.

Eskimo.—Ignt. kitok. looga. ittikcik.

Athabascan and Tinneh (Alaska; Apat-ch ; Cliipewa, etc.).—Culi. osha. zkhe. nokatkh. (Atna. Sitka.

Solish. Nootka. Queen Charlotte. Vancouver, etc.)—Kahoos. klisku. koesapa, etc.

Algonkin (Shawnee. Blackfoot. Ojibwa. Delaware, etc.).—Ozid. ozia. sit. ncsit. zid. nist. ocatsi.

neeshetch. ukkuat. ussutin. wusseet. katak. kussi, etc.

Sioux (Crow. Dacotah. Mandan, etc.).—Shee. buschee. seehah. itsce, etc.

Iroquois (Mohawk. Cayuga. Seneca. Oneida. Catawba, etc.).—Uhseh. saseeke. ooch. sheetau. ooshita.

hepapeeah. wedXah.^niocassins.

Cherokee (Creek. Uchee. Riccari. Pawnee. Nachez, etc.).—Ashoo. nocat. pakshu. hatpeshe.

North Oregon and California (Costano. St. Barbara. Juma. Sacramento. San Raphael. Cayus. Shasti,

etc.).—Pi. tish. puuf. pati. tsiko. metska. sakki. pai. podo. koio. kolo. nee. khlaka.
pieka. adaipi. pum. tawas.

Pueblo (Sahaptin. Paduca. Shishone, etc.).—Namp. auh. nahap. akhua. ahwa. waha.

Texas.—Os. usinik. tepple. Hcve.—tarat. morica=?t'y. ionoii^hiee. daau^to go.

CENTRAL AMERICA.

Old Mexican (Aztec. Nahuatl).—Tetl. uoc. iczitl ? (Maytl=//fl!«f7s).

Maya. Otomi (Pima. Quiche. Nicaragua. Honduras. Sonora, etc.).—Dean. gua. tala. sera. kaxu. naca.
quagi. uoc. (maeo ; cab=/ia«<?).

SOUTH AMERICA.

Peru (Quichua. Aymera. Araucan).—Kayu. chaki. namon. humi=fo go.

Antis, etc.—Panes, nokuti. tarri. huisqui.

Columbia (Muysca. Chibeas. Andaqui, etc.).—Coeea. coapi (Teri-a del Fuego).

Orinoko, etc.—Tao. remoco. erupa. nisi. nou. nuchii.

Carib, etc. (New Grenada. Venezuela. Hayti. Inquito, etc.).—Kiparu. pupu. hupu. uta. upti. okkefi.
appa. aai. py. tacu. tahi. nougouti.

Brazil (Guarani. Rio Plata. Pampas. Tupi. Omagua. Botundo, etc.).—Pi. po.' pueta. ingpata. arpia.
waati.

Bahia.—By. puih.

Rio Janeiro.—Dje. tshe.
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APPENDIX XIX.

SPECIAL PHILOLOGICAL ACCORDANCES.

Semitic. (" Am."=Amliaric.)
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Basque.
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Semitic. (" Am."=Am]ianc.)
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Basque.
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Semitic. (" Am."=Amharic.)
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Semitic.
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Basque.
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APPENDIX XX.

TABLES OF NUilEllALS (Specially Selected).
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1^
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APPENDIX XXI.

WOEDS FOE FATHER AND MOTHEE (=Papa and Mama).

Old "Woeld. New World.
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APPENDIX XXII.
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APPENDIX XXir.

Tree. high, branch, shoot, son. man. life ? wood, hill ?

(ka. ki. ha? ak. hii. sa. su. ma. na ?)

Language or
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APPENDIX XXV.

EooT. Im (ku. tu)=:(h. k. t. 1?).

CoGHATJis (hut. cot. village, town. skin, cover, to dwell, tent. nest, stone, tree ? hiU ?),

HOUSE.

Language of
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APPENDIX XXri.

Fundamental Sounds, pa. ka. hn. ku. shu. ma. mo.

Cognates (to fly. go. -wing, fuathcr. wmd. swift, haud. paw. y^mA. arrow, eye. slioot).

BIKD.

Language
or Fawtt.y.

Egyptian.

Coptic.

Accadian.

Ciiinese.

Uero-Altaic.

Caucasian.

East Tartar.

Indo-Chinese.

Thibetan.

Dravidian.

Basque, etc.

Malay.

Polynesian

and
Oceanea.

Papuan, etc.

Libyan.

Semitic.

Aryan.
Sanskrit.

Persian.

Slavonic.

Latin.

Greek.

Celtic.

English.

Old Woeld.

pct=/oo^ hu ; u&^to go. kat=j!?a2f. bak=^a!('^.

set; »\\n^(irroiv ; shoot. sesa^=bird. Tniivi^feafher.

pah^=to pursue, ba ; niid^spirif, air. aha^tviiiff.

as^swift.

ap
;
])aiexz=to fly. mcli^wiiiff. enuen=«;'«*.

apoi=:i//YZ.

tu. ghu. pak=/o catch birth, mu-chin. s]in=zhaH(I.

zin; gisli^rtrro?f. shar^fo shoot. z\i=^tciiid.

zu;=!/'/w(/. zig^to dart. pa'^z=wi>iff; bird. du=toffo.

pi
;
pit=i'o Jly. pa6=fo ffo. ch'ui=:i'o Jti/ ; wind.

bik. yii. mao. tu ; ts\n=iriii{/s ; n-ind.

iihoxi^hand. tso:=claw. kak^fout. sut=i'o shoot.

kakas. koosch. kae. raak^tofi/. zaa^bow.
kanad^ivinff. kar ; kat=fo ffo. sinte::=arrou,:

pud ; 'kat=:hand. hoi ; kok ; kassa=::/oo^.

kattey. tza.

khaton. tukia. pata. gaska=/«'rt;'/if;\ sav^a^arrow.

paten, pya. khaton. kau=/bo<.
tcha. s^u^feather. ca-ba=fo go.

padchi. paravai. huruvu. popi^^o^o. patham=/oo!!.

sar^flwo«'. panah^5o;f.
kekko=:«'OM'. para^to Jli/. Tpedni^ien. \ai^ha?id.

pizti. chori. Libyan.—pattu^j/y(!0». susu.

pezi. kochayn. laanoh^fowl. pigi=^ go.

kana
;
pana=/oo<. pat

;
pai ; kapuai=:/oo<.

manu. moa. houron. rankura ka=/oo<.
laokam^ivind.

kakavaa. pakau^«'/w_i7. kolm^hairlc. pigi=^6i go.

hou. se=to go. \ir\iz:zfeafher. hu ; mea ; ao=:/o go.

jia^=paw. pao
;
pere=/bo/. puhi ; hau^wind.

tu. yu. man. mano. maou=/(?(?^7i6'r.

sri^ou!. pera
;
pana=rt;row. ma=7(ff«(?.

pere ; cha ; tna^foot.
thir. tiskert^wi'^y. fag^tojtg. (?=:pag).

pu
; Yiiix^^wind. raasha^togo. kurah ; ediih=^foot

sh.-dT\i=iwind. issuTu=bird. mas ?-:^arrow.

-parashu^to/tg. gappu=:i4'?wy.

pakshin. kukkuta. apat. pay; pad; mi^to f!g,go.

p;ikslia^«7'«y. pani^hand. jiada^foot. car^:togo.

hiina^bow.

pai.

ptitsa. ptak. niuclia=ff^y.

man>is=r/(ff«r/. \H's^foot. pica=:|;('(?.

YH)nna=:feather. avis.

TTCTiifirii^ioffg. 7nepov=iwing. -xcKp^hand.
!rori=foot.

padh=:^yo. piotd
;
peacan^/uy/y. \wd^^fout.

pigeon, chicken, cock. pen. shoot, putt? jjaw. pad.

New Wohld.

piksi. pa;na. parrura.*

pillu
;
pxna^jn-airie-heti.

patnam*
;
pa-hue*=/o_/('y. paco.

pahura ; ^rnxra^feather.

pu-hu^»7'Hf/.

]i\u-va"'^bird; wind. hM=.bird; tree.

quauh*^i(>rf; tree, hualpa.* hu.

huaka^/«/«•Z^ kit-pwz^eagle.

quacharo*=!'o ////. prit-pa=i<^('wy.

pii
;

p.an
;
paco*=/;rt«rf ; to go.

waVu^ieron.
ma^taiid ; to go. taoo^ feather.

ma-ak^eagle. maxmc^to fly . mou.
xaook^dnclc.

mcmQTi=^parrot. ka=/« go.

ashoo=_/bo<. shou-shey^/irt»<?.

siia
;
pia^arrow. za ; kaua^iow,

tzit. zaqui.f kukin.f
pat*

;
pai

;
po

;
pi=/oo!!.

ma
;
pan ; macof=/i3M(?.

'pana-:=right hand. pannum^Joeo.
haccha* ; iiuej*^iigh ; tree.

N.B.—Ak ; kn ; pa; pc; hu ; tu are

doubtless fundamcnt.il archaic sounds

expressive of "movement." Whilst
sff, s«, s/ni, represented the meaning
"to dart, rush, or shoot."

African.

pig. pesa. pidi. perat.

pakuo^/>rt/ToZ. susu.

csu. knko-:=chic/ce)i. pids.

papa^tofly. okoko. oko. hu.

jaro. he. ki ; ka:=fo go,

pen ; se ; sa=:fl';vo«'. benyo=Jo!<'.

])epa=:^ blom ; icind. \\x:zzhand.

keka
;
pepa=/<)o<. peka=.hand.
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APPENDIX XXriI.

DOG (cTir, etc.). ku. kok. ky^sound.

Language
OF Family.
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APPENDIX XXriII.

GOOD, (yes! great, god. sun? water? ah!) Archaic root=ha; hu ? khu?

Old AYokld.
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APPENDIX XXXI.

PMMITIYE PIIINCIPAL MEANINGS, Etc., OF ROOT-SOUND, SIu (n=ni).

1. MotliiT. man. food. I; mo. No. 1. give? water, deatli.

2. (House, eye. moutli. lunicL licad)? enclosure, field, land, mark? moon.

Egyptian.

Accadian.

TJgro-Altaic.

CMuese.

Japanese.

E. Tartar.

Caucasian.

Thibetan.

Coroan.

HintU.

Dravidian.

Malay.
Indo-Chinese.

Polynesian, etc.

Etiniscan.

Phrygian.

Sanskrit.

Persian.

Greek.

Latin.

Zend.
Celtic.

Indian, etc.

Libyan.

African.

Semitic.

American.

Taah-=Iand. mai-=.tomh ; wind. mama-:=date-free. maii=:sacrijiee ; wing.

ma.=./cho. Vvaa^^villaije. maaa^sa/^. m.ii=iicater ; to give.

mu^water. ma^fo look. matha-:=finffer. mer^eys
;
^re ; death.

mar^bric/c. ma=::f(7rtt ; ship; land; to ma/ce; house. mar:^ffive; to see; great.

Tna-s\\=zbrofiicr. mii^to be ; think. Tnu:=ztree ; to speak, ratz^spcech. mu ; uia=:/; me
Tiiti^ivater. mc^tnan. ma=speech. erne ; atna^mofher. auvd^icild ball.

mat ; ma.-:=la>id, etc. ame ; ema ; nii\ma=woman ; mother, m-d^son ; I; me.

mano=)«oo«. mm=finger. men=:/.
Taimna^ma/i. vao^ree ; ivater. ramid^dcath. mara=^77?.

xavik^wuse; horse, mia ; mo^imuch. jnau:=male; man. mo^death. mao^=head ; hair.

mi ; ma=«V(?. rae=goat. mih:=ho}iei/. m\i=zking
; fire ; mother ; to look.

mu=:«y« ; tree, man ; mo^=icater. ma ; mu=/. utx^^mother. nan=:/;(fl/i.

mai^riVe. -m-Axxi^circle.

man^cing. imi^irife. ama^father.
mah^drath. man^head.
miz^man. mn^mother ; boundary.

TDXit^and. mao^o.r.
marna^fo kill. manus=j«(7».

Ta.a.z=ziVoman. m.a.ra.=zriver. meno^ihouse.

mata=:ry«. jnati=death.

maon^fo give, mc^goat. rao^hand. ia\a.j:=land.

moa=J;>rf. ma=,^re; hand. mata=death. mai=zfood. marco^enclosure.

ma=;/; me ; land.

ma^ship ?

matri=:w.of/(('r. manu^)»ffH. mfdi^/o measure ; immolate. maka=^o sacrifice.

manu=^ think.

mai^tcine. mard^Hi««. mah^moon.
)iax>]'=iattle.

vaauusz^hand. mare:=sfa. mater^w;o^/(fr. murus^?<;«W.
mar^deafh.

magh=field. mad:=good. maen ; mam ?:=;-ot'^- ; mountain. mau:=death; a district.

mar::=snake. ma^^mother. manus=/irt»f/.

ma=/; me. ava.atza-=.land
; field.

ama^village ; mouth ; hair, muma ; ma ; mi ; mataz=food. na ; masa=r//v'.

jna^mother
; fire ; U'ater. mai ; mano ; vaa^mati. iiaa=ztvoman. ma^u^death.

mo ; matta^/ead. mi^/; me. mn^to take
; fire, mnoze^field.

moti ; maku^deafh. na ; ma ; raanc^wafer. me=/; me.

mk^water. mam^son. matu^^country ; Iodic, mad^food. jna\i:=^iro»ian.

mah^and ; hand. amet=/f«M. ma ; imaz=watcr. man^^ father.

mena; mani ; nana:=»WH. na^.sow. naa=^;V^. me; mai=/; me.

me; mai^iYo. 1. me; ma; xaama^mother. ma; iavaa^man.
mata^forehead ; eye. mas=fo drink. nvAr=J>ear. maca^fo give.

masa^«)oo». mai'a^fo kill. wma=ihousc. mama=A««(^. vaa=zcow.

Taou^^bird. mahi ; mahiz=:»i«(se. llama:=/(r«(a.

mwyvik^^circle. marka^'^rontier town, ama^wuse; land. maca=zstone.

xaa,Ta*z=.death. maiQ=Ldark. ma-wa^fo kill. masa*=:Moo».

40
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APPENDIX XXXII.

kar. mar= WAR. soldier, battle, kill, death, black, bad. harass, stone ?

Language.
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APPENDIX XXXIV.

AnciLMC.—Car. kar; p;ar=:r,al; gal ; kal and kau. (ku. liu) ? (kor; cr) ?

PiiEiiisTOMc Mkanings.—JIoiisc ; town; stone, man; tribe; people, liill. ficlil
; enclosure;

garden, land, countiy ; round ; circle ; square ; hand ? go. mouth V door ? core ? garth.

many (sec pp. 1,19, and 58).

Language. Words, etc.

Coptic.

Egyptian.

Accadiau.

Chinese.

TJgro-Altaic.

East Tartar

and Mongol.
Caucasian.

Thibet.

Japanese.

Indo-Chinese
^

and Himalaic.
)

Dravidian.

Abl. -Chinese.

Malay.
Polynesian and

Papuan.
Madagascan.
Berber.

Basque.

Semitic.

Aryan.

/tfl:r=land ; field, ka-^man, spirit, life ? ^fl///=:earth. ^(5A/=;bend.

Xw^garden ; fort ; enclosure ; shrine, kairt ? town ; stone.

y#r:=cirole (to carry ; rest). arw'=:stone ; earth, x'^nfa^'ffa-dicu . han-^hox.

xal=-stvcct, towTi? (A"a:=soTil
;
good; bull; breath; to see; male? high; ghost).

Aa=:man; tomb; sky; house; to stand. xi'=cirnage ; evil; bright. /(d=(lamb).
kar; garz=circlc; wall; stone; brick; field; house, khar^rock; hill.

A-«/o=country. ^«re
;
^fl!w«= garden. ^«?=town. M(i!=enclosure (fish ; destroy).

^Mr=hill. kitr
;
;7Mr=houso ; land.

(/i:«=:gate ; fruit ; life ; eat ; mouth ; fire ; face ; male ?)

ffa; ^«r^land (to go ; make; open; give; beat; raise). «-^ff/-=field.

^a=nest (speech
;
great; fire; river ; moon). A-«(=field; wall. Z-('«=circle ; wheel.

kau; M?<=ticld, land. knit^{trcc; sky; to see). ^•y/m=house.
hu; X'« chouse; /i:/«=to dwell. kau=^]ugh; cii'cle. kia; /«('rt=house.

fe^(dart; raise; take). /i;«=:liouse (ox; lamb; to eat), ip^town.
kar; skin; cover; town ? house ; field (sun; sheep; state; hand; to plough

;
go).

kher^laml. kao; kcr; ^«ro=stone. kyr; ki/ra; /iW=field. akjar=^Q.e\d.

fa^stono (dog ; ear; mouth).
fer=(foot). yrtr=(hand). «?-=(man). kal; kala=stono. gur=z(hcad). Z-w=house.
kha; /w^(tree). ^-o^^i^circle. Xv= (high ; hand). Z.-0= stone ; land (ear; mouth).
kar; karf^land; field; town, r/crr^hoxise. /i7i«:= (great ; mouth).
ka=^{to dance ; speak

;
go), (c/wr^knife). wf^(man).

kher ; ko-a^atonc ; village. kamar=^land ; circle, kana; kawar
;
ffami=:ciTcle.

kakra; fforri^stone. cr^{m!xn). fo<<«=:house. ior-/o=wheel. kanpa^honse.
kaffan::^squaTo. X'or=:circlc.

ffimi.

^Aar=:house? clieri ; Z,7i'«=:house. /wi(=man (warrior ?). y«w^house.

c/wr/= house. !(r=village. &/•/= plough, kal^stonc. golam^rownd . The
crowd.

; mouth.
;lieap. J/;-rt'=wall.

-/aT=:enclosure. (Phoenician).— (•n'/-^/(ff=city.

%ar ; carriaz^i-xrm.. fZf«'=house. y7»«/'= grotto (hollow). Je^ai^^village.

)ra; c/;cr/= nouse. ur

Tamil plural affix ijul or kar is the ordinary Dravidian word tala or dala

kan-lau.

fe»rt/i=:land. Z:(?;)^o/=phallus. ^•o('rt:=stone.

paro ; nare ; w!iare=z]iimiQ.

fali; hale^housQ. (/; h^k) taar.

i'fffo=homestead.

asgar^&iAd. OTV('=stone.

err/^house ; village. Jiarri; rt'rrw=stone. cJiuloa; (7^«=hole
(Hebrew).—^r/rtjj^gardcn. kor=:{a round vessel). /w;T=hill. (/al

(Assyrian). "

"

(Arabic).

—

(Amharic).—fli/rtr^coimtry. «;-(?;-=round.

(Sanskrit).—Z:!(:=land. kara=]iimd. cakra^^circle. ffJiar=:Vis;'ht. car^to go?
(Latin).—co/'^heart. arare^to plough. i'(';vff=:land. (Armenian).—^•rtr:=stone.

(Greek).—e/)«=earth. A:o\eoi':=nest. x'''/"'==™o^uit'«n. TrrAis^city. 7rt;\i;=:gate,

,,
n!ir//=hall. xe'/'=liand. (German).

—

karten:^ga.rdeii.

(Zend).—ffr/ff^ficld. //ff;-fl=hill. (Hindi).

—

i/har=i}iouse (kau:=ca.r).

(French).

—

^V«y7/«^ garden. frt;Te:= square. c«/Wo!<=fiint stone.

(Persian).

—

kJiOna^^iun.

(Tevitonic).—^yrtK=:enclosure.

(Celtic).

—

caer=i^tone ; castle. ««r=circle. y(r?«? <>f=land. yrf/=: stone-circle,

,,
bal; /^;7=ivillage. ^f/ffrfZ//^: garden, etc. ar ; are; ccarnz=mi\n.

,,
fara? ?/ff«^ enclosure (town?). yi(cr»=grinding mill.

(English).—ham ? inn. garden. (Wallachia).—^-fle/-=town. core=-coTn ; kernel,

(Slavonic).—^i70>'«= field ; hill.

(Scandinavian).

—

garth.
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Aechaic.—Car. gar. kar, etc.

—

continued.

Afiican.

American.

y!;«= stone. Z-fl?<; l;ira=inrm.. gnr. gare= co\irATy. aer; ger= h.o\wc. gan=iuot.

varo= laiid. kire; gire=\a.\\A. kare= {y^av). gir; gar; ira ; /iar=m-Mi.

aar; //«=liou5c. Awe= stone.

Mori;* JiaIiri;-\ ?ra)-«*= man, people, era;* M=house. earratu;* kak= stone.

kail = iree. kar= {to go), gar ;j gare*=\aBd. cal; calli =hou!-c. acal= stono.

ccara= tikm; house. ^•7m= (buffalo), kah; Z,-«=liouso; liill (moutli ; to give).

kor={trcc). kau= (]Ma.t). /•rt= man. fo<= (wai'; mouth; hand; dog; to go ; beat;

break). Iii; 7irt=house (mouth). /i/=(sky ; sun; water; moon), era;* Mi= house.

caa; ku/i= iitone. mr('=house. f«Hf7(a*= garden. kinik= {uio\xt\i).

tfo«;'=house. pana; haan ; kar2)a= tmt.

Car; gar; kar, etc. (to names of Places and People).

Carniola. Caru. Caria. Carthage. Carinthia. Carmania. Carnac. Carrick. Carlingford. Cardiff.

Carnarvon. Camock. CaiTon. Caradock. Carlow. Carnutes. Carai (a Celtic people). Carteia. Camatie.

C'lirpathian. Caracas. Karnac. Kars. Karalinia. Loch Gara. Garioch. Garlasis (Sardinia). Garonne.

Lago di Garda. Gardaia (Algeria). Garrows (country in India). Mount Carmel ? (America). Caribs.

Caiiaco. Carmen, etc.

Gal. cal. bal. etc. to names of peoples, towns, etc. (l=r?) (k=g=c.)

Gauls. Gallia. Galatia. GaUinaria. GaUimeras. GaUipoli. Gallipagos Isles. GaUi (Africa). Galloway.

Gilgal. Gilead. Galiliea

Calcutta. Calabar. Calais. California. Callao. Calvados. Caldi (Sardinia), (f'(?//;'= house in Mexican.)

Bal means town, viUage, etc. in Celtic, as Ballina, Balgonie, etc.

APFENBIX XXXr.
Cognate words for Hand ; Foot ; Finger

;
(to take ; indicate

;
go ; beckon, etc. I, or ego

;

thou; Nos. 1, 2; man; mouth?) having more or less a probable common Archaic
sound ka ; ak, etc. [See also elsewhere and pp. 21, 66.]

Langitaqe.

Egyptian.

Coptic.

Accadian.

Chinese.

Pre-Chincse ?

Ugro-Altaic.

Mongol, etc.

Kurilc.

Koriac, etc.

Etruscan, etc.

Caucasian.

Borljir. Libyan
Dravidian.

Thibetan.

Indo-Chinese.

Malay.
Polynesian.

Australian.

Papuan.

WOEDS, ETC.

anuk=/. wa.x=lifi- ka=<o call. nt\.= thou. 'ken=nioidh. 'ken-'kon= dance.

haq= fo fake.

anok= /. lia.= man. arik.= leg. nto]s.= thozi.

zag; ia; id=hatid. vikn=])eoj}le. \\\ = fhou; mouth. nitaghu= w««.

ngu=/. chao=fiiiger. dik.=step. 'bak=people? yik ? zit=iV^o. 1. kak=/oo<.
dak— to tread, ku ; tak= to take, mot; nga=iVb. 1. 1^= mouth.

ako ; kok ; ta.'k=foot. 'hak=people?
ecki

;
yks; iktet ; akt ; huca ; acto ; aku= i\'o. 1. kega= i\"b. 5. kik= .A^o. 2.

haga; likke=iVo. 10. jk.s=hand. kuk ; kucha ; kok= /bo^. tok=finger.
tiik ; 'ka.= to go. ki; kct ; lok=/;rt«rf. kocha=<'/Soii'. kau ; ko; huca; a.ak= mouth.

staka= Moi<. kaks= i\'«. 2.

ncgo
;
dschykrrijVo. 1. betka=/oo^ kuro=/?»ycr. gaT=hand. ]i.na.= mouth.

diik ; dek=/«o^. akka=wirf». tegi. Japanese.—fitak=i\'b. 2.

arkc= H((?». mach=i\'b. 1. Basque.

—

egni= I am. nrdia=foot.

akka= /oo^ lak ; heka= »w». kok; kach = /i«»rf. teku ; erka=aYo. 2.

ki ; ca ; chc= hand.

nek=/; JVo. 1. ikmck=('7t«;«J. akil = «w7('. achcra=7w«Y7; i\^o. 10. 'ka=fhou?
raanchai ; kai = 7irtH//; man. hpgu = to go, nak=/. ((Shond). manclia=»iaw.
ko ;

takha= /oo<. yak= ?;!rt/c. makai= ?;irt». 'yag=i\'o. 1.

kha; kugo= wiO(/<7t. nguoi= )«a«. ka; lok ; a\ihai= ha)id.

nikc=MaM. aku ; igagk=/. tik=iVo. 1. kaki ; tapaq=/«o<. ka; muk=7iflwf7.

akak; ngai
;
pakha=iV(). 1. ngan.

laki=wff». ikau ; naga=/. kanga=i\^o. 10. ngan=woK/7i. ngi'a=^7«0M. Andaman.
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Ciij^iiiilc words for Hand; Foot, etc.

—

continued.
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Language.

Semitic.

Aryan.

African.

American.

WoEDS, ETC.

anoki=/'. ka= iVb. 2. 'kaii — thoti. ckcmu ; \ikn=to talce [hand).

zakar; zikaru= »(«». tlhakar=»«</(;.

pani; Var^hand. yak; eka= iVo. 1. i\\= tlu)U. rcka; paucha ; tanka= /(«»«?. noga=%,
ego; aki ; ik= /. (See Ankli. p. 12.3.) anka= fo Je. nogri.=%. (\i(;=j)oint.

6aKTv\oy=Ji)iff('r {indicator), rauka; j>vnka=h(i)id. (imn<[uc=JVo. 5. \iikrd= crooIced.

mukha ; huccii= MOuth. iiciio',-=Jhot-stcj).

[English.—kick; Lock; leg; ankle; shank]? ^f '/'='"""'• hrak= «r«8.

ki; ngi=/. tck ; ika; itti= i\'b. 1. cka
;
peka; ika ; ck'kiiki= /ia>id; Jinr/er.

'ka,= to ffo. ki; kaka
;
peka; che ; banka ;

tanga= Jtand. eko ; keko =/oo<.

mok^palm. aka; kakaka^bent; crooked, daka; uchi ; ko ; agh.eT=mouth.

yek ; moku; ke—tnan. ku.=thou. ca=hand. chikka=JVb. 10. na,=my'i

(See month ; kha ; kan ; etc.)

noka; ika; kaki ; nek= /. liuk ; tlcq ; ek; hakik
;
yaqnit=A^o. 1.

ki; kak=i\'b. 2. ka; ek; ak ; iku; paco ; maki ; a.tiu=hand; Jiiiffer. noc ; kukl;

acan; caki; taku
;
paco; g\iica=foot. c]xico= crnoked. manco= ;«a«. ka= to (/o.

ghica; canka= /ey; jVo. 10. kak; ki= j\'b. 2. neka; lukku ; mactec ; nrkn

;

hake = w««; ka,=to ffo. onca= to be. ki; ica= t!ioii. lloka ; ameca; naco=/;««f/.

pica=-A'o. 5. kar =to carr I/, noco. daka; cku=moiith. ucca; uvku=man.
na ; ni ; no= iiii/.

Egyptian, etc.

Accadian, etc.

Chinese.

Prc-Chinese,etc

Malay, etc.

Ugro-Altaic.

E. Tartar.

Basque.

Aryan.
African.

American.

A. (kok ; kek ; ka sound.)

Foot (kick; to go; run; leg; crooked). Seep. 21.

kck=to strike; kick? ken-ken= dance. rak=curved. ^a- Coptic.—arik= ?cy.

pirik. gir=foot. dngn=knee. Caucasian.—kakh. kok=/(fl«f^.

tuk. kok. kek. kok=hook. knk=c)-ooked. ki= to go.

kok. ako. tak. Indo-Chinese.—ako. kau.

kaka. Polynesian.

—

hnkn^to dance. ka])a= to fy.
kok. ikuk. kucha. sucha. kA=to go. Thibetan.—takha.

kochar. tacha=s/(Ofs. iuki&^^bird; fly. k&=to dance.

ekou. duka. Libyan.

—

n.ch.cxA=liand.

kvic = to bend; crooked, uk. ncru^— foot-step. cik. kick. hock, hook? noga= /cy.

koka, =foot ; hand. eko. oko. a.ka= crooked. kcko.

caki. tacu. goca. kuki. kitok. hukko ; kiik\i= bird; fly. ck=hand.
ko ; ku ; ka= to go ; move. takhii = tr!nd. konka= knee.

Egyptian, etc.

Ugro-Altaic, etc,

Chinese, etc.

Dravidian.

Sanski'it and
Aryan.

Malay.
Polynesian, etc.

Afi'ican.

American.

B. (pa
;
pat, sound.)

Foot (to go ; run ; movement
;
paw

;
pad ;

life).

pah; pade=fo pursue, pet.

pud. but. 'pei=:wind. Caucasian.—tat. pog.

pao
;
pae ; Tp'au= to go. Accadian.

—

TA==to go. pa= K'/«(7. iXa. = hand.

pada. patham. popi
;
\)0=to go. pay; para.= to fly. padehi= J //•(/.

pada
;
pak.sha=w/«y. i^at= to fly. Latin.—pes; pedis. Persian.—pa.

Zend.—padha. Bengali.

—

pa; pad. ped. 7rou9. Y'cacam= tofly. ptak= ieV(?.

Sanskrit.— ri ; ra= to go.

pat. par. paui = /(3«fZ. pczi= S//Y?.

pao. pere. pah.o= to fly. ita^to go. ka\Yd=tofly. pailiau=!r/«y. Papuan.—perre.
peta. -patix= to stand. j)e])a= bIow ; icind.

pat. peta. dao. pa= fo(jro. pi. po. apo. pat. podo= 7ft7.

pui
;
pateen= /(ff/((7. pat; YA= bird. i-i= to go. in\h=nose; breath. puhu= ?<'/»y.
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APFEXDIX XXXVI.

Aechaic ka; car; Khar=foot; go; run; path; paw; Land; carry; life; movement.

Egyptian.

—

x^r=fo ta7;c ; cany. ]ior=ron(L x^=.foof- ha= soid. \a= (ihod. ^a\i= to flee. Vai=paw.

AccacUan.

—

'gar=fo ffive [hand?). hav=fo take. ga.-=to go; carry, kharraii= roffr/. gir --=/&(/<.

,,
shi= «/)?»•(?.

Chinese.—kioh=/oo#. chih=/oo)!; go. chc^to tal-e. she=sj)irif. gang; pa'o ; l)0= to go.

TJgro-Altaic.—kar; gar= /(ff«rZ; logo. ka= to dance.

East Tartar.

—

gar=}ia»d. ka.= to go.

Caucasian.

—

kvrcr= hand. 'kajn.=ivind.

Mongol.—ki= life ?

Sanskrit, etc.—^kara=7(«Hf?. char; gii=to go. hhar=to carrg. \h=breatk. pada=/oo^.

Hindi.—pa— /bo<.

French.—chaiTuc.

Latin.—earrus=frt;'^. ago. pedes.

English.—cany. cart.

Greek.-

—

y^€ip=hand.

Malay.—par; kaki= /bo/. }nh.= to go.

Thibetan.

—

k.o= foot. k'ur-ba=^o carry.

Indo-Chinese.—kah=^o dance. kau=/oo<.

Dravidian.—chara= ^o r(»(. gadi= w;Y. \->o= to go. ]intta= da>ice.

American.

—

]s.a=fumd. keh=/oo^. }iii=to take, kar= to go. ko= to go. Y)n = to go. po
;
gnn=foot.

,,
pah=;!os<'. jah=wind. kay; ca = to be.

Afi'ican.—gan; koa=/oo^. ka= ;'or/o; dance. kaka= to run. bo; pata=foot,

Polynesian, etc.

—

ken= to go. ka=foot, pao; co ; cha
;
perre=/oo)'.

iAmharic.—kurah =/ooi'.

Hebrew.—karsol= ff;;/i7^. bo=^ come. kuh= Jieel. \ad=Iiand.

Assyrian.

—

arixm^to rtm. giiTU= way
;
patli.

N.B.—Possibly the Aryan p=k ; as pa=ga=ka; in either case ka; ko or pa; po appear to

have been an Archaic sound or root expressive of movement, action, life, etc. Generally

ka=hand or foot. Professor Sayce ("Academy," February 13th, 1892), as well as Miss Amelia

Edwards also, consider the Egjptian ^fl!=life, movement; and probably connected with Accadian,

zi. ti? It is, however, evidently a very Archaic root; and probably allied to the Aiyan va. pa.
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APPENDIX XXXVII.

KARNAC AND HEEMES. (kar. licr. ac. ok. ma. incs.)

Language.

Celtic.

j>

Persian.

Hindi.

Armenian.
Egyptian.

Coptic.

Accadian.

Cliinese.

Mongol and
Slavonic.

Caucasian.

Ugro-Altaic.

Thibetan.

Basque.

Assyrian.

)»

Phoenician.

Hebrew.

Aii'ican.

))

American.

English, etc.

Kar (her; har).

ca(ir=(;ircle. caim^=keap of stones. koeT=ztotvn.

dach ; carcgz=sione ; roc/c.

koh:=k ill.

khara=Ao««c
;
fort. Sanskrit.—ku=:^««f/.

qaT=:rock.

kar^ffarden. dar ?=field. aar=«<o»e ; earth.

kai=:A/(jr/(
;
great, hlv^^home.

\&iTz=.toicn. f]^T=ieircle.

kax^and.
khar:=roc^'. gar=JrecZ-. kara ; kar=/(«7/; town.

kai-^enclosiire. kau=/(i7/.

karr=:i'()(t'«. gcrr=/(o«.ST.

haiive^boundary

.

'kcra=fii'ld. gar-mi^circle. kah^sfoiie.

kcr^s/oiie
; fcld ; circle, kher^carth ; land.

kar^/iill; toivn. kartu==/'VW. har:=Ao«s«.

kyra ; karta^^fW.
nikar= /'»;•<. Dravidian.—kakra ; kal^stone.

\iaxT\^stone ; rock.

kara^fortress. kakkara^f?i(;?o^7(;r.

katu^sfoMtf.

carthd^citi/ ? Amliaric.

—

agav^coimtri/.

kikkur^« 2)lai)i. birah^cas^Ze ; loall.

haiT ; hor^iill. hei'mon=:A('y/( ?

knY^stone. gare=^coimtri/. kerc^stoiie.

ga,ra.:=Jiill. cara^mountain. varo; gaix'=zla>id.

kah=:/iO((s<'. karpa=/('H^. garland ; enclosure.

kuh ; caa ; carratu ; maca ; kak=s^o;itf ; rock.

kaac ; orcu; oca=/»7/. ha=iJioiise.

rock, knock, hard ? acre of land, garden.

mai'k ; jnars.\i=zboundari/, etc.

ghar. cacT-:=sfone. gai-th.

Nac; DC.

Celtic.—cnoc:=sfowe
; rocic ; hill.

Sanskrit.

—

oca.-=house.

Basque.—eche^;oMse.

Chinese.—iik; ok=^hotise. kok^iill.
Ugro-Altaic.

—

a(:h-=.field.

,, uco.=^shelter.

African.

—

aca^land. okhe=:^earth.

,, achu ; kak ; oko ; koko =
stone; rock. oke=^htll.

Ma.
Celtic.—mam; macn^/i/77; ^^lain.

French.-—maison= /(oms«.

Slavonic.

—

mezo^field ; enclosure.

Greek.

—

cp^tma ? cp^n^'i.

,, epulis a proj) ; stai/;2)ost.

Chinese.

—

mu.^boiiiidar;/.

Accadian.

—

iaa^=cou>itri/; land; brick.

,, m.n-=zboundar!/.

Ugro-Altaic.—mat= tetit.

„ ma; mer; mau ; va.a.z::^field

;

land; boundary.

Caucasian.

—

ga.v-Tm=^circle.

Assyrian.—matu:=f/('y ; enclosure.

Egyptn.

—

mcnzzzhill. mazi^shoulder.

,, mcvii^^hilly-land.

American.—mak ; mah=fa»r/.

,, inarka^zfronticr-toiver.

,, maca=:67o)(«. mohl=v(7/ff^e.

,, 'nieya^enclosure.

From the above selection of words and roots, may perhaps be seen the derivation of the meanings

of the Celtic word or place, Ivarnac, as also of the (jreek Hermes, or god of boundaries and cross-roads,

and about which there appears to have been a certain amount of doubt. Karnac must surely have had

a reference to the field or circle, place, or town of stones.

Hermes, as Canon Taylor has well suggested, must be derived from two Turanian words,

kerbstone, and mah or mns, a field or land ; or possibly one of the allied words signifying hill, house,

village, circle or plain, in connection with the upright stones anciently, as even now, employed to mark

the boundaries of land belonging to different owners.
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APPENDIX XXXVIIL

STONE.

CoGXATEs (to cut, etc.; Tveapons. kill. Lard, round, strong? shoulder-blade).

SoiwDS (ak. ka. ta. te. kal. sah. sak).

Old World.

Egyptian.—textu. bexcn. sat. aar.

,, sau ; sapa=^o c;/^. uoki^dagger.

„ circle. Mcha^iiif/Jif.

,, mut; sek ; tek^vV/ ; death.

„ mates:=Z:«7/. set^arrow.

,, X'^X^ J
bksu^«.r-(?.

Coptic.—sbot^^o cut. raagi=zaxe.

Accadian.—taq. digh. kber. sbeg.

,, sliukum:=«rt<T{)?6'e.

,, sig; kud:=ci</. ax; tar^hiife.

Chinese.—shet; jik^mTow. tub. sbik.

,, yuk; Aak^ade. mxit=zdeath.

,, seb; kilt; pat=zkilL kot

;

„ p'ik=fo cut. sab ; tak=zdiirt.

,, seb; sbat ; \\xi-:=to kill.

„ 'kek^night.

TJgro-Altaic.—tschoc. kit. tau. ku.

,, aksjo; taka=:rt.(T. suka^rt.ra.

,, sogam^w/'Oic. kao. kal. kber.

„ kedke. seb. saite=:«;TOid'.

,, \a.r^to 2}lough. bechak=AM{/'«.

,, chutki^^knife.

E. Tartar.— seke. tsakur. tsul.

,, suka^ff.ir. saki^r^o cut.

,, tssehuka ; cbar^/v;//?.

Kurile, etc.—tu. tol. cu. sbyt^Jo;*'.

Tliibetan.—gorri. zaccar. saki^^o cut.

Dravidian.—kallu. kakra. katti=^v»y«.

,, curi=Z'«//e. knttec^sword.

,, kottam=//rtw)«<'r. kodali:=(7.i-e.

Indo-Cbinesc.—kyiuk. kun. ken. sen.

,, kawta. q\iai=^arrote.

Malay.—batu. kob=^o cut. k()pak=:(T.re.

Caucasian.—kau. kcra. teb. tbi. tshi.

„ itso. kab. sar. szc. gal. sa:=

„ sword, seh^iknife. zuli^a-r^.

Polynesian.—toka. tekc. kca. ku. toki

;

„ kcmaka ; ukaka^axc.

,, koti=/o ck/. toki
;
imVo^axe.

Papuan.

—

l\xVo=iknifc. knrrgeen=:rt.r«.

„ polio, kakka. liat. kouto.

Old World.

Libyan, etc.— skedi. tagugem. izzi.

„ segzen^!^o cut. i

,, mekas^.y(;('.ssor*.
\

,, takuka ; atbagan=-S!ro)Y7.

,, kbetsen ; sekbtsun=(!6i (Mi*.

Basque.—aitz. barri. art.

Semitic.

Assyrian.—katu. mata=(^;'<;.

,, kakbu=«i'('rt/Jo».

,, Askw^death. patu=f7rt()y«\

„ nakkasu^i'o cut.

Arabic.—sakbrab=: rocX'.

,, sudaka^s«r/'{/iV«.

,, siVkini^knife.

Ambarie.—dak.

Hebrew.—sakkin. karatb:=/o cut.

Aetan.
Sanskrit.—qila. kbarra=:7;ffr(?.

„ kor; kutt ; ak^cut; pierce.

,, cburikri^Zv;//^.

,, sbatate=rt)TOi<'.

Hindi.—zukbam:=/;oit'. kat^cut.

,, dokha=.srt«'.

Litbuanian.—akuia ?

Armenian.—katziu=r!.re.

,, qar^rock.
Celtic.—carog. caer. ail. dacb. cnoe.

,, tab=r«r. c!ilg:=sivo)-d.

„ digr=dagffer.
German.—becbt=j»//ic. snx=^sword.

Slavonic.—acmu:= «;?;«.

Prencb.

—

dui^hnrd.
Latin.—saxum. silex. acus=«(Yr//e.

,, secare ; scctum^f«^.

,, secairis=«.rc.

Greek.

—

aKij^point. Tre\eKici::=axe.

n X"^'?^f'"^- 'iSii"l=^<IXe.

,, TCl'\n'<Z^ weapon. KOTTC^CUt.

English.—liack. knock, cut. rock.

,, hard. pike, dagger, saw.

„ dock. hash. axe.

Stom

Weapons.

African.

ka. kak. kun. kata. kcrc. takii. tiik. dak. oko.

kau. dcsi. tu. te. kakom. acliu. soko. koko. sok. sen. sia.

kukwa; maku ; dake=<o^(7/; die. sukari ; aucban ; iikc=-ax'e.

sa ; ])akc=:/^ow ; arroio. dcka ; skuma ; H'/Ao^axe. s\ax=8word.

inibago=^-«//<!. zigzen:=^ exit. •aM\s.a\o=.sivord.

tekoa ; kot ; okon ; kutsura=*;;ffl;-.

New World.
N. Central. t S.'

Kak. tak.* kuk. paki.*

bik. cbabk. tarak.

tka. hack, kakswa.
maca. kat. cata. ki.

caratu.f kul. caa.f

llacani.* taque
;

kaka=fo cut.

iku; tequi; ibki=/o cut.

kut ; cuta*^/o cut.

(T.) tee. tot. toto.

thai. tel. tet. tetl.f

tequi ; taque=<o cid.

(S.) tse. tza. tsai.

sileh. silla.* sal. salla.*

sab. .seb. saouka. itz.f

sata.* essee. sawa.

(Weapons.)

tzah. tsuh ; akba
;

oclatl^ff/TOie.'.

kabt:=:rt/VO?<\

tzeika*^JoM'.

ah-so ; tukb ; tckbe=
axe.

ca-sa-que ; muteka=
axe.

shatikh
; leekshoo=:

how.

chukirrs/^fffr.

abtokea^ff.rc.

shekt ; basba ; snokb=
knife.

teke ; kiai ; zacblj=:

knife.

(i\\-M=^knife. kba=:iei<'.

tlaca.f^«'rtr.

nakani*=A77i'.

makana=«ffr-fA(J.
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APPENDIX XXXIX.

Examples of fundamental L sound in roundness ; curve ; hollow ; enclosure ; house ? stone ? moon ? etc.

(L=:r. n. ?) [Sec also L sound in Light ; eye; fire; etc. Appendix XLVl. and pp. 19-21.]

Language.

English.

Gorman.
Soaudinavian.

Latin.

Greek, etc.

Celtic.

French.

Hindi.

Persian, etc.

Dravidian.

Ugro-Altaic.

East Tartar.

Corean.

Caucasian.

Kurile, etc.

Thibetan.

Etruscan.

Basque.

Indo-Chinese.

Chinese.

Polynesian.

Australian and
Papuan.
Malay.
Accadian.

Egyptian and
Coptic.

Assyrian.

Arabic.

Hebrew.
African.

Amehioan.

circle, round, curved, to revolve, pebble, egg ? moon, hollow, wall ; dale.

valley, hole, wheel, colon ? ball, scroll, roll, cii'cular ? cylinder, euclosiu'e.

field, house ? yillage. mouth, coil.

hohl^/(o/c. \i\\^/iu/!o/('.

skali^ioiise. tch\=/iel<l.

circulus. eoelum^s/i'y. alex^sfone. xo\v<irc^^furn. vota=:.tvhcc.l. rotula.

mola^w»7/. pihi=Art//. sol=s!»j. velum.

Ko7\o';=zIloNoU'. TTt'Xl/^ff/lfc. 7ro\l';=^cifl/. kiV\()sC=('(Vt/<?. KilXlv^^Calle.

bal=('oM'M. \\nQV=Linoon. kil. A\x\^enclost(re. vanls^field. Q,(i\lz=.hoHow. oeil=«fowc.

rouler=^o roll. cmWow^pehhle. tt>il=:cy«. ciel^siy.

'ka\=:s1one. hulka^f/r(7<'. kill; ghar=/io».s«.

kliuua=/«». Wend.—talokati=A) fwid ; Imil.

kal ; kallu^.s('o»^. 'hvAlc^.riUaffe. (gali=it';'«f/
;
gale). kili=//o/<'.

rutte=ro«w^. guli=roMJi.fZ. \ajal=^fiehl.

khal=/(o?(.«c. kalla=sfo«(;. ii\\\\^iouse. \A\v=.U>it. vl^wuse. ken=:*fowe.

tala=/rrW. kelct=/o(4'». 'kol-\=:ite»ticle. zales=s«w.
gnla;=^c«<. tyles:=»joo». ilio ; illagi=:woo». V«a^^moiith.

itala=^f/f/. tzolo^s<o»«. kha=:?MO«</«.

tael=:wooM.

rhuali^;-o»«(7. tali. gal=s/oHc. uhx^^toirn. "kxxi^^throat
;
gullet.

t51:=.yfowc.

tsul=:/('W. gur^7/o»sc. 'koY-lo^wheel. ^om^stone. zvl=imouth. zlw^moon.
vol=/o(c» ? ril. avil=//ra;'; cycle.

illagi^«;oo«. a\nAz:^)itouth. chxAaa^holc. h(Aa-=.hall.

tjal^n'llijffc. keelu=«^wH<'. 'kii^wuse. lehthe^i!o return. su1^.sk».

Vaw^mouth. Ainos, etc.—parol:=;/iOi<^A. kual=s<o»«.
hale, ialc^rillnge. whclu^;«oo)».

kilai. palu. gille^jwoo/j. mil:=cy«. [Possibly the L here a derivative for

roundness.] nul^«ye.
mulat=:»(0(/^/«. bulan. wolli=;/)oo«. pengolen^/o roll tij).

kala^counfrg. ]i.a.\a,-ina^comifrg. mal=/(OiWY. gal=^town. zal^mn.
kel=<o;rw. halak=:r/;(i7. 'k.d\y;^circle, etc. (See Prof. Abel.)

'kid^r/nnnoif ; clonic, kel^^o turn. kal=/,'»c«.

ckallu=:y;ff/rtcf . daltu^r/oo/- ? eklu==/f('W. chalsu= /o?-<.

hcllc^vllluffc. hillah. belad.

^a\=ihc(q} {of stones). malow=/w». gan=.gar(le>i. gal^al^ivjieel ?

helle; ulo; ilu^village. tal; keli^sfow«. keli=:fy,i7. 'kii=zmoutli.

kielc=:«MW. ghele=sfo««. kalla ; ellu=wioo». malagu^«(o«;A. sullu=<,(-y.

ololtecf=;-o;(«fZ. coloaj^^to bend, mohl^village. tal; tcl=*!'«»;c.

cal ; rallif^(OMs«. allit
;
quilla;* killa;* killak ; isvl^moon. acalf=sfo?i<'.

hol^7(o/f. chi'; ca;* 'k\i]^mouth. kah ; koya^fOHS^.
illu^sMW. kala:=fo!(H/;-y. kalpallif^tv'Ways-tojrf. illu*':=si««. igloo=/(M<.

[N.B.—gal; kal==/;fty;7t> and countnj, and is equivalent to car ; kar.]

41
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APPENDIX XL.

Cognates (to see. ken. spy. sun. moon. sky. day. dart, light, shine, shoot, stone ? bird ?).

sa; si; su sound k^s; sh.

EYE.

Language.
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M. N. sound. Cognates (see. ken. spy. sun. moon, shine, briglit. sky. day. bird?)

EYE.
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APPENDIX XLI.

Sounds (ta. tc. tek. ka. kak. bak ?)

Cognates (sun. burn. heat. bake. cook, stone ? rub ? cut ? stone ? eye ? dart).

FIEE.

Language.
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APPENDIX XLII.

SHINING METALS, Ere. (Sec p. 78.)

Lanstjaoe.
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APPENDIX XLIII.

SUN; LIGHT, Etc. (S. z. ts. sound.) k=s?

Language.
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APPENDIX XLir.

SUN; LIGHT. (N, M, and N-T sounds.)

Language.

Egyptian.

Accadian.

Chinese,

Pre-Chinese.

Japanese.

Kurile, etc.

Indo-Chinese

Thibetan.

Mongol
and

E. Tartar.

Mautshu
and Tungus
S. Ostiac, etc,

Ugro-Altaic.

Libyan, etc.

Etruscan.

Dravidian.

Malay, etc.

Polynesian.

Australian.

Papuan.

Sanskrit.

Hindi.

J)

Punjab.

Latin.

Albanian.

Lithuanian.

German.

Gothic.

Scandinavian.

Slavonic.

Celtic.

Old World.

nien^.sZ//. tmu. m;i ; wmz^ti) see.

TMii^^fire. neph^f/(7y. ncnuu=:<o see.

ami=_^Ve. mor^cyp.
nanna= H(oo»-yor7. kun. iic^zjire.

anii=zs/ci/-i/od.

cnu^s/.y; d(i>/. sin=:j«ooM.

nun; nim=.s^y. man=.s;«i; bright.

nao. jcn. nih. shen^^o sliine.

nan; ma;=ff/«.

nih=S!<«. t'ien^sZy.

nai. nao.

rm^eyc. jin. Coptic.—nau^cye.
nannin ;=(>//(;.

i

nogu. ma. Nepaul.—dina^sZ;y.

ne. nimo.
'

nara. nydeng=;noo». tenri=.sZ-y.

namm ; den=yo(? ; high.

kaan^c/ij'e/"; high.

shun, na ; nan ; man:=sZ-y.

nai. Lap.—suina.

num^sX-y; god. kiin. tan=.siy; day.

tignao. ginna^s/;y ; day.

noven^sAy; day. Tnii^to see.

nai; Dina; bana^(/rty. kan=^o s«e.

MATA=cyc; sun. nir; iii^cye.

Init. ni=:^«y ; eye'i

Tane= day sky. bintan=«^rtr.

ham^day; sky. mam=yorf. ma^^Jire.

TuxE. iiiga. nul^«y«. na ; mere^siw.
mani=yo^Z. (? t=u).
lNiu=yof/. TENE^=_;?/'e.

Aetan.

dina. ahan^s^y ; day. agni=_^re.

ehandi'a;=Moore. nayana=«'y(5.

dmo= day. anm^^sky.
nur ; konda=s/;y ; day.

nak^.s/-y ; day. nan:=«y<J.

luna^»ioo)j.

raenvL^moon.

]i.onig^king. sonne. mond^Moo?«.
dag=:&y.
sunus.

maani=?»oo».
dan; deu=(/(/y. nobo^sZ-y; god?
djn=igod. h.umi=z fire; sun. tan=/?/'«

nii^heaven. tcine^Jire.

carui:=/i<?^ moon.

Language.

N. American.

Central Am.

South Am.

North Am.

Amiario.
Hebrew.

))

Assyrian.

Arabic.

New Woeld.

nik ; naui ; nu ; nahtc ;
karma

=eye.
nab ; nakou ; caan=s% ; day.

mira ; kauiiah=:cy«.

naia ; nai:=fZ«y. inyuk=sAy.
ncQ=Ljire. muma=;«oo?i.

sonli ; suna ; kon ; neiga^«i««,

nagc^fZrty.

neia:=s»» ; star (Esq.).

nianito:=.s7;(ViY.

nna ; umik ; nyc=^fire.

ToNA^sww; to hum. zaua=woo».
kiu ; kanbue ; indi=4M«.

naika=_/?;r. Toni=«««
;
god.

Inti ; intituti ; ine ; nie=.s?«8.

kon=yof?; sun. inca^chief.

tanti=('ye.

ense ; intuni:=fo lurn.

timi=s?<». TANi^s/;y; light.

tatan=fire. nuita^ey««.

caen=/!'/'f. nina==;?;'e.

pin ; sima ; timi=:s«<».

TuNi ?=sun
; fre. Tiii.'.— light.

tahn ; tenit ; tani ; tcme^si'y
;

day.

tcndei ; taande==/?re.

A_FRICAJf.

na ; ne ; ma ; mo=:. fire ; sun.

am. Inte (N.E.A.). moto=/?r«,

nya ; no ; nito ; iNTYA^cye.

aebo^tcave?is. dian=:(foy.

Semitic.

semmc=:sZ'y. kan=:(?ay.

ajn^eye. ]ihava:=heat?

jora^day.
ana^sky

;
god'? namaru^^o see.

enu=('yc. umu:=f/rty.

nannaru=:?;(oo». nnra^ight.

noor=zlight. nahi::=sky.

n.a.v=^fire.
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APPEKDIX XLV.

SUN. Light; Fire, etc. (stone?) T. (d) sounds. (t=s ?)

Language.
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APPENBIX XLVI.

SUN. Fire; moon; star; shine; god; high; bright; round, stone =_/?rf?

(L sound.)

Language.
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APPENDIX XZriL

FOOD, Etc. (S and M sounds. ?k.)

Food, maize, rice, to eat. egg. bread, milk. seed, grain, to sow. flesh, moutli. mother,

to suck, swallow, etc. land ?

Language.

Aeyan and
European.

(See p. 70.)

sara. gosh, seseme. segal.

flisch. semen, sator. sumana.

yava (? ^ sava).

ffno^. ^^ft. ^eta. ffirepfia.

sosat^^ eat. buz. zrno. suppe.

sorghum, amisha
;
gosht=;^MA.

sasya=c?-o/;. sj-et.:=<o soiv. sorghi.

buzo. zschab. a^nn^^seed. soma ?

tzou. hatz. shakkar:= .5 «//«/•. sal. siAz^^salf.

sura; sugh=r//v'«X'. sugere^^o 6i«7i.

esseu^to eat. sa.Qi=^fat.

(To sup. sip. swig, swallow '?)

Ttthanian, etc.| schab. samu. gosh, silnu.

Ugro-Altaic zachiiray. zud. serum, sar.

and E. Tartar, sohulei. is. zio. osehz=J!esh.

(Sec p. 138.)

Accatlian.

(See p. 12.)

Egyptian.

(Seep. 11.)

Chinese.

(See p. 12.)

Thibetan.

Indo-Chinese.

Pre-Chinese.

Japanese.

J)ravidian.

Malay.

sara. tara. schyno. sharei.

atesu. zu. tsi. stsi^^o eat.

sxikher^stigar.

soak ; she ; sir^salt.

shuku ; sheg. she. uzu. kush.

7.\=.Ufe; food,, zid. sham, shara. sekt.

sekt. snu. sha. sab. su.

ashe. shemu=^arws<. shames.

ashen^/(0?(ey.

shens. sunesh. seni. maspu.

sura; sam ; sau=^o (f;/«Z-.

tsi; sa ; Bat^««frf. suli. sliu:=/)o^

zu. tzih=)'o eat. shik^^ aicallow.

skyo-mo. &\x\to^^fruit, zabo.

tsil=:/«<. sgo-na. zas. sitse.

atsc. sa. zo. zaba^f'o eut.

tsun. tsabah. sah-sah-yah.

mcslu.

samai^/o cook. sappadu=/uo(^.

sautop. sogu.

M.

maise. meizen. mehl.

mieX^honeg . mamma=:Jrfrt.v/.

anna, ma.v^to grind, marglia.

manger^ to eff^ ; munch, madu.
mooka. manducare=:)'o eat.

madar; mata; mama^wo^/wr.
magh. min. mad. misch.

millet, milk. meat. meal. mead.

munh^»(o«//(. man=to fa<?

duma^S;'«flrtf (Lithuanian), dhando.

mooka. muna. manu.
niamel. mi.

machan. mika.

meke=w///i; (Lap.),

maida. mudda.
mano^wo^/i^r.

mu-mu:=to eat.

vaa^^land.

maku. konnu=:/(r<.

am ; amam^to swallow.

mah.=^land. ra-at=:mother.

ma. mi. maik.

mih. mit. nai.

moh\\=hread.
ma. chai-nien.

meshi. momi ; mai=:>v'«.

ammai^wo//«v.
maa. masak=<o cook. nasi.
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APPENDIX XL FIT.—continued.

POOD, Etc. (S and 51 sounds. ?k.)

Food, maize, riee. corn, bread. eg|,'. milk. seed, to sow. to eat. llesh. mother, breast ?

moutli ? swallinv
; sip. sueic, etc.

Language.
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APPEXBIX XLVIII.

SON. s. z. ts. ak ? sounds.

Cognates—Little, young, boy. brother? tree, shoot, man? arrow.
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ArPEKDTX XLIX.

COMPAEISONS BETWEEN DUAVIDIAN, ASSYRIAN, AND ACCADIAN.

ASSTKIAN.
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COMPAEISONS BETWEEN DKAVIDIAN, ASSYRIAN, AND ACGAD1A.1S—continued.

ASSTMAN.
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APPENDIX L.

BLOOD RELATIONS. Nkw Would. (Na ; aN Sound.)

Brother, etc. Man ?
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APPENDIX LI.

PERSONAL PRONOUNS, Etc.

Man. -svoman. No. 1. No. 2? mouth, hand, finger, life? I. me. self, to be?

Language.
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TERSONAL PRONOUXS, Etc.—continued.

Man. wom;in. JVo. 1. iVb. 2 ? nidutli. liand. finder, life? I. mc, Hclf. to be?

Language.
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Note A.—It would appear tliat whilst ma and na were tlic more common primitive sounds for

mother and father (/«), and sometimes used promiscuously, that ma more commonly signified mother
or woman, and na (an?) father or man, more commonly than the ba, pa, or fa sound. Thus it may have
come ahout that the subsequent formation of the nearly universal masculine and feminine Personal

Pronouns ego (I), and miki (me), had its origin in the man saying na-co, na-go (and from whence ego,

fi'go, noka, 'nek, etc.) whilst pointing with his hand or finger to his mouth, meaning self (man-I) ; and
the woman, ma, me, mi, miii, etc. (perhaps originally ?««-?« = woman-me). From an examination of

the above list, it may he pretty fairly assumed that the ga, go or ka, ko affix na, originally meant
mouth or hand (or finger), both of which words, as well as No. 1 (and possibly house, people, tree)

probably in primitive language, also signified or came to signify man. So that ego was originally

masculine, and me, my, feminine, still probably seen in the Greek nominative numeral eis, /<(« and ev.

At first, na, ne, ni, etc., in fact stood for (and even still do, in not a few African and American and
other languages), both for /, thou, and he, and originally meant man (or woman). In most languages,

especially savage ones, this may help us to explain the frequent occurrence of the n sound in kin

or relationship ; seen even in our English word man itself. I believe Mr. Hyde Clarke has also

considered ngo as originallv masculine, and me as feminine (see Appendix LIL). (See Appendices

XXIT.; XXXII.; XXXlV. ; XXXV.; and XLIX.)

APPENDIX Lla.

Note B.—Mr. Hyde Clarke writes me with reference to the Masculine (ego, I) ; and Feminine
(me), "that if we look at the symbology of the human body in primitive times, and even among
savage nations now, we shall see that it is regarded by pliysiologists as dual. Hence a common source

becomes phallic, and the features of the face are treated as correspondent with the details of the lower

half. In the latter, probably, there is one expression for the male, and another for the female ; but

in the upper half, the mouth is made representative of the female, and the nose that of the male.

In gesture-language, the phallus represent the individual (ego, I) in the male, and the vulca in the

female.
" The invention of speech-language much depended, I take it, on the transposition of the central,

from the voiceless lower half, to the voiced upper half. Hence the feminine parts and the female

pronoun {me) became the mouth,* and a labial, ma was thus introduced to figui'c as the female me,

and being round or oval, its labial represents by its M, B, P, V, "NV, etc., the feminine parts as well

as also the sun, moon, eye, ear, egg, woman, mother, etc.

"This is the simple key; and the numerous allied complications can be readily explained. The
word for parent is sometimes used indiscriminately for male or female, as mama in Georgian for father

;

and thus sim, may occur either as masculine or feminine. The eyes of the sky are the Moon, or the

Night-eye, as in Malay ; the Sun is the Day-eye. Hence the words we find for Eye, or eyes is often

in fact dissyllabic ; Sun, Moon, the right eye, being the male eye, and the left eye the female eye.

Under the cloak of symbology, two becomes a pair, and in a pair one must be male and one female,

a doctrine prevalent all over the world to this day."

* Also frequently, ko, ku, kou ; kun is a fundamental sound for month, huk, etc.
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APPENDIX Llh.

:irAN (homo).

It is pretty clear that the Sanskrit »idii.tis/ia=.miin (j««=to measure); ?«««=: to think ; know;
W(rtH».s=minil does not go to the root of the Aryan word MAX (liomo). It wonhl appear to be an
Archaic \vi(h;-spreiid word, apparently closely connected with hand (nianus),* anil ])rol)at)ly also with
other collates as w(« (/o)^nioutli

;
(ego") ; 'No. 1, and possibly also with I lead

;
the original form may

even have been ma-na^woman—man. (Sec .\ppendi.K lA.) ; ma forming the initiative of the feminine

me (=:woman—me, thou, slie); and nn (an earlier or commoner form oi pu) of the masculine (=man—I,

thou, he). The Aryan word homo, is probably the Archaic umo ; umo of American, A Mean, and
Turanian speech. Kd was even more usual than Pa—Ma liecame naturally nu'ina ; ama ; am

—

Pa, ba^papa, baba, apa, ap ; aba, ab. Nri=;nana, nan, an. Mana:=man, men, nie. The following

table will perhaps help to throw some light on this.

N.B.—Naturally na sometimes signifies woman as well as man.

* Iliiiul (manus), has also another fuiulamciital Arohaic radical, hi ; as seen in Sansk. =knra, Grenk xf'P I
and possibly

this may be connected witb vir (l.at.) ; and Turauiau ir, cr, ere; Anieiicau ijuri, and Assyrian ir«=man and with Turanian

/car = band.

An-Aetan.
Egyptian.

)?

Aecadian.

Chinese.

Japanese.

Ugro-Altaic.

Etruscan.

Dravidiau.

Caucasian.

E. Tartar.

Libyan.

Basque.

Thibetan.

Malay.
Indo-Chinese.

Papuan and
Australian.

Polynesian.

Semitic.

Aeyak.

Ajkican.

American.

hammn=?HrtM. racm:=soldier. (Menu^l«< kini/ of Egypt )

menh=Aof/. ermen=:;(??VH. matba:=/?«//tfr. xaxi-'i-=^motlier . V 1x1^=^1/011(11.

ma=:/H««. mw^man. ma ; mi'n ; men^/; to he. vcM\i=^thou. na=/ie.

me ; mu ; men^/o measure ; think, vxa^^to think.

va.m=imen. mai ; man^»(«/«. mci=:<o think. mu=/; woman. ma=»«tf. na^icoman.

nxaco^^hunband. (American.—maco^i(7?ifZ ; moHth.) nai ; ano^/.
ma; mina ; men=/; me. mum=;(;ow«M. mae^^mother. nin; vnMu^iand; finger.

mara ; mcs ; luana ; konii^H;ff«. mnn^failier. 'a\a.i=^peoplc. nan^fo be.

avaxi^mouth. myw^thou. ena=w(rt«. i\nii=:woman. na=ithou.

ma,\'=-VM. 1
; finger, me ; mi^/; me. mari^goiifh ; chief.

an^male. nan:=/; me. man-a-\ia.=ioife. onnu=:i\^o. 1. aiRvaa=^father.

manc^ivuse. inan=^depr.

mare; raoi^man. yomi^fainiii/. mnma^mothrr. mi=:me ; I.

human=;«rt«. m-an^ang. ume^moiit/i. ama^ftither. n-d^zthou.

ament=w(r7«. ma=/.
leme=w(rt«. \\ma=imofher. hume=c/(('W. na:=/i^.

I

amme ; kame ; me; nuini=wff«. na:=7. moc=3'«. 1.

j

mali=///rt». kana^/iand. laonjot^monkeg. ana=/.

I

^ium=^moHth. moz=hand. me ; mi ; manuh ; mana::=:wfl».

moe=J\'«. 1 ; /. moya^^^o. 5.

lamoka ; nuna ; moani^waw. man:=/.
ame^mouth. anamanu ; amar; mand=zhmid. mena=/. (Tasmanian.

—

-aman^head.)

mahama=«iooM. emma; muan ; nauga; na=w)r?w. anema ; mai; nan=7(ff«(/.

adam ; a<\ma.z=man. anu=/.
man ; mannus ; homo=/«ff«. matn ; manns^^hand. raun^to eat.

I nai'=w(rt/«. fievo^-^mind. dama:=/(o«.sc/(oW ; woman.

I

me=/. fua; ev^No. 1. na=7(e. ein=:iYo. 1. etvai^to he. an=.breafh.

! mano ; mana ; niuna ; muntu ; mar ; me ; ne=^man.

hame ; monhee ; amme ; bommo=»««». armno-^head.

[

manna ; vae=.mouth. mi ; me^/; )ne. ano ; na:=/.

muno ; manco ; me ; amo ; mih ; na ; mena ; enene ;
nnin^wa?*.

1 huema ; nani ; matei ; huano ; k'hommo=m«w. mania ; mii^=mother.

\
mina ; ma ; me ; mik:=/; me. maco ; ma. mavaa^ia>id.

j

mankana=:^o munch ; cat. man ; mXx^^'ather. mana ;
ano

;
na^/(e.

naa ; m.a\\\ia^mother. m.ak\\=^mouth. niatu:=forehead. ami=zfather.

man^eve '? uvaa^iead. hama ; tama:=OTa«. Taanom^atwestor.
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APPENDIX Lie.

Hand (paw. arm. take. give. man. cany, measure ? mouth. I. me).

{ina and ka sound.)

Language. Ma, etc. Ka, etc.

Egyptian.

Coptic.

Accadian.

^
j»

Cldnese.

Ugro-Altaic.

J)

Etruscan.

Caucasian.

E. Tartar, etc

Dravidian.
Kurilc,

Coriac, etc.

Libyan.

Malay.
Papuan.

)>

Polynesian.

11

Semitic.

Aryan.

African.

American.

matba=^?j^er. ermen= -.arm. rxa^to give.

mo ; men=^ measure ; thinlc. ma ; min^/; me.

mu=i^o sjjeaJc (moutli?). ma^wnw.
min^wfrt. xanu^male. -mei^I think.

min ; Tnnn:=Ji)iffer ; hand. mana^«(fl«.

ma ; mina ; men^/; me.

mach^j.Vo. 1
; finger.

me ; mv^me. mard^«((??j.

me: mi: mani ?::=«(««.

ker

kab.

Vu^izmouth. kab

to take. Vat^paw.

.finger.

madden; ament=»(««. ma=w?.
I mab=:>rtflM.

j
mena=w«. mena=:soM. moan=moi(//i.

matcme==;»i«?».

mai=:w(«. manga=:w(Ho^A. mano=/ ^/eiVj/c.

mai ; anema=/((rHrf.

adam=«((r«.
" S." ma:=/o measure. Trma^ffrw.
" S." manuslia ; manu^;/irt». " C." maon^/Hrt«.
" H." manus^»!«?j. Lat.

—

m.a.i^^mah; homo.
manus^/i««(^. "Ar." mard^w(««.
" Ar." matu=;?«9W. " P." man^wie ? mihi.

me ; manna^/«o«</i. ma ; me=/«f

.

me; mo; mar; muna ; mano^wrtM.
ma ; me ; miha ; muiio ; amo ; mena=:»i(?«.

ma ; me ; mik^;«e. maco ; vadizz^hand.

kap ; kieli^/o take, kou^^o pidl.

kome ; keno=«(rt«. kha; ko^moM^A.
kar. kca. kat. ki.

[Basque.—ekarri^^o carry.']

che. ca. ki. tut.

kai.

kha.

kana.

kane^«iO!<i'/(.

ku. pa.

qatu=^Myer. yad (^kad ?).

kara. (Celtic.

—

car:=eart ; fo carry.

^

" Z." Aiv=^gire. (Skr.—par^=/o carry.)

Greek.

—

x^'P-
English.—take ? carry ?

ko ; ku ; kana ; 'kva\-=:^moufh ; door.

kok ; kaka ; keba ; kon=/w«f/.

ke ; ku ; har^wrt«. ta^^ take.

kab ; chc^/(ff«(/. pa ; ka=^/o take.

\o;Xa=^togii-e. ku ; ta; ka; c\\\=zmot(th.

ca; pa^wie. caii; ka ; ta^wfl«. -

From the above table, it may be considered that the English words, carry, grab, catch, take,

keep, etc., may be directly traceable to the primary root ^(zr^hand; and from j»d=foot, paw, pad,

probably rf«=to give. Erom the Egyptian qer (Prof. Abcl)=circle, round, and might possibly oven

be derived Jiot only words signifying circle, hole, etc., but actually words meaning sqicare; as in

Preuch, carrc ; both in fact meaning a space enclosed whether by four ((luatuor) sides, or a single

circumventing line only. (See elsewhere and p. 19.) The roots gar, car, cal, etc., also mean a

people, trilx', house, stone, mouth, field, town, etc. (p. 31-1). The common English word to go (gang)

may bo connected or traced in most languages I suspect as in connection with the idea of action,

in kd, ko, ga, car, <rt=foot or hand.
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APPENDIX LIT.

SOME PKOBABLE FUNDAMENTAL OR ARCHAIC PHONO-CONSONANTAL SOUNDS
FOR CERTAIN IDEAS.

General Ideas, or Words.
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COSTA EICA, CEXTKAL AMERICA.

Mr. Hyde Clarke, in a noticeable but little-known paper, entitled " Serpent and Siva "Worship,

and MTtbolo.ey in Central America, Africa, and Asia," published in the Journal of the Anthropological

Institute, 1876, refers to an interesting paper by I'rof. "\V. M. Gabb (Proceed. Amer. Phil. Soc. vol. xiv.

p. 438, 1875), on the "Indian Tribes and Languages of Costa Rica, Central America." This paper

Mr. Clarke considers to be of much interest in connection with the similarity many of the words show
with those of African languages, and to some extent with those of India. A few of these analogies

I have given at p. 265. The Bribri, Cabecor, and Tiribi tribes are there those chiefly referred to ; and
they are dou1)tless lighter in colour than those of most of the Central American Indians. Mr. Hyde
Clarke gives comparisons containing numerous words for various animals ; e.g. Frog, Leopard, Snake,

Bu'd, Parrot, Doer, Goat, Monkey, Elephant (tapir), and Alligator. For general objects also, e.g.

Arrow, Bow, Kjiife, Calabash (pot). Mouth (door). House, Skin, Navel, Leaf, Tree, God, Idol, Snake,

Sky, etc. The Central American modern word for god, sibu^&nakv, Mr. Hyde Clarke traces to India,

Africa, etc. It is evidently a general word equivalent also to navel, belly, etc. Africa: (god) juku,

sibu, zibo
;
(snake) zewe, njoka, tadu, zebe, kibi

;
(navel) nefo, sabu, juko, nubo, jiki, jibia; (idol;

sacrifice) seba, sobo
;

(devil) joko
;

(sky) nebo
;

(fish) siwo. India: (god) siva
;

(snake) sap, sapa,

naga ? todas, habu, nabi
;

(navel ; door) kapu. Phrygia : zabazios. Geiman : nabel and navel.

Japan: hebi^ snake ; sive^fish. Basque: suge=snake. (See Vocabulary VI.) Again, Africa:

(alligator) ku, kia, akui. Central America : ku. Africa : (elephant) nyei, eni, niwa (tapir). Central

America : nai. Afiica : (pot) koko, karu. Central America : kokii. Africa : (mouth ; door) ko, eku,

zoko, nko, kun. Central America : Tcu.

[Note.-—ko (ku, kun, etc.) is the earlier and general Archaic sound for mouth, door, hole,

round, etc. Sanskrit : kupa^hole. Persian : ru^face. Egyptian : ro^mouth ; kenau^womb.
Latin: cunnus. Hindi: yom=womb. Greek: kvk\o^=:lq,\tq\c. Accadian : kau=gate; ku=mouth.
Chinese: ku^ valley; hu

;
go^ gate; k'iu=;hole. Ugro-Altaic : ko; ka ; kum ; kha^ mouth.

Polynesian : kana ; koua^eat ; womb. Papuan : kane^mouth. American : kanik ; cana ; kama=:
mouth. Indo-Chinese: kami-; kho ; cha^mouth ; eat.]

APPEXDIX Lir.

COMPARISONS OF WORDS AND ROOTS—ARYAN AND AN-ARTAN.

Aeyan.
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CO]\rPARISO]SrS or words and hoots—AUYAN and AN-AUYAl^—confmued.

AlSVAN.
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APPEXDIX LlVa.

TONGUE AND LEAF WORDS, Etc. Aryan and An-Aryan.

The most common and -widespread words for Tongue, contain in general a consonantal L (^T. S. D ?),

or an M (=N ?), and represents especially in primitive language a -word-idea showing pretty clearly

the cognates, lip, le;if ; tail ; snake
;
phallus (0) ; tail ; end ; to dart ; -weapon ; voice ; beUy ? bowels

;

prominence
;

gills ? speech (tell) ; and which may perhaps serve an illustration as to how a number

of other words given in the Yocabularies may be treated or tested. The roots point to an original

dil; kal; lei; (Ian; lem?); as possibly also for some of the -words with el=fire, darting, light.

M sounds in fow^M«-words probably may be refeiTed to the Mouth as erne.

Aetajj. ToNGTJE.—Fr. langue ; Lat. lingua; OL.G. dingua; Ger. zunge; Celtic teanga
;

Sanskr. lingam ? Indian
;
Fr. lamc^blade.

Lip.—Sanskr. lih=to lick ; Gr. lippe ; Lith. lupa ; Lat. labrum
;
7Xu)T7ra^tongue.

Celtic bile=lick.

Leaf.—Ger. laub ; Litli. lalat ; Celtic liab, duillu, bile=to lick; Fr. feuillc;

Lat. folium, pallatum^palate ; Hindi del; Gr. 0yXXoi', wcTuXof,

(Lat. phallus 0) ; telos^tlie end ; telum=wcapon, dart.

Call.—hail, tell, gills'? Gr. iL-aXcif, (ceiXos^ip ; Lat. gula:=throat ; Ger. hals=throat
(kal=throat) ?

SxAEE, etc.—Fr. anguillc=cel
;
[boel O.Fr.^bowel] ? Gr. ei/76Xi's=eel

;

Lat. anguis=:snake.

(See p. 310.)

TUEANIAN.
Ugi'o-Altaic.

Mongol, etc.

Chinese.

Indo-Chin., etc

Thibetan.

Egyptian.

Dravidian.

Libyan, etc.

Caucasian.

Papuan, etc.

)»

Polynesian.

dil; tel ; til; keli ; kyl ; nyelu ; alvip:=tongue. [lewcl; lopa; lipet=leaf.]

dolan=.snake. kalli^0. [sil ; zil^eye. fire; darting? tul ; tuli^fire.]

kali ; kelle ; killengu=tongue. kulsena^to speak, call ; kolo^fire. tengri^sky.
tan^ear. t'ien ; ban; zung^tongue. lung=idragon. (kan=bright.)
s'lak

; lab ; thehi=leaf. Malay.—dila ; eme=tongue. akil=0. ular=snake ?

lee ; kalpags^rli^}. lomo=:leaf. ular^snake. Idag-pa^to lick.

nem
; dep^tongue (?=del). ankh=ear. Accadian.—emc^tongue. gu ; ku=mouth

naUge ; nalayo ; talai=:tongue. val=tail. ila ; talir=:leaf.

ilis=:tongue. aoutal;=lip. imi^mouth.
dulle

;
musliall

;
queli=throat. gwele^snakc. gil=0.

tangam (? t=l) ; tali; ilpang=tongue. kal=fire.

[Australian.—dalan ; tele ; tali=tongue.]
lelo ; leo=tongue.

Semitic. iTsan ; lashan ; Ushanu ; melas=tongue. gu ; kalu=voice.
aleh^leaf. c'lu=tail. eIitu=prominence. ghwal=:snake.

Afbican. Icb ; lalo ; 1cm ; limo ; halla ; let ; tele ; enc ; ele ; telan ; lana ; lakh ; mc==tongue,
kalin ; kalu ; lele=lcuf. kidi=bowels. pullock=0. [kiclc=fire. ili=sun.]

American. linga; tone; tutela; ulue; kallu ; tonilla ; del; dela; bal ; kliollo ; upili

;

tala; gyilan=tongue. (huillia=snaki'.) l]a])a=::voicc.

pali ; in(|uilli; jiaHa^lc^af. (killa; tula=moon.)
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APPENDIX LVa.

HORSE AND ASS.

At pages 123-124 I have given a considerable number of words in various languages for Murse

and Ass.^ It would, indeed, almost iijipcar that the older word for llorso might actually have been

Ass. The prehistoric wild horse of Central Asia was certainly smaller than the modern horse. The
Turkish Ottoman word for horse is at (t=s?). "We, however, may notice an s letter-sound in

many of the Horse words in the list given; e.g. ses (Egyptian fl!»=swift, which the Ass is not!).

Sanski'it, af:=swift ; ag «(?:=horse. Also esi ; ais ; assis ; sus
;
feras ; sisi, ; asche ; kirsu (zwi=ox)

;

asvatn ; iume ; khmh ; husch ; Ms ;
(a«.sM=bcast) ; azara ; nspo ; aslij) ; ross ; kuss-nan

;
(««r«w«=bear)

;

are words in diiferent languages mostly for " horse." In Hebrew, «</((;»=she-ass. Ka ; ku ; lu ; are

also Archaic roots for animal or life. Dr. Schrader considers the Horse an Indo-European animal,

and the Ass and Camel Turko-Tartar and Semitic.

* To the Semitic list add: atoim and /(('manl = as3. Basque, /«ris = ass. Zend, f'sA = as3. Ugro- Altaic, t's»A- = ass;

katir =m\Ae. Celtic, maw = mare.

APPUNDIX LVI.

SOME ARYAN AND TURANIAN ANALOGIES, SHOWING ALSO POSSIBLE CHANGES
OF LETTERS, FOR ARCHAIC OR RADICAL WELL-ESTABLISHED WORDS.

Engiish.
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S03IE ARYAN AKD TUEAXIAN ANALOGIES, SHOWING ALSO POSSIBLE CHANGES
OF LETTERS, FOR ARCHAIC OR RADICAL WELL-ESTABLISHED WOUDS—continued.

English.

Enclosure, field.

laad. cii'cie.

Axe and Cut.

Mountain.

much, high, etc.

head, shoulder.

Head. top.

hill. cap.

Hand. paw.
nah.

to give. keep.

Foot. step.

to go. kick ?

hock.

Mouth,
hole.

Dog. cur.

hound.

Man.

Death, night.

had. ache, etc.

kiU, etc.

Sun. eye.

light, shine.

Aurora.

Day. sky. i

dawn. )

Fire. hot. hake. )

Pot. can. cup. \

Aryan.

khana. garth, carre^square.

ganos. llan. gard. garden,

gora. 'ku::=land.

asi. aex. ascia. sica.

zukhan ? su.

torr. kuta. koh.

uccn^iiffJi.

mii]iCi=zffreaf. ghat. maen.

tyr. hara. o/jo?. mentis.

coUis.

tete. toppe. tope ? caput.

pad. pe ? take, to keep.

grab.

hat. dat. tit for tat ?

catch.

fot. pathar=ff jjath. .pad.

padh.

ga ; ago ; car ; ri^to go, etc.

kupa=/(o?c. rM^facc. bucca.

euunus? can.

curu ; oean=/io/e.

ka. ku. hu. canis.

hund. Kviou.

vir. homo. manu. mannc.
manh^youfh (Egyptiiin).

mah. mors. maka.

nox. murder, mama, /inx'/'

murky, kill, deuil (French),

surya. sol.

Sonne.

aurora, hora. iir^sun ; /il:y.

teon=f/(?y. hari. hvrara.

daluma. tane. ilina. daan.

ghama^eoarOT.
hha^io shine.

cupan. k-ai'cor. apala. pan.

THEANIAN.

kar. gana. ma. kan. aksjo.

(qer. X'^ta. 'k.ar=:j)lace) Eg.

agor.

shik^stotie. ax. suea.

hksu; akes (Egy^itian).

dagh. agh=hti/h.

kar. kal. bar. tar. tau.

men. kok. tal. tu ; aka.=^high.

kara. tag=ro<;X'.

toon; tu (Coptic).

kcd. to. kap.

tot; tep (Egyptian).

tepe. khupp^/(i7/. kop. ta.

tak. kat. ta.

tot; kat; dat? (Egyptian),

gad. tu ; te=^o take.

xebt ; neb (Egyptian).

ko
;
pao=<o ffo. kok.

pet; ret; kep (Egyptian),

kat ; rat
;
ga ; ra=^o ffo.

(pah; -pad?=to fee.)

ko. ku. kon. ken. ^o=zffate.

ken; ro; kan^iox (Egyptian).

Semitic.

ginu. gam ?

kar. zanz^farm.

sakku. nakasu.

ku. kanang. ky. kok ?

fu (Egyptism).

ir. bun. mart. mana. kome.
nan. manne^0.
ha ; ham (Egyjitian).

mik. margh. tu. kara. haita.

mat; tek; kak; tu (Egyptian)

kaka=rfrt;-X' (Coptic).

kcchor^fowJ. kal. mara. hak.

(mat; tek; kak; tu (Egyptian).

gun=(?rti(7!. kon. kun. kan.

su. son. tan.

shM=ilight (Egyptian).

tara.

haru; hixr^day (Egyptian).

hurara. haTi-A=^i<tar.

tana, tengi'i. (tien, Chinese).

su. saan. khott. rakh.

nai:=/(o<.

kab. kannu (Fin).

pet (Chinese).

akana; kahan; kebh (Egyptn.).

hor. harr.

mrigli=y/-(?«Y.

tur. tel.

tillu.

cpitu.

yad.

padanu^>'0(7.(?.

regel (? =kekel) ?

kab^/?««/.

ro (^ko ?). ken.

kan:=io.r.

kalbe.

adam ?

kal.

duku.

kaka=f/rt/'Z: (Coptic)

shemesh.

urru=f?(?y.

nurw^lifflit.

er? or.

kham. nar.

suku:=/(o<.
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SUPrLEilENTAHY MEIIOIIAXDA, Etc.

1. The English word oak; A.S. : dk; Sc. : aik, etc.; Latin: qiiercus; Gothic: boka (beech);

Greek : (prjyoi ; Sanskrit : ffacckn=trcc ; Persian : buJc, vah, fakh (branch), may be all originally

connected with the idea of heiyht. Turanian : «<!«=:bireh ; ak, aya (high, great) ; as also agge,

Vircka ? xdga. American : khoka, haccha ; saca, y«/t«c:=higli or tree. African : oki, eku, aka,

baka^^tiec,

2. Egyptian /« (dog)^iu ? Ea (sun) ?= Turanian /idra, na, ^-ar^light, eye; Polynesian r«=:sun;
American: za, tajt, ra. Egyptian: /•o:=mouth=:/,-o, do, so, kit, in other languages ; rM=:face (Persian);

and rott (Slavonic).

3. The 8, z, sound in light, shining, darting, bird? is very common in most languages; seen also

in Sanskrit ag, and Egyjitian «sz= swift,

4. The sound s, su, is common for words connected with the idea of swallowing, sucking, food, etc.

5. The (J, ar, sound, common in water words, may possibly have arisen in the first instance from
an agreeable or natural exclamation, ah ! of joyful surprise at seeing water ; ak would be suggestive

of flowing, drinking, or running water. The soun<ls .s7«, s, ss, also common in water-words, would, of

(iourse, be initiative of the splasliing or dashing of falling water,—and the m sound as in mem, mi,

perhaps be derivable from nia, connection with milk, food, etc. In African wc find tna so meni;
me mo mi; me tio zi; me no »'/(y'=I drink water. American: Mississippi=:»/«s-se-^«=;much-rushing-

water (pp. 2G4-308).

6. I have noticed in Appendix XXXIX. a special tendency in words suggestive of or indicating

roundness (roll, ball, etc.) to use a fundamental I; probably, originally, r.

7. From a fundamental Aa^hand, movement, etc., may be probably derived: carry; cart;

Greek, x^'P > Sanskrit, kara=haTid; hhar^uarrj, bear. Basque: ekarriz=to can-y, etc.

8. The tenninal tar, ter, in the pecTiliarly special Aryan words for father, mother, as in pifar,

pater, mater, ftijTtip, I should .suggest might, in the first instance, have arisen as a suffix of endearment
e(iuivalent to thou, thee, e.g. father {jni), -thou. Ta, te, tie, mean thou, thee (also father), in most
families of language, e.g. American: ta, taah {da, tete=fathcr). Aryan: tu, te (ffo^two). Ugro-
Altaic, Mongol, and Cliinese=<«. Accadiau : tu, da. Egyptian : tu {ka, fa^va.:ni). Polynesian

:

te [da, tantc^vaau).

9. It is, I think, not improbable (see pp. 123, 124, 346) that some of the names for Iiorse originally

meant ass ; or that the names for those animals may have got confused in certain languages. In
Egyptian and Sanskrit as means also swift.

10. The well-known Egyptian f7»M^lifo, oar (see p. 123), may surely be traced in most languages

as equivalent with nose, eye, mouth, foot, mother, house, tie (knot), hook, I, man, etc.

11. Certain words, (1st), with fundamental r, in Aryan languages, significant of light, day, sky,

etc., as Iwra; (u/)n=hour; urere=^to burn. Diana: (zwrora^dawn; rt/-«^firc-altar. Celtic: ?»-:=sun.

Persian : fl;'=eye. Zend : ew-e=day. Sanskrit: hari
;
ghar ?^wa.rm. hvara^nnn. (2) With a funda-

mental t, d, k, and n sound, alone or in combination, as Persian : khan=:cje. d'>dan=iio see. Sanskrit

:

dgu; dina^day. Indr<i=^skj-go([. Hindi : rf/« ; f//»«:=day. Greek : ciov^divino ? Latin ; Diana ? rf/e;»

(accusative); Lithuanian and Slavonic: di/i; A«o:=day. Teutonic, etc.: tag; dag. Celtic: ?iuan=^s\m.

twyn ; ^/o=day ; tan^^ve. English : ken ; «c«»=to see, etc., appear more or less intimately connected

with words having similar sounds and meanings in many other languages ; some of these I append
to show what may be done with many other groups of words given in the Vocabularies and -i^ppendices

of this book, etc. Assyrian: ««TM=day. 7ffv7=bright. Egyptian: 7(rt;'M=day. bar, ra, hara?:^sun;

day. Etruscan : hora ? ; tina ; diana ? turan. Dravidiau : kan^io see ; eye. Chinese : f ?>«=::

sky; high. ^m=day. di ; z/=eyc. ^fl'«=bright. Aceadian : /;;«J=bright. dingir=skj. rf/=; to shine.

de=zQje. TJgro-Altaic and Mongol : /((7r«=moon. harura; Jiarurii=zdaj. taiiyra; tan; teiigri^skj.

kiim; dian; holiday, sdr^light. to^^high. kon; kun^sky. {kfian=zin-mce) ? Thibetan: tog-sa:=

heat. Malay: /(«/'j=sim; day. ^rr('=suu. Caucasian: kina; tina=:day. /»«-=::firc. Basque: eguna^=

day. Berber, etc.: agemia^^day. tigot^sky. Indo-Chinese: thicn. tanna. kana. hina. Z-r»;= eye.

Australi;in and Papuan: tene; ?«-rt=flre. tone; tiiiii=sim. /lane^sky. dangi. araz=moon. /;a;-('=day.

X'ffn<=eye. intti=:god. African :./«<«/• ; aro ; tangu; di; <o=day. iru; orM^heavens ; sky. inte; tone;

tara; uru-^swa.. etana; hana^daj. kar ; ta ;^s\\n. American: do; du; ara^^dixy. tenz=.to see.

tal; te; kon; kin^s\m. liaan; kun; tahn=^day; sky. kane ; hen; kianzzzto see; eye. «ri;= moon.
tuni; mti=^sun. tcrm-u:=&rc. tina; tana; ^a»('=light. te ; <((=fire. rrt=heat. ramz^sky ; etc. (See

p. 326.)
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ADDITIONAL WOEDS.—Ausieaxian (see p. 220).

gui; ara; kokol; 'kaUa^tree. hraban=/(«wl-. pallo:=lird. powa!ina=s«ai-«. teti=^deafh.

kore ; meiia=i»ian. mir ; mil ; dana=fyf. muchi ; kat=/(fl;V. nay ; dalam ; tale^toiiffue.

hajiu=sheU. mirn=iear. mana::^ha>td. mil=cy«. tang; deer^tooth. walan; kaoga; kahan; ngan;

ka ; kat—mouth, na ; mere ; irai=«?(». -paln^mooti. kaUa ; v^m=zjire. kauri=s««. moka=.water.

ngatoa=/. clI-a=;M// (Andaman). ngi-a^//(o« (Andaman). i-a=/itf (Andaman), upali ; ma.]i=:.to do.

tiwali=<o seek, hu^^to strike. mankili=:<o take, tiu' ; boiken^to cut.

Afkican (see p. 220).

nyiunba; nza^wuse. nsusu; nani=J;V^. ndoyn=^eIep/ia!it. mzimu^=spi>-if
;
ghost. muliuigu=^orf.

aba-antu ; mtu=wa?j. is-andla ; koko ; m-kono=/(fl'?jf7. nya=eyt'. moto=Ar«. 'ngu=/je. 'ngo^^thou.

Tei=:iVo. 2. 'ngi=/. mosi^iN^o. 1. wiri ; •«-ili=^Yo. 2. tutu=i\'o. 3. ya; iie=JVo. 4. tanu; sanu=iVo. 5.

SUPPLEilENTAET.—DEAYIDIAJS" WOEDS, Etc.—(See pp. 220-254.)

The " Dravidian " words given in Vocabulary YI. include a variety of Tamil, Canarese, Tulu,

Kodugu, MalayaUm, and Khand -words ; many of -whicb, I understand fi'om Prof. G. U. Pope, of

Oxford, are not, strickly speaking, pure old Dravidian. Even in Tamil there are a number of words of

Sanskrit origin though much changed by the action of certain phonetic laws. TVith compound Tamil
words, the real root is usually to be found in the middle of the word. The Tamil is the mother
tongue of the Dravidian languages of Southern India. The Tamil has no time sibUant or aspirate';

and the final m is often di-opt. I tliink it therefore desirable to add to Part VI. (pp. 220-254) a

Supplementary List of some pure Dravidian useful words and roots, which I give seriatim in the same
order. (See also Appendices XLIX. XLIXa.)

Stone, etc.

Moimtain; hill.

Big, great, etc.

Pot, etc.

Tree ; tall, etc.

Enclosure, etc.

House.
)

Village. >

Land. )

Boat.

Bird, etc.

Animals, etc.

(p. 226).

Food, etc.

Bow; arrow.

Black, etc.

J)

Death, etc.

Salt, etc.

"Wind, etc.

Man, etc.

"Woman, etc.

Father, etc.

Brother, etc.

Son, etc.

Eye. Ear.

Mouth (hole).

kal. par=rock. kar ; kad=hard. (kalai=bull.) kadi=tobite; cut?

kun. betta.

mik. agal. periya. purutta.

panai. kuppi.

mara. maram. malfir
;
pu=flower. kombu ; kila=:branch. kol:=stick.

petti=:box. pai ; sakku^iag. idam ; vayal=field
;
place. manai=:land.

veli=hedge ; fence. vay=door.
puram=:city. mane ; il ; vidu=house. palli ; ur

;
patti ; ceri^ur (not 4V)^village.

yayal^field. nilam ; man^aud. ara=room.
karai^bank. orim ; eUai^boundary.

padagu. vallam (not vaUtm). oda. (min=fish.)

kuruvi (not hurura). paravai. kori^fowl. (paru^to nm. po:=to go.)

[N.B.—manga, not Dravidian for monhetj. nagam
;
pambu ; sarpam, not Dravidian

for «««Zt.] eruthu=bull. ettu=btillock. kanru=caLf.

kcradi=bcar. nfiyzrdog. ana:=elophant. pugai
;
pukka^cat.

mfm^deer. cli^rat. ama^turtle. pulu^worm. beetle ; bee^vanda.
eru

;
pottu:=buffalo. emme^she-buffalo. i ; iga^a fly.

kurr^food
;
graiu. ari ; nell=rice. muttu^egg. param:=:fruit. pru=milk.

appam^bread.
vil^bow. (am) ambu ; banam=:arrow.
karu ; iruttu ; ketta=dark. bakkeka ; kara:=black. karr:=bad. ka9a=bitter.

no=:pain. ach^ear. ar; irr^to perish ;_ die. ked=evil.

cavu ; kedu=death. puthai^to bury. ar=to perish. ii'ul=dark.

kollu=::to kill. ked=bad. kar=to die. cher
;
gcda=to perish,

uppu. Honey=tcn.
kal; katta=wind. kattu^air.

al. rin=malc. nau=:I. kira = old man. (wawMsAa is Sanskrit.) on; or;=one.

pen=:feniale. man-a-vai=wife (root, ?«««=:abode).

tande ; amma. Mothcr:=triyi ; appc.

anna=:=older brother. Sister oldcr^akka (not anna). tangi=:yoiuiger sister.

magan=:son. ^eri ; 8anna=small. paiyan:=boy (Lat. puer ?)

kail. tedu=to seek. Ear=ci"vi. kel=to hear.

vay=moutli ; door, vala ; kugai ; kcbi ; kana=hole, channel. ko=round.
kuri; kuli?=:pit. chor. kiui.
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SUPPLEMENTARY.—DEAVIDIAI^ WORDS, Ere—continued.

Mouth, etc.

Nose, etc.

Tongue.
Hair.

Head.
Tooth, etc.

Hand, etc.

J)

Foot, etc.

Back, etc.

Siin, etc.

Moon, etc.

Fire, etc.

Water, etc.

Pers. Pronouns
Sundry.

)>

Adjectives.

Verbs, etc.

kudi=to drink, uniiu ; mclla=to cat. Throat=:tonda.

val=:tail. (root vril=to curve).

navu ; lui-ku. (nar^to lick), nalige^tongue. tiippu=to spit, ila ; talir=:leaf.

iuayir=::liair. kut ?

tala ; talai (root, tril=phicc).

pallu^tooth (root, jial). elu^liom. ehimbu ; kombu^hom.
kai ; che^liand. karavu=;to rob. i ; kodu ; ta=to give. por=ito carry (Fr. porter ?)

pattu ; edu=:to take, ka ; kappu:=to keep.

kal ; tal. po=to go. tunu=to leap, kal
;
paru

;
payu^o run. varu=to come.

muthugu. l{elly=vayiru. iieliiiictpin. Eowels=:kudaI.

portu=sun. pori=:gol(l. sudu^iright ; hot. {sur>/a is Sanskrit.)

tingal=moon. vclli=silver. veli ; cl ; tt^l^bright ; light.

benki ; tT=fire. Lightning=;miii. sudu; chudu=to buru. ole^iearth.

nir. vellam. kadai=sca. marai^rain.
I; me^cn ; nan. ni ; i ; un=thou. avan ; yadu^ic. na=wc. (onnu=No. 1.)

ella:=all. mun=beforc. pin:=behind. kii—bclow. um=and. fir^who ?

en=:;what ? al=:by. kli—imder. mS ; mcl^up. marr ; vcrr=othc'r.

kulii'=:cold ; cool. ual=good. ill ; altno ! vain:=vTii.

To ask=kcl. Bear=por. Bc=iru. Brcak=kudai. Cut=pila. Come=varu.
CaU=kuvu. Do=gey. Draw; pull=vali. l)rink=varu. Fallen=vettu.

Fight=poru. Go=po. Give=tri ; kodu. nato=verru. Know=:ari ; teri. Keep=ta.
Lick:=na ; nakk. Lcapr=tullu. Laugh:=(;iri. Make ; do^gu ; khar.

Open=tura. Plough=ulu. Rub=;t5 ; tude. Eeap=:koyyu. eru=:to raise.

Run^Sdu
;
paru

;
payu. Shoot=;eyyu. Strike^adi. Scek^tedu.

Spit=tuppu. Siiig=padu. Speak=nudi. Sew=tuiidu. Take=edu. Touch=todu.
Twist^piri. Thrcad=nul. Tie; join=qer. Tum=Qey; tii'i. Wcave=neyya.

A LIST OF SOME PURE DRAVIDIAN ROOTS,

From a Lexicon and Concordance to the NalaiU, by the Rev. Prof. G. U. Pope, D.D., 1892-3.

a. to be ; become ; cause.
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ADDENDA AXD C0REIGE:N'DA Is'o. 2. (See p. 125 also.)

Introduction: page ix. line 28 from top, for ecic^^ road Oco? ; line 17 from bottom, for de Peru read

du Ferou; and for 1871 read 1875.

page X. line 2 from top, for Asiatic men road Asiatic ones ; line 23 from top, for (ftpuew

read (j)pd^ic ; line 12 from bottom, for Quarternary period read Quaternary.

page xi. line 13 from bottom, for Etlnnologically read Ethnoloyically

.

page xsi. line 6 from top, for Ifanyol read Mongol.

page xxiy. line 8 from top, for ut utu read utz=utu. In footnote, for Talviltansa read

Talsiltansa.

page xxviii. line 1 1 from top, for of the Inflexional read or the Inflexional.

page sxis. line 29 from bottom, for aimi read aimc.

page XXXV. line 6 from bottom, for neauderthal read Neanderthal. (Also page Ixxi.)

page xxxi. line 1, for hiife read axe. page xxxii. bottom Unc, for ha read ha.

page xxx^-i. line 24 from top, for Mongol read Mongolian.

page Ixiii. line 25 from top, for «7o read a^w '? Zend : for ayand read ayahh.

page lix. footnote,*" add. The AllophyUians of Quatrefages must include Iberians,

page Ixxi. line 17 from bottom, for hlaclcing read llackish.

Page 1.—Latin: (Stone), add fl!»-«?*«=to plough ; ear. Celtic: add soJ;=plougb-share ; to cut.

Page 5.—Greek : (Arrow), for \a read (o's. Pago 9.—For Indian (Snake) read Sanskrit.

Page 19.—German: for yaw^crookcd, read yrioww*.

Page 26.—Accadian : (Water), add /i«W=:riTer.

Page 31.—Egyptian: (Boy), for x read ««x- Page 33.—Egyptian: add »is(?r=ear.

Page 37.—Greek: ("Weave), for feiJ-zoi/ road g^ew/oi'. Sk. add rffM. Dra-\-iilian : add Z,-«(?=to tie ; cross.

Page 41.—Egyi)tian : (To open), add p'tkah; also x''"'''^to shut.

Page 43.—Dravidian : (To make), add che ; ^•fl;=to do.

Page 44.—American : (To take), add ca-hu-ya^to lift.

Page 47.—Egyjitian : (Adverbs, etc.), add si<^upon ; and au. eu.

Page 55.—Assyrian : (House), add mulckii ?

Page 56.—Sanslait : (House), add ^;«r=town.
Page 57.—Egy[)tian : (Enclosure), for /;fl!<=box read 7ian.

Page 58.—Celtic : (Tree), add deru
;
ghar ; darach. Gennan : (Enclosure), for harto read karten.

Page 60.—Sanskrit : (Bow), add buna.

Page 61.—Ugro-Altaic : (Mountain), for wy7((7. read rtf/Z^cr..

Page 64.— Slavonic : (Wind), add r/((/(c= spirit. Latin : add ar/s^bird.

Page 66.—German : (Bird), for vogal read vtjgel.

Page 69.—Hebrew : (Food), for shcver read sheher. African : add diz=to eat.

Page 72.—Celtic : (Pot), add hachla. Gothic : add l;as.

Page 77.—Accadian : (Metals), add rtw««=tin ; «(r!<f/^coppcr. Basque : uraid^ixn.

,,
Ugi'o-Altaic : «i's»j^gold ; o«=tin. Arabic : /.asdir=itm. Sanskrit : }castira=itm.

„ Greek: eai>ys=tin. Annenian : anag^tin. Egyptian: raaS^gold.

,,
Turanian: tan; rtw=day; light. nan:=eye. !•(?*/,(= copper.

Page 78.—Sanskint : (Metals), kastira^tin ; OT/rt«=copper. Greek : ea^os^tin.

,,
Annenian: anag=:tin. Persian: <i7rt7(=:gold. Zend: ayawA^copper.

Page 80.—Hindi: (Fire), add m^toburn.- Sanskrit: anala.

Page 83.—Thibetan: add k'yi=:dog. Accadian: muna:=goat? Chinese: A(M«y=bear.

,,
Semitic: tanru=zcattle.

Page 85.—San.skrit: add /•o/.-r7=: wolf. Hindi: ushuru^'horse. Egyptian: Aer=dog?
Page 86.—American : add chi}ika^Vwn

;
goggosi^Aos,. Armenian : ?zi'=horse

Page 87.—Basque: (Brother), Jidd .s7</i:««. Dravidian: add «H-a=sister, p. 91.

Page 88.—Sanskrit : (Man), add ?v('=to grow. Greek : i'jpws. Celtic : gwr. ' Anglo-Saxon : loer ?

Pago 89.—Amharic : (Woman), add w)c.s7(rt=:wife.

Page 90.—American : (Mother), add dome ; donne.

Page 91.—Coptic: (Son), for son read TOHc:=brother. Ugro-Altaic: add^M=tree.
Pago 92.—Afghan : (Son), zoe. Armenian : As«';V-:=little.

Page 93.—Egyptian : (Hand), for cnah read enah ?

Page 94.—Slavonic: (Foot), for tauka read tanka.

Page 95.—Egj^itian : (Nose), for feut read fent. Dravidian : (Tongue), add nd-ku.

,,
Ugro-Altaic: ior aug ri;\<l a?ig. MaUiy : ior liga itmI tigu.

Page 96.—Greek: add Koj/x'/^shcU.
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Paj^e 97.—Papuiin : (Mouth), add anca. Egyptian : (Head), for next read next-

I'ajiO 98.—Amerieiin : (Jlouth), for mmikmia read mankana''.

,, French: (Head), tor ckipean yvmI c/uipeau.

rage 99.—])ra\'idiiiii : (Tooth), for taiitham read tuntham ; also add pal.

,,
I'olynesian : for dauye read danyc.

Pago 100.—Shivouie : (Tooth), add orwh=.\w\X)., in Polish. Sanskrit : add (;'('ra«=h(^ad.

Page 101.—Assyrian: (Eye), drop «»r!«=liKht. Page 102.—Englisli : (See), add (hirt, bird?

Page 103.—Chinese: (To weave, etc.), add te=clothes. Dravidian : add Z:«rZ=; to cross ; tie.

Pago 106.—Sanskrit; (To bend), add hdwt-^w^. Armenian : add " ar" root^to take.

Page 107.—Dra\idian : (To sit), add chikku=.rmt. (To sit), for ira read ini.

Pago 109.—Egyptian: (To break, etc.), for wfa' read ne^- Add: Latin: mlciis-^ztm-rttw

.

,,
Sanskrit: ^•rt/'.s7(«^plougli ? Celtic: «oc7<=plongh-share.

Page 110.—Armenian : (To break, cut), add /(rt!?'=:rock. Greek : i^no^to go.

,,
American : (To cut), add ^'rt^^stone.

,,
Sanskrit: (To cut, etc.), add /tYwsA^to plough ; f«s^to cut.

Page 111.—African : (To love), add tonda. Dravidian : add i'am^^lust.

Page 112.—Greek: (To speak), add i/x'/^noise.

Page 113.—African: (Demonstrative Pronouns), drop /;«» ; licje; ene; tere.

Page 114.—Latin: (1st Pronoims), add «i«?i(w^hand. Greek: c7a'=:I. Am. : (I), for cm;* read «•««

Page 120.—Armenian : drop matu-=.\\wui\.

Page 121.—Egyptian: (Hand, take), add crtrry. Greek: for /jcti//) read /t/p/;/*.

Page 122.—Accailian : (Family), add iffr=son. Egyptian : for ncxi read next-

Pago 123.—(Anx). Polynesian: add rf/rt«(/(?:=ghost. Aryan, Hindi : add «M/;M.s:=hooked-goad.

,, American: add «?j^«:= spirit.

Page 124.—(Horse). Armenian: add «rc/(:=bear. Celtic: add wjarc^mare. Persian: for khar read kha

Page 125 (page 5).—Greek : for o's and la, read /o's^arrow. Page 126 (page 82 read 8.5).

Page 129.—Accadian : (Stone), drop du; for iff=knife read bal^axo. Chinese: for f/«i' read dab.

,,
(Enclosure), drop «w(«r ; dar ; and for s«^field read SM^skin.

Page 131.—(Boat), drop da ; for kika^^hoxvio read kiku.

,,
(Moiintain), for shang-dii read .s/(fl'«y=:head ; du. for ta read da.

,,
for tu read till; for mar read maryh ; for au read an ; drop (/a-rus.

Page 133.—(Axe), for ('sZ-M=army read giskii ; for x*s road ghas.

,,
(Bow, etc.), for sJiu; s;V/«^hand read ax; tek and omit Jiand.

,,
(Death), omit si' ; ior bat read bad. Caucasian: a<\d kuba^^tomb.

,,
(Xight), for guild read galla; for ukhi read ukhu; for iituq read utuh.

Page 135.—(Fish), for x'"" read kha. (Snake), for mash read mush.

,,
(Dog), add M»»( ; '«.!Wi=woLf. (Bird), drop Mm. (Pig), add «»/•/•«.

,, (Cow, etc.), for x«''^ox read ^7«'r«i=horse ; and add ama=Lv;i\(\ bull.

,,
(Horse), for arsu-kurra-=.\ioxs,(i read kanm-kurra; and add kas-kas.

Page 137.—(Beer), for iigu read aga or iga; and add sha ; tin.

,,
(Food, etc.), for s«A=whcat read sAera^grass. Drop shen ; ku.

,, ,, for se/"<i7i=:sced read zir ; and for setim^zto eat read hi.

,,
(Salt, etc.), for si-lag read sheg^snov; ; and add sir ; SM/=white.

,,
(Sugar), for sagh=^to shine read azag. (Snow), drop sagh; and for shen read sliim.

,,
(Blood), for shurm road shim ; for «/(('=lifo read zi; for du^rcA read dug.

Page 139.—(Foot), for dub read gub ; for gal read ghal ; for dag road dug ; for bar read ga.

,,
(Hand), drop qat ; add gar-:=to give. Greek : for daKTvXvs read BaKTvXoi-.

,,
(Nose), for ^(!«' read j';?«A. Chinese: ior pet lead pi.

,,
(Hair), drop se ; for tug read ^/y^head.

Page 140.—IJgro-Altaic : add ^YW=;to go
;
paw. (Foot), add eset-mck:=to hear.

,, ,, for ceuka read cenka. (Hand), add mcna^jnan.
Page 141.—Accadian: (Head), ior dug read gud ; di-op sffZ.-.

,, ,, (Eye), ch'op .s/A ; silim; ma; mal; ior nannah read 7mnna.

,, ,, (Mouth), for kan:=gate read kana; and add gar=zto cat.

Page 143.—Accadian: (Man), drop .5r?/7 ; nis; nus; tug; ior mifa-dam road nita-dam.

„ ,, and for fly read «;/fl=father ; for ^'m read Z:m.

,, ,, (Brother), drop s)(//l7' ; iiru; tug; and add &/; «o-H«=:elder brother.

Page 144.—TTgro-Altaic : add «<Z-/-o= old man
;
_/)//)=brother.

,,
East Tartar : add chacha^=man. American: add <('«H('=:man.

Page 145.—Accadian : (Father), drop ad. (Woman), for cma read erne ; for gime read geme.

,, „ for rakk read rr.g ; for 7ien read nin.

,, ,,
(Girl), add du. (No. 7), for sisna I'oad si-sinna.

Page 146.—Ugro-Altaic : add /((«=daughter ; /:««/ (Fin)=hand ; chcche (E. Tartar)=daughter.
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353 ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA No. 2.

Page 147.—Accadian : (Sky, Day), drop ji«('=sun ; faiii'=da.y. Add (Ii)i//ir=skj.

,, ,,
for ellu read el; for hiczar read gissu ; for ad read ud ; and for sir read Si>.

,, ,,
(Sun), di-op /»(2«- ; for s(V read sir ; for s«7* road «7(/; di'op z;V=fire.

,, Greek: for o'/j^o? read o/j0/jo9. Latiu : add hora.

Page 148.—Ugro-Altaic : (Sky, Day), iidd adzo—1 sec. American: for toni;* inti read toni;\ Mi*
,,

(Eye) : add yos.

Page 149.—Accadian: (Star), for elln read «/=l3riglit ; add iku—a Arietis ; add s;y=star.

,, ,,
Qloou), ior nannahxGad nanna; ioT itu read idu. Slavonic: add svesda.

Page 150.—UgTo-Altaic : add (?«?«»=: star.

Page 151.—Accadian: (Eire), for sagh read zaffh ; for si read .s/y=star. (Water), drop imi.

Page 153.—Accadian : (God), for uu road uiu ; drop aku ; di'op /(M=glorious.

,, ,,
(To cut), drop kJia. (To go), drop ffo ? ; for va read ra.

,, ,, (To take), for/HS react ^i<S. (To diink), drop ?»oi«</j ; /i:M=:to eat.

Page 155.—Accadian: (Pronouns), drop wirtfcl ; me. (He), for «?< read wtf.

,, ,,
(This, tliat), for en read e7ie ; for ean read ff/ii ; drop ttt.

Page 156.—TJgro- Altaic: (1st Pronoim), add w/w^liand.

,,
American: add tiiaco ,*=^ma ; aw««=liand. (Thou), add ;7i:(;^No. 2.

Page 157.—Egyptian: (Tree): add pu/cu. Page 158.—Egyptian: (Tooth), drop X-«»!a<=bom.
Page 159.—Egyptian: add "To open"; p'tulcli. Ugro-Altaic : (Mouth), ak. Egyptian: ro. Ugrio: ko.

,, Chinese : (Behind), for hah read poJi, or bad (old).

Page 160.—Add "Black." Fin: kaika. Amercian : kaka=had.
Page 161.—Lap : (Tooth), drop .mind, and place it as for Son, Brother.

,, Egy[3tian : (Dog), for nJicr read uher.

Page 162.—(Turanian and Dra^-idian afiinities). N.B.—Drop Interchangeable letters, and see

pp. 349-350 for Dra^-idian corrections.

Page 167.—American: (Mouth, hole, etc.), add manni^io eat.

Page 172.—Basque: (House), aAd egoitz. Caucasian: add rM/.'(?«=nest.

Page 174.—Libyan: (Stone), for izzh read izzu.

Page 182.—American: (Tongue), add »i«f«ra««*=to eat. Page 183.—Berber: add amme2tig-=.car.

Page 185.—Arabic: add athad^l^o. 7.

Page 186.—Libyan: (Hand), add «/(/irtf7^fingcr, and y(?f=No. 1.

,, Basque : add «//(«(/= tijigcr. Caucasian : add ««/'^knce.

Page 189.—Egyptian: (Metals), add oa;':=stouc.

Page 191.—African: (Man), add wiw ; na. Celtic: for ?«(70!( read ?;wti».

Page 197.—"Note," at end, add some Amharic words seem to agree with Libyan only.

Page 199.—(For Aboriginal Chinese. Mian and Lacouperie), read Abl. Chinese and Mian. " Lacoupcrie."

Page 220.—Dravidian : (Tree), toY decadaru read dura-daru. Malay: (Stone), for i< read path.

Page 222.—American: (Boat), for quenha* read quenhua.* Dravidian : (Enclosure), for ir read ira.

,, Dravidian : (Boat), for vallun read vallam.

Page 223.—Ugro-Altaic: (Bird), iox kush-pteatza read hush, pteatza. African: add tnsusu; nani.

Page 226.—Dravidian : (Snake), for pa?)ilaii read pambu ; and di-op nugam and sarpam.

„ Australian : add powanna.
Page 232.—Dravidian : (Wind), for kattoo road kaitu. African : add mzimu.

Page 233.—Afiican : (Man), add ff«^«^mau ; ((•«»«= child. Australian: add mcna.

,, manga and manushati arc not Dravidian.

Page 234.—Dravidian: (Son), for paiijun read yaiyan.

Page 238.—Dravidian : (Tongue), for nakku=i\io&e ? read 7iu-ki'i=:iongae.

,,
Polynesian: (Mouth), for W(rw/« road »««Hy«. Australian: add nay ; (7«fo«=tongue.

Page 240.—Papuan : (Tooth), for iaug read tang. Australian : (Jlouth), add kamc and ngan.

Page 241.—Australian: (Sun), add «« ; mere; and irai. Page 242.—(Moon), add mil^eyo.
Pago 244.—Malay : (Sky), for laugit road langit. Dravidian : add el^to shiue.

Page 252.—For ^Sladagascar read Dravidian.

Page 254.—Di-avidian : (No. 1), for onrii read onnu. (No. 2), for raddu read randu.

Page 255.—(liine 11), for Sontal road Glioud anil Kodugu. For Malayam read Malayalim.
Pago 271.—Egyptian: {Aiie), for tcxen read textu-

Pago 291.—I'^gyptian: (House), ^ffZ=;lieap of stones ; for Egyptian read Hebrew.
Page 292.—Basque : (Bird), for pistu read pisti.

Page 298.—Appendix XlXff. : add English : amative (jimare) ; and Egyptian : (7/«/:=fire.

Page 301 .—Greek : for fix"]/> read /i>iT>ip.

Page 303.—Accadian: (House), add y!«-=:town. Sanskrit: add jB»<r«:=town.
Page 304.—Tontonic : ior tunc read tune. Celtic: add rftm^hill-fort.

Page 312.—Egyptian: tliird line from top, drop circle.

Pago 326.—Dravidian : (Sun, etc.), for I)ina read dinan.
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